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Abstract 
 
This dissertation compares how eastern and southern Africans incorporated colonialism into their 

historical imagination. It does so by examining how ordinary men and women, indigenous 

leaders, and nationalist politicians in Namibia and Tanzania remembered German colonialism 

(1884–1918) after its end. Whereas existing scholarship in African history tends to foreshorten 

its treatment of German rule because Germany lost its colonies in the First World War, this study 

argues that the afterlives of the shortest-lived colonial empire in Africa reveal the protracted 

nature of decolonization on the continent. Based on newly collected oral and hitherto unutilized 

written sources in Swahili and Otjiherero, the dissertation shows that invoking German rule 

became a language through which Namibians and Tanzanians negotiated with subsequent rulers, 

explored the meaning of the colonial encounter, and formulated claims for recompense. It thus 

highlights that remembering colonialism became integral to the assertion of African sovereignty 

and the emergence of modern restorative justice politics. 

In both countries, trees served as anchors of this memory making. The dissertation 

therefore employs the shape of trees and their branches as a metaphor to describe the individual 

and collective acts of recall that make up social remembrance. Namibians and Tanzanians 

extended these “branches” in families, the public sphere, and through cultural practices. Rather 

than being stifled by silence and trauma, the dissertation demonstrates that Namibians and 

Tanzanians told stories about and with German colonialism among each other and with erstwhile 

colonizers and anti-imperialists. While decolonization was an inherently future-oriented 

endeavor, this study shows that its realization also depended on processes of memory-making 

across generations. In this way, “Branches of Memory” writes a history of the end of empire in 

eastern and southern Africa as the popular intellectual history of those who had to bear it.  
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Introduction 
Branches of Memory 

 
In eastern and southern Africa, as in many parts of the world, trees serve as fixtures of the past.1 

In Namibia, which was known as German South West Africa from 1884 to 1915, the Herero 

trace their origin to the Omumborombonga tree (Combretum imberbe) from which the first man 

and woman sprang.2 In precolonial times, ritual specialists transmitted the memory of patrilineal 

elders through carefully preserved ancestor sticks (ozohongue) made from the Omuvapu bush 

(Grewia flava).3 And in the eastern town of Aminuis, locals preserve a great camel thorn tree 

(Vachellia erioloba) at Toasis, the homestead of former Herero Chief Hosea Kuṱako. After being 

wounded by colonial troops in imperial Germany’s war against the Herero and Nama in 1904–

1908, Kuṱako escaped imprisonment and remained in hiding during the ensuing genocide.4 Until 

his death in 1970, he led his people under South African rule, which replaced the German regime 

 
1  On examples of tree symbolism, see Laura M. Rival, ed., The Social Life of Trees: Anthropological 

Perspectives on Tree Symbolism (New York: Berg, 1998). 
2  On different versions of this myth among the Herero and other southern African peoples see Carl 

Hugo Hahn, Tagebücher, 1837–1860. Diaries: A Missionary in Nama- and Damaraland, ed. Brigitte 
Lau, vol. 2 (Windhoek: Archives Services Division of the Dept. of National Education, 
SWA/Namibia, 1984), 504; Francis Galton, “Recent Expedition into the Interior of South-Western 
Africa,” The Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of London 22 (1852): 140–63, 159; P. H. 
Brincker, “Die Omumborombonga-Sage der Herero (Ova-Herero) und ihre ethnologisch-
mythologische Bedeutung,” Globus 49–50 (1886): 247–50; Erich Brauer, Züge aus der Religion der 
Herero: Ein Beitrag zur Hamitenfrage (Leipzig: R. Voigtländer, 1925), 17–21; Heinrich Vedder, 
“The Herero,” in The Native Tribes of South West Africa, ed. Heinrich Vedder, Louis Fourie, and C. 
H. L. Hahn (New York: Barnes & Noble, 1966), 152–208, 167; Silas Kuvare, “Die Kaokoveld-
Herero,” in Die Mbanderu: Studien zu ihrer Geschichte und Kultur, by Theo Sundermeier 
(Anthropos-Institut, 1977), 187–258, 197–98; Uazuvara Katjivena, “Ndjambi und die Ovakuru. 
Meine afrikanische Tradition,” in Ein Land, eine Zukunft: Namibia auf dem Weg in die 
Unabhängigkeit, ed. Nangolo Mbumba, Helgard Patemann, and Uazuvara Katjivena (Wuppertal: 
Hammer, 1988), 20–32, 26; on the contemporary decline of the myth, see Anette Gertrud Hoffmann, 
“‘Since the Germans Came It Rains Less’: Landscape and Identity of Herero Communities in 
Namibia” (unpublished PhD dissertation, University of Amsterdam, 2005), 197–8. 

3  J. Irle, Die Herero: Ein Beitrag zur Landes-, Volks- & Missionskunde (Gütersloh: C. Bertelsmann, 
1906), 77–79. 

4  On the genocide see most recently Matthias Häussler, The Herero Genocide: War, Emotion, and 
Extreme Violence in Colonial Namibia (New York: Berghahn Books, 2021). 
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after an invasion in 1914.5 In the tree’s cooling shade, Kuṱako and his advisors planned 

resistance against continued colonial rule and organized a Namibian petitioning campaign at the 

United Nations that, after half a century, contributed to attaining independence in 1990.6 On 

April 12, 2021, the Namibian government designated the surrounding homestead a national 

monument.7  

In Tanzania, which until 1918 was known as German East Africa, trees similarly evoke 

stories about the past. In the northeastern city of Tanga, Lutheran Christians remember their first 

church and the alternative family it offered its congregants through mango trees (sg. embe, pl. 

miembe), which German missionaries planted at the church’s first site at Mbuyukenda.8 

Inhabitants of both Tanga and Iringa regions regard baobabs as potential burial sites of colonial 

documents, weapons, and specie left behind by German colonizers during their hasty retreat in 

the First World War.9 However, the image that Namibians and Tanzanians most frequently 

associate with trees is as a makeshift scaffold. In Otjinene, not far from where General Lothar 

von Trotha proclaimed his extermination order of the Herero in October 1904, a camel thorn tree 

still stands where German troops hanged Herero prisoners of war.10 In Iringa, residents point to a 

 
5  On Kutako’s life see Anon., “Biography of Chief Hosea Kutako,” Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 

Basel (BAB), Personenarchiv Israel Goldblatt PA.7, c. 1968. 
6 Field notes of visit to Toasis, Aminuis, December 2, 2018.  
7 Maihapa Ndjavera, “Kutako Homestead to Become National Heritage Site,” New Era, April 12, 

2021, https://neweralive.na/posts/kutako-homestead-to-become-national-heritage-site (last accessed 
April 12, 2021). 

8 Field notes of visit to Mbuyukenda with Mzee Wahaki Vesso, Tanga, October 18, 2019. 
9 See Chapter 6. 
10 Interview with Liebhard Mbaeva, February 15, 2019. On other examples of trees as fixtures of 

memory of German times see Interview with Isaak Varimbara Keya and Josef Uandia Kaviṱunḓema, 
Otjinene, December 8, 2018; Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, February 23, 2019. 
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tree at Kitanzini as the most prominent location of public hangings after the Hehe wars of 1891–

1898, which brought the Hehe under colonial rule.11 

What, apart from these intertwined histories of violence, resistance, and Christianization 

can these stories tell us about African history? “Branches of Memory: Colonialism and the 

Making of the Historical Imagination in Namibia and Tanzania, 1914–1969,” explores this 

question. It does so by not only reading trees as a phenomenological fixture of memory, as lieux 

de mémoire, but by advancing them as an organizing metaphor that captures the dynamic 

relationships through which societies create and share memories of the past.12  

Into the Thickets  

Human nerve cells create and store memories by continuously communicating information 

through synapses, growing dendritic trees throughout the cerebral cortex.13 One of the first 

neuroscientists to visualize this process was Nobel laureate Santiago Ramón y Cajal.14 To Cajal, 

trees and forests constituted the most apt metaphor for human memory. We create memories in 

“the impenetrable thicket of the gray matter” of the brain and preserve them through “delicate 

rootlets of the nerve fibres.”15 In his view, human recollection represented a “forest so dense that, 

by a refinement of complexity, there are no spaces in it, so that the trunks, branches, and leaves 

touch everywhere.”16  

 
11  Interview with Zacharia Poppe, September 28, 2019; Interview with Marcus Muyinga, August 18, 

2019; Interview with Mwaoitara Zuberi, November 27, 2019; field notes of conversation with 
Chatila Laurenti, Weru, November 16, 2019. 

12 Pierre Nora, “Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire,” Representations, no. 26 
(1989): 7–24. 

13 For an accessible introduction to these processes, see Eric R. Kandel, In Search of Memory: The 
Emergence of a New Science of Mind (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2006), 61–9. 

14 To this day, Cajal’s intricate drawings of the connections between neurons influence how we 
conceive of the functioning of the brain. As later and fellow Nobel laureate Eric Kandel notes, Cajal 
was “arguably the most important brain scientist who ever lived.” See Kandel, Memory, 61. 

15 Santiago Ramón y Cajal, Recollections of My Life (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1989), 306, 310. 
16 Ramón y Cajal, Recollections, 323–24. 
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This dissertation follows these branches beyond the individual mind by comparing how 

eastern and southern Africans integrated colonialism into their historical imagination—that is, 

how they created the past through bodily performance, oral tradition, and the written word.17 It 

does so by analyzing how Namibians and Tanzanians have told stories about, with, and through 

German colonialism between its end in the First World War and the era of decolonization. On 

the one hand, they thereby dwelled on the impact of the first colonial occupation of their 

countries, ranging from the destruction it caused to the collaboration it entailed. On the other 

hand, Namibians and Tanzanians turned stories they told about German colonialism into a 

political register through which they explored the meaning of the colonial encounter, shaped the 

path of their countries towards self-determination, and laid the groundwork for contemporary 

restorative justice politics.  

In both countries, trees became cues in this popular memory making. Through acts of 

recall—what Iwona Irwin-Zarecka has called “memory work”—Namibians and Tanzanians 

extended figurative mnemonic branches throughout their communities and towards former 

colonizers and anti-imperialist allies.18 Ordinary men and women, indigenous leaders, and 

nationalist politicians spread these branches—in the form of statements, songs, poems, 

genealogies, and material objects—in families, the public sphere, and through cultural practices. 

Like their sylvan counterparts, the resulting mnemonic thickets depended on signals to grow and 

 
17  My understanding of “historical imagination” draws on Rosalind Shaw, Memories of the Slave 

Trade: Ritual and the Historical Imagination in Sierra Leone (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2002); David Lee Schoenbrun, The Names of the Python: Belonging in East Africa, 900 to 1930 
(Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 2021); Jonathon L. Earle, Colonial Buganda and the 
End of Empire: Political Thought and Historical Imagination in Africa (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2017); Derek R. Peterson and Giacomo Macola, eds., Recasting the Past: History 
Writing and Political Work in Modern Africa (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 2009). 

18  Iwona Irwin-Zarecka, Frames of Remembrance: The Dynamics of Collective Memory (New 
Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 1994), 13.  
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persist. In the cerebral cortex, synapses send and receive chemical signals for this purpose. In 

human societies, signaling consists in creative acts of recall among one’s kin, in political 

negotiations and declarations, and in cultural rituals.19 Extending branches of memory thus 

constitutes a central dimension of the “groupwork” through which African societies have 

imagined themselves, their pasts, and their futures.20 

Over the past centuries, metaphors of memory have closely followed the dominant media 

of each epoch.21 Jan Vansina, an early advocate for the study of oral tradition in African history, 

likened memory to a well-organized library in which encoded “entries,” like books, could be 

efficiently stored and retrieved.22 However, neuroscientists and cognitive psychologists 

increasingly question the validity of this allegory.23 In response to critics, Vansina himself 

abandoned the notion that the mind singularly encodes information in favor of a more dynamic 

view of recall as an ongoing process in which memories evolve over time.24 Memory and its 

 
19  Cambridge psychologist Frederic Bartlett was the first to characterize remembrance as a creative act. 

Frederic C. Bartlett, Remembering: A Study in Experimental and Social Psychology (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University press, 1932); on the lasting relevance of Bartlett’s work, see David C. Rubin, 
“A Conceptual Space for Episodic and Semantic Memory,” Memory & Cognition, March 1, 2021, 3, 
https://doi.org/10.3758/s13421-021-01148-3. 

20  On “groupwork,” see Schoenbrun, The Names of the Python, 6, 8. 
21 Aleida Assmann, Erinnerungsräume: Formen und Wandlungen des kulturellen Gedächtnisses 

(München: C.H. Beck, 1999), 149–78. 
22 Jan Vansina, “Memory and Oral Tradition,” in The African Past Speaks: Essays on Oral Tradition 

and History, ed. Joseph Calder Miller (Hamden, CO: Archon, 1980), 262–79, 263; Jan Vansina, 
Oral Tradition as History (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), 43. 

23 James L. McClelland, “Constructive Memory and Memory Distortions: A Parallel-Distributed 
Processing Approach,” in Memory Distortion: How Minds, Brains, and Societies Reconstruct the 
Past, ed. Daniel L. Schacter and Joseph T. Coyle (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1995), 
69–90, 73–4. Vansina suggested that library entries could get “lost,” which misrepresents the 
underlying processes of neural encoding. On problems with the “container” model of memory, see 
Renée L. Tantala, “Verbal and Visual Imagery in Kitara (Western Uganda): Interpreting ‘The Story 
of Isimbwa and Nyinamwiru’,” in Paths toward the Past: African Historical Essays in Honor of Jan 
Vansina, ed. Robert Harms et al. (Atlanta: African Studies Association Press, 1994), 223–43, 231. 

24 Vansina, Oral Tradition as History, 161, 163; on encoding, see Mu-ming Poo et al., “What Is 
Memory? The Present State of the Engram,” BMC Biology 14, no. 1 (2016): 1–18, 14; on Vansina’s 
critics, see most notably Luise White, Speaking with Vampires: Rumor and History in Colonial 
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organization thus appear more individualistic, malleable, and interrelated than the metaphor of 

the library suggests—closer, indeed, to what pioneers such as Bethwell Ogot and Joseph Ki-

Zerbo called “living” organisms.25 At the same time, critics of the concept of collective memory 

have called for “new metaphors, ones that help us to recognize historical complexity and to 

express our necessarily varied relationships to the past.”26  

The making of branches of memory provides such a metaphor. A “branch” represents one 

or more acts of recall through which individuals and collectives contribute to social 

remembrance. By foregrounding the interpersonal and processual nature of memory work, this 

metaphor allows us to better understand the ways in which societies remember and how the ends 

of empire have continued to shape postcolonial presents across Africa. As Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o 

observes, “the question of memory” offers the key to understanding the continent’s history and 

may provide impulses for re-imagining its future.27 

An African History of German Colonialism 

The histories of Namibia and Tanzania constitute fruitful case studies for this purpose. In 

contrast to other European empires in Africa, German rule ended relatively early because of the 

country’s defeat in the First World War. The victorious Allies re-allocated German overseas 

possessions as mandates under the League of Nations and, after 1945, trusteeship territories 

 
Africa (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000). However, White’s critique did not question 
Vansina’s definition of memory but his positivist interpretation of oral history. 

25  Bethwell A. Ogot, History of the Southern Luo, vol. 1, Migration and Settlement (Nairobi: East 
African Publishing House, 1967), 12; Joseph Ki-Zerbo, “General Introduction,” in UNESCO 
General History of Africa, vol. 1, Methodology and African Prehistory, ed. by Joseph Ki-Zerbo 
(Berkeley: The University of California Press, 1990), 1–15, 3. 

26  Cullen Goldblatt, Beyond Collective Memory: Structural Complicity and Future Freedoms in 
Senegalese and South African Narratives (New York: Routledge, 2020), 22. 

27  Ngũgĩ wa Thiongʼo, Something Torn and New: An African Renaissance (New York: BasicCivitas 
Books, 2009), ix. 
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under the United Nations.28 This short lifespan, and the corresponding longer time since German 

colonialism has elapsed, allows historians to study how Namibians and Tanzanians transformed 

social memories, which are usually shared between two to three generations, into more lasting 

cultural memories, which are institutionalized through initiation and repetition in writing, 

organizations such as the state, and in a growing corpus of rituals and symbols.29  

By focusing on how eastern and southern Africans made social and cultural memories, 

the dissertation writes a popular intellectual history of the protracted end of empire in Africa. 

Although the liquidation of the German colonial empire was not the end of foreign domination, it 

provided Namibians and Tanzanians with a benchmark to judge subsequent rulers and debate the 

moral and political fabric of their communities. By making memories about and with German 

colonialism, eastern and southern Africans appropriated foreign rule to tell stories about their 

past, criticize conditions in the present, and envision alternative futures. Through comparisons of 

the first colonial occupation with following political regimes, they could shame and pressure 

current powerholders. The characteristics ascribed to German colonizers—ranging from brutality 

and irascibility to punctiliousness and care—could be the worst-possible insult to British and 

South African officials as well as representatives of the independent African state. This became 

especially clear before and during the Second World War, when a return of German rule 

appeared possible. As in the case of other former German colonies in Africa, South African and 

 
28  Michael D. Callahan, Mandates and Empire: The League of Nations and Africa, 1914–1931 

(Portland, OR: Sussex Academic Press, 1999); Michael Dennis Callahan, A Sacred Trust: The 
League of Nations and Africa, 1929–1946 (Brighton: Sussex Academic Press, 2004). 

29 On the concepts of social and collective memory see, respectively, Maurice Halbwachs, On 
Collective Memory, ed. Lewis A. Coser (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 182; Jan 
Assmann and John Czaplicka, “Collective Memory and Cultural Identity,” New German Critique 65 
(1995): 125–33, 126. 
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British officials in Namibia and Tanzania became anxious about imagined and real supporters of 

their imperial predecessors.30  

At the same time, comparisons that stressed the dissimilarity with the German regime 

became a way to court government favor and ingratiate oneself with figures of authority. By 

asserting that mandates, trusteeship, and independence were less dreadful than the countries’ first 

colonial occupation, Namibians and Tanzanians could demand the fulfillment of the 

civilizational tenets of liberal internationalism, Christian charity, soldierly honor, and African 

nationalism. This claim-making ranged from eyewitnesses making memories about German rule 

itself to narratives of survivors and their descendants that spoke with and through the example of 

the first colonial occupation to pursue a specific goal. Often, these positions coincided. By 

studying how victims of genocide, Christian converts, poets, and former African colonial 

soldiers spoke with and about colonialism, we gain a better understanding of the ways in which 

ordinary people—quotidian intellectuals—shaped the gestation of political discourse in modern 

Africa.31  

Beyond political rhetoric, “Branches of Memory” captures the lasting divisions that 

colonialism left behind in local societies. In both countries, colonial remembrance has revolved 

around mass violence, economic exploitation, and racial discrimination. But this memory making 

cannot be reduced to narratives of victimhood and resistance.32 Some Namibians and 

Tanzanians—such as Christian converts and the African soldiers of the German colonial army, 

 
30  See, for example, Andreas Eckert, Die Duala und die Kolonialmächte: Eine Untersuchung zu 

Widerstand, Protest und Protonationalismus in Kamerun vor dem Zweiten Weltkrieg (Münster: Lit, 
1991), 286–88. 

31  This broad conception of intellectuals is indebted to Steven Feierman, Peasant Intellectuals: 
Anthropology and History in Tanzania (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1990), 17–27. 

32  For a similar perspective on Cameroon, see Albert Gouaffo and Stefanie Michels, eds., Koloniale 
Verbindungen - transkulturelle Erinnerungstopografien: Das Rheinland in Deutschland und das 
Grasland Kameruns (Bielefeld: Transcript, 2019), 11. 
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the askari—developed nostalgia about German rule based on their adoption of Christianity, 

familial ties to German settlers and missionaries, and shared notions of military honor. Such 

nostalgia making was not limited to eastern and southern Africa. In Togo, former African 

colonial clerks, mission members, and soldiers joined the “German-Togo-Association” (Deutsch-

Togo-Bund), which became a leading force in the country’s independence movement.33 In 

Cameroon, some Duala elites expressed resentment over their loss of influence under the French 

by founding the “Association of Cameroon Pro-German Coloreds” (Kamerun Farbigen Deutsch 

Gesinnten Verein).34 In Namibia and Tanzania, Germanophones and Germanophiles similarly 

contributed to the making of the historical imagination.  

 
33  Dotsé Yigbe, “Deutsch-Togo und die Folgen,” in Kritik des deutschen Kolonialismus: Postkoloniale 

Sicht auf Erinnerung und Geschichtsvermittlung, ed. Wolfgang Geiger and Henning Melber 
(Frankfurt am Main: Brandes & Apsel, 2021), 81–94; Komlan Kouzan, “Quelle contribution du 
Deutsch-Togo-Bund à la fête du 27 avril 1960 au Togo ?,” in Les indépendances en Afrique: 
L’évènement et ses mémoires, 1957/1960–2010, ed. Odile Goerg, Jean-Luc Martineau, and Didier 
Nativel (Rennes: Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2013), 97–115; Essoham Assima-Kpatcha and 
Koffi Nutefé Tsigbe, eds., Le refus de l’ordre colonial en Afrique et au Togo (1884–1960) (Lomé: 
Presses de l’UL, 2013); Benjamin N. Lawrance, Locality, Mobility, and “Nation”: Periurban 
Colonialism in Togo’s Eweland, 1900–1960 (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2007); 
Dennis Laumann, Remembering the Germans in Ghana (New York: Peter Lang, 2007); Adjaï Paulin 
Oloukpona-Yinnon and Dapou Ph. Napo-Issa, “‘Wir Togoleute wollen gern ‘rassisch’ Neger, aber 
technisch deutsch bleiben:’ Profession de foi de Johann Kofi A. Agboka (1893–1972), Fondateur du 
‘Deutsch-Togo-Bund,’” in Plumes allemandes: biographies et autobiographies africaines, ed. Adjaï 
Paulin Oloukpona-Yinnon and János Riesz (Lomé: Presses de l’UL, 2003), 271–84; Têtêvi G. Tété-
Adjalogo, De la colonisation allemande au Deutsch-Togo Bund (Paris: L’Harmattan, 1998); Dadja 
H. K. Simtaro, “Le Togo ‘Musterkolonie’. Souvenirs de l’Allemagne dans la société togolaise” 
(Thèse de doctorat de 3ème cycle, Aix-en-Provence, Université de Provence, 1982). 

34  Albert Gouaffo and Richard Tsogang Fossi, “Kamerun: Ein deutsches Kapitel des globalen 
Imperialismus,” in Kritik des deutschen Kolonialismus: Postkoloniale Sicht auf Erinnerung und 
Geschichtsvermittlung, ed. Wolfgang Geiger and Henning Melber (Frankfurt am Main: Brandes & 
Apsel, 2021), 67–80; Stefanie Michels, Schwarze deutsche Kolonialsoldaten: mehrdeutige 
Repräsentationsräume und früher Kosmopolitismus in Afrika (Bielefeld: Transcript, 2009); Ralph A. 
Austen, “‘Ich bin schwarzer Mann aber mein Herz ist Deutsch’: Germanophones and ‘Germanness’ 
in Colonial Cameroon and Tanzania,” in Die (koloniale) Begegnung: AfrikanerInnen in Deutschland 
1880–1945, Deutsche in Afrika 1880–1918, ed. Marianne Bechhaus-Gerst (Frankfurt am Main: 
Lang, 2003), 23–40; Eckert, Duala; Jonathan Derrick, “Elitisme colonial au Cameroun. Le cas des 
Douala dans les années trente,” in Histoire du Cameroun (XIXe siècle - début XXe siècle), ed. M.Z. 
Njeuma (Paris: L’Harmattan, 1989), 163–202; Léonard Sah, “Présence et activités allemandes au 
Cameorun dans la période de l’entre deux guerres (1924–1946),” in L’Afrique et l’Allemagne de la 
colonisation à la coopération, 1884–1986: le cas du Cameroun, ed. Kum’a Ndumbe (Yaoundé: 
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However, these forms of “reconstructive nostalgia” rarely expressed a wish for a return of 

German rule. Rather, they allowed eastern and southern Africans to incorporate the dislocations 

caused by foreign occupation, Christian proselytization, and capitalist economies of extraction 

into their own life stories.35 As Svetlana Boym has argued: “The nostalgic is never a native, but 

rather a displaced person who mediates between the local and the universal.”36 In this way, 

(post)colonial nostalgia highlights that colonialism created new, albeit often involuntary and 

forced, ties of kinship, religion, and honor between colonizers and colonized. By studying the 

persistence of these ties after the end of German rule, I am not providing a “balance sheet” of 

imperialism, in which the recollections of Namibians and Tanzanians serve as catspaw to weigh 

the purported “pros” and “cons” of colonialism. Rather, I illuminate that the colonial encounter 

viscerally affected the lives of eastern and southern Africans long after the purported end of the 

first colonial occupation through a focus on popular ways of history and memory making.  

Historians of Namibia, Tanzania, Cameroon, Togo, Rwanda, and Burundi have 

developed several approaches to assess the impact of the end of German colonialism on local 

societies. Several have concentrated on erstwhile colonial intermediaries.37 A second branch of 

 
AfricAvenir, 1986), 287–329; Helmuth Stoecker, “Loyalty to Germany in Cameroon 1914–1930,” in 
L’Afrique et l’Allemagne, ed. Ndumbe, 330–36; Jonathan Derrick, “The ‘Germanophone’ Elite of 
Douala under the French Mandate,” The Journal of African History 21, no. 2 (1980): 255–67. 

35  On “reconstructive nostalgia” as a way of dealing with increased historical change, see Svetlana 
Boym, “Nostalgia and Its Discontents,” The Hedgehog Review 9, no. 2 (2007): 7–18, 13; on 
nostalgic views of colonialism see Jacob Dlamini, Native Nostalgia (Auckland Park: Jacana Media, 
2009). 

36  Boym, “Nostalgia,” 12. 
37 On Togo, see Laumann, Remembering the Germans; Lawrance, Locality, Mobility, and “Nation,” 

121–47; on Cameroon, see Stefanie Michels and Albert-Pascal Temgoua, eds., La politique de la 
mémoire coloniale en Allemagne et au Cameroun - The politics of colonial memory in Germany and 
Cameroon (Münster: Lit, 2005); Michels, Schwarze deutsche Kolonialsoldaten; on Rwanda, see 
Alison Des Forges, Defeat Is the Only Bad News: Rwanda under Musinga, 1896–1931 (Madison, 
WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 2011); on Tanzania, see Bettina Brockmeyer, Geteilte 
Geschichte, geraubte Geschichte: Koloniale Biografien in Ostafrika (1880–1950) (Frankfurt: 
Campus, 2021). 
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studies has examined structural legacies in education, land ownership, racial thought, 

internalized violence, and neocolonial dependency.38 A third group has explored the dynamic 

ways in which African societies have remembered colonialism in oral narratives, ritual, and 

archival practices.39 Within this field, scholars have concentrated on how different communities 

have recalled violence and anticolonial wars.40 “Branches of Memory” integrates these 

 
38  On land ownership, see Caroline Authaler, Deutsche Plantagen in Britisch-Kamerun. Internationale 

Normen und lokale Realitäten, 1925–1940 (Köln: Böhlau Verlag, 2018); André Du Pisani, 
SWA/Namibia, the Politics of Continuity and Change (Johannesburg: J. Ball Publishers, 1985); on 
education, see Madiba Essiben, Colonisation et Evangelisation en Afrique. L’Heritage scolaire du 
Cameroun (1885–1956) (Bern: Peter Lang, 1980); on racial thought, see Mahmood Mamdani, When 
Victims Become Killers: Colonialism, Nativism, and the Genocide in Rwanda (Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton University Press, 2001), 41–75; on internalized violence, see Nicolas Argenti, The 
Intestines of the State: Youth, Violence, and Belated Histories in the Cameroon Grassfields 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007); on neo-colonialism, see Eugène Désiré Eloundou, Le 
Sud-Kamerun face à l’hégémonie allemande, 1884–1916 (Paris: L’Harmattan, 2016), 315. 

39 On former parts of Togoland, see Sandra E. Greene, Sacred Sites and the Colonial Encounter: A 
History of Meaning and Memory in Ghana (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2002); on 
Namibia, see Zedekia Ngavirue, Political Parties and Interest Groups in South West Africa 
(Namibia): A Study of a Plural Society (1972) (Basel: P. Schlettwein Publishing, 1997); Reinhart 
Kössler, “Traditional Communities and the State in Southern Africa,” Africa Spectrum 33, no. 1 
(1998): 19–37; Memory Biwa, “‘Weaving the Past with Threads of Memory’: Narratives and 
Commemorations of the Colonial War in Southern Namibia” (unpublished PhD dissertation, 
University of the Western Cape, 2012); on Tanzania, see Nancy A. Rushohora, “An Archaeological 
Identity of the Majimaji: Toward an Historical Archaeology of Resistance to German Colonization 
in Southern Tanzania,” Archaeologies 11, no. 2 (2015): 246–71; Reginald Elias Kirey, “Collective 
Memories of German Colonialism in Tanzania Mainland/East Africa” (unpublished PhD 
dissertation, University of Hamburg, 2019). 

40 On Maji Maji and the war of 1904–1908 see, for example, John Iliffe and G. C. K. Gwassa, Records 
of the Maji Maji Rising (Nairobi: East African Publishing House, 1967); Gesine Krüger and Dag 
Henrichsen, “‘We Have Been Captives Long Enough. We Want to Be Free’ – Land, Uniforms & 
Politics in the History of Herero in the Interwar Period,” in Namibia under South African Rule. 
Mobility and Containment 1915-46, ed. Patricia Hayes (Oxford: James Curry, 1998), 149–74; 
Gesine Krüger, Kriegsbewältigung und Geschichtsbewusstsein: Realität, Deutung und Verarbeitung 
des deutschen Kolonialkriegs in Namibia 1904 bis 1907 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1999); Thaddeus Sunseri, “Statist Narratives and Maji Maji Ellipses,” The International Journal of 
African Historical Studies 33, no. 3 (2000): 567–84; Felicitas Becker, “Für einige Zeit wiederbelebt. 
Das Gedenken an den Maji-Maji-Krieg in Tansania,” in Der Maji-Maji-Krieg in Deutsch-Ostafrika: 
1905–1907, ed. Felicitas Becker and Jigal Beez (Berlin: Ch. Links Verlag, 2005), 171–78; Karie L. 
Morgan, “‘To Heal the Wounds’: Namibian Ovaherero’s Contests Over Coming to Terms with the 
German Colonial Past” (unpublished PhD dissertation, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
2010); Larissa Förster, Postkoloniale Erinnerungslandschaften: Wie Deutsche und Herero in 
Namibia des Kriegs von 1904 gedenken (Frankfurt am Main, New York: Campus Verlag, 2010); 
Nancy A. Rushohora, “Theorising the Majimaji – Landscape, Memory and Agency,” Journal of 
African Cultural Heritage Studies 1, no. 1 (2017): 19–31; on artistic reflections on the Herero and 
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approaches, going beyond their individual limitations. By highlighting personal continuities in 

areas such as administration and the Swahili press, I avoid prioritizing a political chronology that 

did not necessarily reflect how eastern and southern Africans experienced the imperial transition. 

And by focusing on both former colonial intermediaries and the majority of the colonized, I 

highlight that the telling of stories with and about German colonialism was not limited to any 

single social group.  

In this way, the dissertation enriches our understanding of popular ways of history 

making in Africa. Oral forms of historicity have formed the heart of African history from its 

inception as a professional field.41 To counter the biases and structural omissions of the colonial 

archive, historians of the continent pioneered approaches of recuperating the past through the 

analysis of ritual and everyday practices.42 Over the last two decades, scholars have also 

demonstrated that Africans influenced the colonial archive through their own writing and 

sometimes sidestepped it altogether by creating archives of their own.43 My dissertation 

 
Nama genocide, see Pedzisai Maedza, “Chains of Memory in the Postcolony: Performing and 
Remembering the Namibian Genocide” (unpublished PhD dissertation, University of Cape Town, 
2018). 

41  Schoenbrun, The Names of the Python; White, Speaking with Vampires; Isabel Hofmeyr, “We Spend 
Our Years as a Tale That Is Told”: Oral Historical Narrative in a South African Chiefdom (London: 
James Currey, 1994); Elizabeth Tonkin, Narrating Our Pasts: The Social Construction of Oral 
History (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1992); Joseph Calder Miller, ed., The African Past 
Speaks: Essays on Oral Tradition and History (Hamden, CT: Archon, 1980); Vansina, Oral 
Tradition as History. 

42  Hildi Hendrickson, “Historical Idioms of Identity Representation Among the Ovaherero in Southern 
Africa” (unpublished PhD dissertation, New York University, 1992); Paul Stoller, Embodying 
Colonial Memories: Spirit Possession, Power and the Hauka in West Africa (New York: Routledge, 
1995); Michael Lambek, “The Sakalava Poiesis of History: Realizing the Past Through Spirit 
Possession in Madagascar,” American Ethnologist 25, no. 2 (1998): 106–27; Jennifer Cole, Forget 
Colonialism? Sacrifice and the Art of Memory in Madagascar (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2001); Shaw, Memories of the Slave Trade. 

43  Derek R. Peterson, Creative Writing: Translation, Bookkeeping, and the Work of Imagination in 
Colonial Kenya (Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 2004); Karin Barber, ed., Africa’s Hidden Histories: 
Everyday Literacy and Making the Self (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2006); Joel 
Cabrita, Text and Authority in the South African Nazaretha Church (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2014); Earle, Colonial Buganda. 
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combines these strands of scholarship, illustrating the ways in which oral, embodied, and written 

memory making influenced each other and shaped the gestation of the historical imagination in 

Namibia and Tanzania. 

From the perspective of eastern and southern Africa, “Branches of Memory” decenters 

the focus on the former metropole in scholarship on German colonialism.44 Despite an increased 

interest in the colonial past over the past two decades, few scholars have asked how the end of 

the German empire affected African peoples, and how they have remembered it since.45 The 

resulting “epistemological gaps,” as Oswald Masebo calls them, have prevented a fuller 

acknowledgement of the intertwined histories of Africa and Europe.46  

They have also hindered resolving a seeming paradox. On the one hand, German 

colonialism involved some of the most violent forms of colonial rule, including the genocide of 

the Herero and Nama in 1904–1908 in Namibia and the Maji Maji War of 1905–1907 in 

Tanzania.47 On the other hand, it appeared to have left few tangible traces in African societies. 

 
44 Jared Poley, Decolonization in Germany: Weimar Narratives of Colonial Loss and Foreign 

Occupation (New York: Peter Lang, 2005); Britta Schilling, Postcolonial Germany: Memories of 
Empire in a Decolonized Nation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014); Christiane Bürger, 
Deutsche Kolonialgeschichte(n): Der Genozid in Namibia und die Geschichtsschreibung der DDR 
und BRD (Bielefeld: transcript Verlag, 2017). 

45 Klaus Mühlhahn, ed., “Preface,” in The Cultural Legacy of German Colonial Rule (Berlin: de 
Gruyter Oldenburg, 2017), vii–xii, ix. The recent public debate about the comparability of memories 
of the Holocaust and memories of German colonialism echoes this tendency for myopia. On the 
debate, see Jürgen Zimmerer and Michael Rothberg, “Erinnerungskultur: Enttabuisiert den 
Vergleich!,” Die Zeit, April 4, 2021, https://www.zeit.de/2021/14/erinnerungskultur-gedenken-
pluralisieren-holocaust-vergleich-globalisierung-geschichte (last accessed April 6, 2021). 

46  Oswald Masebo, “Epistemologische Leerstellen in der verflochtenen Geschichten Tansanias und 
Deutschlands, Eine Sicht aus Hamburgs Partnerstadt Dar es Salaam,” in Hamburg: Tor zur 
kolonialen Welt. Erinnerungsorte der (post-)kolonialen Globalisierung ed. by Jürgen Zimmerer and 
Kim S. Todzi (Göttingen: Wallstein, 2021), 549–68. 

47  On the violent nature of German rule see Marie A. Muschalek, Violence as Usual: Policing and the 
Colonial State in German Southwest Africa (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2019). 
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Early studies considered German rule “marginal” compared to other colonial empires.48 Over the 

last three decades, civil society activists in Africa and Europe have challenged this view, 

particularly around the centennial commemoration of the Herero and Nama genocide in 2004.49 

Since 2001, Herero and Nama activists have spurred the debate over these connections by 

comparing the genocide of 1904–1908 to the Holocaust in—so far unsuccessful—class action 

lawsuits against German companies and the state.50 In parallel, historians began to highlight the 

precedents and after-effects of German colonialism, including potential connections between 

overseas and Nazi imperialism.51  

While debates over the legacies of colonial mass violence have contributed to the 

comparative study of genocides, they have tended to reduce memories of affected communities 

to a static function of the violence committed by European perpetrators.52 My dissertation takes a 

different perspective. Focusing on the changing ways in which eastern and southern Africans 

 
48  Lewis H. Gann, “Marginal Colonialism: The German Case,” in Germans in the Tropics: Essays in 

German Colonial History, ed. Arthur J. Knoll and Lewis H. Gann (New York: Greenwood Press, 
1987), 1–18. 

49  For an overview of the activism around the centennial, see Reinhart Kössler, Namibia and Germany: 
Negotiating the Past (Windhoek: UNAM Press, 2015), 247–60. 

50  The Herero People’s Reparations Corporation v. Deutsche Bank AG, Terex Corporation, and 
Woermann Line, Case No. 01-0004447 (2001); Vekuii Rukoro v. Federal Republic of Germany, 
Case No. 1:17-cv-00062 LTS. On these analogies see Howard Rechavia-Taylor, “German 
Colonialism in the Court Room – Law, Reparation, and the Legal Grammars of the Shoah,” 
Humanity 23 (2023): forthcoming. 

51 See especially Sara Friedrichsmeyer, Sara Lennox, and Susanne Zantop, eds., The Imperialist 
Imagination: German Colonialism and Its Legacy (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1998); 
Eric Ames, Marcia Klotz, and Lora Wildenthal, eds., Germany’s Colonial Pasts (Lincoln: University 
of Nebraska Press, 2005); on debates about the relationship between German colonialism and the 
Holocaust, see Jürgen Zimmerer and Joachim Zeller, eds., Völkermord in Deutsch-Südwestafrika: 
der Kolonialkrieg (1904–1908) in Namibia und seine Folgen (Berlin: Ch. Links, 2003); David 
Olusoga and Casper W. Erichsen, The Kaiser’s Holocaust: Germany’s Forgotten Genocide and the 
Colonial Roots of Nazism (London: Faber and Faber, 2010); Michael Perraudin and Jürgen 
Zimmerer, eds., German Colonialism and National Identity (New York: Routledge, 2011); Volker 
Max Langbehn and Mohammad Salama, eds., German Colonialism: Race, the Holocaust, and 
Postwar Germany (New York: Columbia University Press, 2011). See also Chapter 3. 

52  Memory Biwa has criticized this tendency as a preoccupation with establishing perpetrator intent. 
See Biwa, “‘Weaving the Past’,” 92–3. 
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understood and argued over the first colonial occupation, it describes memory making around 

and with German colonialism as an open-ended, dynamic process. 

The Past Tense of Decolonization  

Because it was cut short in the First World War, the German colonial empire demonstrates that 

decolonization began long before the founding of the first national organizations or the hoisting 

of the new national flag. In this respect, the curious case of the most short-lived colonial empire 

in Africa illuminates what I call the past tense of decolonization. That is, the end of empire was 

not only a future-oriented, “worldmaking” enterprise, but depended on processes of memory 

making across generations.53 To develop and realize ideas of postcolonial futures, African 

societies had to negotiate the past that preceded them. Early analysts of African nationalism 

focused on the creation of political parties and colonial policy to determine who “initiated” this 

transformation.54 Historians of Africa righty rejected this view and demonstrated the leading role 

of colonized peoples in pushing for independence.55 Similarly, I emphasize the ways in which 

eastern and southern Africans envisioned and shaped decolonization through popular memory 

work from the early 1900s to the present.  

 
53  On decolonization as “worldmaking,” see Adom Getachew, Worldmaking after Empire: The Rise 

and Fall of Self-Determination (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2019); on memories of 
decolonization, see Carola Lentz and David Lowe, Remembering Independence (New York: 
Routledge, 2018). 

54  Prosser Gifford and Wm. Roger Louis, eds., The Transfer of Power in Africa: Decolonization, 1940–
1960 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982); Prosser Gifford and William Roger Louis, eds., 
Decolonization and African Independence: The Transfers of Power, 1960–1980 (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1988); John Darwin, Britain and Decolonisation: The Retreat from Empire in the 
Post-War World (Houndmills, Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1988); William Roger Louis and Ronald 
Robinson, “The Imperialism of Decolonization,” The Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth 
History 22, no. 3 (1994): 462–511. 

55  Frederick Cooper, Decolonization and African Society: The Labor Question in French and British 
Africa (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 8. 
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However, most of these studies continued to treat decolonization as a political moment 

that primarily involved a transfer of sovereignty in the early 1960s.56 Recent works have 

challenged this event-focused view.57 Frederick Cooper and Gary Wilder have drawn attention to 

the open-ended nature of the end of empire, highlighting that decolonization was a protracted 

process.58 Moreover, Meredith Terretta and others have noted that a view of decolonization 

centered after 1945 does not fit the case of African League mandates and trusteeship territories, 

which experienced a succession of colonial regimes from the First World War to 1990 and thus 

several overlapping processes of decolonization and recolonization.59 

“Branches of Memory” highlights the “decidedly fuzzy” conceptual and temporal 

boundaries of these processes through the perspectives of the (no longer) colonized.60 To eastern 

and southern Africans, the precipitative expiration of German rule underlined that colonialism 

could end. German rule thus became part of what Reinhart Koselleck called the “space of 

experience” of affected societies. Namibians and Tanzanians drew on this experience in defining 

their “horizon of expectation,” that is, what they expected from and how they interacted with 

subsequent regimes, be they colonial or postcolonial. 61  In this way, remembering and telling 

 
56  Prasenjit Duara, ed., Decolonization: Perspectives from Now and Then (New York: Routledge, 

2004), 2. 
57  Lentz and Lowe, Remembering Independence, 3. 
58 Frederick Cooper, Citizenship between Empire and Nation: Remaking France and French Africa, 

1945–1960 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014); Gary Wilder, Freedom Time: Negritude, 
Decolonization, and the Future of the World (London: Duke University Press, 2015). 

59  Meredith Terretta and Benjamin N. Lawrance, “‘Sons of the Soil’: Cause Lawyers, the Togo-
Cameroun Mandates, and the Origins of Decolonization,” The American Historical Review 124, no. 
5 (2019): 1709–14; Molly McCullers, “Betwixt and Between Colony and Nation-State: Liminality, 
Decolonization, and the South West Africa Mandate,” The American Historical Review 124, no. 5 
(2019): 1704–8. 

60  Martin Thomas and Andrew S. Thompson, “Rethinking Decolonization: A New Research Agenda 
for the Twenty-First Century,” in The Oxford Handbook of the Ends of Empire, ed. Martin Thomas 
and Andrew S. Thompson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), 3. 

61  Reinhart Koselleck, Futures Past: On the Semantics of Historical Time (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 1985), 269. 
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stories about the first colonial occupation influenced how eastern and southern Africans 

conceived of their pasts, presents, and futures.  

Within Namibia and Tanzania, these narratives became one register—among discourses 

about the precolonial past, gender, religion, and political ideology—through which the colonized 

asserted their autonomy despite continued colonial occupation.62 If we understand decolonization 

as an open-ended “form of claim making about the nature and scope of … rights and 

sovereignty” in the social, political, and cultural sphere, telling stories with and about German 

rule enriched the vocabulary through which Namibians and Tanzanians could mollify, appease or 

criticize subsequent rulers.63 Some of these stories helped to advance the decolonization of both 

countries by informing political alternatives to foreign rule. But they could also further self-

determination in more subtle ways through the assertion of social and cultural autonomy. The 

forms of this assertion included the narration of family genealogies after genocide, the 

reappropriation of colonial symbols, and the telling of tales about buried colonial coins. The 

extension of branches of memory thereby illuminates the ways in which eastern and southern 

Africans distinguished their own modernity from that imposed by European colonizers.64 

 
62  On the precolonial past, see Feierman, Peasant Intellectuals; Josué Tomasini Castro, “A Política 

Ovaherero. Poder e conflito na Namíbia central” (unpublished PhD dissertation, Universidade de 
Brasilia, 2013); on gender, see Susan Geiger, TANU Women: Gender and Culture in the Making of 
Tanganyikan Nationalism, 1955–1965 (Dar es Salaam: Mkuki Na Nyota, 1997); Martha Akawa, The 
Gender Politics of the Namibian Liberation Struggle (Basel: Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 2014); on 
religion, see Thomas T. Spear and Isaria N. Kimambo, eds., East African Expressions of Christianity 
(Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 1999); Felicitas Becker, Becoming Muslim in Mainland 
Tanzania 1890–2000 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008); Carl-J. Hellberg, Mission, 
Colonialism, and Liberation : The Lutheran Church in Namibia, 1840–1966 (Stockholm: Verbum, 
1997); on political ideology, see Emma Hunter, Political Thought and the Public Sphere in 
Tanzania: Freedom, Democracy and Citizenship in the Era of Decolonization (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2015); Peter H. Katjavivi, A History of Resistance in Namibia (London: 
Currey, 1988); Ngavirue, Political Parties; Tony Emmett, Popular Resistance and the Roots of 
Nationalism in Namibia, 1915–1966 (Basel: P. Schlettwein Publishing, 1999). 

63  Thomas and Thompson, “Rethinking Decolonization,” 6. 
64  Simon Gikandi, “Globalization and the Claims of Postcoloniality,” The South Atlantic Quarterly 

100, no. 3 (2001): 627–58, 642. 
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In this respect, the cases of Namibia and Tanzania—as well as other former German 

colonies in Africa—speak to a broader historical discussion about of the rise and fall of empires 

and how past political formations influence posterity.65 The end of German rule was seminal in 

that it involved a rare transfer of power from one empire to another under a new form of 

international sovereignty.66 Mandates and trusteeship geared some of the memory making of 

eastern and southern Africans towards international audiences. 67 Namibian and Tanzanian UN 

petitioners and exiled politicians used stories about German rule to delegitimize subsequent 

colonizers at home and before international organizations as well as anti-imperialist powers such 

as the People’s Republic of China. In turn, the fate of the eastern and southern African liberation 

struggles became part of international discourses on decolonization, the struggle against 

apartheid, and socialist and communist networks of solidarity that brought together erstwhile 

German colonizers, anti-imperialists, and (formerly) colonized peoples.68  

But the extension of branches of memory by Namibians and Tanzanians did not 

necessarily further progressive visions of decolonization. Lutheran Christians in both countries 

 
65  “Memories of empires past ... inspired and constrained leaders and followers, the ambitious, the 

different, and the compelled.” Frederick Cooper and Jane Burbank, Empires in World History: 
Power and the Politics of Difference (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2010), 11. 

66  Similar cases that involved the end of much longer imperial reigns include the British and French 
take-over of former Ottoman provinces. Although the American occupation of Cuba (1898–1902) 
and the Philippines (1898–1946) replaced Spanish imperial rule, they did not involve a comparable 
international regime of sovereignty. On memories of the Ottoman empire, see Aline Schlaepfer, 
Philippe Bourmaud, and Iyas Hassan, “Ghosts of Empire: Persistence and Claims of Ottomanity(ies) 
in Post-Ottoman Spaces,” Revue Des Mondes Musulmans et de La Méditerranée, no. 148 (2020): 
33–56. 

67  On the importance of the UN in decolonization see Nicole Eggers, Jessica Lynne Pearson, and 
Aurora Almada e Santos, eds., The United Nations and Decolonization (New York: Routledge, 
2020). 

68  On Afro-Asian solidarity see Christopher J. Lee, Making a World after Empire: The Bandung 
Moment and Its Political Afterlives (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 2010); on anti-apartheid, 
see Håkan Thörn, Anti-Apartheid and the Emergence of a Global Civil Society (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2006); Anna Konieczna and Rob Skinner, eds., A Global History of Anti-Apartheid: 
“Forward to Freedom” in South Africa (Cham: Palgrave Macmillan, 2019). 
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and former askari in Tanzania created memories with former German colonizers by exchanging 

letters and photographs without formulating an emancipatory vision of anticolonial statehood, let 

alone revolution. Rather, they dwelled on a shared past and told stories about and with German 

times to safeguard the future of their Christian communities or to insist on privileges they had 

once enjoyed under foreign rule. How eastern and southern Africans integrated the colonial 

encounter into their historical imagination refutes enduring myths that Africans experienced and 

remembered colonialism in one and the same way. 

Restorative Justice 

The ambivalence of Namibian and Tanzanian memory making bears on how we understand 

contemporary African calls for reparations for colonialism. “Branches of Memory” proposes an 

alternative genealogy of restorative justice in Africa that focuses less on formal judicial 

proceedings and more on long-standing idioms of restitution around land, ritual spaces, and 

financial debts. In May 2021, the governments of Namibia and Germany concluded the first-ever 

“reconciliation agreement” between a former colony and colonial power after six years of 

negotiations.69 And in early 2020, the Tanzanian government for the first time formally 

demanded negotiations over reparations for the Maji Maji war.70  

By demonstrating the precedents of these efforts in Namibian and Tanzanian memory 

making since 1918, I highlight that African reparation politics are the result of affected 

 
69  Joint Declaration by the Federal Republic of Germany and the Republic of Namibia, May 15, 2021. 

On the agreement, see Henning Melber, “Colonial Genocide and the German-Namibian 
‘Reconciliation Agreement,’” The Round Table 110, no. 4 (2021): 510–11; Henning Melber and 
Kristin Platt, eds., Koloniale Vergangenheit, postkoloniale Zukunft? Die deutsch-namibischen 
Beziehungen neu denken (Frankfurt a.M., Brandes & Apsel, 2022). 

70  Paul Starzmann, “Tansania fordert von Bundesregierung „Verhandlungen über 
Wiedergutmachungen“,” Der Tagesspiegel, February 5, 2020, 
https://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/deutsche-kolonialverbrechen-in-afrika-tansania-fordert-von-
bundesregierung-verhandlungen-ueber-wiedergutmachungen/25496372.html (last accessed March 
12, 2022). 
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communities’ protracted efforts for emancipation and justice rather than recent political 

opportunism. Scholars of restorative justice contend that African demands for reparations reflect 

a shift in progressive politics from an emancipatory focus on the future after decolonization to a 

retrograde concern with the past after the end of the Cold War.71 Moreover, studies of reparations 

in Africa focus on the period after 1989, considering African demands part of a global, fourth 

wave of reparation politics after the Holocaust.72 In this view, Namibian and Tanzanian demands 

represent a decline in political vision resulting from the disappointments of postcolonial 

nationhood and utilitarian efforts to seek development aid in the absence of great power rivalry.  

My work shows that Namibians and Tanzanians demanded compensation from former 

colonizers—be it through the return of land, reparations for damages incurred during the First 

World War, or outstanding wages—as early as 1918. Several studies by scholars of Namibia 

have examined the efforts of the Herero and Nama to achieve reparations for the 1904–1908 

genocide.73 However, this scholarship has assumed that these demands only surfaced after 

 
71  See, for example, John Torpey, ed., Politics and the Past: On Repairing Historical Injustices 

(Oxford: Rowman & Littlefield, 2003); John Torpey, Making Whole What Has Been Smashed: On 
Reparations Politics (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2006); David Scott, Omens of 
Adversity: Tragedy, Time, Memory, Justice (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2014); on the 
boom in memory studies as a symptom of a general malaise of history and the social science since 
1989 and 2008, see François Hartog, Regimes of Historicity: Presentism and Experiences of Time 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2015). 

72  Rhoda E. Howard-Hassmann, Reparations to Africa (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
2008). 

73  Jeremy Sarkin and Carly Fowler, “Reparations for Historical Human Rights Violations: The 
International and Historical Dimensions of the Alien Torts Claims Act Genocide Case of the Herero 
of Namibia,” Human Rights Review 9, no. 3 (2008): 331–60; Jeremy Sarkin-Hughes, Colonial 
Genocide and Reparations Claims in the 21st Century: The Socio-Legal Context of Claims under 
International Law by the Herero against Germany for Genocide in Namibia, 1904–1908 (Westport, 
CO: Praeger Security International, 2009); David Bargueño, “Cash for Genocide? The Politics of 
Memory in the Herero Case for Reparations,” Holocaust and Genocide Studies 26, no. 3 (2012): 
394–424; Kössler, Namibia and Germany; Ellie Hamrick and Haley Duschinski, “Enduring 
Injustice: Memory Politics and Namibia’s Genocide Reparations Movement,” Memory Studies 11, 
no. 4 (2018): 437–54. 
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Namibian independence in 1990.74 In both Namibia and Tanzania, research has concentrated on 

the recent proliferation of claims for the restitution of cultural objects and human remains as 

arenas for the negotiation of colonial memories.75 While these works have contributed to raising 

questions about the possibility of recompense and the future of ethnographic collections, they 

have inadvertently diverted attention away from the changing ways in which affected 

communities have thought about and with the German past. Focusing on vernacular registers of 

compensation highlights that these longstanding demands for restitution of objects formed part of 

wider reckonings with colonialism in eastern and southern African societies. 

But the precedents for the politics of recompense do not mean that all memory making 

around German rule forms part of a teleology of restorative justice.76 Rather, the aims of these 

politics shifted, ranging from accommodation with colonial authorities, self-determination, and 

 
74  One exception is Jan-Bart Gewald, who has analyzed how references to the genocide became a 

“political instrument” that allowed Herero chiefs to demand the return of their lands. See Jan-Bart 
Gewald, “Imperial Germany and the Herero of Southern Africa: Genocide and the Quest for 
Recompense,” in Genocide, War Crimes and the West: History and Complicity, ed. Adam Jones 
(London: Zed Books, 2004), 59–77. Another is Reinhart Kössler, who has analyzed the 
“revindicatory politics” of the Nama since the end of German rule. See Kössler, “Traditional 
Communities,” 23–9.  

75  See, for example, Holger Stoecker and Thomas Schnalke, eds., Sammeln, erforschen, zurückgeben?: 
Menschliche Gebeine aus der Kolonialzeit in akademischen und musealen Sammlungen (Berlin: Ch. 
Links Verlag, 2013); Memory Biwa, “Afterlives of Genocide: Return of Human Bodies from Berlin 
to Windhoek, 2011,” in Memory and Genocide: On What Remains and the Possibility of 
Representation, ed. Fazil Moradi, Ralph Buchenhorst, and Maria Six-Hohenbalken (New York: 
Taylor & Francis, 2017), 91–106; Lili Reyels, Paola Ivanov, and Kristin Weber-Sinn, eds., 
Humboldt Lab Tanzania: Objekte aus kolonialen Kriegen im Ethnologischen Museum, Berlin, ein 
tansanisch-deutscher Dialog (Berlin: Reimer, 2018); Reinhart Kössler, “Imperial Skullduggery, 
Science and the Issue of Provenance and Restitution: The Fate of Namibian Skulls in the Alexander 
Ecker Collection in Freiburg,” Human Remains and Violence 4, no. 2 (2018): 27–44; Ronald Niezen, 
“Speaking for the Dead: The Memorial Politics of Genocide in Namibia and Germany,” 
International Journal of Heritage Studies 24, no. 5 (2018): 547–67; Reinhart Kössler, “The Bible 
and the Whip - Entanglements around the Restitution of Robbed Heirlooms,” ABI Working Paper, 
no. 12 (2019); Bettina Brockmeyer, Frank Edward, and Holger Stoecker, “The Mkwawa Complex: 
A Tanzanian-European History about Provenance, Restitution, and Politics,” Journal of Modern 
European History 18, no. 2 (2020): 117–39; Brockmeyer, Geteilte Geschichte. 

76 For such a teleological argument, see Marouf Arif Hasian, Lawfare and the Ovaherero and Nama 
Pursuit of Restorative Justice, 1918-2018 (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2019). 
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ethnic particularism to the insistence by former colonial intermediaries on erstwhile privileges. 

In this way, “Branches of Memory” illustrates that questions of restorative justice for colonialism 

are never conclusively “answered,” but that successive generations pose them in new ways 

through popular memory making. 

Entangled Branches 

To analyze the “inextricable thicket” of the mind, Cajal distinguished two methods. Researchers 

could either explore “the full-grown forest intrepidly … and eventually isolate[e] each species of 

tree.” But this clearing would inevitably render individual parts of the network “mutilated.” 

Alternatively, they could turn to “the study of the young wood, in the nursery stage.”77 Similarly, 

I approach the ways in which Namibians and Tanzanians remembered German rule from two 

periods in time.  

On the one hand, I rely on 51 recorded oral history interviews conducted with second-, 

third- and fourth-generation descendants of witnesses of German colonialism.78 I identified 

interviewees, the majority of whom are men, through a snowball-system. Chosen because of 

their historical expertise, family history, or social status, they range from illiterate farmers to 

university-educated diplomats. While fluency in Swahili and basic knowledge of Otjiherero 

allowed me to build rapport at local commemorations, my research assistants Lorence Tjonga 

and Raul Katjizeu (Windhoek), Hamza Abubakhary and Amani Kalwani (Dar es Salaam), and 

Nikolaus Kulanga (Kalenga) helped me to conduct, transcribe, and translate interviews.79 

 
77  Ramón y Cajal, Recollections of My Life, 324. 
78  Transcriptions, translations, and release forms are in the possession of the author. 
79  Tjonga and Katjizeu transcribed and translated all interviews in Otjiherero. For a list of these, see the 

Bibliography. Abubakhary and Kalwani transcribed some of the Swahili interviews, which I 
translated as needed. Nikolaus Kulanga clarified questions for and answers by interviewees in 
Kihehe. Except where otherwise noted, all translations from primary sources and secondary 
literature in Afrikaans, German, Italian, Otjiherero, and Swahili are my own. 
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Conversations followed a list of open-ended questions, allowing interviewees to answer 

as they deemed fit. Although oral history may broadcast hitherto marginalized voices, it offers no 

panacea for the biases of interviewees and colonial archives.80 Yet when read against each other, 

both allow historians to cross-reference information and to identify different layers, as well as 

omissions, in the gestation of social memory. I triangulate this data with archival documents 

from Namibia, Tanzania, Germany, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States 

produced between the end of the First World War and 1960s. 

I follow critics of memory studies in avoiding the use of psychoanalytical and religious 

concepts such as trauma, silence, apocalypse, and witnessing.81 Literary scholars, historians, 

psychoanalysts and physicians have extended the concept of individual trauma to the collective 

sphere.82 Although their analyses have proven fruitful in exploring how extreme violence affects 

processes of personal and social healing, they also suggest a path-dependent, pathological mode 

of remembering violence that is marked by involuntary repression and what is often-yet-

inaccurately called “amnesia.”83 However, the positing of amnesia in the aftermath of violence is 

 
80  Luise White, Stephan Miescher, and David William Cohen, eds., African Words, African Voices: 

Critical Practices in Oral History (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2001); Ann Laura 
Stoler, Along the Archival Grain: Epistemic Anxieties and Colonial Common Sense (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2009). 

81  Wulf Kansteiner, “Finding Meaning in Memory: A Methodological Critique of Collective Memory 
Studies,” History and Theory 41, no. 2 (2002): 179–97; for an overview of critiques of these terms, 
see Carol A. Kidron, “Memory,” Oxford Bibliographies, November 28, 2016, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/OBO/9780199766567-0155. 

82  See, for example, Bessel van der Kolk and Onno van der Hart, “The Intrusive Past: The Flexibility of 
Memory and the Engraving of Trauma,” American Imago 48, no. 4 (1991): 425–54; Judith L. 
Herman, Trauma and Recovery (New York: Basic Books, 1992); Dori Laub and Shoshana Felman, 
eds., Testimony: Crises of Witnessing in Literature, Psychoanalysis, and History (New York: 
Routledge, 1992); Cathy Caruth, Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative, and History 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996); Dominick LaCapra, History and Memory after 
Auschwitz (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998); Giorgio Agamben, Remnants of Auschwitz: The 
Witness and the Archive (New York: Zone Books, 1999). 

83  On this criticism, see, for example, Alex Argenti-Pillen, ed., “International Handbook of Human 
Response to Trauma,” in The Discourse on Trauma in Non-Western Cultural Contexts: 
Contributions of an Ethnographic Method (New York: Kluwer, 2000), 87–102; Carol A. Kidron, 
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difficult to reconcile with experimental and clinical evidence that survivors remember traumatic 

episodes all too well.84 To understand the relationship between individual and social 

remembrance, I analyze the rhetoric and practices used by Namibians and Tanzanians. This 

approach not only foregrounds subaltern knowledge, but also accommodates speaking of trauma 

when warranted by the evidence. I thus follow authors who see invocations of trauma as 

“political acts” that involve “a constructive engagement with a fractured past and a moral 

judgement of its political significance.”85 

The dissertation thereby reveals the layered meanings of silence in the archive and 

memory making. Colonial powers controlled the archive through direct and indirect means, as in 

the attempt of British officials to avoid references to their German predecessors in dealing with 

Tanzanians.86 For eastern and southern Africans, silence could be a necessity, something that 

protected them from unwelcome attention of the colonial power or from social conflicts within 

their communities.87 It could also be a test to discern the intentions of foreign researchers.88 

Congolese historian Jacques Depelchin has proposed to subsume these different forms into two 

 
“Surviving a Distant Past: A Case Study of the Cultural Construction of Trauma Descendant 
Identity,” Ethos 31 (2003): 513–44; Nicolas Argenti and Katharina Schramm, eds., Remembering 
Violence: Anthropological Perspectives on Intergenerational Transmission (New York: Berghahn 
Books, 2009); Didier Fassin and Richard Rechtman, Empire of Trauma: An Inquiry into the 
Condition of Victimhood (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009). 

84  Richard J. McNally, Remembering Trauma (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 2005); on the surfeit of 
trauma see most recently Parul Sehgal, “The Key to Me,” The New Yorker, January 3 & 10, 2022: 
62–7. 

85  Nicolas Argenti and Katharina Schramm, “Introduction,” in Remembering Violence: 
Anthropological Perspectives on Intergenerational Transmission, ed. Nicolas Argenti and Katharina 
Schramm (New York: Berghahn Books, 2009), 1–42, 19; see also Paul Antze and Michael Lambek, 
eds., Tense Past: Cultural Essays in Trauma and Memory (New York: Routledge, 1996). 

86  See Chapter 2.  
87  Nancy A. Rushohora, “The Majimaji War Mass Graves and the Challenges of Repatriation, Identity, 

and Remedy,” in The Routledge Companion to Indigenous Repatriation: Return, Reconcile, Renew, 
ed. Cressida Fforde, C. Timothy McKeown, and Honor Keeler (New York: Routledge, 2020), 277–
92, 279. 

88  Shaw, Memories of the Slave Trade, 9. 
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categories of silences: “simple” ones imposed by the state (or other institutions) and 

“paradigmatic” ones perpetuated by social scientists.89 

However, both simple and paradigmatic silences were not tantamount to the absence of 

memory making. Where past and present foreign observers posited silence, Namibians and 

Tanzanians were surrounded by a cacophony of mnemonic cues: personal names, praises, songs, 

graves, trees, and uniforms were just some of the reminders through which they recalled and 

made the past—sometimes without uttering any words at all.90 These signs were often 

unintelligible to European missionaries, settlers, or government officials.91 Archives constrain the 

histories we can tell. But we must also remember that they constitute “records of uncertainty” 

that are far from the hegemonic institutions their makers intended them to be.92 As Derek 

Peterson and Giacomo Macola have observed: “Africans responded to [colonial archives’] 

documentary bullying by producing their own papers and by working out their own self-

representations.”93 

The metaphor of mnemonic branches helps us to capture the resulting cacophony of 

memory. First, it describes the connections that emerge between those who remember instead of 

reifying memory as a thing-in-itself.94 Indeed, it only makes sense to speak of social memory 

 
89  Jacques Depelchin, Silences in African History: Between the Syndromes of Discovery and Abolition 

(Dar Es Salaam: Mkuki na Nyota Publishers, 2005), 10. 
90  Sandra Greene has directed attention to this “culture of whispering.” See Sandra E. Greene, 

“Whispers and Silences: Explorations in African Oral History,” Africa Today 50, no. 2 (2003): 41–
53. 

91  On the purported invisibility and incomprehensibility of Herero memory practices, see Hoffmann, 
“Landscape and Identity,” 17. 

92  Stoler, Along the Archival Grain, 5. 
93  Derek R. Peterson and Giacomo Macola, “Introduction: Homespun Historiography and the 

Academic Profession,” in Recasting the Past, ed. Derek R. Peterson and Giacomo Macola (Athens, 
OH: Ohio University Press, 2009), 1–30, 8. 

94  In this respect, the metaphor of branches resembles the “vines” that connect Mpiemu ways of 
recounting the past and the changing environment. See Tamara Giles-Vernick, Cutting the Vines of 
the Past: Environmental Histories of the Central African Rain Forest (Charlottesville, VA: 
University of Virginia Press, 2002). However, Giles-Vernick insists, somewhat incongruously, that 
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when we conceive of it as a relationship. Different branches cross, overlap, and sometimes 

touch, but they are not a continuous web of mnemonic dialogue. Rather, branches are 

contiguous, leaving interstices in which tensions about the past arise from different 

interpretations. A growing literature in memory studies has demonstrated that these sites of 

“entanglement” or “multidirectionality” encourage productive exchange and cross-fertilization.95 

By telling stories about and with German rule among each other and with former colonizers and 

anti-imperialist allies, Namibians and Tanzanians created such entanglements. At the same time, 

the focus on ongoing signaling captures the fact that forgetting is as much a social act as 

remembering rather than a pathological mis-reading or inexplicable absence imposed by 

amorphous hegemonic powers, be it in the form of collective trauma or the (colonial) state.96 In 

this way, the metaphor of mnemonic branches foregrounds the processual character of memory 

and the practices that sustain it.97 

Second, branches refer to the major epistemic environments in which Namibians and 

Tanzanians made the past present. From the roots of social memory in the familial sphere we 

 
Mpiemu doli are different from memory but involve remembering. My metaphor draws on Memory 
Biwa’s concept of remembering as an act of “weaving.” See Biwa, “‘Weaving the Past’,” 127–31. 
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Studies 14, no. 6 (2021): 1382–7, 1386; Michael Rothberg, Multidirectional Memory: Remembering 
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Mifflin Company, 2001); on collective forgetting as inevitable and often necessary process, see 
David Rieff, In Praise of Forgetting: Historical Memory and Its Ironies (New Haven: Yale 
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97  On memory as a social practice, see Stoller, Embodying Colonial Memories; Antze and Lambek, 
Tense Past; Cole, Forget Colonialism?; Lambek, “The Sakalava Poiesis of History”; Greene, Sacred 
Sites and the Colonial Encounter; Janet Carsten, ed., Ghosts of Memory: Essays on Remembrance 
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shift towards the extension of these relationships in public negotiations and the creation of 

memories for political ends. From these trunks and major branches, I finally turn to the canopy 

where Namibians and Tanzanians fashioned memory in cultural rituals and practices. Assigning 

culture to the canopy reflects the fact that mnemonic practices in all three tiers are ultimately part 

of a “forest of symbols,” that is, are symbolically significant social and political actions.98  

The comparative method adds checks to the use of this metaphor. Following Marc Bloch, 

I understand “the study of comparison” as the ability “to choose from one or several social 

situations two or more phenomena which appear at first sight to offer certain analogies between 

them, then to trace their line of evolution, to note the likenesses and differences, and as far as 

possible explain them.”99 Namibia and Tanzania lend themselves to a comparison because of 

their differences and similarities: while Tanzania had been Germany’s most valuable colony of 

exploitation, Namibia was its only fully-fledged settlement colony. At the same time, pockets of 

European settlement such as the Usambara Mountains and Uhehe—where German settlers 

continued to be a presence after the First World War—allow us to compare the more widespread 

impact of settler colonialism in Namibia with its more limited form in Tanzania. And compared 

with other former German colonies, both countries saw the fiercest anti-colonial wars against the 

first colonial occupation.  

These factors have shaped the gestation of memory in both countries. Genocide and the 

dispossession of their cattle and land has loomed large in the memories of Herero survivors and 
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their descendants. But dispossession also forced survivors to live on what were now German 

settler farms, where intimacy born of necessity could shape memories of friendship and shared 

kinship. The resulting memory making among the Herero was paradigmatic for how other 

peoples of colonial Namibia’s so-called Police Zone—the area marked out for white 

settlement—were affected by the first colonial occupation and extended mnemonic branches in 

its wake.100 By recalling German times, the Herero, Nama, Damara and San coined what would 

become a central register of modern Namibian politics. But their memory making also sparked 

conflicts within and between these groups—as well as with northern Namibians, who remained 

unaffected by German rule—over whose recollections were more authentic and whose past 

should count in a multi-ethnic, independent nation state.101 The extension of branches of memory 

thereby contributed both to the assertation of Namibians’ autonomy and crises resulting from 

competing challenges to popular sovereingty.102 

 
100  On Khoe and San peoples in general, see Alan Barnard, Hunters and Herders of Southern Africa: A 
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making, see Kössler, “Traditional Communities”; on the Damara see Sian Sullivan, Welhemina Suro 
Ganuses, “Understanding Damara / ‡Nūkhoen and ||Ubun indigeneity and marginalisation in 
Namibia,” in “Neither Here nor There”: Indigeneity, Marginalisation and Land Rights in Post-
Independence Namibia, ed. by Willem Odendaal and Wolfgang Werner (Windhoek: Legal 
Assistance Centre, 2020), 283–324; on the San, see Robert J. Gordon, Stuart Sholto Douglas, The 
Bushman Myth. The Making of a Namibian Underclass, sec. ed. (Oxford: Westview Press, 2000); 
Ute Dieckmann, Hai||om in the Etosha Region. A History of Colonial Settlement, Ethnicity, and 
Nature Conservation (Basel: Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 2007). 

101  On these conflicts, see Maria Lähteenmäki et al, “The Struggle for History: Namibian Politics of 
Memory in the 2010s,” Journal of Namibian Studies 31 (2022): 79–101; Hamrick, Duschinski, 
“Enduring Injustice”; André du Pisani, Reinhart Kössler, William A. Lindeke, eds., The Long 
Aftermath of War – Reconciliation and Transition in Namibia (Freiburg im Breisgau: ABI, 2010); 
Heike Becker, “Commemorating Heroes in Windhoek and Eenhana: Memory, Culture and 
Nationalism in Namibia, 1990-2010,” Africa 81, no. 4 (2011): 519–43; Reinhart Kössler, “Facing a 
Fragmented Past: Memory, Culture, and Politics in Namibia,” Journal of Southern African Studies 
33, no. 2 (2007): 361–82. 

102  On the relationship between memory and crisis in postcolonial Africa, see Adebayo, “Memory, crisis 
and democracy.” 
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In Tanzania, the absence of widespread land alienation focused memories of the first 

colonial occupation more on the quotidian violence exacted by German officials and their 

African subordinates. Compared to the intense debates in Namibia over the last three decades, 

remembering the first colonial occupation fueled less severe political conflict among Tanzanians. 

Of course, that is not to say that they have agreed about its meaning. Widespread memories of 

brutal repercussions during Maji Maji limited early support for the Tanganyika National Union 

(TANU). And whether Tanzania also became the site of a colonial genocide is still subject of an 

ongoing debate.103 Although I touch on the nature of Maji Maji remembrance, I focus on the 

memories of Lutheran Christians and cultural practices around buried German “treasure” on the 

northern Mrima coast and in Uhehe to highlight the hitherto understudied diversity of mnemonic 

communities in Tanzania.104  

Both Namibians and Tanzanians have continued to make history by telling stories with, 

through and about German rule because the questions of political authority, capitalist 

development, and cultural identity posed by colonialism persist. But these questions have been 

more pressing in former settlement colonies such as Namibia, where German-era land alienation 

has survived for more than a century. In this way, the dissertation highlights that political 

economy and access to the means of production, particularly land, are vital in determining how 

 
103  “Editorial: A Keen Look at Genocide Reparation Offers,” The Citizen, May 30, 2021; “Justice for 

Maji Maji,” The East African, February 27, 2006; Nancy A. Rushohora, “Graves, Houses of Pain 
and Execution: Memories of the German Prisons after the Majimaji War in Tanzania (1904–1908),” 
The Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History 47, no. 2 (2019): 275–99; Rushohora, 
“MajiMaji War Graves”; Klaus Bachmann and Gerhard Kemp, “Was Quashing the Maji-Maji 
Uprising Genocide? An Evaluation of Germany’s Conduct through the Lens of International 
Criminal Law,” Holocaust and Genocide Studies 35, no. 2 (2021): 235–49; Dominik J. Schaller, 
“From Conquest to Genocide: Colonial Rule in German Southwest Africa and German East Africa,” 
in Empire, Colony, Genocide: Conquest, Occupation, and Subaltern Resistance in World History, 
ed. A. Dirk Moses (New York: Berghahn Books, 2008), 296–324. 

104  A more systematic comparison between memories of mass violence in Hereroland and southern 
Tanzania, the epicenter of Maji Maji, would be a valuable addition to the literature. 
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formerly colonized peoples remember colonialism and integrate it into their historical 

imagination. 

To be sure, other comparisons between former German colonies are possible and 

potentially fruitful. Cameroon shares a history of plantation economies, localized resistance, and 

African collaboration with Tanzania.105 Togo—the only colony of the German empire that 

produced a budget surplus and did not experience major anticolonial wars—provides a contrast 

to the greater dislocation caused by foreign rule in Namibia, Tanzania, and Cameroon, 

representing a fascinating case study for intercultural dynamics and the emergence of colonial 

nostalgia.106 Finally, Rwanda and Burundi—where German rule was most short-lived and 

indirect due to the existence of powerful, centralized kingdoms—pose questions about the extent 

to which indigenous political authority became associated with foreign colonizers, and vice 

versa.107  

Two factors merit the concentration on Namibia and Tanzania. The first is genocide of 

the Herero and Nama, which, as Chapters 1, 3, and 5 will demonstrate, marked a particularly 

consequential escalation of colonial violence. The second is the fostering of Swahili as lingua 

franca under German rule in Tanzania. As Chapters 1 and 4 illustrate, the language of the East 

African littoral provided Tanzanians with an idiom to think about the first colonial occupation 

 
105  See, for example, Albert Pascal Temgoua, Le Cameroun à l’époque des Allemands: 1884–1916 

(Paris: L’Harmattan, 2014); Eloundou, Le Sud-Kamerun. 
106  Kokou Azamede, Transkulturationen? Ewe-Christen zwischen Deutschland und Westafrika, 1884–

1939 (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 2010); Laumann, Remembering the Germans; Simtaro, “Souvenirs de 
l’Allemagne”; however, against views that minimize resistance in Togo’s history and memory 
culture see Assima-Kpatcha and Tsigbe, Le refus de l’ordre colonial. 

107  Jean-Pierre Chrétien, The Great Lakes of Africa: Two Thousand Years of History (Cambridge, MA: 
MIT Press, 2003); Helmut Strizek, Geschenkte Kolonien: Ruanda und Burundi unter deutscher 
Herrschaft (Berlin: Ch. Links, 2006). 
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not only as a period of foreign rule, but also as a time of vernacular cultural growth and 

innovation.108 

Terminology  

For the sake of readability and accessibility, I refer to the inhabitants of the two former German 

colonies as Namibians and Tanzanians. In doing so, I do not mean to retroactively construct a 

nationalist teleology. For the same reason, I omit the personal prefixes that denote singular and 

plural in Bantu languages, i.e. I speak of the Herero rather than Omuherero and Ovaherero, Hehe 

rather than Muhehe and Wahehe, and Digo rather than Mudigo and Wadigo. Unless interviewees 

explicitly requested to be otherwise identified or written sources use different terms, I refer to all 

Otjiherero speakers as Herero rather than Mbanderu, Tjimba, and Himba.109 In writing Herero 

names, I include circumflexes such as ṱ, ḓ, and ṋ in the main text, but have not added them 

retroactively to quotes from primary sources. 

Chapter Outline 

“Branches of Memory” is divided into three parts. Each one begins with a brief introduction that 

sets up that part’s theme. They are followed by one chapter on Namibia and one on Tanzania. 

 
108  On Swahili under German rule, see Fabian Krautwald, “The Bearers of News: Print and Power in 

Colonial Tanzania,” The Journal of African History 62, no. 1 (2021): 5–28; however, a growing 
number of African scholars have made similar arguments about Togo and Cameroon. On Togo, see 
Albert Gouaffo, Wissens- und Kulturtransfer im kolonialen Kontext: das Beispiel Kamerun-
Deutschland (1884–1919) (Würzburg: Königshausen & Neumann, 2007); Azamede, 
Transkulturationen?; on Cameroon, see Eloundou, Le Sud-Kamerun; Jean-Pierre Félix Eyoum, 
Duala und Deutschland - Verflochtene Geschichte: Die Familie Manga Bell und koloniale 
Beutekunst  (Köln: Schmidt von Schwind, 2011). 

109  On the fluidity of these distinctions and an overview of the relevant literature, see Castro, “A Política 
Ovaherero,” 31–33; see also Michael Bollig and Jan-Bart Gewald, “People, Cattle and Land – 
Transformations of Pastoral Society,” in People, Cattle and Land: Transformations of a Pastoral 
Society in Southwestern Africa, ed. Michael Bollig and Jan-Bart Gewald (Köln: R. Köppe, 2000), 3–
54; Jan-Bart Gewald, Herero Heroes: A Socio-Political History of the Herero of Namibia, 1890–
1923 (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 1999); Michael Bollig, “The Colonial Encapsulation of 
the North-Western Namibian Pastoral Economy,” Africa: Journal of the International African 
Institute 68, no. 4 (1998): 506–36; David P. Crandall, “The OvaHimba of Namibia: A Study of Dual 
Descent and Values” (unpublished PhD dissertation, University of Oxford, 1992). 
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Part I reconstructs how families told stories about and with German rule among each other and 

with remaining or returning former German colonizers. It argues that kinship and memory-

making became mutually constitutive in the wake of Namibia’s and Tanzania’s first colonial 

occupation. The stories families told about the colonial past in turn provided impulses for 

decolonization and the emergence of demands for recompense.  

The first chapter analyzes how Herero survivors of the genocide taught their descendants 

about the violence of German rule and why they also developed affective memories with 

remaining German settlers and missionaries on patriarchal settler farms. After the genocide, 

“family” meant an extended, dispersed network of patri- and matriclans (oruzo and eanda) for 

the Herero. By identifying each other as members of eanda matriclans, survivors re-connected 

with old and chose new relatives while commemorating those who had perished. At the same 

time, the persistence of settler colonialism transformed families and the stories they told about 

the past. While miscegenation rendered skin color a potent mnemonic cue for sexual violence 

and absent German fathers, some Herero fondly recalled their spiritual kinship with German 

missionaries or biological ties to German farmers.110  

Rather than nostalgia or collaboration, this ambivalent memory making developed in the 

context of the Hereros’ subordinate status as “children” or “minors” in often violent and 

paternalistic settler and mission households. Despite this restrictive context, the memory work of 

Herero families contributed to cultural decolonization and precursors of reparation claims. 

 
110  There are no official numbers on the extent of German descent among the Herero. My interviewees 

emphasized that many families have some German ancestry. At the 2004 commemoration of the 
Battle of Ohamakari, young Herero wore signs with German last names to identify absent German 
ancestors, many of whom left behind children with African women. See Förster, Postkoloniale 
Erinnerungslandschaften, 319–21; on Herero-German families, see also Mellissa Jeanne Betts, 
“Namibia’s No Man’s Land: Race, Space, and Identity in the History of Windhoek Coloureds under 
South African Rule 1915–1990” (unpublished PhD dissertation, University of California, Los 
Angeles, 2009), 23–4, 84–6. 
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Before they could challenge South African rule, the Herero had to re-convene their communities. 

The extension of branches of memory through eanda ties was crucial to this process. The stories 

Herero families told with and about German rule, land theft, and miscegenation became the 

foundation for the public negotiations of the colonial past examined in Part II and for formal 

Namibian reparation claims after independence. 

The second chapter turns to a similar affective dynamic—albeit in the absence of settler 

control and an event as catastrophic as the genocide of 1904–1908—among African adherents of 

the Lutheran Mission in northeastern Tanzania. Among Christians around the city of Tanga, 

“family” usually meant a narrower model of the nuclear family and every individual’s 

membership in the family of God’s children. After the flight of their erstwhile shepherds during 

the First World War, they constructed shared memories with them by exchanging letters and 

photographs into the 1960s. Tanga’s Christians identified German missionaries as their figurative 

parents and siblings to assert their growing sense of autonomy as equal members of the church 

family and to support the congregation’s financial future.  

But while members of this family could remember German rule with nostalgia because it 

advanced Christianity, most of Muslim coastal society recalled its despotism, illustrating the 

diverging fallout of the first colonial occupation. Unlike in Namibia, there was no correlation 

between Tanga Christians’ memory work and challenges to the colonial order. Nevertheless, 

pastors such as Yakobo Lumwe developed a new level of self-confidence during the time of 

autonomy, which allowed them to re-define the church as an indigenous rather than colonial 

institution. And although Tanga Christians did not demand compensation for German 

colonization, they insisted on the fulfillment of their metropolitan kin’s financial obligations long 

after Tanzania ceased to be a German colony. 
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The second part shifts from the private to the public branches of memory making. It 

investigates how Namibians and Tanzanians told stories about and with German rule for political 

ends in negotiations with British and South African officials, vernacular newspapers, and before 

international audiences. The two chapters argue that in both countries, remembering German 

colonialism became a political idiom through which the colonized challenged subsequent rulers, 

gauged the impact of colonialism, and demanded the payment of outstanding debts. In this way, 

making memories about and with German rule shaped the path of Namibia and Tanzania towards 

self-determination and the rise of claims for compensation. Nations, Ernest Renan remarked, are 

“a spiritual principle” with two constitutive parts: “One is the possession in common of a rich 

legacy of memories; the other is present consent, the desire to live together, the will to perpetuate 

the value of the heritage that one has received in an undivided form.”111 Chapters 3 and 4 

foreground attempts to create such common historical imaginations—and their failures and 

limitations. 

The third chapter studies how the Herero turned invocations of the first colonial 

occupation into a political idiom between the interwar period and the beginning of an armed 

conflict for Namibian independence in 1966. By analyzing these memory politics in negotiations 

with colonial officials, newspapers, UN petitions, and academic papers, it demonstrates that 

making memories with and about the colonial past served different goals for the Herero. These 

ranged from accommodation with South African colonizers before the Second World War and 

more confrontative campaigns for decolonization at the UN after 1945 to advancing 

particularistic ethnic interests as well as building alliances with German Namibians against 

apartheid during the 1960s. The chapter highlights that Herero UN petitioners and exile 

 
111  Ernest Renan, What Is a Nation?: And Other Political Writings, ed. M. F. N. Giglioli (New York: 

Columbia University Press, 2018), 261. 
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politicians began to compare the 1904–1908 genocide to Germany’s destruction of European 

Jewry, revealing the origins of similar analogies in post-independence Namibian reparations 

lawsuits. In this way, it illustrates that making memories with the first colonial occupation 

became integral to modern Namibian political language and peaceful efforts to achieve 

independence through the UN. 

The fourth chapter focuses on the similar ways in which Tanzanians transformed 

memories of the first colonial occupation into a political register. I trace its gestation in 

newspapers, reunions with old colleagues and comrades, UN petitions, and the creation of 

monuments between the First World War and the completion of the University of Dar es 

Salaam’s Maji Maji Research Project in 1969. The chapter contends that making memories with 

and about German rule allowed Tanzanians to debate the effects of foreign rule and to consider 

paths toward—as well as the nature of—national independence. In the interwar period, Swahili 

newspapers provided former intermediaries of the Germans a forum to present the first colonial 

occupation not only as a period of foreign rule but also as one of vernacular cultural innovation. 

However, the same pages enabled other readers to share fears of a German return. In this way, 

public memory work shored up support for the mandatory during the Second World War.  

After 1945, similar fears at first hindered the rise of nationalist parties, before Meru UN 

petitioners demonstrated the potency of recalling the colonial past for political ends. As in the 

case of Herero claims analyzed in Chapter 3, their demands for the return of lands stolen by 

erstwhile colonizers illuminate the emergence of vernacular discourses of restorative justice 

before independence. Although the postcolonial state succeeded in crafting an official narrative 

of German rule in which Tanzanians had resisted colonization in wars such as Maji Maji, this 
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narrative continued to co-exist with more disparate social memories among victims of colonial 

violence and former African intermediaries of the Germans.  

The third part further delves into these ambiguities of memory making. It probes how 

eastern and southern Africans told stories about and with German colonialism through cultural 

practices involving material objects such as uniforms and German specie. By investigating how 

Namibians and Tanzanians appropriated and re-signified items associated with past colonial 

control, I demonstrate the ways in which eastern and southern Africans—to the chagrin of 

British and South African officials—carved out their own world of meaning despite the 

continuation of foreign rule. The use of these objects in memory work contributed to both 

countries’ cultural decolonization and provided cues in formulating demands for financial 

compensation, both for victims of genocide and former interlocutors of the Germans. At the 

same time, the heterogeneity of cultural practice enabled eastern and southern Africans to reflect 

on different communities’ experience of colonization. By donning colonial uniforms and telling 

stories about German specie, they could question indigenous leaders’ claims to ethnic unity and, 

in the case of the former askari in Tanzania, demand the honoring of debts incurred by Germany 

through their service as colonial intermediaries. 

The fifth chapter investigates the memory work of the oturupa (the troop), a Herero 

mutual aid organization known for its drilling in European uniforms, which contributed to re-

connecting families after the genocide, aiding UN petitioning, and furthering apartheid ethnic 

politics. Combining the focus on kinship and politics in Chapters 1 and 3, it argues that the 

memory work of the oturupa became a vehicle for chiefs and politicians to imagine a unified 

Herero people by extending who among one’s patrilineal ancestors was worthy to be 

remembered. However, imagining a unified ethnic community through the figure of cultural 
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heroes also exacerbated fissures between different Otjiherero-speakers based on their divergent 

experiences of German rule. These different experiences surfaced in commemorations of 

competing factions of the oturupa at lieux de mémoire that evoked conflicting memories of 

German times. Although the memory making of the oturupa bolstered efforts for Namibia’s self-

determination and claims for restorative justice, it also furthered the politicization of ethnicity 

which has made reaching a Namibian consensus on reparations so difficult since independence. 

The final chapter highlights the little-known precedents of contemporary Tanzanian calls 

for reparations and considers the ways in which these precedents have prevented the wider 

emergence of claims for compensation in Tanzania since independence. It studies how 

Tanzanians handled and told stories about German specie and buried colonial “treasure” (mali ya 

Wajerumani) between the First World War and the era of independence. After 1918, Tanzania 

was still awash with German specie and bank notes because of war-time financial policy and 

initial British reluctance to demonetize the rupee. To the consternation of British officials, 

Tanzanians not only continued to use the currency as a unit of account and exchange but relied 

on it to claim war-time damages and outstanding wages from erstwhile colonizers.  

The demands by Indian and Arab merchants as well as former askari illustrate that 

privileged minorities among Tanzanians have demanded the fulfillment of debts by former 

colonizers since the end of the First World War. The fulfillment of some of these claims in the 

interwar years explains why similar demands for recompense have rarely emerged in 

independent Tanzania. At the same time, the chapter charts how telling stories about coins and 

treasure hidden by German colonizers became a form of memory work to reflect on 

colonialism’s disregard for African life and its divisive impact on Tanzania’s communities. Part 
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III thereby expands the argument made in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 that African memories of the 

colonial encounter were neither uniform nor marked by consensus. 
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I. Family Albums 
 
The following two chapters examine the ways in which eastern and southern Africans created 

memories of German rule in families. They argue that the extension of mnemonic branches in the 

familial sphere became the basis on which Namibians and Tanzanians formed an historical 

imagination of colonialism, and that this imagination impacted both countries’ trajectory of 

decolonization and the emergence of restorative justice politics. In Namibia, the genocide of 

1904–1908 dispersed Herero patriclans (oruzo, pl. otuzo) and matriclans (eanda, pl. omaanda) 

across southern Africa. However, survivors drew on their eanda affiliation to remember—and 

make new—kin to reconvene communities after the war. After the Second World War, the 

diasporic ties of kinship and memory the Herero fashioned became evidence for demands for 

repatriation from Botswana and calls for self-determination. At the same time, stories told 

around the family hearth informed early calls for the restitution of land stolen by German 

colonizers and, eventually, formal claims for reparations.  

In the case of Lutheran Christians in northern Tanzania, similar affective dynamics 

within the mission family resulted in a different relationship between memory-making, 

decolonization, and quests for recompense. The war-time departure of German missionaries and 

their memorialization contributed to an unprecedented growth in African Christians’ autonomy. 

While this did not lead to a radical break with the mission or a wider challenge to the colonial 

order, Tanga’s Lutheran Christians emancipated themselves from their mentors as pastors and 

figurative fathers of congregations through memory work. And whereas Lutheran Christians did 

not demand reparations for colonization, they called on German missionaries to continue to 

honor their financial obligations to local congregations long after the expiration of German East 

Africa. This form of incipient decolonization through and within the church became one of the 
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bedrocks on which Tanzanian nationalists built more far-reaching demands for sovereignty in the 

1950s and 1960s. 

In speaking about families, I follow the approach of anthropologists such as David 

Schneider in understanding kinship as primarily performative and symbolic.112 More specifically, 

I distinguish between a more durable language of family norms and roles and the “more 

contingent, flexible and changing” sphere in which human communities practice family 

relations.113 It was through the latter sphere that Namibians and Tanzanians made memories and 

integrated colonialism into their historical imagination. 

  

 
112  David M. Schneider, American Kinship: A Cultural Account (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 
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1. A Language of Mourning: 
Kinship and the Creation of Herero Memories of German Colonialism 

 
What does it mean for one third of a society to perish? This chapter grapples with this question. 

It examines the ways in which Herero survivors of genocide created memories of German 

colonialism in families. Although estimates of the total number of the Herero and Nama before 

the genocide vary, they consistently suggest that at least one third of both peoples died as a result 

of the war of 1904–1908.114 Survivors of the genocide not only lost relatives. They were deprived 

of the right to bury the deceased; they were deprived of their ancestral lands; and they were 

deprived of their cattle. Analyzing the memories of German colonialism in Namibia therefore 

means writing what Jay Winter has called “a history of mourning.” The Herero and Nama 

survivors formed “communities of the bereaved” that continued to be affected by the 

consequences of German rule long after its de facto end in 1915.115  

I argue that for the Herero, the primary means to create memories of and through the first 

colonial occupation became the idiom of kinship. Indeed, Herero memory making and 

relatedness became mutually constitutive in the wake of the genocide. On the one hand, making 

memories of kinship ties allowed the Herero to rebuild their communities. By identifying each 

other as members of extensive matriclans, survivors traced lost—or chose new—next of kin. 

Newborns received the names of deceased elders as well as unique personal names that referred 

to what had occurred. On the other hand, the genocide and colonial rule led to an expansion of 

kinship in two ways, which in turn provided new bases for memory making. First, skin color 

 
114  Susanne Kuss, German Colonial Wars and the Context of Military Violence (Cambridge, MA: 

Harvard University Press, 2017), 44. 
115  Jay M. Winter, Sites of Memory, Sites of Mourning: The Great War in European Cultural History 

(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 6. Similarly, Memory Biwa has described Nama 
practices of remembrance since the genocide as a “‘prolonged wake’.” See Biwa, “‘Weaving the 
Past’,” 1. 
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became a reminder of the sexual violence and shame behind the birth of Herero-German 

children. Yet shared descent and settler paternalism could also become the basis for memories of 

cooperation and friendship. Second, the mission church created new forms of relatedness among 

recent Herero converts through shared faith. Scholars of memory have long recognized how 

social environments such as the family and generations shape the recollections of individuals, 

and how individuals in turn influence social remembrance.116 Psychological research has 

supported their findings.117  

By emphasizing the role of kinship in the creation of memory, this chapter reveals how 

the war of 1904–1908 affected Herero society in the long-term. Previous studies have focused on 

the extent to which the war destroyed traditional social structures.118 But by stressing the totality 

of destruction, one risks reifying the war’s violence without explaining what came after.119 
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Similarly, anthropologists have interpreted Herero kinship through static functionalist models 

that reduce change to innate characteristics or external factors.120 Although I also emphasize the 

degree to which the Herero suffered as a result of the genocide, my focus on mourning—on the 

ways in which Herero families created memories of the deceased and what they lost—avoids 

presenting them as mere passive victims. Rather, it foregrounds how Herero families found ways 

to express what had occurred, and how they mobilized this experience against continued colonial 

rule through memory making. By examining how survivors drew on kinship to create memories, 

the chapter thus highlights how ordinary men and women shaped Herero historical imaginations 

and re-convened their scattered communities after the war.121  

In this way, I challenge the idea that trauma and repression silenced Herero memories. 

Jan-Bart Gewald and Jeremy Silvester have reconstructed how mandate authorities banned the 

Report On The Natives Of South West Africa And Their Treatment By Germany, also called the 

Blue Book, in a gesture of conciliation to German settlers, who remained the largest landowners 

in the territory.122 The British government published the Blue Book, which contained extensive 

Herero witness statements, in 1918 to condemn German colonial policy and preempt the 

legitimacy of Germany’s claims to regain its former colonies.123 Although the ban of the report 

was an attempt by an authoritarian state to suppress potentially subversive recollections, the 
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Herero found other forms to make memories. As Kirsten Alnaes and others have illustrated, 

Herero memory work succeeds through allusion and genre-specific references that do not easily 

offer themselves to analysis.124 Indeed, anthropological studies have shown that Herero memory 

practices revolve around a communitarian language of family that goes beyond praises of big 

men.125 Memory Biwa has similarly illuminated how Nama communities in southern Namibia 

have conveyed memories of colonization without using words at all.126 My chapter builds on their 

work to historicize how the Herero learned and talked about the past in the wake of the genocide.  

Silences undeniably featured in this memory making. But it is necessary to distinguish 

between who maintained silences in relation to whom, and by which means.127 Names, locations, 

and practices that acted as mnemonic cues for the Herero could appear unintelligible, ordinary, 

or strange to European observers. Practices of remembering are thus less characterized by 

hegemonic silences—after all, real silence can only reign if no humans are left—and more by a 

dialectic of concealment and revelation.128 To understand this dialectic, the chapter first 

reconstructs how Herero created memories of German colonialism through the language of 

kinship and eanda matriclans (pl. omaanda). Second, I turn to the carriers of memory, examining 

the ways in which names, homesteads, oral historians, family books, and places helped the 

Herero to preserve knowledge of the past. Finally, the chapter considers the intimate nature of 
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what the Herero recalled from German colonialism, ranging from the legacy of sexual violence 

to instances of affection and cultural coalescence. 

Roots of Memory 

The war of 1904–1908 dispersed the Herero and Nama across southern Africa. Survivors in both 

Namibia and Botswana commemorated this dispersal in song. In Omaruru, women under lead 

singer Konstanze Tjiposa lamented half a century after the war: 

Sing about the father of Nangombe our homestead 
Sing about the werft [homestead] of Mbunga  our homestead 
Sing, for the werft has been displaced our homestead.129 

Following these opening stanzas, the women repeated the line “Sing, for the werft has been 

displaced” four times, interspersed with “[The werft] has been destroyed” and “Let us flee, let us 

flee!”130 Herero in exile also dwelled on the flight in songs that included dramatic speech 

(ombimbi). In one such example, recorded by anthropologist Kirsten Alnaes between 1978 and 

1979, the female performers drew listeners back into the confusion that reigned after the 

outbreak of war: 

‘They are going to shoot … Let us go, let us go, the bulls have white markings … 
Johana, carry the child on your back, let us go …. Johana, come, we must go!’ – 
‘The child, my child, where has it gone? It has fallen [it has been killed].’ – ‘Let 
us go, the sun has already set, you take the horse, let us go!’ – Johana says, ‘Me, I 
am not going to ride that horse, it will throw me off!’ … ‘Samuel, hear the guns 
… People are distraught; the child has lost its mother; the mother has lost her 
husband; the lambs have gone to suckle the goats.’131 

For the Herero, the war of 1904–1908 inverted the existing social order. That “the lambs 

have gone to suckle the goats”—meaning that children had to take care of their elders—was still 
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evident decades later. Among refugees to Botswana were a disproportionately large number of 

young adults, because many children and the elderly died during the flight across the barren 

desert.132 Sparse census data from the 1950s suggests that survivors in Namibia showed the same 

skewed age ratio as the Herero in Botswana as a result of displacement, internment, and forced 

labor.133 Families were separated when members were caught by German troops, gave 

themselves up, or managed to escape their pursuers. Phineas Puriza, an oral historian from 

Okamapuku in former Otjohorongo Reserve, explained how his grandfather ended up back in 

Omaruru, while his great-aunt fled north to Ovamboland, which was only nominally part of 

German territory: 

Puriza, who was the father of my father, was buried at a place named Kaṱurwa 
near [the] Omatako Mountains. After he survived [the concentration camp at] 
Luderitz[bucht] he came back to settle in Omaruru. His elder sister, Inayazomboo 
Puriza fled towards the land of the Ovambo, Ongandjera along with Muzuma men 
of which one was known as Kamuhona Muzuma … .134  

After the dispersal, using matrilineal kinship terminology offered the Herero a language 

to re-kindle family ties. At the outbreak of the 1904–1908 war, Herero practiced double descent, 

meaning that they traced their lineage both through patrilineal clans (oruzo, pl. otuzo) and 

matrilineal ones (eanda, omaanda). While oruzo membership affected religious life around the 

holy fire (okuruwo), eanda membership concerned questions of inheritance. Each Herero 

belonged to four social groups: the oruzo of one’s father, the eanda of one’s mother, the eanda 
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of one’s mother’s mother, and the eanda of one’s father’s mother.135 This expansive web meant 

that by asking someone about their eanda, one inevitably encountered relatives. 136 Today’s 

descendants of genocide survivors emphasize that eanda played an indispensable role in 

reconstituting families because they allowed people who had never met personally, or who had 

forgotten what their relatives looked like, to identify themselves as kin.137  

Josef Uandia Kaviṱunḓema, an oral historian of the Maharero Royal House, gave a vivid 

example of this process. He related how a Herero family of the eanda ekweyuva of the Muṱati 

sub-house lost one of their sons, called Kerambu, during a battle with the Germans. After being 

released from the concentration camps, his mother and father were resettled under South African 

rule at Okomumbonde in what would become Epukiro Reserve. When they received news that “a 

lost boy” lived at nearby Omaṱupa, the child’s uncles, Kahuvanjo and Kavaja, as well as his 

sister, Uajaa went looking for him. When they met the head of the homestead at Omaṱupa, whose 

name was Kamungondo, they did not reveal their intention and claimed to be merely on a social 
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call because “during that time Otjiherero things were kept secret.”138 After they introduced 

themselves with their eanda, they realized that Kamungondo was also a member of the Kweyuva 

of Muṱati matriclan. 

Still, Kamungondo remained cautious and continued to hide “the child as they were 

talking.” When he had become confident enough to test the visitors’ claim, he sent for Kerambu, 

who had become “a grown-up” and was herding sheep nearby. Standing next to four other boys, 

his sister Uajaa recognized and hugged him: “Uncle Kamungondo wondered how the sister 

recognized the boy out of four others. In our tradition we say that it was the blood attracting each 

other.”139 In Herero terms, the relationship between the reunited relatives was quite close: Uajaa 

appears to have been Kerambu’s sister from the same mother (omuṱena), while Kamungondo 

was their mother’s brother from a different patriclan (ongundwe).140 

Kaviṱunḓema’s account suggests how renewed identification with eanda could assist 

survivors of genocide in reconnecting with lost kin. Yet Kerambu had become a young man by 

the time of the reunion, and it is doubtful whether “blood attracting each other” sufficed in 

identifying a lost brother. In fact, eanda neither guaranteed finding relatives nor avoiding 

relationships with the wrong ones. The Herero who had settled at Vaalgras among Nama 

communities before the war lost knowledge of their omaanda (pl. of eanda).141 After 1908, 
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young couples were told by surviving elders that they had committed incest by marrying what 

the Herero consider one’s brother or sister, bringing shame to their lineages.142  

But even if Kerambu was not the child Kahuvanjo and the others were looking for, what 

appears to have counted was the possibility to establish kinship through matriclans that allowed 

strangers to become relatives. Other interviewees corroborated this principle. Manfried 

Jatamunua, a high-ranking member of the White Flag mutual aid organization whose family hails 

from Omatjete near Omaruru, emphasized that “after the genocide it was not so easy anymore to 

say this is whose child. Because so many people had died. But you could just ask the person your 

eanda, ‘What is your eanda?’ ‘No, I’m omukuatjivi [a member of the Ekuatjivi matriclan].’ ‘If 

you’re omukuatjivi are you from …,’ then in that way you can trace the family.”143 Similarly, 

Phineas Puriza explained how surviving elders assumed guardianship over orphaned or lost 

children. After the war, 

The elders would ask the younger one who did not have parents what eanda they 
were. ‘I am an omukueyuva,’ they will answer. ‘Which omukweyuva? 
Omukweyuva uoHauari or uoMuṱati?’ That is how they would identify the 
parents of these young children. Omaanda helped a lot in uniting the people. But 
many children lost both parents in the war. For such a child any omukuendjande 
elder would take guardianship of the omukuendjande child.144 

The versatility of kinship in connecting people has also been memorialized in language. The 

proverb “eanda karikondwa katjiti,” refers to the notion that “eanda cannot be cut, it is not a 
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stick,” that is, it cannot be lost.145 Not knowing the name of one’s eanda therefore potentially 

excluded survivors from familial support.  

At the same time, the prevalence of practices such as fostering, adoption, and integration 

of strangers suggests that other avenues of creating relatedness existed. On the eve of the war, 

missionary Eduard Dannert stressed that orphans who had lost both parents could be 

incorporated into an eanda and oruzo and receive full inheritance rights.146 In Botswana, songs 

told of the increase in child adoption after the war by referring to the “woman of Hijakame,” who 

had fled Namibia and took care of a group of orphans.147 

While Herero of different generations remember that omaanda helped to restore families, 

matrilineal ties did not remain static. One area of change concerned eanda exogamy. As noted 

above, the war brought shame to lineages when young couples married or cohabited with 

relatives from the same eanda or oruzo that did not fall within the preferred mode of cross-

cousin marriage. This problem was compounded by the preponderance of Herero women over 

men after the war.148 Since the Herero continued to marry predominantly amongst themselves, 

the pool of eligible male candidates from other omaanda became smaller. Consequently, 

polygamy and casual arrangements thrived—much to the chagrin of missionaries and many 
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Christian women.149 By the 1940s, omaanda had ceased to be “strictly exogamous.”150 The war of 

1904–1908 and the subsequent dispersal led to the bending of marriage rules. Children born from 

such unions grew up with the stigma of illegitimacy. They remained living reminders that they 

“had not been well born” (kamukwatwa nawa).151 The expansion of the pool of eligible partners, 

proliferation of casual cohabitation arrangements, and transformation of marriage customs was a 

common feature across colonial Africa.152 However, these changes became more acute in the case 

of the Herero because of the population loss and skewed sex ratio caused by the genocide. 

A second area of change that affected eanda was growing Christian influence. Several 

studies have demonstrated that Christian missions in colonial Africa sought to strengthen 

patrilineal descent among their converts to foster the ideal of a Christian family under the control 

of a pater familias.153 Amid the destruction of war, the mission offered the possibility of being 

reborn in the family of God’s children. As evangelist Nikodemus Kido put it: “We Christians are 

the body of Christ, and each Christian is a limb of his body.”154 At the four mission concentration 

camps of Omburo, Otjihaenena, Otjozongombe and Okomitombe, thousands of surviving Herero 

embraced the Christian faith. By 1914, the mission counted approximately 16,000 new African 

members.155 Rhenish missionary Theo Sundermeier argued that this wave signaled the 
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destruction of old Herero society after the double shocks of rinderpest and the war.156 Similarly, 

Herero historian Zedekia Ngavirue has contended that Christian teachings subsequently 

weakened eanda by privileging patrilineal inheritance and descent.157  

However, this change was probably less a straightforward decline than a mutual 

imbrication of Herero and Christian understandings of kinship. As Jan Bart Gewald and Gesine 

Krüger have emphasized, varied motives underlay Herero conversion, which ranged from a 

genuine embrace of Christianity to access to mission resources.158 In the absence of age set 

initiations, missions offered an alternative socialization structure for boys and girls.159 Most 

importantly, being a Christian became the only legally recognized way of getting married after 

the war. By becoming Christian families, the Herero protected themselves against being 

separated by German labor recruitment.160 Even Herero evangelists remained enmeshed in their 

extended family ties and had to take care of large numbers of kin.161  

While eanda provided the potential fabric to rekindle kinship, any such ties still had to be 

enacted. In fact, the postwar generation made visiting relatives its main pastime. In Ovitoto 

Reserve, for instance, the number of five-day traveling passes issued to exit the reserve in 1950 

and 1954 far outnumbered that of passes issued for work.162  During the Second World War, the 

Windhoek Native Location Advisory Board worried about relatives who came to the city to tend 
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to family members and overstayed their passes.163 Conversely, elders claimed the right to see 

sons and grandsons returning from employment in towns. In Ovitoto, Jacob Kapewa [sic; 

Kapeua] complained that three of his sons 

are not allowed to come and reside with me in the reserve and are consequently 
gone wild. How can I live? I am 49 years old and have three other children here 
with me, but the other three should be allowed to come and stay with me for at 
least six months … . I am freed from the yoke [of the Germans] but I also want 
them to be freed.164 

Kapewa connected his memory of living under German rule with what he saw as an elder’s 

customary right to exert control over young men who increasingly found independence through 

labor migration.165 Another Ovitoto resident similarly noted: “I consider that a family should be 

allowed to reside all together.”166 

Care of kin also extended to the afterlife. To this day, Herero families congregate on 

weekends to ensure the proper mourning and passing of loved ones.167 Burying the deceased 

required the presence of members of both the matri- and patrilineage. According to missionary 

observers, death loomed large in the imagination of pre-war Herero communities and had to be 

met with meticulous rituals.168 Under German rule, such funerary practices became hard to 

maintain. Native ordinances severely curtailed freedom of movement.169 German colonists also 

trod on Herero graves. In 1917, Hosea Kuṱako decried that Germans had defaced the holy grove 
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of trees in Okahandja where Herero chiefs lay buried.170 Like the graves of Chiefs Maharero and 

Tjamuaha, individual burial sites constituted fixtures of family life. During the war, countless 

graves had to be abandoned or were destroyed. Relatives who perished in the Omaheke and the 

concentration camps could not be accorded a funeral at all.  

Once German rule collapsed, the survivors could finally turn their attention to the 

deceased and ensure that they were properly mourned. Chief Samuel Maharero’s funeral in 1923 

serves as a case in point.171 Maharero—who had led the Herero during the war—died in exile in 

Botswana after being denied a return to Namibia during his lifetime. In a massive turnout, 

around 2,500 men and women—or around ten percent of the remaining Herero population—

congregated in Okahandja to mourn the erstwhile leader on Sunday, August 26.172 During the 

funeral, relatives helped the Director of Ceremonies, Chief Hosea Kuṱako, guide the procession 

and consecrated Maharero’s old house in Okahandja.173 When the coffin arrived at the graves of 

Maharero’s predecessors Kamaherero and Katjamuaha, the oldest man present announced to the 

highest ancestor: “Father I have brought your child and all your people – (giving the names of all 

his descendants) open the road for your son.”174 After being granted passage by the ancestors, he 

proceeded to the grave while male family members kneeled around it and pronounced:  

Father I have brought your child Samuel / I have brought all / Frederick is here, 
all his brothers are here / I have brought them all to you / … I am speaking 
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Tjorovi your sister’s son … I have brought your child who was away a long time I 
can’t tell you why but you know yourself.175  

Proper mourning required the presence of kin to ensure correct communication with the 

ancestors and safe passage into the afterlife. Tjorovi’s invocation of parallel and divergent lines 

of descent underlines how Herero kinship reflected repeated sibling relationships across 

generations. On the one hand, the funeral constituted an opportunity for kin to mourn a chief who 

had fought the Germans. On the other hand, it became the single biggest reunion of extended 

families since the outbreak of the war of 1904–1908. Through the idiom of matrilineal kinship, 

attendees could identify relatives as well as make and exchange stories.176 However, most of the 

victims of genocide were never accorded the honor of a funeral. For them, other means of 

remembrance had to be found. 

Carriers of Memory 

In pre-war Herero society, memory work was a profoundly social practice. By naming a newborn 

child, congregating at the homestead’s hearth, listening to praise songs, and passing places that 

one’s ancestors had tread on, individuals learned about the past. Yet what survivors and their 

descendants remembered was itself the product of a forced forgetting. The death of so many 

people ripped a hole into the fabric of society, affecting even the way people spoke to each other. 

In 1939, evangelist Gottfried Tjiharine, who helped gather survivors in the Omaheke, explained 

to missionary August Kuhlmann: “The Herero of today … speak Otjiherero starting from 1906.” 

According to Kuhlmann, Tjiharine meant that the Herero ceased to use words that “belonged to 

the previous world, the world of oxen, and which got lost, at least in part and for most, but not 

 
175  NAN SWAA 2085 A460/25, F.P. Courtney Clarke to the Secretary SWA, August 27, 1923, 6. 
176  Interview with Alexander Jarimbovandu Kaputu, Windhoek, February 14, 2019. 
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for all of them.”177 The genocide destroyed the material basis of an entire vocabulary and forced 

survivors to speak a different Otjiherero than their ancestors. The following outlines some of the 

main cues of memory through which the Herero fashioned this language of remembrance and 

mourning. 

One carrier that could make the past legible to the Herero—while potentially obscuring it 

to outsiders—were personal names. Historians of Africa have outlined how names may reflect 

the changing values of a society.178 Names serve as a lens into the past because they locate an 

individual in relation to society and vice versa. Based on “a genealogical account of social time,” 

they encourage recall and memory of actions and people.179 Consequently, the “the recitation of 

names is a crucial aspect of memory, an active not-forgetting” that may affirm a society’s social 

order.180 Pre-war Herero naming practices illustrate such a close relationship between memory, 

kinship, and connotation. Most Herero personal names are unique and consist of the infinitive 

stem of a verb and added personal prefixes and object infixes. For instance, Karikondua, the 

name of Paramount Chief Aletha Nguvauva of the Mbanderu, also called the eastern Herero, 

means “It cannot be cut” and refers to the idiom about eanda matriclans referred to above.181  

According to Jekura Kavari, Otjiherero names express historical, factual or onomastic 

perspectives. Names can “infect” their bearer with meaning, shaping an individual’s life 

 
177  ELCRN VIII.1.11, August Kuhlmann to Ernst Esslinger, April 11, 1930, 193–195, 194. 
178  See, for example, Shane Doyle, “‘The Child of Death’: Personal Names and Parental Attitudes 

Towards Mortality in Bunyoro, Western Uganda, 1900-2005,” The Journal of African History 49, 
no. 3 (2008): 361–82; Osumaka Likaka, Naming Colonialism: History and Collective Memory in the 
Congo, 1870–1960 (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 2009). 

179  Gabriele vom Bruck and Barbara Bodenhorn, “‘Entangled Histories’: An Introduction to the 
Anthropology of Names and Naming,” in The Anthropology of Names and Naming, ed. Gabriele 
vom Bruck and Barbara Bodenhorn (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 26. 

180  vom Bruck and Bodenhorn, “‘Entangled Histories,’” 2. 
181  ka- is the negation prefix; -ri- the reflexive infix; and -kondua the passive form of infinitive -konda, 

to cut. The Herero and the Mbanderu speak the same language. On the slim cultural differences, see 
Sundermeier, Mbanderu, 11. 
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course.182 Before the 1904–1908 war, Herero name giving (okukunga) took place in a ceremony 

at the okuruwo—the holy fire or sacred hearth—that involved touching the child’s forehead and 

proclaiming its name. Names usually referred to recent events that accompanied the mother’s 

pregnancy or the child’s birth.183 Children often received a second name in honor of their father 

or grandfather.184 Additionally, Herero personal and place names articulated claims to land and 

first settlement.185 Oral historian Benestus Hiurika summed up the significance of naming as “for 

you to be known, and also for people to be able to trace your identity.”186 Herero naming can thus 

be classified as a variable system that “guides name selection but leaves some room for 

individual choice.”187  

German rule affected name-giving in two ways. First, officials, soldiers, private 

employers gave their African employees German names. Creativity was scarce, so employees 

with the same name were numbered. In some cases, the Herero appropriated pejorative German 

names as a token of pride. The uncle of Puriza’s father, for instance, was called Dongoromana 

Pokati, “which means ‘Dunkelmann’ [lit. dark man], because the man was very black, pitch 

black. The Herero used to call him Dongoromana but the real name by the colonizers is 

Dunkelmann.” Despite receiving his name while being interned at the Luderitzbucht 

 
182  Field notes of meeting with Professor Jekura Kavari, UNAM campus, Windhoek, January 30, 2019; 

another interviewee echoed this view, citing the Otjiherero idiom Ena rihangwa (literally “A name 
gathers itself”). See Interview with Kazenambo Kazenambo, Windhoek, February 5, 2019.  

183  Vedder, “The Herero,” 175–76. On ancestral worship at the holy fire, see Jekura Kavari, “Social 
Organisation, Religion and Cosmos of the Ovaherero,” Journal of Religion and Theology in Namibia 
3 (2001): 116–60, 123–5; on the impact of genocide and exile on okuruwo practices, see 
Hendrickson, “Historical Idioms,” 367–70, 378–9; Sundermeier, Gemeinschaft, 142–8. 

184  Interview with Hiskia Ndjoze-Uanivi, Windhoek, November 12, 2018; see also Irle, Die Herero, 64, 
95–6. 

185  Hoffmann, “Landscape and Identity,” 22–29. 
186  Interview with Benestus Hiurika, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 2018. See also Morgan, “‘To Heal the 

Wounds,’” 205. 
187  Richard D. Alford, Naming and Identity: A Cross-Cultural Study of Personal Naming Practices 

(New Haven: HRAF Press, 1988), 43. 
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concentration camp, Dongoromana retained it after his release.188 Second, German missionaries 

propagated last names to strengthen the ideal of the Christian family under patriarchal control. 

Several interviewees surmised that mission teachings had undermined traditional name giving.189 

Yet surnames were not automatically chosen from paternal names. If parents were not married, 

as was often the case, children would assume the name of their mother’s father or grandfather.190 

While the introduction of surnames was thus designed to favor the position of a pater familias, it 

could also provide an alternative marker of matrilineal descent. 

In her study of Herero landscape practices, Anette Hoffmann has observed that naming 

“implies a form of sovereignty.”191 In this sense, naming survivors and descendants became a 

way for the Herero to remember the past and assert their autonomy despite continued colonial 

control. Names evoked stories about the time of dispersal.192 During an interview with the author, 

Jacob Maekopo of Gam, who returned to Namibia in the 1980s after being born in exile in 

Botswana, explained that his Herero name “Kuritjinga” narrated how “[w]hen our fathers were 

killed by your fathers, the Germans [referring to the author], there were rituals performed, for 

them to just lose the path to the Herero. I was named in that sense.”193 Since “oku-tjinga” means 

 
188  Interview with Phineas Puriza and Cornelia Kariko, Okamapuku, March 16, 2019. While 

“Dongoromana” appears to be closer to Afrikaans, the initial name might have been “Dunkelmann.” 
189  Interview with Gottlieb Kazombiaze, Ovitoto, November 11, 2018; Interview with Liebhard U. 

Mbaeva, Farm Skoonheid, Epukiro, February 15, 2019; Interview with Manfried Jatamunua, 
Windhoek, October 17, 2018; Interview with Zedekia Ngavirue, Windhoek, March 19, 2019. 

190  Interview with Festus Muundjua, Windhoek, October 15, 2018; Interview with Manfried Jatamunua, 
Windhoek, October 17, 2018. 

191  Hoffmann, “Landscape and Identity,” 106. 
192  Interview with Hiskia Ndjoze-Uanivi, Windhoek, November 12, 2018. 
193  Interview with Chief Alex Kavei, Jonas Kauheva, Kapai Herunga, and Jacob Maekopo, Gam, 

December 9, 2018.  
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“to search, look intensely for,” the use of the reflexive ri infix in Maekopo’s name implies that 

the Germans got lost “looking for themselves.”194  

Other names referenced internment in the concentration camps. Komozondanda, the 

maternal grandmother of current Mbanderu Paramount Chief Aletha Nguvauva, received her 

name, which means “inside of tents,” because “she was born in camps as the people were fleeing 

from the wars.”195 Since surnames were introduced under German rule, their prevalence at 

different locations can be used to “map the dispersal of families.”196 The Herero of Vaalgras 

serve as a case in point. According to elder Ebson Hizembi Ngaruka of Epukiro, their surnames 

still illustrate that refugees of the war of 1904–1908 were resettled there under South African 

rule.197 If names highlight the common experience of war and dislocation, they also reveal 

differences in the experience of German colonialism. Mbanderu interviewees asserted that their 

ancestors had adopted Herero names to avoid paying punitive tribute after the 1896 war against 

Samuel Maharero and his German allies.198 

Moreover, names referenced the spectrum of violence under German rule. Adelheid 

Mbwandjou of Omaruru, whose Herero name was Pitirapo, “Go outside!,” told missionary wife 

Elisabeth Kuhlmann in the 1950s that  

You can plainly see that I am an okarumbona (descendant of a white man) 
[brackets by E.D.]. When I was born, I was completely white. So, my father said: 
‘This is no longer the child of a Herero! This is the child of a white man!’ After 

 
194  P. H. Brincker, Wörterbuch und kurzgefasste Grammatik des Otji-Hérero, mit Beifügung verwandter 

Ausdrücke und Formen des Oshi-ndonga - Otj-ambo, ed. C. G. Büttner (Leipzig: T. O. Weigel, 
1886), 294. 

195  Interview with Queen Aletha Karikondua Nguvauva, Windhoek, February 13, 2019. 
196  Morgan, “‘To Heal the Wounds,’” 205. 
197  Interview with Paulus Vetarera Kandjou, Mosweu Matuiipi Muhere, Venautje Tjonga, Hitler 

Kaikuire Rute, and Ebson Hizembi Ngaruka, Epukiro, December 8, 2018.  
198  Interview with Queen Aletha Karikondua Nguvauva, Windhoek, February 13, 2019. Other 

interviewees contended that the Germans had refused to recognize the Mbanderu as separate tribe 
because of their resistance. See Interview with Kilus Nguvauva, Windhoek, December 12, 2018; 
Interview with Freddy Ueriurika Nguvauva, Windhoek, December 13, 2018. 
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he said this, otja pitira po, he went outside. And everyone who had seen the child 
also went outside (ve pitira po wina). So, my mother called me Pitirapo, ‘Go 
outside’!199  

Similar to other African societies, names with a negative connotation such as Pitirapo’s openly 

referred to a source of conflict in the community.200 In her case, this source was the presence of 

children of mixed Herero-German descent. Since Pitirapo was an adult at the time of her 

exchange with Kuhlmann, she was probably born between the final years of German rule and the 

period of South African military administration.201 Although it is unclear whether her skin 

complexion resulted from the mixed heritage of one of her parents or having been fathered by a 

white man, her story illustrates how skin color itself became a reminder of colonial rule.202 

 

Illustration 1: Adelheid Mbwandjou, 1953/1954  
(Basler Afrika Bibliographien, D01_2338; © BAB). 

 
199  Dammann, Was Herero erzählten, 242. 
200  Doyle, “‘The Child of Death,’” 369. 
201  On Mbwaondjou, see Wanda Rutishauser, “Adelheid Mbuandjou: Fragments of Life Narratives in 

the Dammann Collection,” in Sites of Contestation: Encounters with the Ernst and Ruth Dammann 
Collection in the Archives of the Basler Afrika Bibliographien, ed. Julia Rensing, Lorena Rizzo, and 
Wanda Rutishauser (Basel: Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 2021), 81–106. 

202  For another example of skin color as a reminder of potential sexual violence under German rule, see 
Interview with Freddy Ueriurika Nguvauva, Windhoek, December 13, 2018. The skin of Mbanderu 
oral historian Freddy Nguvauva’s grandmother Luise was so bright that as a child, he at first could 
not understand why a white woman would wear Mbanderu dress. 
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Uahuma Hei, a 79-year-old veteran of the armed liberation struggle, explained that his 

name, which means “They target,” was coined in honor of one of his father’s brothers: 

We indeed give names [chuckles]. … I said earlier that my father had his young 
brother, Veindisa. He was a very angry person, because of his hatred of white 
people. He could not be taught, because he never wanted to work for the 
Germans. … One day he worked in the kitchen cleaning the dishes. Now, the 
food, which was left over by the Germans, was given to the dogs. He got very 
angry that people are giving food to the dog while [he] was hungry. He threw 
away the dishes in the house and ran away. The Herero feared that if he returned, 
he was going to be killed. That is when they started saying: “This child is very 
naughty, and because of his naughtiness, he is targeted.”203 

Veindisa, which means “They forgive,” was born around the outbreak of the 1904–1908 war. He 

worked for different German employers while growing up. When Uahuma was born in 1939, his 

parents summarized Veindisa’s experience working for settlers in their son’s name.204 While 

“Veindisa” probably denotes a Christian background, Gottlob Kazombiaze argued that the name 

also implied that the name-givers forgive but do not forget. In this view, “Veindisa” referred to 

the refusal of survivors of the 1904–1908 war to forget what had happened.205 

Names could reflect the changing expectations of political change after German rule. 

Beginning in the 1940s, many Herero began to carry names that expressed yearning for or 

heralded independence.206 Children called Maarija (One day it will come) and Marikutuka (It will 

become independent) announced the demand for more political freedom. Names therefore 

became a way to remember the past without openly challenging white-minority rule. Similar to 

the case of colonial Bunyoro, “the naming of a child was an opportunity for fighting battles 

 
203  Interview with Uahuma Hei, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 2018.  
204  Interview with Uahuma Hei, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 2018.  
205  Interview with Gottlieb Kazombiaze, Ovitoto, November 11, 2018. 
206  Morgan, “‘To Heal the Wounds,’” 205–6. 
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publicly while avoiding direct confrontation.”207 Similar strategies probably already influenced 

name-giving under German rule. 

If names carried memories and made them legible, other, more elaborate histories had to 

be imparted by verbal communication between generations. Children first learned about their 

ancestors at the holy fire or the home’s hearth. Young adults picked up bits of conversation while 

sitting with or attending to gathered elders.208 Christian Mujahere remembered that men and 

women would talk about the German period “at any time and place. At times around the fire at 

home or at traditional games called onjune. They would talk about these things at any gathering 

or at home.”209 But while homesteads were potentially full of history, when and how that 

knowledge was imparted could differ.210 On the one hand, survivors made memories freely 

amongst themselves, often in quotidian environments. At Aminuis in the 1940s and 1950s, men 

used to talk about the war when “gathered at cattle drinking points or around a cup of coffee. 

They would talk about how people fled, how they would die from thirst in the desert and the 

drought they faced. They would talk about it quite a lot.”211 On the other hand, elders insisted on 

customary forms of respect that precluded discussion of personal recollections with children. 

Chief Gotlieb Kahikopo explained that parents would often reproach children who directly asked 

 
207  Doyle, “‘The Child of Death,’” 369. 
208  Interview with Katuutire Kaura, Windhoek, February 6, 2019; Interview with Christian Mujahere 

and Gotlieb Kahikopo, Ondjeombaranga, Otjimbingwe Communal Area, March 16, 2019; Interview 
with Njoonduezu Maveipi and Upaheua A. Maveipi, Ekuenje homestead, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 
2018.  

209  Interview with Christian Mujahere and Gotlieb Kahikopo, Ondjeombaranga, Otjimbingwe 
Communal Area, March 16, 2019; see also Interview with Paulus Vetarera Kandjou, Mosweu 
Matuiipi Muhere, Venautje Tjonga, Hitler Kaikuire Rute, and Ebson Hizembi Ngaruka, Epukiro, 
December 8, 2018.  

210  The late Kazenambo Kazenambo emphasized the “selectivity” of elders who told oral histories while 
he was growing up in Botswana. See Interview with Kazenambo Kazenambo, Windhoek, February 
5, 2019. See also Katjivena, Mama Penee, 43. 

211  Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, November 28, 2018.  
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about the past: “But we, the young ones at the time, overheard most of the things when they 

spoke to each other as adults.”212 

For elders, telling stories about the past conjured up pain that was best suffered amongst 

age-mates. Liebhard Mbaeva related that men would talk while waiting for cattle to return from 

grazing:  

When they talked about those stories, they could say: “When we left this place, 
going to a certain place – we were fired at. The parents died there …” They could 
just talk about that freely. They also sometimes cried while talking about that. 
They could also tease each other that [for example] “You did not own a gun, only 
I had that.” Or, “you were too young during that time. I am the one who looked 
after the cattle.” In some cases, they just woke up crying. We do not know why 
they were crying. It was a very painful chapter in their lives.213 

By teasing each other about their performance during the war, survivors strengthened community 

ties through new forms of joking relationships. At the same time, seeing one’s elders cry was 

common and was interpreted by interviewees as the most visible sign of mourning.214 By 

observing and invoking such bodily responses, descendants could participate in and lay claim to 

their elders’ suffering.215  

If and how elders talked about the past also depended on their gender. As other historians 

have pointed out, men often claim or are expected to relate history conceived of as public and 

“true.”216 My research questions led Herero to guide me to whom they considered authorities on 

those subjects, authorities that were almost exclusively men. Yet Herero women have played a 

 
212  Interview with Christian Mujahere and Gotlieb Kahikopo, Ondjeombaranga, Otjimbingwe 

Communal Area, March 16, 2019.  
213  Interview with Liebhard U. Mbaeva, Farm Skoonheid, Epukiro, February 15, 2019.  
214  Interview with Kambanda Veii, Windhoek, November 14, 2018; Interview with Paulus Vetarera 

Kandjou, Mosweu Matuiipi Muhere, Venautje Tjonga, Hitler Kaikuire Rute, and Ebson Hizembi 
Ngaruka, Epukiro, December 8, 2018; Interview with Gottlieb Kazombiaze, Ovitoto, November 11, 
2018; Interview with Billy Kapurua Katjatenja, Epata, Otjinene, November 29, 2018. 

215  Marianne Hirsch, The Generation of Postmemory: Writing and Visual Culture After the Holocaust 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2012), 82–83. 

216  Hofmeyr, “We Spend Our Years,” 6–7. 
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crucial role in teaching children about history.217 In 1938, missionary Heinrich Vedder remarked: 

“I know a Herero who is descended from [Chief] Tjamuaha, whose mother imprinted into the 

mind of her small son, in his earliest youth, the songs of his ancestors and their oxen before he 

could even understand the meaning of them.218 Women often shaped future oral historians and 

praise singers.219 For example, oral historians Benestus Hiurika of Okondjaṱu and Alexander 

Jarimbovandu Kaputu of Ovitoto were raised by their grandmother and grand-aunt, 

respectively.220 Similarly, Herero historian Peter Katjavivi was taught by his grandmother.221  

According to Chief Kahikopo of Otjimbingwe, women took up such a central role 

because male elders “carried too much pain and hurt … . They did not want to hear about their 

lost relatives and their places of residence they lost.”222 Kahikopo is not suggesting here that 

women did not carry painful memories. Instead, he seems to refer to the fact that German rule 

deprived Herero men of the ability to secure their social reproduction by acquiring followers for 

patrilineal homesteads.223 Dwelling on “lost relatives and their places of residence” not only 

meant dwelling on the loss of family members, but also remembering the loss of one’s status. In 

contrast, women’s reproductive abilities ensured that they could regain the power of social 

reproduction after the war.224  

 
217  Förster, Postkoloniale Erinnerungslandschaften, 120; Hoffmann, “Landscape and Identity,” 52–3. 
218  Vedder, “The Herero,” 148. 
219  Hoffmann, “Landscape and Identity,” 52. 
220  Interview with Benestus Hiurika, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 2018.  
221  Interview with Alexander Jarimbovandu Kaputu, Windhoek, February 14, 2019; Interview with 

Peter Katjavivi, Windhoek, November 22, 2018. 
222  Interview with Christian Mujahere and Gotlieb Kahikopo, Ondjeombaranga, Otjimbingwe 

Communal Area, March 16, 2019.  
223  On this point, see Chapter 5. 
224  On the divergent aims of men and women in social and biological reproduction see Harpending and 

Pennington, Structure, 144–45. 
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Consequently, gendered ways of remembering shaped how subsequent generations made 

a historical imagination. According to Gottlieb Kazombiaze, mothers and other guardians 

carefully chose to which children they imparted historical knowledge based on their character 

and memory capacity.225 Whether a child would grow up to become a recognized oral historian or 

performer of praises, dances, and songs depended on whether listeners from different regions 

could recognize historical information such as people and places, and the style of delivery.226 

Recognition also depended on what might be called rules of remembering, which defined an 

account’s accuracy, objectivity, and transparency. For Phineas Puriza, his authority as an oral 

historian was vested in his descent from a survivor of German rule. Because he learned about 

history “from the horse’s mouth” of his father, he could “still say after a hundred and twenty 

years that we were colonized.”227  

Former teacher Jesaja Katjivikua extended the historian’s authority to include own 

experiences, provided that one differentiated between what one had been told and what one had 

seen: “I here and now, only talk about the things I heard about and have witnessed.”228 Having 

gone through extensive missionary education, he conceded that he received much of his factual 

knowledge of history from German missionaries. However, he felt that a gap remained between 

written and oral history: “Truly, the history of this country of South-West is not easy history, it is 

complicated because those who wrote this history … those for whom it was written could not 

read and could not write.”229 For this reason, it was also necessary to reference the stories one had 

 
225  Interview with Gottlieb Kazombiaze, Ovitoto, December 16, 2018. 
226  Interview with Alexander Jarimbovandu Kaputu, Windhoek, February 14, 2019. On the genres of 

Herero orature see Kavari, Otjiherero Praises, 16. 
227  Interview with Phineas Puriza and Cornelia Kariko, Okamapuku, March 16, 2019.  
228  Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, November 28, 2018.  
229  Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, November 28, 2018.  
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been told: “I was not present, but I was told by Komomupepo, Hiyazondape and Hauṱamava.”230 

Herero oral historians thus recognize the partial and changing nature of their accounts of the past.  

Apart from oral tradition, the Herero also created their own written genre of history. In so 

called family books (omambo yomihoko), they recorded historical information and eanda family 

ties to ensure proper marriages. According to Alexander Tjihokuru and Alexander Kaputu, the 

writing of these books began in 1923 when Chief Hosea Kuṱako called on Herero at the funeral 

of Samuel Maharero to write down family ties to prevent a repetition of the incestuous 

relationships after the war.231 While almost all interviewees knew about these books, they 

considered them quite rare. Kaputu contended that their number had increased since 

independence due to the popularity of radio broadcasts on Herero culture and tradition.232 During 

fieldwork, I was able to examine two books. The first belonged to the Coblenz oral historian 

Alexander Tjihokuru. His family book was started by his biological father, Rizivi Tjihokuru 

(1917–2001), after the Second World War but now only exists as a bounded copy of a 

subsequent notebook compiled by himself. It includes, among other things, a brief overview of 

Herero history from the arrival in Namibia in the eighteenth century to the war of 1904–1908, a 

list of omaanda and their sub-houses, an intermittent Herero year list from 1831–1984, and a 

textual overview of various lineage branches. 

 
230  Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, November 28, 2018.  
231  Interview with Alexander Katengua Tjihokuru, Coblenz, December 4, 2018; Interview with 

Alexander Jarimbovandu Kaputu, Windhoek, February 14, 2019. 
232  Interview with Alexander Jarimbovandu Kaputu, Windhoek, February 14, 2019. Kaputu is a long-

time radio host and had a major role in popularizing knowledge about Herero history and tradition. 
See Förster, Postkoloniale Erinnerungslandschaften, 129–34. 
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Illustration 2: Page from Tjihokuru family book on the 1904–1908 war.  
(Author’s collection) 

Based on differences in handwriting, the Tjihokuru book seems to be a pastiche of historical 

information acquired over time. Because the style of writing in passages about Herero history 

differs from that in passages about kinship it is likely that Tjihokuru or his father also relied on 

published material to compile their book. Although Tjihokuru and Kaputu independently 

identified the books’ origin in 1923, it seems doubtful whether Hosea Kuṱako came up with the 

idea because no contemporary account or subsequent anthropological work mentions omambo 

yomihoko. Regardless of their age, these “tin-trunk texts” showcase how the Herero have relied 

on written aide-mémoire in remembering the impact of German colonization—at least since 

independence, and possibly since the Second World War.233  

 
233  Barber, Africa’s Hidden Histories, ix. 
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The existence of oral historians and a culture of writing history did not guarantee that all 

children grew up learning about the past. Descendants of survivors in and outside of Namibia 

sometimes lost the ability to speak Otjiherero, which deprived them of understanding praises and 

songs that carried historical meaning. Others grew up far from elders. For example, Kambanda 

Veii, the daughter of nationalist Gerson Hitjevi Veii, was raised in a household that revolved 

around politics and the liberation struggle. Although Veii spent five years with her grandmother 

in Okakarara while her father was imprisoned on Robben Island, her grandmother refused to talk 

about her experience of the war. Veii only realized after her grandmother’s death that her 

periodic bouts of crying were probably due to her experience of the genocide. Meanwhile, Veii 

grew up in Windhoek, attended a colored school, and rarely visited relatives in the countryside.234 

In addition to names, oral tradition, and family books, the environment became a key cue 

for memories of German rule.235 Among the places with the densest association of memories is 

the Omaheke desert. The trail of refugees created its own sites of mourning in the form of 

unburied dead and shallow graves. Nyae Nyae, which is located in historically Bushmen 

territory, hints at the costs of the war, especially to descendants of refugees to Botswana. Chief 

Alex Kavei of Gam explained that during the flight from German troops, 

[a] group of people took the route to Nyae Nyae. The Germans forced the groups 
into the field for them to die from thirst and to be killed by hyenas and lions … 
Many Herero people died there at Nyae Nyae, their graves are still there until 
today. In 1998, one man, Ngavetene Mungendje, died here in Gam, and we took 

 
234  Interview with Kambanda Veii, Windhoek, November 14, 2018. 
235  Larissa Förster, “Erzählte Landschaft,” in Erde, ed. Bernd Busch (Köln: Wienand, 2002), 421–37; 
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Königswinter, ed. Olaf Bubenzer et al. (Köln: Rüdiger Köppe, 2008), 223–45; Förster, Postkoloniale 
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him to Nyae Nyae, where his fathers are buried. There are many of them, the likes 
of Mukaa Tjijapa, Kaijere Tjeundo etc.236 

Kavei thus highlights that landscapes only become powerful mnemonic cues to the extent that 

they are incorporated into continued social practice, in this case the labor of mourning. Apart 

from the war’s human toll, places evoke what happened to Herero cattle herds. One of the major 

routes of flight through the Omaheke led along the Alexeck Omuramba, also called Gauas 

Omuramba.237 In the late 1950s, the last inhabited place of that route was still called 

“Otjomanangombe” or “place that finishes the cattle.”238 Favorite cattle were also memorialized 

in songs and omitandu (praises). Benestus Hiurika described an elaborate praise of the Seu 

homestead, which was one of the first to flee with their herds to Botswana.239 Refugees in 

Botswana mourned cattle that perished during flight as relatives, while they praised those that 

survived and became the stock for new herds.240 

Not all Otjiherero speakers share the same places of memory. The Mbanderu honor 

locations that reflect their clans’ different experience under German rule. The most important 

among these is Otjunda, or Sturmfeld, where the Mbanderu were defeated by a combined force 

of German and Herero troops under Governor Leutwein and Samuel Maharero in 1896.241 At 

Okeseta, they commemorate Munjuku, the father of Chief Kahimumua, who was executed by the 

Germans following the 1896 war. And while the Mbanderu share an adoration for Okahandja, 

 
236  Interview with Chief Alex Kavei, Jonas Kauheva, Kapai Herunga, and Jacob Maekopo, Gam, 

December 9, 2018.   
237  An omuramba is a dry riverbed. 
238  Köhler, Gobabis District, 36. 
239  Interview with Benestus Hiurika, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 2018. 
240  Alnaes, “Living with the Past,” 284. 
241  Theodor Gotthilf von Leutwein, Elf Jahre Gouverneur in Deutsch-Südwestafrika, Zweite Aufl. 

(Berlin: Mittler, 1907); Jan-Bart Gewald, “‘I Was Afraid of Samuel, Therefore I Came to Sekgoma’: 
Herero Refugees and Patronage Politics in Ngamiland, Bechuanaland Protectorate, 1890–1914,” The 
Journal of African History 43, no. 2 (2002): 211–34. 
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they do so because Mbanderu leaders Kahimemua and Nikodemus were tried and executed 

there.242 Since these places are often connected to the history of the Herero oturupa, I consider 

them in a later chapter.243 

Cattle rearing and scarce grazing meant that Herero social and economic life took place 

largely outside and en route, which encouraged frequent encounters with places of mnemonic 

recall. While traveling to visit relatives, for instance, parents would point out a particular area, 

and tell their children: “Next to that river there was a war [battle] that took place there. … In 

Otjiherero they say ‘Ovita vya hara katji.’”244 Children thus grew up with a growing mental map 

of their ancestors’ battles. In her study of omitandu praises, Anette Hoffmann has noted that 

Herero have created common notions of landscape, identity, and history through “the collective 

activity of performing, speaking, and remembering.”245 While this collective labor of 

remembrance was based on trained oral historians and singers who could perform praises, it also 

depended on daily interactions in mundane environments involving ordinary men and women.  

Intimate Memories 

European colonialism was an intimate regime in which colonizers’ anxieties about the sexuality 

of the colonized coexisted with frequent and often involuntary sexual relations between both 

groups.246 In Namibia, the South African invasion stopped the indiscriminate use of corporal 

punishment and pervasive sexual violence under German rule. But since most German settlers 

 
242  Interview with Liebhard U. Mbaeva, Farm Skoonheid, Epukiro, February 15, 2019.  
243  See Chapter 5. 
244  Interview with Manfried Jatamunua, Windhoek, October 17, 2018.  
245  Hoffmann, “Landscape and Identity,” 7. 
246  Ann Laura Stoler, Carnal Knowledge and Imperial Power: Race and the Intimate in Colonial Rule 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2010). 
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retained control of their farms, much of the pre-1914 world of exploitation was conserved.247 

How the Herero created memories of German rule therefore occurred within the paternalist 

sphere of a settler economy. This sphere engendered an often-involuntary intimacy born from 

common descent, joint labor, and shared faith. In this way, memories of German colonialism 

shaped the lives of successive generations of Namibians, blurring the line between German rule 

and the mandate, and between Herero and German families. 

As a German, my presence sometimes caused painful reminders. Christian Mujahere 

called the war “a big sore in our lives. It continues to grow, and it does not disappear, because we 

lost a lot of people.”248 In addition to pain, fear has defined the memory of German rule. Before 

Paramount Chief Kuaima Riruako coined the term otjiṱiro otjindjandja (mass death, killing) for 

the genocide after 1990, some Herero referred to the war as “the old death,” onḓiro onguru.249 

The latter term not only referred to the suffering caused by the war, but also implied the fear that 

the same death could recur.250 The pain of revisiting history is especially palpable for those who 

grew up in exile. When I asked the late Chief Kavei of Gam what they knew about the Herero 

forced into exile, the Chief was taken aback:  

Eish … Why are you asking such things? These things will bring sorrow if we 
talk about it. … A person who flees his own country because of war, without 
taking anything along, is the one you are asking how he was surviving.251  

 
247  Around half of the German population, or 6,300 men, women, and children, were deported by the 

South Africans or left voluntarily. However, these were mostly German officials. In 1921, almost 
8,000 Germans still lived in Namibia. See Du Pisani, SWA/Namibia, 52. 

248  Interview with Christian Mujahere and Gotlieb Kahikopo, Ondjeombaranga, Otjimbingwe 
Communal Area, March 16, 2019.  

249  Interview with Manfried Jatamunua, Windhoek, October 17, 2018. 
250  “Onḓiro onguru, pa ṱa mukuru woye opu moo ṱu. The old death, where your ancestor has died, so 

will you die as well.” Interview with Gottlieb Kazombiaze, Ovitoto, November 11, 2018. On this 
idiom and its translation see Kavari, Omiano vya Tjipangandjara, 4.  

251  Interview with Chief Alex Kavei, Jonas Kauheva, Kapai Herunga, and Jacob Maekopo, Gam, 
December 9, 2018.  
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Despite being one generation removed from the genocide, Kavei still viscerally experienced its 

impact. 

Sexual exploitation and miscegenation constituted one root of this pain. Under German 

rule, relations between African women and German men ranged from consensual unions to 

widespread concubinage, harassment, and rape.252 The war of 1904–1908 either left many women 

at the mercy of German soldiers or forced them into prostitution.253 Consequently, accounts of 

involuntary sexual contact dominate Herero memories of the war. Benestus Hiurika recalled: 

“My great grandmother, Kaizuma, when she was captured and taken to Swakopmund 

concentration camps, … was raped by the Germans. She gave birth to twins, and they died.”254 

Hiurika’s account exemplifies the challenge of reconstructing the memory of sexual violence 

based on stories told by men about women. Of course, my own gender also influenced what and 

how interviewees talked about the issue.255 

Apart from the war itself, the Herero have associated sexual violence with the domestic 

sphere of the settler household and the soldier’s quarters.256 According to Festus Muundjua, his 

mother-in-law explained her light-skinned complexion by telling him: 

I look like a German because my father was German, who raped my mother. 
Because every time after lunch, because my mother was working in the kitchen of 
this soldier, and she never, she never even told me the name of this soldier, much 

 
252  Wolfram Hartmann, “Sexual Encounters and Their Implications on an Open and Closing Frontier: 

Central Namibia from the 1840s to 1905” (unpublished PhD dissertation, Columbia University, 
2002), 122–37. 

253  On prostitution see Wolfram Hartmann, “Urges in the Colony. Men and Women in Colonial 
Windhoek, 1890–1905,” Journal of Namibian Studies 1, no. 1 (2007): 39–71; on the effects of 
sexual violence cf. Daniel Joseph Walther, Sex and Control: Venereal Disease, Colonial Physicians, 
and Indigenous Agency in German Colonialism, 1884–1914 (Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2015), 53–6. 

254  Interview with Benestus Hiurika, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 2018. On the prevalence of memories of 
sexual violence see also Casper W. Erichsen, “What the Elders Used to Say”: Namibian 
Perspectives on the Last Decade of German Colonial Rule (Windhoek: Namibia Institute for 
Democracy, 2008), 49; Katjivena, Mama Penee, 22, 90–1. 

255  A study that examines such memories among Namibian women remains to be written. 
256  Interview with Kilus Nguvauva, Windhoek, December 12, 2018. 
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to my regret. But every time after lunch he would simply say ‘Komma rein! 
Komma her! Metha, komma her! [Come here! Come here! Metha, get over 
here!]’257  

Similarly, Ruppertine Inaambako Murangi told Jesaja Katjivikua about her relationship with 

Major Franke, the last commander of the German Schutztruppe during World War I and the 

employer of Katjivikua’s father Uahondja Kambetere Tjiyahura. Katjivikua explained:  

My father was the one who was always sent to call the women. He was working 
for Franke. That brought about the birth of Ewald and Katjimutundu [Murangi]. It 
was Inaambako [Murangi] herself who told me about this. She told me that the 
first time she was called to Franke’s house she wondered why a man who was red 
like meat called her to make her his woman. My father told Franke to marry 
[background noise 00:25:10]. The women were given red wine for their heads to 
be in order and to drive out fear … In that process she fell pregnant to Ewald and 
Katjimutundu. She became the wife of the boss. But my father was told to tell the 
rest of the people that this woman was his sister for the people would beat him.258 

Tjiyahura’s case exemplifies how settler colonialism and sexual violence created often-

inextricable ties around the survivors of the war of 1904–1908.  

Tjiyahura was about twenty years old when the Germans captured him during the war.259 

Like thousands of other young men and boys, he became a servant for an individual officer, a 

position called Bambuse.260 On the one hand, the young man had found relatively secure 

employment with a German officer that protected him from the worst abuses of forced labor. On 

the other hand, his position required him to supply his superior with Herero women, one of 

whom had been his own partner. Moreover, Tjiyahura appears to have been forced to falsely 

identify Ruppertine as his sister rather than his cross-cousin to avoid physical reprisals by other 

 
257  Interview with Festus Muundjua, Windhoek, October 15, 2018. 
258  Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, March 22, 2019. See also Franke’s own 

description of such relationships in his diary: Victor Franke, Die Tagebücher des 
Schutztruppenoffiziers Victor Franke (Delmenhorst: Swalit, 2002). 

259  Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, November 28, 2018.  
260  On the military culture of the Bambusen and their role in the oturupa, see Chapter 5.  
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Mbanderu. According to Pastor Hiskia Ndjoze-Uanivi, the two children resulting from 

Ruppertine’s relationship with Franke were Ewaldt and Hans Katjimutundu Murangi of 

Otjozondjima in Epukiro, where many Mbanderu were relocated after the creation of native 

reserves in 1923.261 Indeed, the Murangi family is frequently advanced as an example of 

extensive German ties of descent, which extend to the Schmidt family of Otjihaenena.262  

After German rule ended, women and men found different vocabularies to talk about 

what had happened. Josef Uandia Kaviṱunḓema noted that while “men told us that they suffered 

greatly under the Germans and … that … their women were taken by [them],” women expressed 

their experience through the metaphor of coffee, a symbol of settler bourgeois civility: 

There is a certain phrase they used which was “[i]n German times we used to 
prepare coffee with our hands” (ete tuari mOvandoitji atu ngarura okosiva 
nomake) … For one to prepare coffee with hands over a burning fire is something 
I do not understand that well. But that phrase is commonly used in Otjiherero for 
someone exposed to something dangerous like the rapes we are talking about. 
One can refer to that as someone preparing coffee with bare hands because he or 
she is doing something complicated and against his or her will. Let us say the 
person is being forced.263 

If coffee stood for the dangers of working in German kitchens, bread signified the consequences 

of such danger. Katuutire Kaura’s elders told him that  

your wife during the day will be asked “You must go and clean at a particular 
soldier’s place!” And she will go there and clean during the day. Then maybe in 
the evening [claps his hands 00:09:02] “Maria, kommst du her! … muatje indjoo” 
[Maria, get over here! … come here my child]. So … she would go, and 
ultimately German children were born, half Herero, half German. You know, 
those are the things they were telling. Muatje teva muatjitivi ah, opuuo. 
Omukazendu tjime aandare nomboroto. When my wife is coming, she has a 

 
261  Personal Communication by Hiskia Ndjoze-Uanivi, March 26, 2020. 
262  Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, March 22, 2019; Interview with Paulus Vetarera 

Kandjou, Mosweu Matuiipi Muhere, Venautje Tjonga, Hitler Kaikuire Rute, and Ebson Hizembi 
Ngaruka, Epukiro, December 8, 2018. Ebson Hizembi Ngaruka identified himself as a member of 
the Murangi family. 

263  Interview with Isaak Varimbara Keya and Josef Uandia Kaviṱunḓema, Otjinene, December 8, 2018.  
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bread. And that is how many … even my mother’s sisters, you know, gave birth 
to a German child.264 

Mixed-race sexual contact and the children born from such unions thus occupy a central place in 

Herero memories of their first colonial occupation.265 This marks a contrast to Tanzania, where 

people of African-German descent gained localized prominence but remained a small minority.266 

Before the First World War, colonial authorities banned interracial marriages in Namibia 

but refused to criminalize sexual relations between European men and African women. Mothers 

were left to fend for their mixed-race children who, under a one-drop rule introduced in 1907, 

were classified as “native.”267 Growing up, such children sometimes faced discrimination by 

‘proper’ Herero. Metha, Festus Muundjua’s mother-in-law, was derided as one of “you children 

of Germans.”268 At the same time, descendants of Herero mothers and German fathers could 

derive a sense of superiority from their origin, especially after the implementation of apartheid. 

For example, Manfried Jatamunua learned in Catholic mission school “that white people were 

more superior than black people. And we were feeling sort of proud because our parents looked a 

little bit lighter in complexion.”269 Government officials, on their part, detected no overt 

discrimination. In the 1950s, government anthropologist Günter Wagner argued that among the 

 
264  Interview with Katuutire Kaura, Windhoek, February 6, 2019. 
265  Interview with Tjimbinae Tjaimi and Meundju Metirapi, Ekuenje Homestead, Okondjaṱu, November 

28, 2018; Interview with Gottlieb Kazombiaze, Ovitoto, November 11, 2018; Interview with 
Liebhard U. Mbaeva, Farm Skoonheid, Epukiro, February 15, 2019; Interview with Christian 
Mujahere and Gotlieb Kahikopo, Ondjeombaranga, Otjimbingwe Communal Area, March 16, 2019; 
Interview with Peter Katjavivi, Windhoek, November 22, 2018.  

266  Interview with Caesar Hans Poppe, August 14, 2019, Iringa; Interview with Zacharia Poppe, 
September 28, 2019, Dar es Salaam. The Poppes are a prominent Tanzanian-German family based in 
Iringa. A history of Tanzanian-European families remains to be written. 

267  On the German debate on colonial miscegenation and ban of interracial marriages see Lora 
Wildenthal, German Women for Empire, 1884–1945 (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2001), 
86–106. 

268  Interview with Festus Muundjua, Windhoek, October 15, 2018. 
269  Interview with Manfried Jatamunua, Windhoek, October 17, 2018. 
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handful of “half breeds” in Ovitoto, “[t]he men have no special status in tribal affairs, but their 

descent would not, it seems, prevent them from becoming Boardmen for instance. It has not done 

so in other Herero reserves.”270 Wagner’s observation underlines the fact that the defining feature 

to be considered an Herero remained to be borne by a Herero mother, regardless of the 

circumstances.271  

What ultimately remained of sexual violence were feelings of loss and sadness. Manfried 

Jatamunua argued that these affected successive generations differently: 

[W]hen you speak to our parents, they had issues because the belief was that they 
were not born out of the normal relationship. It was not consensual … they were 
literally abused. Secondly, they had a problem that they had a father who never 
looked after them … for us, we feel like we may have family somewhere out 
there, but we do not know each other. … That makes one feel actually very bad.272 

Jatamunua expressed the centrality of Herero kinship through a palpable feeling of being 

deprived of one’s paternal side of descent.273 Other interviewees affirmed the void left by the 

absence of German fathers. According to Mbanderu oral historian Freddy Nguvauva, children of 

mixed descent such as his grandmother Luise could not participate in rituals at the holy fire 

because of gaps in their paternal oruzo and eanda clan ties.274 Among German settlers that 

remained in Namibia, few supported their extra-marital children. In rare cases, offspring received 

parts of the inheritance upon their father’s death, support in obtaining an education, and other 

assistance throughout their life.275 

 
270  Wagner, Okahandja District, 40. 
271  Gibson, “Double Descent,” 124. 
272  Interview with Manfried Jatamunua, Windhoek, October 17, 2018. 
273  Others expressed a similar frustration. See Interview with Tjimbinae Tjaimi and Meundju Metirapi, 

Ekuenje Homestead, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 2018; Interview with Njoonduezu Maveipi and 
Upaheua A. Maveipi, Ekuenje homestead, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 2018.  

274  Interview with Freddy Ueriurika Nguvauva, Windhoek, December 13, 2018. 
275  Interview with Uahuma Hei, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 2018. 
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Colonial officials sometimes noticed the lasting effects of sexual violence. In 1935, 

resident physician of Otjiwarongo Dr. Visser argued that the absence of trust in treatments for 

venereal disease among the Herero of the town and Waterberg Reserve was “potentially a 

holdover from the time, when they had the idea that the whites wanted to exterminate (ausrotten) 

them at all cost, and now they believe that the medicine, which they receive, serves to kill 

them.”276 Anxiety about the intentions of doctors was coupled with fears about the behavior of 

Herero women. Asked by Hendrik Stephanus van Zyl, the Judge President of the Cape High 

Court, why Herero women had so few children, men of Waterberg Reserve complained that they 

“no longer bear children” and came “into contact with men from other people.”277 Although 

concerns about Herero women’s sexual activity extended to all whites and non-Herero, they 

potentially included German men as a threat to male social reproduction. Since the beginning of 

German colonization, Herero men had either protested sexual relations by German men with 

Herero women or called in vain for their regularization through marriage.278  

Sexual violence constituted only the most egregious abuse under German rule. Two 

pervasive problems were corporal punishment and insufficient compensation. After surviving the 

war, Veindisa, the younger brother of Uahuma Hei’s father, worked as a Bambuse at 

Omehokuvari and later for a store owner at Otjongoro. Veindisa and his father “said they lived a 

very difficult life. They were beaten again and again, working for a very long time without 

proper compensation.”279 Although mandate rule brought a palpable shift in the administration of 

 
276  ELCRN VIII.1.5101-105, Anon., Excerpt from Minutes of the Negotiations of the Constitutional 

Commission during sessions in Waterberg Reserve and Otjiwarongo, August 23, 1935, 105. 
277  ELCRN VIII.1.5, Anon, Excerpt from Minutes of the Negotiations of the Constitutional Commission 

during sessions in Waterberg Reserve and Otjiwarongo, August 23, 1935, 101–105, 105. 
278  See, for instance, Horst Drechsler, Let Us Die Fighting: The Struggle of the Herero and Nama 

against German Imperialism (1884–1915) (London: Zed Press, 1980), 133–35, 167–68. 
279  Interview with Uahuma Hei, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 2018. 
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corporal punishment, the practice persisted on many isolated farms. The Herero turned paltry or 

non-existent remuneration to their advantage by insisting on cattle as payment for long-term 

contracts. In this way, the survivors of the genocide gradually restocked their herds after 1915.280 

Moreover, elders imparted how they resisted settler dominance through small gestures of 

defiance: “[W]hen asked to go and look for cattle,” for instance, Gotlieb Kahikopo’s ancestors 

“would just sleep in a riverbed for the whole day.”281  

Even when employers and settlers were not excessively violent, they could still threaten 

and disrespect employees. Some German farmers would not even allow Africans to pass by their 

farms without confronting them with a weapon and threatening a beating.282 Others would 

provide food but make a point of throwing it at their workers: 

The tin would be thrown like a stone. If the slave (omutwa) did not grasp it 
correctly it would hurt him, and he would get a swelling. … They would also call 
the slave for bread and they would hit the slave with the bread when he or she was 
near.283 

The image of the tin can illustrates that treatment under German rule signified another inversion 

of social relationships. The Otjiherero term omutwa has been translated as either “slave” or 

“stranger” and used to refer to the Hereros’ Damara servants.284 After the war, survivors found 

 
280  Interview with Uahuma Hei, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 2018. Interview with Njoonduezu Maveipi 

and Upaheua A. Maveipi, Ekuenje homestead, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 2018. On this process see 
Wolfgang Werner, “No One Will Become Rich”: Economy and Society in the Herero Reserves in 
Namibia, 1915–1946 (Basel: P. Schlettwein Publishing, 1998), 50–4. 

281  Interview with Christian Mujahere and Gotlieb Kahikopo, Ondjeombaranga, Otjimbingwe 
Communal Area, March 16, 2019.  

282  Interview with Christian Mujahere and Gotlieb Kahikopo, Ondjeombaranga, Otjimbingwe 
Communal Area, March 16, 2019.  

283  Interview with Christian Mujahere and Gotlieb Kahikopo, Ondjeombaranga, Otjimbingwe 
Communal Area, March 16, 2019.  

284  On Herero notions of slavery and servitude, see Robert Gordon, “San Servility in the Omaheke, 
Namibia,” International Journal of African Historical Studies 54, no. 2 (2021): 217–40, 232; on 
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themselves performing tasks that had been previously deemed below a Herero’s status. 

Performing such work fueled one of the richest troves of social memories around the use of 

German curse words. Around Omaruru, for instance, German employers and Herero parents 

raged: “Du bist doch dumm Kerl (Why, you are utterly stupid)!”; “Du scheiß Pavian (You damn 

monkey)!”; “Du Arschloch (You asshole)!; and “Du bist [ein] dummer Eingeborener (You are a 

stupid native)!”285  

In this respect, the Hereros’ relationship with German mirrored that of black South 

Africans with Afrikaans as “the guttural language of orders and insults.”286 On the one hand, 

elders remembered curses because they encapsulated the unequal power relationships under 

settler rule. On the other hand, recalling German phrases could be used to defend one’s social 

status. Alexander Kaputu notes that former Bambusen sprinkled their speech with terms such as 

“überhaupt” (anyway, after all) to demonstrate their proficiency in a genteel German military 

habitus.287 Maria Tjihungu, the great-aunt of Namibia’s current Speaker of Parliament Peter 

Katjavivi and a survivor of the genocide, once put the daughter of an Okahandja shop owner in 

her place by insisting to speak German. After being refused service, Tjihungu switched from 

Afrikaans to German, forcing the young cashier to call in her father. Tjihungu told a confused 

Katjavivi afterwards: “I wanted to put that young lady down. And the only ammunition at my 

disposal is the language.”288 

 
Rechtswissenschaft und Volkswirtschaftslehre zu Berlin, ed. S. R. Steinmetz (Berlin: Julius Springer, 
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Intimate memories of German colonialism referred overwhelmingly to the violence and 

exploitation Herero experienced before 1915. At the same time, the imposed intimacy of settler 

colonialism could engender recollections of affective ties between Herero and Germans. In his 

analysis of oral histories in former German Togoland, Dennis Laumann argues that local notions 

of German “‘honesty,’ ‘order,’ and ‘discipline’” resulted from the region’s marginalization under 

British rule and the control over oral history by male elders, many of whom were former 

German-educated intermediaries or their descendants.289 Similarly, positive memories of German 

rule in Namibia have to be read in light of the political economy of power under settler rule.290  

The persistence of settler colonialism after World War I conserved a paternalist system in 

which farm workers and mission members developed close but subservient relationships with 

German families. Liebhard Mbaeva’s elders explained the simultaneity of kindness and cruelty 

in this system by noting that “[s]ome Germans were generous, while some were ruthless.”291 In 

contrast to Uahuma Hei’s granduncle, former Bambusen such as Pastor Andreas Kukuri 

remembered that although they “were compelled to remain as Bambusen with the troops until we 

were adults,” the German officers “who captured us … treated us well.”292 According to Uahuma 

Hei, the Herero who worked for Germans after the war “adopted the Germans’ lifestyle” by 

drinking with them. Hei contrasted this sociability with the behavior of South Africans who 

“killed people on the roads” and insisted on strict racial segregation. In this view, Germans “only 

had a problem with compensating workers.” Despite receiving paltry compensation and corporal 
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punishment, Hei’s father developed a close rapport with the nearby Eichhoff family.293 After he 

relocated to Okondjaṱu in the 1930s, “[Eichhoff] was a very good friend of [him]. He visited him 

occasionally … he admired those Germans, and they also admired him so much.”294 Mutual 

respect was grounded on a shared work ethic, valuable skills such as cattle herding, and speaking 

one another’s language. A similarly close relationship developed between the Kaura and 

Diekmann families at Ohamakari, on land expropriated as a result of the war.295  

Among the Herero who developed the closest ties to German families were adherents of 

the Lutheran mission church. The family of missionary August Kuhlmann, which profited from 

the war-time expropriation of Herero cattle, illuminates how the line between Herero and 

German families could become blurred. During the war, August Kuhlmann and his wife 

Elisabeth fled with the Herero to Botswana. Half a century later, survivors still honored the 

family for having accompanied them during the time of dispersal.296 Members of the former 

congregation at Okazeva repeatedly visited Elisabeth Kuhlmann in Omaruru.297 In 1951, the 

death of Albertine Tjiseseta reminded Elisabeth Kuhlmann not only how she had met the former 

wife of Chief Manasse Tjiseseta “as a young girl in my parents’ house” but of the day she turned 

herself into the concentration camp Omburo. When Kuhlmann’s first daughter Margarete was 

born shortly afterwards, Albertine gave her the Herero name “Uanundjua [sic] [the one for whom 

one has been waiting for].” Indeed, the entire Kuhlmann family carried honorific Herero names. 

 
293 Wilhelm Eichhoff had arrived in South West Africa in 1905 and fought in the 1904–1908 war before 

acquiring the farm Okamatangara in the Omaheke for cattle ranching in 1910. See Hans-Volker 
Gretschel, Von Kampwitwen und -waisen: Berichte aus den Internierungsjahren in Südwestafrika 
1939–1946 (Windhoek, Göttingen: Hess, 2009). 

294  Interview with Uahuma Hei, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 2018. 
295  Interview with Katuutire Kaura, Windhoek, February 6, 2019. 
296  Archives and Museum Foundation of the United Evangelical Mission, Wuppertal (VEM), RMG 

1.644c, Elisabeth Kuhlmann to Pastor Menzel, September 17, 1951, 24–27.  
297  VEM, RMG 1.644c, Elisabeth Kuhlmann to Pastor Menzel, February 1, 1954, 40-42b, 42; VEM, 

RMG 1.644c, Elisabeth Kuhlmann to Director Berner, January 8, 1957, 54. 
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Albertine cried when Elisabeth’s parents died. After their death, she assumed parental 

responsibilities, chastising Elisabeth when she started wearing short skirts.298 In 1951, on her 

deathbed, Albertine asked to see Elisabeth and Margarete: “Albertine opened her eyes when I 

called her name, she even leant up on her elbow, took my hand, and kissed it. She repeated all of 

my words, usually with a ‘Ndanki’ (Thank you).” When Margarete asked if she still remembered 

her, she exclaimed “Ii (Yes), Uaundjua Tjiseseta.” She died soon afterwards. 299  

By symbolically including a German missionary’s child in her own family, Albertine 

encapsulated affective relationships that had grown between different generations of Herero and 

German Namibians despite, and in some cases as a result of, the genocide. To be sure, the 

relationship between Elisabeth and Albertine was extraordinary because the Herero of Omaruru 

retained a close relationship with the Rhenish Mission even after the majority of Herero 

Christians broke with it in 1954 by founding the independent Oruuano (Unity) Church.300 Such 

ties were also more likely to develop between Herero and German women, as many Herero men 

shunned church attendance after 1915.301 But the case of Albertine and Elisabeth nevertheless 

illustrates how the Herero could associate more than death, loss, and mourning with their 

(former) colonizers. 

However, ties to German families did not develop in a vacuum and were always judged 

in light of the war of 1904–1908. In the interwar period, the servants of German families were 

known as “ombekere pondwa,” that is, they had become “like the Germans” because “they 

 
298  VEM, RMG 1.644c, Elisabeth Kuhlmann to Pastor Menzel, September 17, 1951, 26. On Albertine 

Tjiseseta, see Hoffmann, “Landscape and Identity,” 73–4. 
299  VEM, RMG 1.644c, Elisabeth Kuhlmann to Pastor Menzel, September 17, 1951, 26b–27. See also 

Kuhlmann’s report on the funeral in Elisabeth Kuhlmann, “Die Herero trauerten,” Allgemeine 
Zeitung, August 24/25, 1951, 3. 

300  On the split and the Herero of Omaruru see Sundermeier, Gemeinschaft, 94. 
301  Gewald, “We Thought We Would Be Free,” 91–93. 
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worked for long in German kitchens. They [had] coffee at all times in their homes.”302 

“Ombekere pondwa” translates figuratively to “food at the slave settlement,” ombekere being 

“cup” as derived from the German word Becher, and ondwa referring to either a “village of 

strangers or slaves” or “a homestead without cattle”, that is, a dead homestead.303 According to 

Mbanderu oral historian Hiskia Ndjoze-Uanivi, the term emerged when the Herero began to turn 

themselves in from the veld to the missionary concentration camps to prevent death from 

starvation and thirst.304 Someone who voluntarily received such a cup was, consequently, 

submitting him- or herself to servitude. Access to coveted consumer goods such as coffee 

became markers of the skewed and unequal conveyance of settler patronage.305 Amid the 

destitution of postwar life, it seems, secure access to foodstuffs and consumer goods by women 

who were associated with German men was resented by those left out of these relationships.  

Memories of ties between Herero and German families confound the notion that 

mnemonic communities followed strict racial lines after the genocide. Indeed, these relationships 

allowed the Herero to bury relatives on German farms and to mourn ancestors there.306 One 

prominent example of this mortuary memory work was the burial of Penaani Fritz Zaire on farm 

Otjituezu, or Voigtland, in 1981. Farmer Gerhard Voigt only gave the permission after years of 

lobbying by Penaani’s son, Raazemua Luther Zaire. Both families were connected not only by 

years of service of the Zaires for the Voigts but also because Raazemua’s mother Uajaa was the 

daughter of a male member of the Voigt family.307 Such close rapport between families also 

 
302  Interview with Phineas Puriza and Cornelia Kariko, Okamapuku, March 16, 2019.  
303  Brincker, Wörterbuch des Otji-Hérero, 315; G. Viehe, Grammatik des Otjiherero nebst Wörterbuch 

(Stuttgart, Berlin: W. Spemann, 1897), 114. 
304  Personal Communication by Hiskia Ndjoze-Uanivi, March 26, 2020. 
305  Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, March 22, 2019.  
306  Interview with Katuutire Kaura, Windhoek, February 6, 2019. 
307  Raazemua Luther Zaire and Helgard Patemann, “Zurück nach Voigtland und Otjituezu. 

Erinnerungen an Penaani Fritz Zaire,” in Ein Land, eine Zukunft: Namibia auf dem Weg in die 
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provided the basis for shared commemorative rituals of the Battle of Ohamakari after 1945.308 

But ultimately, forms of Herero-German sociability remained circumscribed by the logic of 

white minority rule. When the political disenfranchisement and physical control of black 

Namibians ended with independence in 1990, amicable relationships between Herero and 

German descendants of the war-generation often disintegrated.309 Rather than revealing the 

supposedly benign character of the patriarchal world of the settler farm and mission station, 

contending with Herero nostalgia allows us to appreciate how “communities of the bereaved” 

found a modus-vivendi with former and current oppressors that allowed them to mourn the past 

and survive in an equally trying present. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has examined how Herero families created memories of and with German 

colonialism. It has argued that the idiom and institution of kinship became the basis for a 

language of mourning through which survivors of the genocide developed a new historical 

imagination among each other and with their descendants. While dual descent facilitated the 

rekindling of kinship ties after the war, terms of relatedness structured how survivors spoke of 

their own experience and of the deceased. Names of matriclans formed a map that could help the 

displaced establish identity and mourn ancestors. Names also told stories about individuals, 

pointing towards their past and their potential future.  

What names and their underlying memories meant was conveyed among kin at the 

homestead’s hearth, the holy fire, and at cattle posts. Pain, sadness, and notions of respectability 

 
Unabhängigkeit, ed. Nangolo Mbumba, Helgard Patemann, and Uazuvara Katjivena (Wuppertal: 
Hammer, 1988), 289–315, 293. 

308  Förster, Postkoloniale Erinnerungslandschaften, 208–20. See also Chapter 5. 
309  Interview with Uahuma Hei, Okondjaṱu, November 28, 2018. At the same time, a new space for 

more equitable relationships became possible. I am grateful to Dag Henrichsen for reminding me of 
this fact. 
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prevented many elders from sharing their stories. Others guarded what they deemed secret 

knowledge from ears it was not intended for. Some women and men seized the opportunity to 

teach children about the past. Trained in this way, oral historians and praise singers served 

communities through their knowledge of history, tradition, and kinship. At the same time, 

memories were not equally prevalent. Children who lived far from their elders, who did not have 

any, or who were classified as colored under South African rule, did not learn about the past in 

this way. Those who had lost the ability to speak Otjiherero found themselves cut off from a vast 

repertoire of praises and songs that conveyed information about German times.  

The case of Namibia underlines that war, exile, and dislocation leave lasting imprints on 

their victims. The creation of the mandate made the former German colony a “liminal space” 

with an unclear international status and future. 310 The pact between Afrikaner and German 

Namibians precluded any possibility of assigning responsibility for the war of 1904–1908. In the 

meantime, the Herero and Nama communities were left to pick up the pieces, grieve lost 

relatives, land, and livestock, and make do. Survivors and descendants in exile had even fewer 

choices, their access to Namibia remaining curtailed. Remembering German colonialism thus 

became characterized by the peculiar “temporality and the disjunctures” resulting from mandate 

status.311 

Yet deferral of mourning was not tantamount to a “silencing” of the Herero. Whether at 

the hearth, the cattle post, or the bore hole, elders found ways to convey to each other and their 

descendants what had happened. Strangers had killed the ancestors, and the threat of the “old 

death” repeating itself loomed large. Songs and praises told of the haste and suffering during the 

 
310  McCullers, “Betwixt and Between,” 1704. 
311  Alex Lichtenstein and Michelle Moyd, “Introduction: The League of Nations Mandates and the 

Temporality of Deferral,” The American Historical Review 124, no. 5 (2019): 1673–75, 1674. 
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time of dispersal. Coffee and bread signified the consequences of colonial miscegenation. To the 

majority of white observers who were not steeped in Herero language and customs, this memory 

making was barely discernible if not entirely invisible. From their perspective, silence did 

characterize Herero ways of remembering. Rather than accepting their perspective as a fait 

accompli, this chapter has demonstrated the need to ask who perceives silence and under what 

circumstances communities of remembrance cultivate it. 

Whoever among Namibia’s settler community looked beyond seeming stillness could 

listen to the polyphony of Herero memory making. Although settler colonialism’s intimate 

legacy served as a reminder of absent fathers and abused women, shared descent also provided a 

basis for different memories to take root. Families with mixed heritage developed close ties to 

German ones, often on the very land their ancestors had called their own. Although descendants 

remained conscious of this fact, the question of restitution remained deferred. In the meantime, 

survivors and descendants on both sides grew up, worked, and lived together in extended, 

patriarchal settler households. Herero also extended kinship through religion. Adherents of the 

Rhenish Mission such as Albertine never forgot that German missionaries and their Herero 

evangelists had saved them from certain death. Through shared faith, the church offered solace 

and community during the time of dispersal and under continued white-minority rule. The 

nostalgia expressed in affective memories of German colonialism thus constituted merely one 

dialect in the Hereros’ language of mourning. The following chapter turns to similar dynamics of 

memory work and the historical imagination among Lutheran Christians in northeastern 

Tanzania, where African mission adherents and their former missionaries jointly created 

memories of German rule and Christianization. In contrast to the Herero, among whom only very 

few developed close kinship ties to German missionaries and settlers, Lutheran Christians and 
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German missionaries around Tanga formed one spiritual family, albeit an unequal and 

hierarchical one. 
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2. “A beautiful tree with beautiful fruit:” 
African Christians and the End of German Colonialism in Tanzania 

 
On June 9, 1923, Pastor Yakobo Lumwe wrote to his former missionary Siegfried Delius in 

Germany about the Lutheran congregation in Tanga. Like most other German missionaries, 

Delius was displaced from his mission field during the First World War. Following Germany’s 

defeat in 1919, most German missionaries were forced to leave German East Africa altogether. 

In addition to its immediate danger, the war and its aftermath marked an unprecedented period of 

insecurity for African Christians. Faced with the sudden departure of their missionaries—and the 

potential destruction of their adoptive family—they took over the management of the budding 

churches of five German missionary societies.312 Since they had last seen each other in 1917, 

Lumwe and Delius kept up a regular correspondence about the development of the congregation, 

their families, and the future of the mission. In his letter, Lumwe exulted that fellow pastor 

Hermann Kanafunzi and his wife continued to be steadfast Christians despite the upheavals of 

war and the following uncertainty. He added: “Hermann and his wife remember you a lot. They 

are a beautiful tree with beautiful fruit.”313 Lumwe’s letter highlights that despite the war’s 

deprivations, African Christians maintained affective ties to their former missionaries and 

remembered them fondly. 

 
312  Marcia Wright, German Missions in Tanganyika, 1891–1941: Lutherans and Moravians in the 
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This chapter explores how Christians in interwar Tanzania created memories of the 

country’s first colonial occupation by extending mnemonic branches among each other and 

through their transcontinental mission family. Amid the violence of the war, uncertainty about a 

return of the Germans, and challenges of proselytization, adherents of the Bethel mission 

recalled German missionaries as their figurative fathers and mothers who introduced them to 

Christianity.314 By remembering German rule in frequent correspondence, Lumwe and other 

Christians sought to strengthen the cohesion of their small congregation on the predominantly 

Muslim Mrima coast. Describing themselves as “children” of a Christian family, they 

symbolically subordinated themselves to German missionaries to ensure the latter’s continued 

financial support. In turn, German missionaries solicited autobiographical writings by African 

Christians to encourage donations for the mission from German congregations.  

Yet African Christians also increasingly envisioned their family in more equitable terms 

as a community of brothers and sisters. In this way, they signaled a growing sense of self-

reliance after managing the mission in the wake of the Germans’ departure. The ways in which 

Tanga’s Lutheran Christians remembered German rule were thus tied to its role in legitimizing 

past and supporting present and future proselytization. What would become the Usambara-Digo 

church remained a small minority on the Muslim coast. But the making of a historical 

imagination among its members reflects similar post-war dynamics among the more than 20,000 

African adherents of the other catholic and protestant German mission societies in Tanzania.315 
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At the same time, Yakobo Lumwe and other Lutherans distinguished between the deeds 

of missionaries and those of German officials. In contrast to the fond views of the former, they 

associated the latter with despotism, the impunity of African askari, and the spread of Islam. 

Lutheran Christians’ memories of German East Africa thereby echo the conflicts between 

Protestant missionaries and German colonial administrations over education, Islam, slavery, and 

the treatment of African workers before the war.316 However, this trans-continental 

correspondence sheds little light on how African Christians and their former missionaries saw 

the British mandate. Letters remained subject to censorship until 1925. Moreover, missionaries 

had to pledge allegiance to the British to re-enter Tanzania that year.317 

By analyzing how a changing mission family looked back on German rule, this chapter 

illuminates a hitherto neglected aspect of the development of Christianity in northeastern 

Tanzania. The history of the Anglican Universities Mission to Central Africa (UMCA), which 

was also active in the region, has received ample attention by historians.318 In contrast, the origins 

of what is today the Northeastern Diocese of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Tanzania are 
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less well known.319 In 1890, the Evangelical Mission Society for German East Africa (EMS) 

founded its first station at Tanga. With a mere 2,236 baptized members by January 1, 1914—in a 

district with an estimated population of over 100,000—it remained a small enterprise.320 For 

centuries, Swahili towns had been shaped by exchange with the Muslim world.321 

The predominance of Islam reinforced the role of the mission as a new family. At Tanga, 

missionaries and their wives became parents for first-generation converts, many of whom were 

former slaves.322 Around mission stations in Usambara, converts integrated their new family into 

existing Shambaa ones in an often-fractious process. Rather than “a colonization of 

consciousness,” the resulting ties became the basis for converts’ assertion of autonomy when 

most German missionaries left in 1914.323 In this sense, the case of the Bethel mission echoes a 

literature, which emphasizes African converts’ appropriation of Christianity in the mission 

church.324 Bethel’s rich written records allow us to draw wider conclusions about how adherents 

of German missions reflected on Christianity and colonial rule. Centered around the conversion 
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narratives, autobiographies, and oral memories of African mission adherents, the chapter 

provides a bottom-up perspective of Christianization. In this way, it builds on Christian Pohl’s 

analysis of how African mission workers shaped the growth of the Usambara-Digo church from 

its very beginning.325  

Through this perspective, the history of Lutheran Christians around Tanga illustrates that 

social memories of colonialism emerged not only within self-contained communities but also 

through an interactive process between (former) colonizers and the still-colonized. In Chapter 1, 

we have already seen that remembering colonialism involved some blurring of Herero and 

German kinship amid the continuation of settler rule. In Tanzania, this blurring also occurred on 

a trans-continental level.326 However, this particular entanglement of memory making and 

religious kinship remained an exception limited to some of the adherents of German missions 

and the EMS in particular. In contrast to other parts of Tanzania, the EMS mission field around 

Tanga did not experience major anticolonial wars after the coastal rebellion of 1891 and saw an 

early end to hostilities in the First World War. The Muslim majority of the Mrima, the peoples 

who participated in Maji Maji, and other targets of German scorched earth campaigns such as the 

Hehe did not experience a similar symbolic extension of kinship through memory making.327 
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Lutheran Christians extended branches of memory among each other and to their former 

missionaries by writing letters and passing on photographs. As Marianne Hirsch has shown, such 

media form narrative tropes, which may combine into a “postmemory” of events in subsequent 

generations.328 To understand these tropes, the chapter follows authors of the recent ‘written turn’ 

in African history, who argue that writing reflects an “ambition to memorialize.”329 I read the 

texts of male African Christians as artefacts of an emergent social memory of German rule in 

interwar Tanzania. The focus on men reflects missionaries’ goal of constructing African families 

under the leadership of a pater familias.330 Sometimes, however, converts’ correspondence 

reveals that women played leading roles in local communities.331 For both male and female 

Bethel adherents, writing distinguished them from non-Christians. At the same time, the 

memories they fashioned served as a currency that missionaries could convert into donations 

from the metropole. German missionaries solicited, edited, and published letters and 

autobiographies from African Christians to enable the mission’s work to continue.332 
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The continued contacts of this “family of letters” reflects wider continuities between 

German and British rule in Tanzania. Historians have reconstructed the involvement of Africans 

in the First World War as well as the effects of the fighting on ordinary men and women, 

including mission adherents.333 But we still lack an understanding of basic questions: How did 

African Christians who grew up in German missions experience the end of German East Africa? 

How did they remember it afterwards? Appreciating the strangeness of events between 1914 and 

1925, after which the British allowed German missionaries to return to Tanzania, begs the 

question what, exactly, ended in 1919. The German colonial empire might have vanished, but the 

imperial engagement of German missionaries continued almost unabated. And while German 

East Africa disappeared from the map, it lived on in the memories of German and some African 

Christians. Of course, this was merely one way to look back on the recent past. How Tanzanians 

made memories with and about the first colonial occupation depended on what kind of God they 

believed in; where they lived; on their gender; and whether they had been involved in resistance 

against German rule.334 The nostalgia of Bethel adherents was thus not an aberration of colonial 

collaborators, but merely one possible historical imagination in a range of shifting perspectives 

on a contested past.335  

The chapter first surveys the development of the Lutheran mission around Tanga until 

1914, showing how the Bethel mission became a new family for its African members. It then 

examines how the First World War threatened to dissolve that family. Finally, I analyze how 

African Christians and German missionaries prevented its dissolution through the avid use of 

their pens. 
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335  On the relationship between nostalgia and colonialism see Dlamini, Native Nostalgia, 17–9. 
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A New Family 

Similar to the Herero, Lutheran Christians in northeastern Tanzania created memories and 

convened community through a language of kinship. Although many local Christians had 

experienced the violence of slavery and individual displacement of conversion, both experiences 

did not amount to a collective tragedy as the genocide of the Herero. And while the First World 

War brought death on members of the mission family and threatened to dissolve it, its impact on 

northeastern Tanzania was slight compared to the devastation of other regions and the 

fundamental re-ordering of Hereroland as a settler space. Before we can analyze the memory 

work through which Lutheran Christians sought to prevent the dissolution of their family, we 

must thus first consider how the mission became the primary branch of memory making for its 

members before the war. 

On July 2, 1887, the EMS built its first station in German East Africa at Dar es Salaam. 

Founded the previous year, the society was closely intertwined with the German colonial 

movement. Carl Peters, the ‘founder’ of German East Africa, served on its board. This created 

tensions between a focus on mission work and the aims of colonization.336 These tensions 

decreased in 1890, when Friedrich von Bodelschwingh, the head of the Bethel Mission, joined 

the society’s board. Bodelschwingh joined on the condition that the EMS devote itself 

exclusively to furthering mission efforts. To reflect this shift, the society’s headquarters moved 

from Berlin to Bielefeld in 1906. In the following decade, the mission made the region between 

Tanga and Usambara its main mission field and expanded into Rwanda (1907) and Buhaya 

(1910).337 

 
336  Menzel, Bethel-Mission, 16–18. 
337  Menzel, Bethel-Mission, 44–45, 65. 
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The mission became a new family for its members. Early converts were often former 

slaves. Michael Koba, the mission’s first baptized member, was a fifteen-year-old redeemed 

Shambaai slave. The first Digo to settle at Mbuyukenda were a mother and her two children, who 

had fled their abusive master.338 Ascertaining the exact nature of these enslaved people’s 

servitude is difficult. Slavery in East Africa differed markedly, ranging from privileged house 

slaves who themselves owned dependents to uprooted fieldhands from the far interior.339 Some 

missionaries claimed that slavery in East African societies did not always amount to abject 

servitude. Martin Kayamba, a member of the British UMCA and government official, contended 

that the Digo rapidly incorporated enslaved people into matrilineages through marriage and that 

the enslaved could inherit their father’s property.340  

Missions potentially offered discontented slaves and victims of recent enslavement a new 

start, albeit one that required strict submission to a new hierarchy and earning one’s keep through 

labor.341 Some early converts were attracted by missionaries’ medical knowledge and care. Paul 

Pera, who became Magistrate of Gombero under the Germans and its Headman under the British, 

suffered from a debilitating stomach condition since childhood. After receiving medicine from a 

 
338  Siegfried Delius, Vom Fischerdorf zur Hafenstadt: Bilder aus der Entwicklung der Stadt und der 

Missionsstation Tanga (Bethel bei Bielefield: Evangelische Missionsgesellschaft für Deutsch-
Ostafrika, 1911), 12. 

339  For an overview of the main scholarly positions of this debate and slavery’s heterogeneity, see 
Frederick Cooper, Plantation Slavery on the East Coast of Africa (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1977); Morton, Children of Ham; Elisabeth McMahon, Slavery and Emancipation in Islamic 
East Africa: From Honor to Respectability (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013). 

340  H. M. T. Kayamba, “Notes on the Wadigo, ed. by D. L. Baines and H. V. Hartnoll,” Tanganyika 
Notes and Records, no. 23 (1947): 80–96, 96. 

341  On the concept of the “social rebirth” of slaves, see Walter Hawthorne, “‘Being Now, as It Were, 
One Family:’ Shipmate Bonding on the Slave Vessel Emilia, in Rio de Janeiro and throughout the 
Atlantic World,” Luso-Brazilian Review 45, no. 1 (2008): 53–77; John Edwin Mason, Social Death 
and Resurrection: Slavery and Emancipation in South Africa (London: University of Virginia Press, 
2003); Robinson, “Uncommon Standard,” 103–45; on missions and African labor, see Michelle 
Liebst, “African Workers and the Universities’ Mission to Central Africa in Zanzibar, 1864–1900,” 
Journal of Eastern African Studies 8, no. 3 (2014): 366–81. 
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German missionary, he converted to Christianity.342 Similarly, Yakobo Lumwe fondly 

remembered the care he received from his “mother,” the wife of Missionary Ostwald, after an 

unspecified disease almost killed him.343 Apart from former slaves and the sick, refugees and 

orphans accounted for the majority of the Tanga congregation’s members.344 Between 1898 and 

1899, a devastating famine ravaged the northern Mrima. By official—albeit notoriously vague—

estimates, half the population of Tanga district either perished or fled to other regions.345 

Hundreds of people sought support at the district office, while others were nursed by the 

missionaries at Mbuyukenda. Because most of its members were not locals, the Tanga 

congregation represented the colony’s diverse population, including Digo, Bondei, Maasai, 

Shambaa, Yao, and Hehe—but only a handful of local Swahili.346  

From the beginning, Bethel missionaries sought to strengthen this heterogenous 

community by separating it from the surrounding non-Christian environment. Indeed, mission 

life probably appeared eerily familiar to former enslaved peoples in its focus on control, 

surveillance, and the submission to a pater familias. Under German rule, towns such as Tanga 

became centers for the raucous competitions of beni ngoma dance societies. 347 Fearful that their 

 
342  SBB HS. or. 9966, Paul Pera, “Aswili ya kuondokea kwangu,” [c. 1926], 4, 15, 23. Historian of the 

Digo church Wahaki Vesso also stressed the attraction of missionary care for early converts. 
Interview with Wahaki Tawi Vesso, October 18, 2019. 

343  AMS VEM M 184, “From the Life of Yakobo Ngombe,” November 1923, 52–9, 56. 
344  Similar dynamics of mission attraction and expansion operated in the northern coastal hinterland of 

the Mrima. See Strayer, Mission Communities, 30–51; Morton, Children of Ham, 19–51. 
345  Reichskolonialamt, Jahresbericht über die Entwickelung der Deutschen Schutzgebiete im Jahre 

1898/1899 (Berlin: Mittler und Sohn, 1900), 238. 
346  Delius, Hafenstadt, 17. 
347  Terence Ranger, Dance and Society in Eastern Africa, 1890–1970: The Beni Ngoma (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1975). Beni societies’ use of European uniforms, ranks, and 
pageantry superficially resembled the activities of the Herero oturupa. But while the former served 
primarily as a pastime, the latter functioned as mutual aid society and proved much more long-lived. 
Both performative forms became media through which Namibians and Tanzanians made memories 
of German rule. See Fabian Krautwald, “Buried Memories? Remembering German Colonialism in 
Namibia and Tanzania c. 1919-1969,” paper presented at the Archeology Department Colloquium, 
University of Dar es Salaam, June 2019. 
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flock might not be able to resist the temptations of Swahili town life, the missionaries required 

members to live on mission premises at Mbuyukenda. Moreover, they prohibited converts from 

leaving the station after 7 pm. Looking back on the first decade of the mission’s development, 

missionary Siegfried Delius argued  

The institutional character of the mission, which was introduced and meticulously 
implemented at that time, surely had its justification when a great number of 
juvenile and dependent elements belonged to the mission station. The Christians 
felt themselves to be the children of the mission or, to be precise, of the 
missionary, who cared for them in every way, but who also rather curtailed the 
personal freedom of the individual.348 
 

Missionary Paul Döring, who served on different stations in Usambara in the 1890s, echoed 

these sentiments with regard to slave children, who  

require constant instruction and surveillance, if they are not to go stray and feel 
themselves superior to the surrounding heathens. They are close to them and are 
at the same time considered the children of the Europeans, so that they are 
entitled as such to socialize with chiefs.349 
 

It would be simplistic to equate enslavement with mission life, and vice versa. However, 

missionaries’ emphasis on “constant … surveillance,” the limitation of “personal freedom,” and 

the child-like status of their congregants reminds us that the Christian rhetoric of the family 

obscured new power relationships through a language of affect and care.  

African Christians echoed this language in their autobiographical writings. They 

expressed this relationship usually through stories about the paternal love of individual 

missionaries. When Paul Pera looked back on his medical treatment by Missionary Ernst 

Johanssen, he wrote: “Behold the love of a man of faith, he has made me one of his children, and 

I became like a child who goes to his uncle to follow the clothes he is dressed in, behold a Digo 

 
348  Delius, Hafenstadt, 20. Author’s emphasis. 
349  Paul Döring, Morgendämmerung in Deutsch-Ostafrika: Ein Rundgang durch die ostafrikanische 

Mission (Berlin: Warneck, 1900), 145. Author’s emphasis. 
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child and a white European.”350 When Pera reunited with Johanssen years later at Mlalo to 

complete his training as a carpenter, both rejoiced. Johanssen was “[a] dear father who truly 

loved me. He did not want to call me a man like others but to call me ‘my son’; every morning 

he had to see me, [and] see me in the afternoon so we could give each other news of the day.”351 

Kupa Mbuzi, who was born around Mombasa and moved to Gombero with his Muslim parents 

as a child, similarly emphasized the care converts received from their missionaries. After being 

baptized by Missionary Günther, he continued to maintain a close personal and professional 

relationship with him: “So, I was loved very much by that man. Aa such love! Until this man was 

at my home, I had not seen such love. And he lived at Magodi, but often he came [to Gombero] 

to greet me. … Even when he left Magodi for Vunde he did not forget me, he remembered me a 

lot, greeting me. I taught him Kidigo.”352 The close relationship between missionaries and 

converts sometimes caused consternation among non-Christians. When Missionary Liebau came 

to Gombero in June 1902 to visit Paul Pera, who was teaching at the newly opened school, locals 

could not believe a European was searching for a Digo and called him “my brother” (ndugu 

yangu).353 

Paternal and brotherly “love” also served purposes of control. When Pera asserted his 

independence during his carpenter training by declaring that he wanted to return to Tanga, 

Johanssen “was very angry and told me ‘My child Paul, you can live here at Mlalo with me.’”354 

The missionary apparently feared Pera would quickly succumb to the temptations of town life. 

 
350  Pera, “Aswili,” 24–5. Pera notably refers to Johanssen here as his (matrilineal) “uncle,” suggesting 

that converts also incorporated the mission family model into their own kinship notions. I am 
grateful to Emmanuel Kreike for bringing this point to my attention. 

351  Pera, “Aswili,” 30. 
352  SBB HS. or. 9980, Kupa Mbuzi, “Maisha yangu toka kuamini,” [no date, c. 1917–1924], 2. 
353  Pera, “Aswili,” 36. 
354  Pera, “Aswili,” 30. 
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Other mission “children” were kept in line through corporal punishment. Pera remembered that 

when Pastor Martin Ostwald became the teacher at the Mbuyukenda school, students gave him 

the Kidigo name “Machaku,” which means “I slap you on the cheeks. Because of his fury he was 

given this name.”355 

Joining the new mission family usually meant damaging existing ones. Missionaries 

reported on the conflicts that arose when an individual—a father, wife, son, or daughter—

decided to embrace Christianity.356 At Easter in 1894, a group of boys visited Missionary Döring 

at Hohenfriedeberg (Mlalo). After declaring their intention to be baptized, the boys returned 

home to inform their parents: 

When they returned [to the mission] they all were deeply dejected and distraught, 
some with tears in their eyes, all told of the sorrow, which their message had 
caused at home. The mothers had cried, and the fathers had cursed and threatened 
them: If you do this, you will never return home, I will shoot at you with arrows, I 
will give the sacrifice of the dead for you, then you will no longer be my son.357 
 

Döring acknowledged that Shambaa parents loved their children just as much as any parent did. 

Their reaction was understandable since accepting Christianity marked a far-reaching break with 

local practices of ancestor worship. Döring reflected: “[The boys] were completely expelled by 

their people. It was heartbreaking to observe, how they suffered and struggled, how they again 

and again sought to approach their parents and again and again were rejected.”358 At nearby 

Bugoi, husbands divorced their wives because they disapproved of their conversion. The women 

in question suffered because they had to give up their children and let them be raised by 

relatives.359 In Gombero, Buda, the great-grandfather of Wahaki Vesso, chased his son Immanuel 

 
355  Pera, “Aswili,” 26. 
356  For similar tensions in another part of Tanzania, see Giblin and Giblin, A History of the Excluded, 

93. 
357  Döring, Morgendämmerung, 97. 
358  Döring, Morgendämmerung, 98. 
359  Döring, Morgendämmerung, 101–3. 
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out of the house when he declared he would abandon Islam for Christianity.360 Baptisms of entire 

families appeared to be relatively rare. In some cases, already baptized members of the mission 

family were forced to re-join their old family. The convert Ngole tried to convince his wives and 

relatives to embrace Christianity but failed. When his brother died unexpectedly, he assumed the 

guardianship over his brother’s wife and their five children. In the end, he had to leave the 

mission to celebrate the youth rites for two of his nieces who were about to be married—or be 

responsible for their social ostracism.361 

However, missionaries also had a self-interest in emphasizing the trials and tribulations 

of their brothers and sisters in faith. In their eyes, these tests proved that their flock did not 

merely consist of “Christians of habit” (Gewohnheitschristen), that is, converts who only adopted 

a superficial Christian lifestyle but failed to engage with Christianity’s spiritual message. In 

practice, however, many converts maintained close contacts with their non-Christian kin. These 

contacts proved to be a constant source of anxiety for missionaries. In 1911, Missionary Delius 

reported that local Christians “still maintain relationships to their old home and kin and return 

there, if it’s not too far, almost every year for several weeks to visit their relatives and 

acquaintances.”362 For missionaries, relinquishing control over their “children” was both a 

potential blessing and a curse:  

On the one hand it is good when our Christians stay in touch with their relatives 
and compatriots; many a heathen has been led to the Lord by the silent testament 
and example of a Christian relative. On the other hand, our young, often not yet 
steadfast Christians are usually exposed to so many dangers, so many temptations 
for infidelity, for the abnegation of their faith, for the reversion into heathenism, 
that we only let them go with trepidation.363  
 

 
360  Interview with Wahaki Tawi Vesso, Tanga, October 18, 2019. 
361  Döring, Morgendämmerung, 110–12. 
362  Delius, Gute Saat, 58. 
363  Delius, Gute Saat, 58. 
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A case in point was convert Daudi Nyoata and his wife, who repeatedly left the mission for 

periods of up to three years during which they lived with various relatives in Bonde. Because of 

these absences, Daudi still believed in spirits and his wife increasingly turned away from 

Christianity, leading to their eventual divorce before the Tanga District Officer.364 Early 

Christians thus carved out their own familial sphere between the new mission family and their 

non-Christian kin.  

Discerning this sphere can be difficult because the autobiographical writings of African 

Christians and German missionaries revolve so much around the mission’s purported familial 

character. In using this rhetoric of conversion, the motivation of converts could differ from those 

of missionaries. The latter’s disparaging comments about “Christians of habit” also referred to 

converts who allegedly valued the mission’s economic opportunities more than its spiritual ones. 

Since their founding, stations such as Tanga served as economic enterprises.365 In 1900, the 

mission opened a small laundry shop and a woodworking joinery at Mbuyukenda. Missionaries 

such as Delius worried about whether the congregation’s members lived at the mission for 

spiritual, rather than economic, reasons. Reflecting on the local workshops, he noted:  

According to many of our Christians, membership in the mission and employment 
by the mission are closely related. One day our handymen [meaning employees] 
demanded a raise. We told them we could not give them a higher wage, [and that] 
they were being paid enough for their meagre job performance. If they wanted to 
earn more, they should look for work in town, where there existed, for example, 
opportunities to earn more money at the harbor. But their spokesman replied amid 
murmurs of approval from his comrades: ‘But we are children of the mission. We 
cannot find work anywhere else, since it is not possible to work in town and be a 
Christian.’366 
 

 
364  Delius, Gute Saat, 59–61. 
365  A similar dynamic existed in the UMCA. See Liebst, “African Workers.” 
366  Delius, Gute Saat, 15. Author’s emphasis. 
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The group’s spokesperson had a point. During the First World War, it was still difficult for 

Christians to find work in predominantly Muslim Tanga.367 Delius’ vignette could be taken to 

mean that local Christians—many of whom lacked an independent economic base—considered 

the mission mainly the source of a stable livelihood, one that necessitated a somewhat eccentric 

lifestyle. At the very least, however, the episode illustrates that African Christians took the 

missionaries’ rhetoric of family seriously, reminding them of their paternal responsibilities. This 

could even assume the form of indirect threats. When the missionaries considered closing the 

laundry shop, which continuously lost money, one of its employees reportedly asked Delius: “If 

you give up the laundry shop, to whom are you going to preach?”368 To the relief of Tanga 

missionaries, their flock remained faithful when the shop was eventually closed down in 1909.369 

The episode nevertheless highlights that—irrespective of a Christian rhetoric of love and 

spiritual kinship—the mission was as much an economic unit as it was a religious and social one. 

The outbreak of war in 1914 threatened to upend this family, but it also became a turning point 

in the relationship between the mission’s “children” and their purported guardians.  

Memories of War 

The war immediately disrupted mission life and the making of memories through its branches. 

Its most conspicuous impact was the departure of German missionaries. Except for Siegfried 

Delius and Franz Gleiss, all Lutheran missionaries were drafted into or voluntarily joined the 

German colonial army. When Delius departed in June 1916, he left evangelist Yakobo Lumwe as 

the sole caretaker of the Tanga’s congregation. On July 7, British troops under the command of 

 
367  See AMS VEM, M 656, “Wartime experiences,” 388. 
368  Delius, Gute Saat, 15. 
369  Delius, Gute Saat, 16. 
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General Jan Smuts took the town. Consequently, the First World War was effectively over in 

Tanga.  

German missionaries who had joined the army as well as their wives were subsequently 

interned by the British, before being deported from the colony in 1919. Since fall of that year, 

letters from East Africa reached Germany again. Correspondence remained the only means of 

communication for the next six years. The only Bethel missionary to remain on his post without 

interruption until 1922 was Franz Gleiss, who was exempted from military recruitment and 

internment because of his ill wife. Although a senior missionary thus remained in East Africa, 

even the relatively small mission field around Tanga was too big for Gleiss to act as the head of 

the mission family. Moreover, the British limited his movement. Lutheran Christians did not see 

their erstwhile fathers again until the return of Ernst Johannsen and Wilhelm Hosbach in March 

1925.370  

This decade-long absence precipitated change in the local church, turning former mission 

“children” into fathers, mothers, brothers, and sisters in faith. As Christian Pohl has pointed out, 

the handful of African mission employees took over the work that had been done by thirty 

German mission workers.371 Since 1915, Lumwe was the only remaining senior evangelist in 

Tanga after his colleague Martin Kasimu left town because of school closures. In Digoland, 

eighteen African mission workers continued their proselytization, including Immanuel Ng’anzi 

(Vesso), the grandfather of church elder Wahaki Vesso.372  

Yakobo Lumwe took the initiative and organized the first of several teacher conferences 

in July 1916 at Kibafuta, his residence near Tanga. While all mission schools ceased operation 
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by mid-1917 because of a lack of funds, baptisms continued. Around the same time, the British 

granted Lumwe authority over the mission’s palm plantations, marking the beginning of the 

administration of property by African Christians. Over the following years, the lack of 

sacraments became ever more acute. In 1919, local Christians called for the ordination of African 

pastors. A meeting of elders and the remaining German mission workers chose seven candidates: 

Yakobo Lumwe, Samuel Stepke, Luka Sefu, Lazaro Shauli, Andrea Mwemfula, Hiyobu 

Kunyonga, and Paulo Danga. After completing a two-week course led by Franz Gleiss, the only 

remaining German missionary, they were ordained on February 22, 1920 in Vuga in a ceremony 

attended by 300 people.373 The ordination was only the second one of its kind in the colony after 

that of Cecil Majaliwa by the UMCA in 1901.374 

In April 1920, the British authorities prohibited Gleiss from engaging in mission work. 

The seven African pastors henceforth autonomously led the budding church from until 1925—an 

unprecedented period of autonomy in which they had to act as their family’s new fathers.375 Six 

were stationed in Usambara, where the majority of the mission’s appoximately 2,300 

congregation members lived. Yakobo Lumwe was single-handedly responsible for Tanga and 

Digoland. The pastors met twice a year to strengthen community ties and discuss general 

problems. During the first annual conference of church elders, senior congregation members also 

negotiated grievances and dealt with finances, church discipline, polygamy, and ethics. In 1920, 

the elder conference dismissed Pastor Lazaro Shauli, who had admitted misusing church funds.376 

 
373  Menzel, Bethel-Mission, 244. 
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Although Franz Gleiss initially was reluctant to refer to the events of 1920 as an ordination, the 

church eventually accepted and confirmed the appointments. Indeed, the war initiated a 

conceptual shift in the mission, which henceforth spoke of “German and indigenous mission 

workers” as equals.377 The African pastors thereby not only became the spiritual shepherds of 

their congregations, but also assumed the role of figurative fathers formerly played by German 

missionaries. 

Bethel Christians commemorated this transformation through written memory work. 

Their writings about the war and the period of autonomy fall into three categories. First come the 

contemporary letters written by African Christians to their remaining local missionaries. 

Correspondence with the metropole ceased in 1914, except for some reports that were received 

the following year. Until about 1916, mission stations were still more or less connected through 

correspondence. Since 1919, letters from East Africa reached missionaries who had returned to 

Germany again. 378 Second, leading members of the local congregations wrote diaries during the 

absence of German missionaries, which they presented to them upon their return in 1925. The 

most important example of this autonomous autobiographical work is the two-part memoir of 

Pastor Yakobo Lumwe.379 Finally, there are those autobiographical writings written at the request 

of German missionaries after they had returned to Tanzania. These include the recollections of 

teacher Paulo Mbewe, which he wrote in 1934–1935 for Missionary Ernst Dammann; the report 

“On the years 1914–1924” by Hermann Kanafunzi, the first Lutheran evangelist in Maasailand; 

and the autobiography of former teacher and magistrate (akida) Paul Pera, who appears to have 
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VEM, M 656, “Wartime experiences of Jakobo Ngombe,” [Swahili typescript] c. 1925, 385–393.  
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written it in February 1927 at the request of Franz Gleiss. 380 In soliciting these memoirs, 

missionaries aimed to rebuild and strengthen the missionary enterprise after the war. At the same 

time, these exercises in autobiographical memory offer insights into how leading African 

adherents of the Bethel mission and ordinary Africans experienced the war in northeastern 

Tanzania. In particular, the writings illuminate how Africans remembered the behavior of 

German troops and the early British administration. 

The outbreak of war marked the beginning of a period of grave insecurity for the Bethel 

Christians. German missionaries thought the war would not affect the colony.381 In Digoland, 

teacher Paulo Mbewe at first encountered similar optimism. After the magistrate of Moa 

informed Digo elders in Kilulu that no more traffic would be allowed between Tanga and 

Mombasa, they rejoiced: “At the same time all the old men stood up and cried with great joy, 

beginning to say ‘Yes, it is good, it is good, we get to see a war of the Europeans and Europeans 

fighting each other.’” Although some declared they would volunteer to fight if the war came to 

East Africa, most of those present relished the prospect that they could “climb the very tall trees 

and watch the Europeans fight each other.”382 Rather than from anticolonial sentiment, Mbewe 

explained, their reasoning was based on anticipation of the spectacle of modern war: “their 

minds thought that if the whites were fighting each other we black people would not have any 

 
380  For the handwritten manuscript of Mbewe's recollections, see SBB HS. or. 9962, Paulo Mbewe, 
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“Mwaka 1914–1924,” 17–27; on Pera's autobiography, see SBB HS. or. 9968, Paul Pera to Franz 
Glais [sic], February 5, 1927, 2.  
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problem because we do not know the war of the Europeans and how the Europeans fight each 

other, so we will just sit comfortably looking forward to it.”383  

Yet anticipation quickly gave way to fear and confusion. When Mbewe and his colleague 

Yakobo Kondoo saw a whole company of German officers and askari approach Kilulu, they 

were shocked. After their arrival, the soldiers immediately ordered the headman (jumbe) to 

“bring water, bring food, bring chickens and those pitchers of the women were broken.” 

Witnessing the requisitioning, the same elders who had looked forward to the war now “began to 

tremble themselves. Every man worried about himself.”384 Word of the outbreak of war also 

reached teacher Hermann Kanafunzi at Mbogoi in Maasailand, rendering “our hearts … full of 

doubts.”385 For some, the war quickly upended the familial ties they had only recently grown 

into. In November 1914, British troops launched an ill-planned attack on Tanga. When Kupa 

Mbuzi was informed that Missionary Günther was killed during the battle, he cried “a lot and 

was very sad. I remembered our love for each other; and I felt anguish.”386 

Sadness about the loss of their missionaries contrasted with recollections about the 

treatment by German troops. Despite the fact that his account was elicited by Ernst Dammann—

who distinguished himself by heading the Tanga chapter of the Nazi Party during his stay there 

from 1932–1935—Paulo Mbewe frankly addressed the impact of forced recruitment on the local 

populace, himself included.387 On a day when he was visiting a local market with three of his 

students, askari suddenly arrived:  

 
383  Mbewe, “Habari ya vita kuu,” 6. 
384  Mbewe, “Habari ya vita kuu,” 9. 
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When [their commander] blew the whistle all over the market the people started 
to flee but their flight was in vain because he who attempted to flee was met by an 
askari and caught. Even I was arrested that day to go and carry loads of rice to 
Simanya.388 
 

Although mission teachers were supposed to be exempt from recruitment as porters, Mbewe and 

his colleague Kondoo were forcibly recruited by a Christian askari called Andrea after the Battle 

of Tanga. Their insistence on having been issued a permit by Pastor Delius was to no avail, as 

the askari threatened them into compliance. Over the next days they had to carry loads between 

Tanga and Amboni. Yet when the overseer of the company found out that Mbewe was a teacher 

and asked him to identify the soldier who had forced him into porterage, Mbewe replied he did 

not know him.389 Pohl has interpreted this episode as evidence of the religious ties between 

African Christians, asserting that Mbewe, despite having been wronged by the askari, wanted to 

avoid inflicting punishment on a fellow Christian.390 Although this is not unlikely, it should also 

be noted that Mbewe ended his recollections with a somewhat unexpected affirmation of the 

Germans’ purported valor. After the overseer handed him a pass and allowed him to return 

home, Mbewe claims that he  

did not leave immediately so that he could stay for a long time thinking about the 
courage of the Germans because during all the days that I stayed [with them] I 
saw a lot of strength and great courage. And then you cannot speak if there is a 
word of trouble. My heart was afraid, but there was nothing, you will only feel 
happiness if you watch the Europeans when they rejoice the whole day, exclaim 
“Hurra” to each other and call out: “Hurra, hurra, hurra!” As I was thinking about 
all of this, I went on my way, took my things and began to return home.391 
 

Ending his memoir in this way signals that Mbewe was probably conscious of the expectations 

of his German interlocutor Dammann, if not his audience in Germany. His active involvement in 
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the war ended after the Germans had repelled the first attempt at a British invasion. It is thus not 

improbable that Mbewe witnessed the colonial army at the peak of its confidence. However, he 

acknowledged that “there [was] a word of trouble,” meaning that the forced recruitment by the 

askari remained on his mind despite the victory jubilations of German troops.  

Such ambivalence eluded Dammann, who complained decades later that he had 

“expected more from the content of Paulo’s comprehensive account.” The missionary-turned-

academic explained: 

After all, the man, about 20 or 30 years old, had witnessed 1 ¾ years of war in his 
immediate vicinity. The well-known Battle of Tanga took place not far from his 
home. He surely must have registered the strong gunfire of the British fleet on 
Tanga. Not a single word about this! How much can you find about this event in 
the German literature!392  
 

Dammann ignored that Mbewe did indeed deal with the Battle of Tanga, but from a much more 

personal perspective. During their service as porters, Mbewe was separated for a day from his 

companion Kondoo, who was assigned to bury the dead of the battle. When Mbewe saw Kondoo 

again,  

his face had changed in a terrible way compared to yesterday when he sat there 
spitting. And I asked him: “Why are you in this state, my friend?” And he told 
me: It is because of a problem; yesterday we buried the people who fell in the 
battle. It was very hard work to carry the dead, to touch the blood of the dead and 
also the flesh of the dogs and of the cattle, which was rotting, to carry [the bodies] 
and to lay them in graves. For this reason, I feel strong discomfort in my heart.393 
 

Dammann’s complaint illuminates that even in a commissioned text such as Mbewe’s, the 

intention of author and editor, of convert and missionary, of colonized and colonizer could 

diverge. Rather than the spectacle of British ships targeting German troops, what remained in 

Mbewe’s mind was what the sight of the battle’s dead did to his friend. Indeed, Mbewe 
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remembered that when he saw Kondoo, he himself “felt immense pain and sadness.”394 Whereas 

Dammann was interested in an indigenous eulogy of the German victory at Tanga, Mbewe was 

concerned with the battle’s human and emotional toll. 

Another Bethel adherent whose recollections illustrate the behavior of German troops and 

colonizers was Hermann Kanafunzi. A former Maasai slave, he returned to Maasailand on 

August 1, 1914 as the first Lutheran evangelist at Mbogoi. Over the next two years, he taught 

school but struggled to attract the local population of Wamaasi, Wakwavi, Wazigua and 

Wakamba to the Christian message.395 In 1916, the local Maasai refused to follow the order of 

Headman Abdala to relocate to Lushoto to prevent their cattle falling into British hands. Instead, 

they left Mbogoi to find pastures for their animals. Kanafunzi followed them and tried to 

convince them to return but relented when they threatened to kill him.396 Back at Mbogoi, the 

German NCO Steinbach, who was a cattle farmer near Handeni before the war, nevertheless 

blamed their departure on Kanafunzi: “I know that you have gone to consult with your brothers 

to flee to the enemies (the British). For this reason, even you are an enemy, and so is headman 

Abdala, you will all be hanged.”397 Only the intervention of teacher Warth from the secondary 

school at Lwandai saved Kanafunzi from this fate.398 Steinbach’s threat illustrates the degree to 

which German soldiers placed African Christians under general suspicion of collaborating with 

the British. Although the First World War did not mark a catastrophe akin to the Herero 

genocide, Bethel adherents remembered that it entailed grave risks to personal security and the 

welfare of their families.  
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Even amid these threats, the peoples of northeastern Tanzania were comparatively lucky 

in that their war ended by the middle of 1916. In the south and west of the colony, the fighting 

raged on for another two years. If the Bethel Christians were thus spared more devastation, they 

were also among the first to experience the challenges of an unprecedented imperial transition in 

the region, which again brought more insecurity. As the British established control over the 

region, they treated the intermediaries of German rule—ranging from public officials such as 

headmen and teachers to the members of German missions—with understandable suspicion. Paul 

Pera and Yakobo Lumwe commemorated this experience in their memory work, illustrating how 

different this experience could be.  

For Pera, the retreat of the last German troops meant the collapse of his authority. Once 

they left, “it became the story of when the lion leaves, the cat rules. And when the cat leaves, the 

mice rule.” He was robbed of property worth about 2,000 rupees, including “rice, the whole 

shamba, beds and chairs, mats, [and] the table.” It is unclear whether the perpetrators in question 

were discontented locals or British askari. The latter arrested Pera. The akida feared for his life:  

Even me and my wife and the children were ordered to be killed. I was arrested in 
Mwangombe on July 11, 1916. I was beaten and handcuffed behind my back from 
8 in the morning until 3 in the afternoon. My body became black with blood. I 
fainted and it was time for my death to come and I said goodbye to my God as the 
Lord made my soul cry as he finished the souls of your heroes in the war.399 
 

But another askari realized Pera and his family were “secret people” (watu wa siri), or people of 

importance, and ordered him to be spared. In Tanga, the British commander let him recover until 

he regained consciousness the following day, when he was released.400 But his trials were not yet 

over. After he returned to Gombero, he was met by a crowd of fifty men who declared “we have 

followed you to kill you.” He replied: “If I am killed it is [by] the government but you Wadigo 
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you cannot do it except that I will kill all of you and not a single one of you will remain.” This 

threat was apparently enough to disperse the men.401 In the absence of German colonialists, their 

intermediaries not only had to contend with new colonial masters, but with the pent-up 

discontent of colonial subjects.  

Despite Pera’s dire experience of the collapse of German rule, the magistrate—like many 

of his colleagues along the coast—quickly managed to establish a working relationship with the 

British. In his autobiography, Pera incorporated the displacement caused by the war through a 

narrative of continuity and personal achievement. After the confrontation in Gombero, Pera 

returned to Tanga, where he was again detained and brought before a local British official to be 

hanged because he had been “in the same business as the Germans.” Pera admitted that he had 

served the Germans but said:  

It is true I was an advisor, an akida was his own counsel and that of the bwana 
mkubwa, what shall I do, work without the order of the masters? If you want me 
to work for you if I don’t follow your orders or counsel how can I be a good 
person, or how can we listen to each other you and I in the work? So, I succeeded 
and was given permission [to work] without being hanged.402 
 

Pera therefore negotiated himself into working for the British. Except in cases of flagrant 

financial mismanagement, most of the magistrates were retained because British officials 

realized that the coast did not have any hereditary “chiefs” to speak of that could be the basis of a 

system of indirect rule.403 Although the akida’s office was prone to abuse, the District Officer of 

Tanga admitted in 1922 that “the more I see of Akidas in this District the more do I appreciate 

their work and their difficulties. Speaking frankly, I do not think the District could be 
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administered without them.”404 Regarding Pera, he remarked that he “was Akida of Gombero 

under the German regime. He is still stationed at Gombero and administers his area well. He is 

popular with and respected by his people.”405 In 1925, the British made minor adjustments to 

coastal administration when they transformed the magistrates of Gombero, Pongwe, Muheza, 

and Munyussi into major headmen (majumbe makuu), elected hybrids between the appointed 

magistrate and the supposedly organic, hereditary chief.406 Pera was appointed on October 1, 

1926, having prevailed against considerable opposition from multiple local factions.407 Pera’s 

experience highlights that the disruption of the First World War notwithstanding, many former 

colonial intermediaries of the Germans found an accommodation with their new colonizers.408 

Moreover, Pera’s narrative illuminates the degree to which Tanzanians integrated the 

insecurity and deprivations of the First World War and colonial rule through narratives of 

continuity in their memory work. In this respect, the experience of Bethel Christians —and other 

communities of German missions in Tanzania—underlines the destructive impact of the 

genocide on Herero society, in which survivors and their descendants could not remember the 

first colonial occupation in a similar temporal continuum. In writing his autobiography, Pera 

reconciled two opposing colonialisms. Similar to the structure of Paulo Mbewe’s narrative, this 

conciliatory emphasis becomes evident in the manuscript’s closing episode. After his 

appointment as headman, Pera was visited by Frank Weston, the Anglican Bishop of Zanzibar. 

Weston reportedly asked him whether he was the famous akida he had heard about in Europe, 

and who had taught him:  
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And I answered him that he who taught me was Pastor Ostwald Martin [sic], he is 
the one who taught me to read even the things of religion, he baptized me, [and] 
the work of government I was taught by Mr. Löhr. That was when I was very 
surprised because he told me “I have received news about you a long time ago 
here in D. O. Afrika [German East Africa], even in Europe.” Can you see these 
wonders? That I was known in the countries of Kaisers and emperors. I myself 
bowed down in prayer, thanking God for making me revered in the lands of kings. 
 

Pera therefore received a double recognition: Not only did British officials keep him as 

administrator of Gombero, but his service and Christianity were also honored by the arguably 

most influential clergyman of the colony. At the same time, Pera’s response delivered a tangible 

example of German missionary achievement. By thanking God for allowing him to develop a 

reputation in Europe, Pera affirmed his initial conversion to Christianity through German 

missionaries. 

Similarly, Yakobo Lumwe placed the narrative of his life in the service of God when he 

wrote: “The purpose of writing all this is to see God who was with people during their good and 

bad days with good and bad intentions, in all of this God is glorified.”409 Rather than praising 

himself and the deeds of great men, he wanted to follow the example of Christian scripture and 

ancient stories, in which “we read about … the evil deeds of great, small, and poor men; 

moreover, we read about the good deeds of great, small, and poor people.”410 However, the 

composition of this social history of German colonization from a Christian perspective is not 

entirely clear. Lumwe was a prodigious letter writer with elegant handwriting. He also kept 

extensive handwritten notebooks, which mission scholar Godfrey Herman was able to access in 

the 1980s.411 But no handwritten manuscript of either of the two parts of the autobiography has 

been preserved. What exists are either typescripts and manuscripts in another hand in Kiswahili 
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or German translations. Pohl suggests that Lumwe based the autobiography on his handwritten 

notebooks.412 But for a variety of reasons, including access to a typewriter, it seems more likely 

that he wrote the autobiography with the help of German missionaries after their return in 

1925—or that they wrote it for him based on his notebooks. Despite Missionary Wilhelm 

Hosbach’s claim that Lumwe “surprised us” with the autobiography upon their reunion, the lack 

of a manuscript suggests that what has been preserved received at least some editing by German 

missionaries.413 

Lumwe’s experience of the imperial transition was less jarring than that of Pera but 

finding a modus vivendi with the British administration and the Anglican UMCA proved more 

difficult for him. Once the Germans left, rumors proliferated: “Many words and actions were 

talked about that spread fear. It was said that the people who worked for the Germans were being 

mistreated, and especially that the women and children were abused in retaliation.”414 At a 

meeting of the remaining sixteen African teachers at the Betania station, Lumwe read a letter 

written by Delius before his departure that instructed them to abide by the German government’s 

laws and to submit peacefully to British rule.415 Lumwe and the teachers then met the liwali of 

Tanga, who introduced them to the British District Officer. The first meeting did not bode well 

for their relationship. Although the officer promised that the Bethel Christians would receive 

certificates for their farms (shambas), he announced that they had to learn English to be allowed 

to resume teaching. He declared: “I am your master, don’t be afraid, no enemy will return to this 

land. If you do not cause any trouble, you will see no evil, bring a person who does bad things 
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here to me.”416 He also ordered them to compile inventories of the Germans’ houses: “And search 

well. If you find money, or any weapons bring them here, even if it is dynamite or 

ammunition.”417  

Lumwe remembered the transition as a trial of faith for Lutheran Christians. This had two 

reasons: because the war tested Christians’ commitment to the mission as their adoptive family; 

and because subsequent conflicts with the district officer and the UMCA revolved around the 

Bethel adherents’ practice of Christianity, rather than overt anti-British agitation. The extent to 

which the Bethel mission had become a family and community of memory becomes apparent in 

the reactions of other peoples of the Mrima to the departure of the Germans. Many non-

Christians believed that with the Germans gone, the Bethel adherents would cease practicing 

their faith. During a visit to Kilulu, Lumwe noted that people thought Christianity “was a 

European religion and that since they themselves had been chased away, their religion would 

die.”418 In Usambara, people were surprised that evangelists continued their work despite not 

receiving a salary.419 Some congregation members turned their back on the mission. At 

Mwarongo, the local teacher “rebelled, and he adopted Islam and tribalism (utaifa), and wanted 

to persuade Christians to follow his ways, saying to them: ‘The European things are gone, now 

we must follow our natural things (mambo yetu ya asili).’”420  

Apart from their faith, the transition tested the trust of Bethel Christians in the paternal 

role of the missionaries. We have already seen how pastors such as Yakobo Lumwe effectively 

became the fathers of their congregations during the absence of German missionaries between 
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1920 and 1925. Even though Lumwe and the elder council did what they could to raise revenue, 

the lack of funds from the metropole brought most activities to a standstill. During Delius’ last 

visit to Betania on March 6, 1917, congregants’ expectations of paternal support collided with 

war-time reality. When Lumwe asked for financial assistance  

[Delius] told us about many problems. They have them because of the war and 
that all possessions and money are eaten up in the war. We did not believe it; we 
know that the Europeans are rich and have a lot of money, they just don’t want to 
help us. I argued a lot until I made him very sad. He told us that ‘In times of 
trouble you should not hope for us but think and seek how to help yourselves.”421 
 

After Delius returned to Vuga, he scratched together a meagre 54 rupees, which the Tanga 

congregation used to pay off its taxes.422 The prominence of this episode in Lumwe’s 

recollections suggests that it marked a turning point in the gradual emancipation of local 

Christians. They not only openly disagreed with a senior missionary by insisting on continued 

support for their budding congregation, but, when that support was not forthcoming, made do by 

themselves. Even though German missionaries continued to act as patrons of the mission after 

their return in 1926, African Christians used the imperial transition to reorder the mission family 

and the way its members made memories. 

In addition to doubts about the support by their erstwhile figurative fathers, the mission 

family faced pressure from the local administration. On January 17, 1923, Lumwe was ordered 

before the district officer of Tanga, who claimed: “Your church is full of drunkenness and 

fornication!”423 A stunned Lumwe denied this and insisted that they were good Christians. The 

official’s complaint turned out to be about the Lutherans’ penchant for trumpets—an instrument 

by which Bethel Christians commemorated the influence of their former missionaries. Clerk 
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Martin Kayamba translated: “The Bwana mkubwa is saying that you shouldn’t use trumpets 

inside the church, because it is a thing of drunkenness and fornication.” The officer was 

concerned that church services would descend into beni ngoma dances, which the British 

suspected to be covert pro-German demonstrations.424 Lumwe respectfully pointed out that 

trumpets had nothing to do with either and were instead part of local Christians’ heritage: “Our 

church has become used to praising God with the sounds of all things … with the harp, the piano, 

and even with the trumpet.” If the district officer asked him not to use trumpets, he would 

comply. With “bitter eyes of hatred,” the official then told him he did not like trumpets, and that 

they should stop using them.425 However, this ban proved short-lived, as the official’s successor 

proved to be more tolerant. During the following decades, use of the trumpet remained the signal 

for Lutheran church services from Usambara to Bukoba.426 Immanuel Vesso, who formed part of 

the second cohort of pastors ordained in 1937, “knew German very well, this is the first thing, 

and second … he was taught to play the trumpet. He was a trumpet player, he knew his Noten 

(notes) very well and taught his son Jesse.”427  

Pressure also came from the UMCA, which sought to incorporate the Bethel stations to 

become the sole major mission society in northeastern Tanzania. After the establishment of 

British control, the Conference of British Missionary Societies created the Tanganyika Trust to 

manage German missions until the resolution of the peace. At first, negotiations over the who 

would take care of the Bethel Christians tended towards the UMCA. In December 1917, Ernst 

Gleiss informed Lumwe that the UMCA would henceforth “take care of us and their possessions, 
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so that the work of Lord Jesus would not be damaged by the problems we are experiencing.”428 

Lumwe read the letter to his fellow teachers, who were saddened by the decision because “[a]ll 

of us did not want trouble to turn us into a congregation that we not agree with in tradition and 

conduct (desturi na mwenendo).”429 Although the plan was eventually rejected, local UMCA 

members did not give up so easily. According to Lumwe, “the English Christians of the 

Universities Mission Magila tried hard to persuade our Christians of Tanga … to convince the 

Digo Christians, and they coaxed them.”430 At Tanga, UMCA teacher Petro told Lumwe:  

Our bishop has been given a great honor by the King in gratitude for his work in 
the war, all the German churches are under his authority. Soon your German 
teachers will be removed from this country, we will take over your mission. … 
And this news has been made these days in London, Europe, but it has yet to be 
announced, perhaps waiting for the Lord Bishop himself until he comes from 
Europe. So, my brother Yakobo, I am giving you this information, so that you 
may know that the Germans no longer have this land, nor will they live in this 
land at all, and you will be under our feet, there is no other way but to unite with 
us.431 
 

Limo’s argument was not entirely baseless. At the time of this conversation, sometime between 

April 1919 and January 1920, it was still unclear if German missionaries would ever return. 

Another year would pass until the ordination of the mission’s first African pastors. But on 

February 23, 1920, church elders rejected the UMCA offer because they thought the society was 

too catholic.432 

Lumwe did not answer Petro’s prodding because he had already heard such talk too 

often. The response that he claims to have delivered to other such attempts represents a 
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remarkable testament to the degree to which leading Lutheran Christians had begun to 

emancipate themselves from their missionaries and paternalist family:  

Following a religion is a matter of one’s own heart, not of the power of a teacher 
or of a big European; if there is a man who wants to go to another congregation, 
let us not stop him. For there is one kind of food, and one kind of satisfaction, so 
if he wants to eat with pepper, or with vinegar, or with sugar, or with salt, do not 
stop him, let him eat as he pleases, do not prohibit nor despise him, nor laugh at 
him, since it is better to be satisfied, that hunger disappears, that a man may 
live.433 
 

Lumwe’s response encapsulates that African Christians seized the disruption caused by the First 

World War not only to save their mission family, but to reconfigure its internal relationships.  

After the experience of war-time self-reliance, the pastor did not define Christianity 

through the debts owed by converts to paternal missionaries, or through the latter’s alleged 

civilizational supremacy. Rather, he defined his faith as a question of individual conscience that 

stood and fell on its own merits. Lumwe’s response highlights the shift from African Christians 

as “children” of missionaries to becoming their brothers and sisters in faith. In a broader sense, 

the response demonstrates the degree to which African Christians became trailblazers of 

decolonization.434 Lumwe no longer conceived of his church as an enterprise dependent on 

European example but as an indigenous leap of faith. However, such eloquence did not make 

finding custodians for the Bethel Christians easier. An attempt by German missionaries to solicit 

support from the protestant Church Missionary Society (CMS) failed because of its lack of funds 
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and personnel.435 In 1921, the brief prospect of American Lutherans taking over the mission also 

came to nothing.436  

In their autobiographical memory work, Lutheran Christians such as Mbewe, Pera, and 

Lumwe remembered the First World war as a time of insecurity and test of their faith. Although 

these narratives were elicited by German missionaries, they also represented monuments of the 

growing autonomy of African Christians and, indeed, in the intellectual history of African 

decolonization. Through the lens of conversion, they also provide snapshots of how non-

Christians saw the colonial minority in their midst. But these accounts are as revealing for what 

they contain as for what they leave out. Lumwe, for example, did not mention local reactions to 

news of the German surrender in November 1918—in marked contrast to the memoirs of 

Anglican Christians.437 Whether this was because of the primacy of local concerns—the war 

effectively ended around Tanga in 1916—or to avoid painful memories, we cannot know. 

Lumwe’s emphasis on reconstruction echoes the wider memorial practices by which Lutheran 

Christians remembered German colonialism after its end. The war had dispersed the mission 

family, but it could be reconstituted through memory work—by writing letters, visiting sites of 

evangelization, and raising the next generation.  
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A Family of Letters 

For its leading African members, the most important means to maintain the mission family was 

through correspondence. In the case of the Herero, only a small minority of Christians developed 

close ties with German missionaries. While more Bethel Christians appear to have maintained 

such ties after the end of German rule, they mostly consisted of the local congregations’ African 

leadership. By writing letters, these Christians recalled the presence of missionaries, their 

contribution to evangelization, and how they had shaped their path towards Christianity. Since 

von Bodelschwingh’s tenure, mission leaders had cultivated correspondence with African 

converts.438 Now, letters by African Christians replaced reports of German missionaries as the 

main source of information in the society’s publications.439 In this way, German missionaries 

could demonstrate to congregations at home—which remained the mission’s main funding 

sources—that the first three decades of proselytization had not been in vain.  

By extending branches of memory to their former missionaries, African Christians 

pursued a similar strategy as some Herero after the genocide, who sought to regain a measure of 

material security and wealth through mission contacts. Although the relationships between local 

Christians and missionaries became based on more mutual respect after the war, many letters still 

adhered to a highly formalized language through which African authors signaled a subservient 

status. Interpreting Lutheran Christians’ correspondence requires reading personal recollections 

through the mission’s (post)colonial—but-still hierarchical—structure. 

One way to strengthen the mission family and to potentially solicit material support from 

German missionaries was through the kindling of nostalgia. Amana Hermann, the oldest son of 
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first-generation convert Hermann Kanafunzi, associated Siegfried Delius and his wife Helene 

with a happy childhood: “I remember long ago you came to Mbogoi, in the evening at the hour 

of prayer I was asleep, then, I awoke to the sound of singing, and I came crying, and so you took 

me. I am very happy to remember here when I was younger.”440 To Pastor Paulo Danga, 

receiving a letter was almost like being paid a visit by Franz Gleiss: “I thank you for your letters. 

Then it is as if you stood outside. They awaken a longing. My children still know you. They and 

my wife remember you. … The oldest Elisabeth won’t forget you.”441 Despite their physical 

separation, Saul Msemakweli told Gerhard Ruccius:  

The wealth that you brought us we still have with us, the word of God. This is the 
nourishment of our soul, which feeds us. By the strength of this food, we pray for 
you and cannot forget you. When you were still here, the Shambala, the heathens 
said: ‘We only live here because of you [the Germans], now they know that we 
are with God.442  
 

For Teacher Sempeho from Mashewa, the physical separation from their spiritual fathers was 

painful but bearable because of his faith: 

We were torn from you, our fathers, who have begotten us, in the name of our 
Father. But we are still here. Humanly speaking we lack human contact, but we 
do not lack spirituality (das Geistliche). We think of you as you think of us. God 
may reunite us, if he so pleases, with you, our fathers.443 
 

While African Christians continued to stress the paternal role of missionaries, they also referred 

to them as their equals, reflecting an increased sense of self-reliance gained during the period of 

autonomy. Paul Pera, Yakobo Lumwe and others addressed missionaries as “true friend” and 

“my friend.”444 This relationship between individual correspondents and missionaries was 
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extended to congregations as a whole. Letters were often read out loud during services, bringing 

the voice of distant missionaries to the assembled faithful.445  

Correspondence also carried the joy and grief associated with gaining new family 

members and losing old ones. In July 1924, Hermann Kanafunzi surprised Siegfried Delius with 

the announcement that he had three more children.446 Similarly, Paul Pera happily informed the 

missionary in 1926 that he already had two grandchildren since they last saw each other eleven 

years earlier.447 When Martin Ostwald died in 1923, Yakobo Lumwe recorded the reaction of the 

congregation to receiving news of his death: “Today some members of our congregation 

remember Bwana Ostwald a lot who was our teacher, who welcomed us to the Savior, teaching 

us and baptizing us. We have not forgotten him, nor will we forget him.”448 In 1931, Amana 

Hermann sought consolation for the death of his father Hermann Kanafunzi from Helene 

Delius.449 Similarly, Yakobo Lumwe was comforted by Curt Ronicke over the death of his long-

time colleague and friend.450 In turn, African Christians offered condolences when members of a 

missionary’s family passed away. In 1934, Lumwe consoled Dr. Kuhl after the death of his 

wife.451 Although letters could not replace physical presence, correspondents thought they were 

the next best thing. In December 1922, Lumwe explained to Siegfried Delius that  

the hands love to touch, and the eyes long to see something that comes from afar 
to a friend and loved one who cannot see [you] himself. In this way the heart is 
brought joy and love. In this way even your letter has brought me joy and love 
and memories of you and me.452 
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Ten years later, he expressed a similar sentiment to Ernst Johannsen: “The letter is a big sign of 

the heart of a person who remembers you truly.”453 When German missionaries did not appear to 

respond to letters, or were late in their responses, African Christians chided them.454 Letters 

therefore not only allowed correspondents to dwell on the experience of a shared past but also 

helped to maintain affective ties of spiritual kinship in the present. 

Beyond the written word, money, necessities, and photographs strengthened these ties. In 

1930, Amana Hermann thanked Helene Delius for the 10 shillings she had sent him.455 More than 

financial support, African Christians appreciated German missionaries’ access to consumer 

goods. In the 1930s, Joel Kibira in Bukoba requested “a long stocking and two nice ones, also 

two short ones” from Curt Ronicke, promising to reimburse him through local Pastor 

Wittenberg.456 He also requested and paid for the newest books from the mission press.457 Just as 

important as monetary contributions and commodities were visual tokens of emotional affection. 

In the above cited letter, Amana Hermann described two photographs in his possession that he 

had presumably received from Delius years ago, or inherited from his father Hermann 

Kanafunzi:  

Here we have a picture of you that you took in Merseburg in June 1907. In this 
picture I see both of you. When I look at it, I always remember you and think 
about you a lot. And the second picture is of Mama Helene alone taken in 
Bielefeld in 1912. With all this my heart and your entire family, let us find a 
picture of us all to bring you. I hope by the end of February you will receive it.458 
 

The two photographs probably reminded Hermann of his childhood. The emotions stirred up by 

these cues were strong enough to convince him to send a photograph of his own family to his 
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former missionaries. Sending these visual reminders to Europe had the added benefit that they 

could be corrected. In 1933, Amana wrote that  

today I am giving you one picture that I am very happy with, but look, the bad 
one does not look good. This is a picture we took before our dear Father 
[Hermann Kanafunzi] fell asleep. Now I ask you to accept it, and then I hear you 
say that “I think in Europe there are skilled artisans of photographs, if it looks like 
he can make it even look good, every person’s face will look good’ and I’m glad 
to see it again when it’s beautiful.459 
 

Years after the Deliuses had left East Africa, second-generation Christians such as Amana 

Hermann evidently took the time to take photographs of their families to stay in touch with 

former missionaries. For other Christians such as Yakobo Lumwe, photographs brought 

revitalization during illness. When he was suffering from heart problems, receiving a picture 

from Delius “revealed to me things that I could not preach, glorify, praise, serve and fulfill. I am 

surprised to be receiving this picture, I look at it every day.”460 When the Tanga congregation 

learned on August 25, 1924 that German missionaries would probably be allowed to return to 

Tanzania, Yakobo Lumwe wanted to take a photograph of that day’s animated assembly “so that 

we could remember our meeting better,” but decided against it because it would have been too 

expensive.461 Headman Paul Pera appreciated a photographic memoir send to him by Curt 

Ronicke via Lumwe.462 And Joel Kibira was alarmed when photographs of his evangelization 

expedition to Rwanda with Curt Ronicke got lost in the mail.463  

Around Tanga, physical remnants also served as a powerful reminder of German 

missionaries. The most important of these became the site of the first mission church at 
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Mbuyukenda. In June 1919, the congregation was permitted to pray again at the site.464 Damaged 

during the war, the church was further demolished in late 1921. Four years later, the ruins had 

been razed and a new church erected at Kana.465 Nevertheless, Yakobo Lumwe continued to visit 

the old site, which was “an empty wilderness these days: but I do not forget this settlement. From 

time to time, I go and sit down, remembering all the things that have happened in the past.”466  

 

Illustration 3: Drawing of the ruins of Mbuyukenda Church, Tanga, 1921.  
(AMS VEM, 3003-50; © AMS VEM) 

In 1933, Amana Hermann similarly noted: “The affairs of Mbuyukenda were long ago, but 

people talk about them as if they were yesterday.”467 To this day, members of the Tanga 

congregation associate Mbuyukenda with the beginnings of Christianization, as well as with their 

personal family history. Third-generation Christian Wahaki Vesso recounted that his paternal 
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grandfather Immanuel got married to his wife Lydia at Mbuyukenda, while his maternal 

grandfather worked there as a cook for the Germans.468  

For both African Christians and German missionaries, dwelling on the past allowed them 

to navigate a challenging present. Because the Bethel adherents did not experience a catastrophe 

akin to the genocide of the Herero and Nama, they could create positive memories of German 

colonialism among each other and with their former spiritual shepherds. Similar memory making 

occurred among the adherents of other German missions in Tanzania, whose adherents also 

experienced a period of autonomy during the first World War.469 As a result, fewer Tanzanians 

than Herero turned references to German rule into an anticolonial idiom through which they 

pressured subsequent colonizers and the postcolonial state.470 Conversely, the more far-reaching 

destruction caused by the genocide allowed the Herero to present themselves as uniform victims 

of German rule—despite conflicting memories among Herero and Mbanderu communities about 

the collaboration of chiefs such as Samuel Maharero with the Germans.471  

Although we lack most of the letters written by German missionaries, we can infer some 

of their concerns from the responses of Yakobo Lumwe and others. One of these were the 

recurring economic crises in Germany. African Christians repeatedly expressed sympathy, 

surprise, and sadness over the hardship in Germany described by the missionaries. Lumwe told 

Delius that teachers, students, and all Christians “are saddened very much when we hear the big 

trouble that exists at you home in Germany. We are blessed with plenty of food and the poor are 

lazy and do not want to cultivate.”472 German missionaries contrasted such seemingly model 
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embraces of the protestant work ethic with a lack of interest for religion in Germany. While 

Ernst Johanssen lauded Lumwe for his struggle with Islam, he lamented that few people in 

Germany wanted to hear the Christian message.473  

Conversely, correspondence brought encouragement to African Christians faced with the 

problems of local proselytization. The most challenging environment remained Tanga. As we 

have seen, Yakobo Lumwe praised congregation members Hermann Kanafunzi and his wife in 

1923 as “a beautiful tree with beautiful fruit.” However, few other positive things could be said 

about local Christians: “These days the Digo congregation resembles a tree from which you can 

pluck all leaves. There are no leaves, flowers, and fruits, the beauty of the entire tree, and its 

adornments are gone.”474 Most congregation members continued to hail from beyond Tanga. 

When asked by Lumwe why they did not embrace the “salvation” he offered, local Waswahili 

reportedly responded: “These are stories of the barbarians of the mainland, Wadigo, Wabondei, 

Wanyamwezi and other tribes, to us our God-given religion is Islam.”475 Three decades after the 

beginning of Lutheran missionary work in Tanga, Christians had made few inroads against 

prevailing Swahili notions that any non-Muslim from beyond the city limits was a barbarian 

(mshenzi). Lumwe’s lament illustrates vividly that for all the Bethel Christians’ fond memories 

of their missionaries, the majority of Tanga’s population still considered their religion a foreign, 

colonial import. While the churches around Kilimanjaro were too small to accommodate all 

believers, those in Digoland were almost empty. By 1925, several members of the Tanga 

congregation or their children had embraced Islam. In this situation, knowing that he enjoyed the 

support of Siegfried Delius helped Yakobo Lumwe to confront “the seeds of Satan” he faced in 
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preaching to Tanga’s Muslims.476 He cherished every letter he received, not only from three 

different German missionaries, but also the African adherents of the Leipzig mission at Moshi 

and fellow African pastors such as Martin Ganisya.477 Similarly, corresponding with Curt 

Ronicke helped Joel Kibira in Bukoba to come to terms with locals’ alleged lack of appreciation 

for the mission’s accomplishments: “I am deeply saddened that many of my Wahaya cannot see 

and measure that great love of the mission, that is, they do not see and know the past work of the 

Mission, but only look at it superficially.”478 Finally, exchanging letters with missionaries 

provided African Christians with support during personal crises. Ronicke encouraged Kibira to 

reconcile with his estranged wife after the pastor had allegedly cheated on her.479 

These familial ties contributed to a steady, albeit modest, growth of the mission between 

1926 and 1939. The depression once again led to painful pay-cuts and a reduction in services, 

which were exacerbated by a foreign exchange embargo against Nazi Germany. Digoland and 

Tanga continued to lag behind Usambara.480 But by 1939, the church counted 110 stations, 13 

African pastors, 239 male and 64 female non-ordained African employees, 3706 students in 

primary schools, and seven German missionaries.481 While the number of stations had increased 

by 38 since 1914, there were still fewer students in school than in 1914. The Second World War 

disrupted this tentative regeneration, but less so than the Great War. For one, African pastors, 

elders, and congregants had gained considerable experience in managing their own affairs. The 
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British administration treated German missionaries much more humanely than its German 

counterpart three decades earlier, allowing most of them to return to their stations after a short 

period of internment or to advise congregants orally from POW camps.482 Some ties of 

correspondence even survived this second major disruption in the life of the mission. In 1949, 

the death of missionary Paul Wohlrab prompted Yakobo Lumwe and Curt Ronicke to reminisce 

on half a century of mission work. Lumwe wrote: “We became very sad, but we also praised the 

grace of God. The death of our old father P. Wohlrab has reminded us of the deaths of all other 

missionaries who were sent by the Bethel-Mission to tell us the good news, which is blossoming 

amongst ourselves until today.”483  

By that time, Swedish and American Lutherans had taken over Bethel’s former mission 

field. German missionaries would once more return to Usambara and Digoland, but only as part 

of ecumenical agreements with their international colleagues. By 1955, twelve members of the 

mission worked in the region. One year later, the church synod elected a Bethel missionary as its 

first president.484 As German missionaries continued to play a role in the Usambara-Digo church, 

memories of German rule and the beginnings of Christianization remained vivid among its 

members. Third-generation Christians such as Wahaki Vesso, who was born in Tanga on May 1, 

1942, grew up steeped in a history that had officially ended almost three decades earlier. 

Conclusion 

The “beautiful tree” that Yakobo Lumwe saw in Hermann Kanafunzi and his wife in 1923 

reflected Lutheran Christians’ making of social memories of German colonialism and a 

concomitant historical imagination in northeastern Tanzania. Although adherents of the Bethel 
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mission remembered the violence of German officials and askari, they primarily saw the 

country’s first colonial occupation through the prism of the mission family. By writing letters, 

visiting sites of evangelization, and exchanging photographs, African and German Christians 

dwelled on shared experiences in the past and confronted challenges in the present. As we have 

seen, these familial ties survived even the Second World War. German colonialism ended in 

1919, but mnemonic communities born from it survived well into the era of decolonization. Just 

as colonization depended on an interactive process between Africans and Europeans, social 

memories of colonialism emerged from a reciprocal recall between colonized and colonizers. 

Around Tanga, the role of this mnemonic community only began to decline after independence 

amid the growing influence of Pentecostal churches and Islamic proselytization.485 By the mid-

1990s, there were only about 500 Digo Christians left in northeastern Tanzania, “the descendants 

of converts who responded to missionary endeavors around the turn of this century.”486  

As the social memory of Lutheran Christians evolved, so did that of other communities of 

faith, kinship, and ethnicity. These communities necessarily saw the “beautiful tree” from other 

vantage points. For many in the Muslim majority of the Mrima, it represented a foreign religion 

brought by colonizers intent on upending the cultural traditions of the Swahili coast. While these 

mnemonic communities shared certain tropes such as a focus on German and askari brutality, 

they necessarily reflected German rule’s varying shape and impact across East Africa. Compared 

with the more far-reaching victimization of the Herero, the case of Tanzania therefore 

underscores that although colonialism constricted all subject peoples, their experiences of 

colonization and trauma varied significantly. As a result, the ways in which African societies 
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have remembered European colonization and integrated it into their memory work and historical 

imagination differed as well. The following chapters further explore this heterogeneity. Chapter 

4 will turn to how Tanzanians negotiated these divergent recollections in the territory’s public 

sphere from the First World War to the attempt of the postcolonial state to create an official 

public memory for all Tanzanians. 
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II. Public Histories 
 
For Namibians and Tanzanians, families became the primary sphere in which they created 

memories of the first colonial occupation. Yet the memory work of Herero and Tanga Christian 

families did not occur in isolation but in constant exchange with other communities as well as 

subsequent rulers. The following two chapters explore these processes by analyzing how 

Namibians and Tanzanians publicly invoked German rule in meetings with government officials, 

newspaper debates, and appeals to international organizations and antiimperialist allies. They 

argue that in both countries, remembering German colonialism became a political idiom through 

which the colonized could challenge those in power, gauge the impact of colonization, and 

demand the fulfillment of debts due to them. In this way, extending public branches of memory 

influenced peaceful efforts for the decolonization of Namibia and Tanzania through the UN and 

the emergence of vernacular discourses of compensatory justice.  

The chapters highlight that making memories with and about the first colonial occupation 

could both impede and further challenges to continued colonial control. During the interwar 

period, fear of a return of German rule in both countries fueled support for the mandatory before. 

Herero and Nama chiefs at first sought accommodation with South Africa and then a peaceful 

solution to the Namibia question before the UN because they wanted to avoid a renewed military 

confrontation with a colonial power. In Tanzania, recollections of Maji Maji and other colonial 

wars against the Germans mobilized support for the British and hampered the rise of the 

Tanganayika National Union (TANU) after 1945, gearing the party’s strategy towards a 

conciliatory stance with current colonizers.  

Yet public memory politics could equally inform direct challenges to the persistence of 

colonial rule. The memory work of Namibian UN petitioners prefigured how nationalist parties 
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came to present the war of 1904–1908 as precedent for cross-ethnic African resistance to 

colonialism. Similarly, Meru UN petitioners’ recall of German land theft garnered them support 

abroad and galvanized nationalist forces at home. In independent Tanzania, the postcolonial state 

then appropriated social memories such as the Meru’s to mint a usable past in which it cast initial 

resistance to German rule as the purported cauldron of nationalist agitation.  

These memory politics became part of the intellectual genealogy of restorative justice in 

both countries, albeit to different degrees. Herero and Meru demands for lost land demonstrate 

that long before formal claims for restitution after independence, eastern and southern Africans 

insisted on the return of what used to be theirs. And while Herero comparisons of 1904–1908 

with the Shoah in the 1960s have been taken up in post-independence Namibian reparations 

lawsuits, the oral histories collected by the University of Dar es Salaam’s Maji Maji Research 

Project have provided the basis for ongoing debates about whether or not the war was a 

genocide, and in what ways Tanzanians deserve compensation for it. 

At the same time, the chapters illustrate the political versatility of making memories with 

and about the colonial past. Recalling German rule allowed Namibians to delineate ethnic 

divisions between the Mbanderu and Herero as well as to launch early attempts at reconciliation 

with German Namibians. Among Tanzanians, it enabled former African intermediaries of 

German rule such as the askari, teachers, and officials to reconnect with each other and cast the 

first colonial occupation as a period of indigenous cultural production rather than mere foreign 

domination. Although extending public branches of memory affected the decolonization of both 

countries as well as quests for restorative justice, making memories with the first colonial 

occupation was neither inherently emancipatory nor subversive. 
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3. Entangled Branches: 
Genocide and the Politics of Memory in the Decolonization of Namibia 

 
In Chapter 1, we saw how Herero survivors of the genocide of 1904–1908 and their descendants 

drew on the practices and idiom of kinship to create memories of and with German rule. This 

chapter turns to the ways in which the Herero extended these branches of memory beyond their 

own communities. Trees have served as referents in this memory making. In 1933, leading 

Herero Chief Hosea Kuṱako reminded a South African official that when “the present 

Government came into the country they had to release people who were trussed to the trees.”487 

By publicly remembering trees as scaffolds, Kuṱako and other Herero developed a political 

language in which they drew on the experience of German rule to challenge subsequent colonial 

rulers.  

This chapter explores how the Herero engaged in these memory politics within and 

without Namibia.488 It argues that remembering German colonialism shaped Namibia’s trajectory 

towards independence. Although the South African invasion of 1915 brought a reprieve from the 

violence of German rule, it also cemented white control. In 1946, South Africa sought to annex 

Namibia as a fifth province by leveraging its contribution to the Allied war effort against Nazi 

Germany. Three years later, the newly elected Nationalist Party introduced apartheid to Namibia. 

Amid these challenges, making memories of and through German rule offered Namibians an 

idiom to contest the persistent injustices of settler colonialism, mobilize support against white 

minority rule abroad, and build cross-racial alliances with German Namibians at home. During 

the interwar period, the Herero created memories in contestations with South African officials to 
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demand more land, better education, and basic infrastructure. After the Second World War, 

indigenous leaders and exile politicians also did so through petitions to the UN to demand 

independence.489 Trusteeship status granted them the right to petition the UN about abuses by the 

South African mandatory. Together with international allies, they wove a global support network 

that reached from the streets of Windhoek to the halls of the United Nations and the air waves of 

Radio Beijing.  

The memory work of Herero communities and leaders was paradigmatic for similar 

extensions of mnemonic branches among the peoples of central and southern Namibia during 

this period. Together, the memory politics of these groups influenced how northern Namibians, 

who had remained outside of the German sphere of influence, came to speak about the first 

colonial occupation as members of nationalist parties and UN petitioners.490 In this way, the 

study of Herero memory work before 1990 contributes to a better understanding of the gestation 

of modern Namibian political language. 

In one idiom of this language, the Herero connected memories of German colonialism 

with what came to be understood as the Holocaust. While Herero elders knew about “the war” 

(ondjembo) and “the old death” (onḓiro onguru), they had no term that encapsulated what the 

1947 UN Convention would come to describe as “genocide.” Indeed, the Otjiherero term for 
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490  On the conquest of northern Namibia, see Kreike, Re-Creating Eden, 35–56; on Ovambo UN 
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genocide, otjitir’otjindjandja (mass killing), only emerged after independence in 1990.491 Yet in 

1960, Herero UN petitioners began to compare the war of 1904–1908 to the destruction of 

European Jewry to discredit apartheid. Michael Rothberg has argued that memories of the Shoah 

offered anticolonial intellectuals a register to advance their cause and that they, in turn, shaped 

the emergence of the concept of the Holocaust.492  However, it is unclear whether this argument 

applied to African liberation movements more generally.493 The efforts of Namibian UN 

petitioners suggest that this could be the case. Conversely, Herero memories influenced the 

emerging understanding of the Holocaust.494 While working on the UN Genocide Convention, 

Raphael Lemkin drew on the case of the Herero and Nama in his draft for a global history of 

genocide.495 The two mass atrocities thus became “multidirectional memories” through “ongoing 

negotiation, cross-referencing and borrowing.”496 This chapter uncovers the hitherto obscure 

circulation of memories of genocide, knowledge about it, and people that lay at the heart of this 

creative process of memory and history making. 

Before Namibian petitioners, others had already drawn connections between German 

colonialism and Nazi imperialism. Aimé Cesaire and Hannah Arendt argued that the Nazi 

subjugation of Europe represented the application of colonial methods of domination to 

European colonizers.497 Taking up their arguments, scholars have explored potential continuities 

 
491 Interview with Alexander Jarimbovandu Kaputu, Windhoek, February 14, 2019. 
492 Rothberg, Multidirectional Memory, 6.  
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between the Herero and Nama genocide and the Holocaust.498 Although their analyses have 

enriched the comparative study of genocides, the continuities in question do not amount to causal 

links between the two events.499 Indeed, the continuity thesis has inadvertently fostered a focus 

on perpetrators. To understand Herero comparisons, we must shift perspective. What was it 

about the Shoah that reminded the Herero of the war of 1904–1908?  

Answering this question illuminates the changing ways in which Namibians have made 

memories with and about the genocide. Historians and anthropologists have analysed the oral 

traditions and rituals through which the Herero and Nama have recalled the past.500 Jan-Bart 

Gewald has demonstrated how diverse actors appropriated the genocide for their political 

rhetoric.501 And scholars such as Zedekia Ngavirue have emphasized that the lingering 

consequences of German rule informed “escapist and millenarian” strategies of accommodation 

during the interwar period.502 However, the changing vocabulary that survivors and descendants 

used to talk about what had occurred has remained elusive. Based on a close reading of 

documentary records and newly collected oral histories, this chapter illustrates how the Herero 

developed a vernacular language of genocide, and how they mobilised it for political ends.  

This language became an underlying grammar of Herero political rhetoric, which 

influenced land claims, millenarian hopes for emancipation through Marcus Garvey’s United 
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Negro Improvement Association (UNIA) and the UN, as well as intra-Herero debates about the 

colonial encounter.503 I thereby reveal little-known conflicts between survivors over who was to 

blame for the catastrophe of 1904–1908 and demonstrate the limits of appeals to Herero unity 

after the genocide.504 

Moreover, the language of Herero UN petitions and comparisons with the Shoah 

illustrate the origins of contemporary Namibian calls for reparations for colonialism. Since the 

1920s, Herero intellectuals likened the exile and suffering of their people to that of the Israelites 

in Egypt. After independence, Herero leaders combined such analogies with references to Jewish 

compensation after World War II in legal claims for reparations.505 As this chapter will highlight 

and Chapter 1 has already demonstrated, these demands did not reflect political disillusionment 

but emerged from long-standing struggles among the Herero for the return of their land and an 

official recognition of the injustices perpetrated against their ancestors. However, not all public 

references to the German past can be subsumed under a teleology of restorative justice.506 Rather, 

the goals of these memory politics shifted over time, ranging from the pursuit of accommodation 

with current colonizers and attaining self-determination to advancing divisive ethnic politics. For 

the Mbanderu, the politics of memory became a way to assert an ethnic identity separate from 

their Herero kin. 
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For Herero politicians, these memory politics also became a way to advance 

reconciliation with German Namibians, efforts that in turn affected Namibia’s path to self-

determination. In the 1960s, some Herero used references to Namibia’s first colonial occupation 

to engage in early attempts to kindle an accommodation with the descendants of German settlers 

and sway them to support the anticolonial struggle and oppose apartheid. Herero leaders such as 

the later Paramount Chief Clemens Kapuuo understood that any negotiated solution to the 

Namibia question would require the support of German Namibians. For this reason, they 

sometimes publicly played down the lasting negative effects and pervasive social memories of 

the genocide in Herero communities that we have seen in Chapter 1. Instead, they emphasized 

the contribution of German Namibians to the development of their country.507 This conciliatory 

historical imagination prepared the ground for the multi-racial politics of accommodation of the 

1970s and, in the long run, for the inclusive process of decolonization in which all Namibians 

had a seat at the table. 

The League of Nations mandates and UN trusteeship systems became a key resource for 

Namibians to articulate these politics. Both the League Covenant and the trusteeship agreements 

included the right to petition these international bodies over abuses by the mandatory..508 

Historians of Namibia and other former German colonies in Africa have shown how 

administered peoples seized petitioning to pursue disparate goals, ranging from independence 

and the redress of grievances to a return of erstwhile colonizers.509 However, it is still unclear 
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how the peoples of the former German colonies experienced the replacement of one colonizer 

with another, and how this experience influenced their petitioning practice.  

By reconstructing how the Herero created and shared memories of German rule, this 

chapter highlights that memory making was integral to the development of Namibians’ 

anticolonial activism at home and before the UN. In this way, the history of Namibia’s 

ambiguous mandate status encourages historians to focus less on formal features of the end of 

empire and more on the ways in which colonialism successively became delegitimized—some of 

which we have already seen in the memory making examined in Chapters 1 and 2.510 

The peculiarities of Namibia’s mandate and trusteeship status in turn illuminate that 

memories of colonialism, while created by and deeply rooted in specific communities and places, 

have also emerged through exchanges with former colonizers and anti-imperialists. While 

scholars of southern Africa are beginning to examine the intersection between memory, 

transnational activism, and decolonization, most have approached the politics of memory by 

focusing on contemporary conflicts between the postcolonial state and subaltern “counter” 

memories that congeal around physical monuments and heritage.511 At stake in these different 
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perspectives is the question to what degree Africans’ increasing international contacts through 

diplomacy, education, and the Cold War shaped on-the-ground memory making, and vice versa.  

Rather than mutually exclusive, different scales of African memory politics—ranging 

from local commemorations to the halls of international diplomacy—influenced each other. 

Before going into exile, Herero UN petitioners grew up participating in the commemorations of 

the oturupa.512 In turn, residents of Herero reserves developed hopes that the UN would deliver 

them from the dispersal and land alienation initially caused by German colonizers.513 Under 

colonial rule, Africans drew on local, regional, and international inspiration to form their 

historical imagination.514 The concept of entanglement helps to understand these processes. On 

the one hand, it denotes the physical movement of carriers of memory such as people and texts, 

including the inscription of oral narratives into written media.515 On the other hand, the term 

reflects the inherent temporal “entangledness” of memories, meaning that interpretations of 

events not only differ synchronically but also evolve diachronically.516 As Sarah Nuttall observes: 

“Entanglement … is a term which may gesture towards a relationship or set of social 
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relationships that is complicated, ensnaring, in a tangle, but which also implies a human 

foldedness.”517  

To reconstruct these relationships, the chapter first investigates how memories of German 

colonialism became an idiom through which to demand concessions from South African 

officials. Second, I analyze how indigenous leaders, exiled students, and their international allies 

took up this language after 1945. The resulting invocations of German rule were political 

appropriations that presented the Hereros’ history of colonization as one of utter and uniform 

victimization. Although these utilitarian memory politics thereby flattened heterogenous Herero 

social memories that we will examine in greater detail in Chapter 5, they still reflected the 

experience of most Herero survivors that we have already analyzed in Chapter 1. Finally, I assess 

the degree to which this knowledge became accepted by UN bodies and within colonial Namibia. 

While this chapter focuses on Herero actors, its argument could be extended to Nama, Damara, 

and Baster communities, who engaged in similar memory work.  

Recording History 

The first opportunity for the Herero to openly record their views of German rule appeared right 

after its collapse. After the surrender of German troops at Khorab on July 9, 1915, the South 

African government began preparing a report on the treatment of the territory’s indigenous 

population. This was to bolster its claim over the colony at a future peace conference. The 

resulting Blue Book detailed the violence against and dispossession of Africans under German 

rule.518 Notwithstanding its propagandistic purpose, the report’s findings have been corroborated 

by subsequent research.519  
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The Blue Book was based on local German government documents and oral testimony—

which depended on Namibians’ willingness to give that testimony. Major Thomas Leslie 

O’Reilly, the Military Magistrate of Omaruru and principal author of the report, conducted 

interviews with Herero, Nama, and Damara in 1917. Andreas Eckl has rightly warned of the 

shortcomings of this evidence. Because no transcripts of O’Reilly’s interviews have survived, 

questions remain about how they were conducted and translated.520 But we should also not 

dismiss the Blue Book narratives outright. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that 

interviewees were compelled to testify under oath, forcing them to do so would have jeopardized 

the South Africans’ goal to present themselves as liberators. It is also unlikely that testimonies 

were fabricated. O’Reilly’s main interviewees were not anonymous or invented figures, but 

prominent Herero from Omaruru and Windhoek who had participated in the war of 1904–

1908.521 Their accounts of war-time atrocities not only dovetail with those of German 

missionaries and soldiers, but also with their own, later versions of events.522 

As records of memory, the Blue Book narratives are relevant in two respects. First, they 

reveal some of the early Herero vocabulary used to refer to the genocide, albeit only in English 

translation. Evangelist Samuel Kariko (c. 1862–1925) called the war a “wholesale slaughter.” 

During the war, he led Herero troops around Okombahe, narrowly avoided a court martial, and 

was interned at the Omaruru and Lüderitzbucht concentration camps where he preached to 
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survivors.523 His father, Subchief Daniel Kariko, stated that “[o]ur people … were shot like dogs 

and wild animals. Our people have disappeared now.” Hosea Kuṱako, who had just been 

appointed Herero headman of Windhoek, lamented that “[w]e were crushed.”524 For most of the 

past century, elders referred to the genocide simply as “the war” (ondjembo) or “the old death” 

(onḓiro onguru). The images of “slaughter,” “disappearance” and “crushing” in the Blue Book 

narratives reveal a wider rhetorical repertoire through which survivors conceived of what had 

occurred. 

Second, the narratives reflect on the history of the extermination order. On October 2, 

1904, German commander Lothar von Trotha proclaimed that Herero remaining “in the German 

country will be killed with the gun. I will not take women and the sick anymore, I will chase 

them to their chiefs or I will kill them with the gun.”525 The order reflected the radicalization of 

military strategy after the failed encirclement of Herero forces at the Battle of Waterberg.526 

Samuel Kariko recalled: “A new General named von Trotha came, and he ordered that all 

Hereros were to be exterminated, regardless of age or sex.”527  

The reference of Kariko and two other witnesses to “extermination” suggests that they 

either recalled von Trotha’s order or were informed about it by O’Reilly, who included it in the 

final report. It is possible that survivors knew about the order. Von Trotha formulated his 
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proclamation in Otjiherero with the help of two Hereros named Kean and Philippus.528 He then 

disseminated it by releasing Herero prisoners of war, who carried copies to the dispersed 

refugees in the Omaheke desert.529 Although one of these copies survived in the Botswana 

National Archives, it does not include any Otjiherero equivalent of ‘extermination.’530 The 

inclusion of the term in the Blue Book therefore was either a stylistic choice of O’Reilly or that 

of his unknown Herero translators. If we re-translate the English terms discussed above, 

interviewees would have talked about okuzepa or omazepero (slaughter), okujanda or okuzenga 

(disappearance) and okunjaa (crushing).531 

Because it included both first-hand testimony and von Trotha’s order, the Blue Book 

became the most important official document in Herero memory politics. It marked the first time 

the perspective of survivors was recorded in written form and made accessible at the highest 

level of international politics. After 1945, it formed the basis for UN petitions, independent 

historical research, and, after 1990, reparations lawsuits by Herero and Nama plaintiffs.532 At the 

Paris Peace Conference, the report cemented opposition to German demands for colonial 

restitution.533 Although remembering German rule thus indirectly helped Namibians to prevent a 

return of the German administration, their success proved short-lived. In 1926, the South African 
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government removed the report from circulation to appease the colony’s remaining German 

population.534  

The banning of the Blue Book deprived the Herero of potential leverage. But it did not 

prevent them from continuing to raise the specter of German colonialism. The issues that 

provoked these references were land, education, and the threat of a German return. In 1923, the 

South Africans abandoned their hitherto lenient approach to the land issue. Henceforth, Africans 

in the Police Zone had to settle in designated tribal reserves.535 After some initial enthusiasm, 

most headmen realized that the reserves had almost no water and no infrastructure to speak of. 

The Herero voiced their opposition to this system by framing it as part of the injustices inflicted 

on them since German rule. On June 2, 1933, for example, a disgruntled deputation from the 

three major Herero reserves complained to the new South African Administrator David Gideon 

Conradie. Interviewed by Secretary H. P. Smit, their spokesman Hosea Kuṱako proclaimed: “We 

are the people that are born in this country and who are the owners of this territory.”536 He 

reminded Smit that when “the present Government came into the country they had to release 

people who were trussed to the trees” and demanded to know “why, whilst we were in the hands 

of the Germans and were ill-treated, we are now, under this Government, also ill-treated.”537  

The deputation demanded that all Herero reserves be joined into one by incorporating the 

land in between them. Kuṱako justified this claim with the historical and sentimental value of the 
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land in question. Describing themselves as “owners” of the land had a long pedigree in Herero 

political language. Since the 1860s, Herero chiefs expressed their growing power through the 

notion of ehi rovaherero, okuti kuetu, that is, “the land of the Herero, our veld.”538 During the 

1904–1908 war, women reportedly accompanied the men’s charge with chants of “Who owns 

Hereroland? We own Hereroland.”539 The Sandveld, the area between the three reserves, lay at 

the heart of this idea. Large numbers of Herero died crossing it during the war. Paramount Chief 

Samuel Maharero traversed it on his route into exile. According to Kuṱako, its historical sites 

should be freely accessible because “up to now we are still pained that the German people took 

our country away from us.”540 

South African officials rejected any responsibility for what had occurred under German 

rule. Smit dismissed the deputation’s emotional plea as “quite general.”541 At a similar meeting in 

1946, Chief Native Commissioner H. J. Allen claimed his administration was “not responsible 

for what occurred before it took over.”542 In general, the administration saw Herero demands as 

misguided visions, which were allegedly stoked by foreign radicals, including Marcus Garvey’s 

United Negro Improvement Organization (UNIA).543 Invoking German colonialism also worked 

both ways. South African officials brought up German rule to rebut Herero demands. On August 

7, 1935, Native Commissioner Francis Priestly Courtney-Clarke asked Hugo Kamatase of 
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Waterberg East Reserve to compare conditions under both colonial powers. Kamatase had to 

concede that “[w]e fought the Germans and they scattered us. Our present rulers have collected 

us again.”544 Courtney-Clarke reminded Kamatase of German colonialism to highlight what he 

considered to be the more benign character of South African rule. 

Another focal point for articulating memories of German rule revolved around education. 

The German government built no schools for Africans. The only education available was 

supplied by missions, especially the Lutheran Rhenish Mission Society. Before the genocide, its 

missionaries struggled to win over converts.545 This changed because of the war. Without their 

land and cattle, emaciated Herero turned to the missionaries’ assembly camps, where they 

converted to Christianity. German missionaries rejoiced.546 However, their glee proved short-

lived. When German control crumbled, many Herero revived ancestral worship. In the reserves, 

widespread opposition emerged against the establishment of new German mission schools. In 

July 1928, for example, the Magistrate of Otjiwarongo reported that inhabitants of Okakarara 

were not interested in religious education but accepted it “as a sort of necessary evil” and that 

they would only accept an English instructor because “they want no Germans.”547 

As in the case of land, emotional and practical motives informed this opposition. On the 

one hand, some among the Herero associated Christianity with the genocide. In 1923, attendees 

at the funeral of Samuel Maharero conducted a mock trial of evangelist Samuel Kariko, who was 

charged with having aided his people’s destruction. According to distraught missionary August 

 
544 NAN SWAA 1148 A158/23/1 v4, Tribal Meeting of Hereros at Waterberg East Native Reserve on 
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7, 1935, 1. 
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1945 (Frankfurt am Main: Herbert Lang, 1976). 

546 Gewald, Herero Heroes, 196. 
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Kuhlmann, “ringleader Hosea Kutako” alleged that by helping German missionaries convert the 

sons of Herero chiefs, evangelists had undermined their resistance, paving the way for military 

conquest.548 On the other hand, parents complained about the poor quality of mission education, 

particularly language instruction.549 The question of language was a charged issue. In 1935, the 

visiting Chairman of the Mandates Commission asked Otto Maharero, one of the brothers of 

Samuel Maharero, why the Herero of Waterberg preferred education in English to Otjiherero. 

Maharero pointed to the Union Jack in the flag of the Union of South Africa and explained that 

this was the flag “which loosened the chain from my neck. Why, therefore, should I seek another 

language?”550 While the Herero criticized the deficiency of education, they realized that having 

schools constituted progress. Veteran member of the Windhoek Location Board Aaron 

Mungunda impressed this upon military recruits in Tsumeb in 1942. He urged them to seek all 

available education, since this privilege was denied to him because “I myself at the age of 9 was 

chased from this country by the Germans.”551  

As in other former German colonies in Africa, the Second World War became a crucible 

for this memory and history making.552 In the 1930s, rumors about the Hereros’ alleged support 

for Germany kept worrying officials.553 In fact, Herero leaders supported the Allies because they 
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feared a return of German rule. Speaking before the same recruits at Tsumeb that Aaron 

Mungunda addressed, Kuṱako expressed this fear by raising the specter of renewed destruction at 

the hands of Nazi Germany. He warned: “[The Germans] have not tormented us sufficiently yet. 

They want to continue with the murder of our people, you must help to save this country from 

going back to them.” After reminding recruits that “[t]his country once belonged to your people,” 

he lamented that “[s]ome of you are too young to remember how bad things were.” 554 Kuṱako 

thereby demonstrated public support for South Africa during the war and reminded a younger 

generation of the origins of their present unfreedom. His speech marked the highpoint in a two-

decade strategy of accommodation by Herero leaders.555 The politics of memory were an 

important pillar of this strategy. By invoking German rule, the Herero could both criticize and 

curry favor with their current colonizers. In this way, they wrested small but tangible concessions 

from the South Africans. These ranged from the right to trade in the reserves and attaining 

improvements to sanitation infrastructure to the ability to produce their own, locally brewed 

beer. 556 

Entangling Memories 

But after the Second World War, hopes that accommodation could lead to political emancipation 

received a serious blow. In 1946, South Africa sought to incorporate Namibia as a fifth province 
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in a sham referendum.557 When the United Nations rejected the outcome, South Africa refused to 

acknowledge its authority, claiming that the League mandate had expired.558 In 1948, the newly 

elected National Party under Prime Minster Malan began to implement its policy of racial 

segregation, called apartheid. Popular resentment kept rising. In 1959, discontent escalated after 

authorities put down protests against the destruction of Windhoek’s Old Location, killing eleven 

people. After the shootings, many leaders of the nascent nationalist organizations, the South 

West Africa National Union (SWANU) and South West Africa People’s Organization 

(SWAPO), fled into exile.559 

But the referendum also became a catalyst for change. In 1946, Frederick Maharero, the 

oldest son of Samuel Maharero and an exiled veteran of the 1904–1908 war, asked Chief 

Tshekedi Khama of Bechuanaland to invite the Anglican priest Michael Scott to the British 

protectorate. Maharero was dismayed by warnings from his homeland about the threat of 

incorporation.560 Khama played an important role in mobilizing opposition to the referendum.561 

Scott, originally from southern England, had become deeply involved in causes for social justice 

in South Africa.562 When the Reverend met Maharero in Mafeking on July 14, 1947, the Chief 

explained that he wanted to see him “because that Government [of South Africa] adopts the same 
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oppressive policy towards the Native people as the Germans.”563 Maharero’s leading role in 

inviting Scott is crucial to understanding agency in postwar Herero memory politics. The 

Reverend’s arrival has been primarily seen as the work of Tshekedi Khama rather than of 

Namibians themselves.564 Yet it was the concerns of Maharero and local leaders that brought 

Scott to Namibia.565 

This recentering corresponds to Scott’s account of events. At Mafeking, Maharero, 

Khama and the Reverend drafted the first Namibian petition to the UN. Scott then took the draft 

to Namibia to consult local headmen. In July and August that year, he conducted extensive oral 

historical interviews.566 This research would have been impossible without local interlocutors. 

Clemens Kapuuo, the future Paramount Chief, and Berthold Himimuine, the principal of St. 

Barnabas Secondary School, assisted him by arranging interviews and acting as interpreters.567 

Scott was struck by the immediacy that memories of German rule retained. On the road to 

Aminuis, Theophilus Katjiuonga, a member of Hosea Kuṱako’s Chief’s Council, stopped at the 

spot where the Herero-German war had reportedly begun:  

“There all knelt down and Theophilus said a prayer for the blessing of God and of 
their forefathers on the journey and upon the undertaking upon which we were 
setting out. After the prayer he took a handful of earth and each took some in his 
mouth and spat it out.”568  
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Herero leaders thus framed resistance against incorporation through memories of the 1904–1908 

war. From Gibeon to Aminuis, 47 Nama and Herero leaders signed the petition. The South 

Africans barred the signatories from sending their own representatives to the UN, requiring Scott 

to act as sole representative in their stead. With the help of the Indian delegation, he managed to 

circulate the petition among delegates just in time for that year’s General Assembly at Lake 

Success near New York.569  

The petition represented a multi-layered work of memory. Scott contributed his research 

in drafting the document.570 One of the documents he drew on was a South African report on the 

referendum, which included Hosea Kuṱako’s rejoinder to the Administrator regarding 

incorporation. According to Kuṱako, the Germans had also promised to form “a Union” with the 

Herero. Because they “broke their promise” and their “proposal for a Union came to nothing,” 

Kuṱako demanded that impartial witnesses arbitrate the matter of incorporation.571 Citing the Blue 

Book, the petition’s introduction included accounts of war-time atrocities drawn from the 

memoirs of German soldiers. Hosea Kuṱako and Nikanor Hoveka, the petition’s main 

signatories, framed these accounts of their people dying from thirst, exhaustion, and executions 

as “the sufferings of our people during the carrying out of the extermination order.”572 While the 

petition thereby spread knowledge of von Trotha’s order, it also circumvented the South African 

ban of the Blue Book, recording its contents for people at home and abroad.  
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The exchange of memories and knowledge lay at the heart of Namibian petitioners’ work 

with Scott. Although recent analyses have emphasized that UN-petitioning aided Namibian 

resistance against South African rule, none have examined the ways in which memory making 

affected this process.573 Kuṱako regularly requested information on UN proceedings, but also sent 

the Reverend further material to use in the campaign. In turn, Scott and his assistant Mary 

Benson constantly supplied local headmen with information. 574 Scott’s dynamic dissemination of 

Herero memories in historical briefs among UN delegates unnerved Bernardus Fourie, the South 

African Permanent Representative to the UN, who lamented that it produced “considerable 

concern about the welfare of the Hereros.”575 Apart from rallying delegations to the Namibian 

cause, Scott convened the nucleus of a global support network that, by 1951, ranged from 

activists such as Gertrude Baer and Paul Robeson to Roger Baldwin.576 The Reverend also sought 

Raphael Lemkin’s advice on lobbying the UN and encouraged him to include Namibia as a case 

study in his work.577  

This exchange of knowledge reverberated in southern Africa. Scott’s work with Kuṱako 

inspired the young Mburumba Kerina, who became the first Herero petitioner to the UN, to seek 

higher education abroad.578 Kerina, who was born Erich Getzen in Tsumeb, was the great-
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grandson of the English explorer Frederick Thomas Green. Because of his mixed heritage, he 

was classified as Coloured under South African race laws and had access to better education.579 

While studying for his high school diploma at the Wilberforce Institute in the Transvaal, Getzen 

contacted Scott about obtaining a scholarship for studying in the United Kingdom.580 In his 

request, Getzen expressed both personal ambition and the desire to work for the common good 

through the idiom of memories of German rule. He explained that he wanted to become a doctor 

in order “to render service to save my people” because he had “experienced the bitterness of 

slavery, but the policy of my people is ‘A Herero is not a slave.’”581 To Getzen, the root of the 

Hereros’ plight lay in their loss of land and exile as a result of “the war between the Hereros and 

the Germans for protection.”582 Scott welcomed Getzen’s initiative but recommended he should 

finish high school before thinking about studying abroad. Until Getzen received the endorsement 

of Hosea Kuṱako in 1955, the Reverend remained wary of the ambitious young man.583  

Getzen was undeterred and obtained a scholarship to study at Lincoln University in 

Pennsylvania through the transatlantic connections of Wilberforce.584 Lincoln was at the forefront 

of teaching African students to become the first-generation leaders of their countries. Under its 

President Horace Mann Bond, the college counted Nnamdi Azikiwe and Kwame Nkrumah 

among its students.585 Through the assistance of Scott’s Africa Bureau and the American 
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Methodist Episcopal Church, Getzen was able to cover the cost of passage to New York, where 

he arrived in early 1953.586 After beginning his studies that spring, Getzen started to call himself 

by the Herero name Mburumba Kerina and exulted that he was now free from South African 

censorship and could work to end imperialism.587  

Kerina’s subsequent lobbying at the UN highlights how the memories of the 1904–1908 

war and the Holocaust became intertwined. According to Kerina, Scott introduced him to 

Raphael Lemkin after the latter had been “watching me for quite some time.” Lemkin asked 

Kerina whether he could help distribute pamphlets that called on national governments to 

criminalize the crime of genocide in addition to ratifying the UN Genocide Convention. 

According to Kerina, Lemkin explained: “One day maybe if we do succeed, your people will 

also benefit from … this convention and our efforts about helping the United Nations to 

strengthen the Genocide Convention.” In retrospect, Kerina admitted that he “did not understand 

quite fully what he really meant” at the time.588 

Scott also introduced Kerina to the German-Jewish exile and linguist Dora 

Nichtenhauser. A pacifist member of the circle around Friedrich Naumann, Nichtenhauser had 

emigrated to the United States after the election of a Nazi government in 1933. In the 1940s, she 

worked with the Emergency Rescue Committee in assisting artists, intellectuals, and socialists to 

flee Nazi-occupied Europe.589 While Kerina was teaching at Brooklyn College in the 1960s, 

Nichtenhauser helped him translate articles into German for publication in the German and 
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Namibian press. Together with East German historian Horst Drechsler, who wrote the first 

critical German-language history of German rule in Namibia, she also translated archival 

documents for Kerina, including General Lothar von Trotha’s extermination order.590  

Kerina incorporated the knowledge gained from Lemkin, Nichtenhauser, and Drechsler 

into his statements. During his first oral hearing before the UN Fourth Committee in 1956, he 

explained that during the 1904–1908 war, “the white immigrants had stolen [the Hereros’] land, 

driven them into the desert, deprived them of their cattle, violated their women and children, 

starved them and shot them mercilessly.”591 In April 1957, in a letter to the “Chairman” of the 

“Afro-Asian Group,” he suggested that the UN should invoke the Genocide Convention to force 

South Africa to comply with the stipulations of Trusteeship.592 Presumably, he hoped that the 

Union could be found in violation of Trusteeship rules based on its protection of land 

dispossessed during the 1904–1908 war. Other petitioners followed. Among those who had to 

flee Namibia after the Old Location Massacre were the President of SWANU, Jariretundu 

Kozonguizi, and Zedekia Ngavirue, Namibia’s lead-negotiator of the “reconciliation 

agreement.”593 After 1961, they were joined by students enrolled in the UN’s special training 
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program for Namibians, which sought to counter the purposeful deficiency of apartheid 

education.594  

Petitioners frequently invoked German colonialism to legitimize the liberation struggle, 

castigate South Africa, and to record the Hereros’ persisting exile. These invocations differed 

from the evidence given to Major O’Reilly and the negotiations with South African officials. The 

petitioners belonged to a generation, which was born and grew up after the German surrender. 

Rather than through the language of kinship and eyewitness testimony, they relied on analogy, 

the Blue Book, and the concrete historical facts and numbers to tell stories about and through 

German rule. In 1959, Jariretundu Kozonguizi claimed that contemporary nationalist parties 

originated in the Herero and Nama war, when Namibians had first united across ethnic 

boundaries.595 Kozonguizi’s claim ignored that the Nama had initially assisted the German 

colonial army in hunting down the Herero, and that some Damara activists were accusing the 

Herero of exploiting their ancestors as “slave laborers.”596 Increasing South African repression 

under apartheid reminded Kerina “of the dark days of 1904–1905, when the people of South 

West Africa had been decimated by the German colonialists.”597 In 1958, Phakalane Keharanyo 
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Nikodemus, the grandson of Chief Kahimemua Nguvauva, who was executed by the Germans in 

1896, petitioned the UN from Bechuanaland to lament that South Africa prevented the return to 

Namibia of thousands of Herero refugees who had been displaced by the Germans.598  

Apart from UN petitions, Namibian students in exile inscribed their memories and newly 

gained knowledge through ties of Afro-Asian solidarity. On August 20, 1960, the audience of 

Radio Beijing listened to the unfamiliar voice of SWANU President Jariretundu Kozonguizi who 

was visiting Beijing to establish diplomatic ties with China.599 Such visits reflected the global 

prestige of the People’s Republic among anticolonial circles after its victory over American 

forces in Korea.600 For parties such as SWANU, association with China brought international 

prestige and material support. For China, recognition from liberation movements legitimized 

Communist rule, strengthened its claim for exclusive representation in the UN, and propagated 

the glory of Chairman Mao abroad.601 Radio broadcasts by leaders of liberation movements thus 

served both parties, despite the low number of radios in China and unreliable transmission.602  

Kozonguizi’s speech marked the first time that Namibian petitioners publicly related the 

war of 1904–1908 to the Shoah. The SWANU President argued that the genocide represented 
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merely one example in the long genealogy of fascism in Germany. This genealogy purportedly 

began with “that arch-fascist … iron man, Bismarck,” who initiated the scramble for Africa. 

Although African “armies of liberation” resisted the scramble, they were unable to ward off 

German colonialists, who “waged a war of extermination” in Namibia. Citing the casualty 

estimates of the Blue Book, Kozonguizi then likened the genocide’s destruction to that of the 

Shoah: “This extermination resulted in the reduction of one of the national groups there from 

100,000 to only 15,000. Of the same savage magnitude known to us was the attempt to eliminate 

the Jews in Germany.”603 Kozonguizi was just warming up, however. He went on to rail against 

the American Dollar, the “one great leader in international aggression” which kept Africa and 

Latin America in subjugation while propping up “the feeble French forces in Algeria.” Finally, 

he criticized the UN and Secretary-General Dag Hammerskjöld, scolding them that after 14 years 

“they have not been able to (do?) a ting [sic] to free Southwest Africa.”604 

The speech, which the South African security services transcribed, caused a diplomatic 

stir. Bernardus Fourie, South Africa’s Representative to the UN, complained to the Chairman of 

the Fourth Committee.605 Kozonguizi was forced to clarify that he made the statement as a 

private individual but refused to retract its essence.606 SWAPO’s leadership, including Mburumba 

Kerina and Sam Nujoma, rejected the speech.607 Hosea Kuṱako also distanced himself, stressing 

that “[w]e realize that the United Nations is making a great effort to release us from the 
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oppression of the Union of South Africa.”608 Kozonguizi’s broadcast cemented the recent split 

between the Chief’s Council and SWANU leaders, who no longer accepted the former’s claim to 

political leadership. The speech also demonstrates that there was no clear-cut relationship 

between invoking German colonialism and garnering international support. As Lauren Dobell 

has shown, SWANU initially proved more adept at building local support and garnering 

recognition abroad. Kozonguizi’s speech marked the beginning of his party’s relative decline 

compared to SWAPO, which became more successful in combining UN petitioning with support 

from the Soviet Union.609  

For exiles, activist and academic conferences provided another forum to record their 

history. Kerina was invited to give lectures as early as 1953.610 In April 1963, Howard University 

hosted the “Southern Africa in Transition” conference sponsored by the American Society of 

African Culture (AMSAC).611 Kerina’s paper explained that the Germans occupied Namibia only 

against fierce opposition, which culminated in the war of 1904–1908. “The Herero people were 

deprived of their herds of cattle and reduced to landless poverty, and their tribal organization 

utterly shattered.”612 Kozonguizi, who also participated in the conference, distinguished between 

two phases of German rule. While the first had been marked by economic exploitation, the 

second became one of military aggression. In his view, the war of 1904–1908 had been one for 
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the “independence” of Namas and Hereros that was only decided by the extermination order: 

“Von Trotha in his Vernichtungsbefehl (Extermination Order) said that no Herero-man, woman, 

child or suckling babe, - was to receive mercy or quarter:- ‘Kill everyone [sic] of them and take 

no prisoners’, he declared.”613 Three years later, Zedekia Ngavirue presented an analysis of land 

alienation since German times at a similar conference at Oxford University. He emphasized that 

it was misguided to dwell on the absolute number of casualties for the war. Rather, he stressed 

that the entire African population of the Police Zone suffered severe human and material 

losses.614 

The petitioners’ conference papers preceded the publication of the first two major critical 

histories of German rule in Namibia by several years.615 But as Kerina’s contacts to Horst 

Drechsler suggest, their production was a collaborative form of memory work that transcended 

(post-)colonial boundaries. 616 Other petitioners acknowledged that Michael Scott introduced 

them to the Blue Book and the extermination order.617 Between 1967 and 1972, Helmuth 

Stoecker, who wrote one of the first syntheses on German imperialism, helped Zedekia Ngavirue 

to access the East German archives in Potsdam for his Oxford PhD thesis, making the Namibian 
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one of the first external researchers to be granted access to the records of the German colonial 

department.618 

These collaborative memory politics yielded tangible results. In 1947, the first UN 

petition drew attention to the to the plight of Herero refugees in Bechuanaland.619 Subsequent 

petitions by Phakalane Keharanyo Nikodemus convinced UN delegates that German rule was the 

root of their continued exile and land alienation. In 1959 and 1960, the Committee on South 

West Africa, which was created in 1953 to provide a direct channel to the UN for Namibian 

petitioners, affirmed that the Herero lived in Bechuanaland because of von Trotha’s 

extermination order and called on South Africa to make land available for their resettlement.620 In 

1962, the Committee stated that the 15,000 Herero in Bechuanaland “had found refuge [there] 

during the German administration of South West Africa after the issuance of an order for the 

extermination of all Hereros.” Quoting the Blue Book, the report asserted that the Herero had 

been reduced from “80,000 or 90,000 in 1904… to a total of 15,130 in 1911.”621  

But as Kozonguizi’s provocation in Beijing suggests, lobbying an international 

organization of sovereign states proved harder than pressuring South African officials. The case 

brought by Ethiopia and Liberia against South Africa at the International Court of Justice 

between 1960 and 1966 illustrates this difficulty. As the only African members of the League of 
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Nations, Ethiopia and Liberia argued that apartheid violated stipulations of the UN mandate over 

Namibia and the League of Nations’ Covenant on which it was based. Citing U.S. President 

Woodrow Wilson, their initial submission stressed that the purpose of the mandates system had 

been to avoid abuses as under German rule.622 But when it came to determining the legal nature 

of the mandate, judges relied on a South African historian who merely acknowledged the “well-

known German Native wars.”623 Like officials on the ground, South Africa’s counter-

memorandum of January 10, 1964, marshaled history for its arguments. Its curt overview of the 

Herero-Nama war made no mention of the extermination order or the number of lives lost.624 

Instead, the South Africans claimed that colonialism had saved Namibians from mutual 

extermination.625 The memorandum asserted that when South African troops entered the colony, 

they found no “common society—on the contrary, tribal and racial differences, and conflicting 

claims to land, had led to continual bloodshed, resulting in the subjugation or even extermination 

of the weaker by the stronger.”626 This view echoed the work of missionary Heinrich Vedder, 

who wrote what until the 1980s was still considered the standard history of precolonial 

Namibia.627 Vedder not only invented atrocities between indigenous peoples, but also rendered 

them as an ostensible “struggle for annihilation” (Vernichtungskampf).628 Despite Vedder’s 
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considerable linguistic skills, his work was therefore less a serious historical inquiry than a 

protracted justification of German and South African colonial rule.629 

The South Africans’ inversion of the charge of extermination reacted to the rhetoric of 

opponents of apartheid and Portuguese colonialism, who compared white-minority rule in 

Africa to Nazi Germany.630 ANC activists in South Africa and in exile likened apartheid to 

Nazism. In 1967, the party’s official organ, Sechaba, labelled Prime Minister John Vorster 

“Nazi Vorster.”631 Critics of Portuguese rule in Angola spoke of the incarceration of political 

dissidents in a “concentration camp.” And in 1960, Amílcar Cabral wrote that the conditions 

under the Portuguese were worse than under “Nazism.”632 More research is required to 

understand this rhetorical trope in anticolonial thought.633 Competing charges of extermination 

and accusations of Nazi-style oppression suggest that entangled mnemonic cultures do not 

necessarily yield “new forms of solidarity and new visions of justice,” as Michael Rothberg 

has suggested.634 Indeed, in apartheid South Africa, public remembrance of the Shoah led to a 
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politically regressive rapprochement between Jews and Afrikaners.635 The tenor of 

postcolonial states at the UN and the fraught South African response drowned out chances for 

a wider acknowledgement of Herero memories.  

Moreover, political rivalries among Namibians hampered such an acknowledgement. 

After Kozonguizi’s speech, Kerina sought to distinguish himself as leader of the liberation 

struggle, frequently alienating other petitioners and Michael Scott.636 Petitioning also accentuated 

growing political divides within Namibia. Molly McCullers has shown that petitions informed a 

millenarian vision of the UN as the ultimate arbiter among many Herero, which contributed to 

conflicts about chiefly power.637 Between 1960 and 1966, succession disputes in Waterberg and 

Otjituuo reserves pitted a “Big Group” associated with Hosea Kuṱako against a “Small Group” 

that was accused of collaborating with the South Africans. After appealing to the UN, Phakalane 

Keharanyo Nikodemus returned to Namibia from Bechuanaland with South African support and 

was elected Chief Munjuku II of the Mbanderu. The South Africans sought to position him as a 

counterweight to the bothersome Hosea Kuṱako.638 Munyuku’s councilors used petitions and 

correspondence with the UN to defend their chief against criticism from Hosea Kuṱako’s camp 
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that he was a collaborator.639 These conflicts over alignment with the apartheid state and the 

course of liberation further intensified after the beginning of the armed struggle in 1966.640  

The heyday of UN petitioning between 1945 and 1966 illustrates the origins of this 

increased polarization along political and ethnic lines. But hope in the UN also became one of 

the crucibles around which the idea of a Namibian nation coalesced. For example, reports on 

petitioners loomed large in the pages of the sole—albeit short-lived—African newspaper, the 

trilingual South West News (1960). One of the paper’s editors, Zedekia Ngavirue, went on to 

become a petitioner himself.641 According to Ngavirue, the paper sought to address “the bulk of 

the population, which was both illiterate and ignorant.”642 The first issue appeared three months 

after the Old Location Massacre. At the time, the illiteracy rate among the estimated 170,000 

Africans in the Police Zone was about 68 percent. Despite this limitation, the paper’s 2,000 

copies per issue sold extremely well.643 According to government anthropologist Günther 

Wagner, newspapers reached a wide audience by being read aloud to location residents.644 
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Several issues included photographs of the petitioners and articles that explained their work and 

the Namibia dispute.645 Some of these were written in Otjiherero.646 In this way, South West News 

framed the Namibia question as a national one that had to be arbitrated by the UN. 

Contemporary observers noticed the prominence of the UN in the popular imagination. 

During a visit to Windhoek’s Old Location in early 1963, the lawyer Israel Goldblatt, who 

became the main legal advisor of the Chief’s Council, witnessed the performance of a Herero 

outjina or omuhhiva dance. Goldblatt observed that dancers “represented Hosea … They 

represented [Victorio D.] Carpio coming in an aeroplane. [They] [w]ent through various 

motions, and a sing song repeated by the normal performers ‘Take our message to U.N.O.’”647 In 

1962, Victorio D. Carpio was the chairman of the UN’s fact-finding mission to the territory, 

who, after initially publishing a favorable communique of South Africa’s administration, became 

a vocal critic of the occupation.648  

Little Difference? 

By telling stories with and about German rule, Herero petitioners achieved moral and diplomatic 

victories at the UN and beyond. But in gauging the import of their memory work, we also must 

consider how references to German times were received in Namibia’s public sphere. In other 

words, how did the Hereros’ memory making affect not only the international context of 

Namibian struggle for self-determination, but decolonization within Namibia? When engaging in 
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public debate, African political activists had to contend with the South African security police, 

its network of spies, and the daily chicanery of apartheid. How did one address the German 

colonial past in such an environment? In one of colonialism’s inherent contradictions, Namibia’s 

white settler press not only reported on African nationalists and frequently sought them out for 

political commentary but supported the founding of the first African newspaper. Like 

newspapers in South Africa before the 1970s, the South West News did not face direct 

censorship.649 To a limited extent, then, the press became a space in which the views of the 

colonial past of African politicians and other Namibians met. 

One example of this encounter, and another instant in which Herero compared the war of 

1904–1908 to the Shoah, was a press release by Clemens Kapuuo in July 1964. In the statement, 

which appeared in the territory’s leading English newspaper, the Windhoek Advertiser, Kapuuo 

criticized the commemorations of the Battle of Waterberg by local German veterans by asserting 

that “there is little difference between the extermination order of General von Trotha and the 

extermination of Jews by Adolf Hitler.”650 The battle on August 11, 1904, marked the climax in 

Germany’s war against the Herero. The failure of German troops to encircle the assembled 

soldiers and civilians led to the latter’s flight into the Omaheke, where they died from 

exhaustion, thirst, and attacks by pursuing German soldiers.651 Kapuuo considered the 

commemoration a painful reminder of this violent past. He reminded the German veterans 

association, the Alte Kameraden (Old Comrades), that the battle “was followed by the infamous 

extermination order of General von Trotha, which extremely reduced the Herero population.” He 

also decried that under South African rule, members of the Alte Kameraden “are today a free 
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people whereas the Hereros are not.” Rather than celebrating the Battle of Waterberg, Kapuuo 

urged Germans to celebrate their contribution to the development of the territory since they “did 

valuable work in South West Africa such as the erection of churches, railways and mines.”652  

Notwithstanding this conciliatory note, Kapuuo’s assertion that there was “little 

difference” between the extermination order and the Shoah caused a storm of protest. The 

Chairman of Windhoek’s Alte Kameraden, Carl Schrader, denied that an extermination order had 

ever existed, claiming, without providing evidence, that “it has been proved [sic] that no such 

order was given.”653 Rather than celebrating the battle as such, Schrader asserted that the 

commemoration merely honored the more than 2,000 Germans who died in the war. Addressing 

Kapuuo directly, he argued: “This should be plausible especially to you because you belong to a 

nation that has always considered it obvious to honor their dead.” Schrader was alluding to the 

annual Herero commemorations on Maharero Day, “which have always been acknowledged and 

supported by us Germans.”654 The chairman stressed the supposedly non-political nature of both 

commemorative traditions. Implicitly, Schrader included the Herero among “all cultured nations 

of the world” for their dedication to “honoring their dead soldiers.”655  

Larissa Förster deems the outcry following Kapuuo’s comparison a catalyst for making 

the commemorations of German Namibians more inclusive.656 To Jan-Bart Gewald, the press 

release encapsulated the secretary’s ambition to lead the influential Chief’s Council.657 But to 

understand the comparison’s significance in Herero memory politics, we also need to ask how 
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Kapuuo knew about the extermination order. As we have seen, two of Major O’Reilly’s 

interlocutors stated that the Germans tried to “exterminate” Herero. One of them specified that 

the General had “ordered” this.658 After the ban of the Blue Book in 1926, the order re-surfaced in 

the first Herero petition to the UN in 1946. Consequently, Kapuuo could have known about it 

either from oral reports by elders or through the more recent work of Herero leaders with 

Michael Scott. The same could not be said for German Namibians. Even if they were aware that 

the UN petition reproduced the extermination order, they probably rejected it as another iteration 

of British war-time propaganda. Indeed, for Alte Kameraden like Schrader, the existence of the 

order had already been disproven. Three years earlier, the publication of an article by the liberal 

art patron Olga Levinson in the Cape Argus caused a similar controversy.659 Originally from 

South Africa, Levinson moved to Windhoek in 1943 with her husband Jack, who was Mayor of 

Windhoek from 1963 to 1965.660 

Levinson’s article marked the first time that a member of the white settler elite publicly 

acknowledged the existence of the extermination order. After being ordered to break Herero 

resistance once and for all, she wrote, von Trotha “implemented his known extermination policy, 

according to which every Herero man, woman and child were to be killed in cold blood.”661 The 

reaction to this acknowledgement was swift. One reader of the Allgemeine Zeitung likened the 

article to the work of “amateur historians,” denied that the order was given, and asserted it was 
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merely a propagandistic invention of the Blue Book.662 Despite this seeming certainty, German 

veterans engaged in contradictory attempts to exonerate their troops for an extermination policy 

that, in their view, had not existed. Paul Ritter flatly denied that German veterans were 

“murderers of women and children.” At the same time, R. Hackländer claimed that their killings 

were “inevitable” because they took part in battles.663 Similarly, Fritz Thiel argued that von 

Trotha’s order had merely stipulated that Herero with guns would henceforth no longer be taken 

prisoner—not realizing, or tacitly accepting—that this amounted to a war crime.664 Finally, 

Allgemeine Zeitung editor Ferdinand Lempp rationalized von Trotha’s harsh conduct of the war 

with the allegedly equally ruthless conduct of Herero soldiers.665 

The intense backlash from German Namibians forced Levinson to abandon her own 

argument in a follow-up article.666 After this “refutation,” German readers became even more 

convinced that the extermination order was merely a figment of British imagination. Levinson 

indirectly appeased this view in her book The Ageless Land, which appeared the same year as her 

article and was the first popular English-language history of the territory. In this account, she 

made no mention of the extermination order. Although Levinson indirectly acknowledged the 

deadly consequences of the encirclement strategy, she cast the exodus into the Omaheke as a 

tragic, almost natural disaster in which pursuing German troops played no part: “The Hereros 

realized that continuation of the struggle would mean annihilation. Under cover of darkness, they 

found a gap in the German lines and decamped.”667 This interpretation remained unchanged in 
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later editions of the book.668 Why Levinson’s two renderings of the war differed so markedly 

although they were published around the same time is difficult to say. Levinson did not conduct 

interviews with the Herero and Nama and does not appear to have interacted with any Africans 

in preparing her book. Presumably, her article sought to test to what degree one could 

incorporate knowledge advanced by UN petitioners and opponents of apartheid into the more 

conservative mainstream.  

Observers who were less intertwined with Namibia’s settler elite had fewer qualms about 

talking to people affected by the war. In 1963, the Communist journalist Ruth First published the 

first scholarly account of the genocide in English.669 Based on contemporary published sources 

such as the account by the German General Staff, memoirs of German soldiers, and the Blue 

Book, First detailed the pursuit of Herero refugees by German troops, which culminated in the 

proclamation of the extermination order: “Von Trotha threw a cordon across the land to seal off 

all escape-routes and issued his notorious Extermination Order (Vernichtungs Befehl).”670 In 

contrast to Levinson, First was able to tap into the circulation of memories and knowledge 

encouraged by UN petitioning. During a short visit to Windhoek, she discussed the order with 

local Herero leaders, including Hosea Kuṱako. In their conversation, the chief emphasized that 

regardless of the eventual revocation of von Trotha’s proclamation by the German General Staff, 

the dynamic unleashed at Waterberg still caused untold suffering: “‘It came to the same,’ Hosea 

Kutako told me, describing the killing of his young brother and sister, and of the baby on the 
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back of a fleeing relative.”671 While writing the book, First remained in contact with petitioners 

Jariretundu Kozonguizi, Zedekia Ngavirue, and Mburumba Kerina.672 As in the case of Drechsler 

and Bley, Herero petitioners thus contributed to and significantly shaped this early scholarly 

account of the genocide. 

The history of Kapuuo’s comparison underlines that the Herero seized whatever limited 

opportunities there were to insert their views about the past into Namibia’s public sphere. 

Around the same time that First was conducting research for her book, Clemens Kapuuo began a 

fruitful and long-term cooperation with the lawyer Israel Goldblatt. Goldblatt was one of the first 

attorneys admitted to the new Windhoek High Court in 1920. Although he was only one of two 

German-speaking attorneys, he was never permanently appointed to the bench because of his 

Jewish heritage and support for the liberal United Party and for African nationalists.673 Kapuuo 

and Goldblatt’s relationship was mutually beneficial. Before their first meeting in August 1961, 

the former had already read the latter’s publications on the origins of the mandate and the legal 

nature of the Namibia question, which influenced the Chief’s Council’s subsequent strategy 

towards the UN.674 Indeed, Goldblatt became the council’s honorary legal advisor and gave 

classes on law and administration to its members.675 Conversely, Goldblatt profited from 

Kapuuo’s willingness to share oral histories. In preparation for writing his History of South West 

Africa (1971), which examined the territory’s precolonial history, he began to keep notes on 
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regular meetings with Herero leaders. On January 30, 1962, for example, he had a discussion 

with Kapuuo about the organization of the Chief’s Council that also touched on effect of the 

1904–1908 war: “In 1905 [read: 1904] Samuel Maharero fled to Bechuanaland. He ultimately 

died there. Until 1917 there was no organization. The tribe was shattered as a consequence of the 

war 1904–1905.”676  

The following month, Kapuuo gave Goldblatt a more extensive account, which detailed 

the reasons for the outbreak of war according to surviving Herero elders.677 The account, entitled 

“Herero-German war,” illuminates how memories of German colonialism were “produced” at 

the time. According to Reverend Bartholomeus Karuaera of the African Methodist Episcopal 

Church, who was a member of the Chief’s Council, the narrative was told to him by Hija Usino, 

one of Kapuuo’s uncles. During the war, Usino fled with Samuel Maharero to Bechuanaland. 

Karuarera typed up his account and gave it to Kapuuo, who then handed it over to Goldblatt.678 

This transmission captured Usino’s memories in a new format and for a new audience. Usino’s 

account also points to the stability, but potentially limited accuracy, of Herero oral histories. 

According to Usino, Herero believed that Governor Theodor Leutwein was dead at the outbreak 

of war.679 This was untrue, as Goldblatt was quick to point out. Kapuuo remained unconvinced 

and, after consulting surviving elders, insisted that “it is clear that Leutwein was dead at the 

time.”680 Goldblatt only succeeded in convincing Kapuuo of the contrary after introducing him to 

Leutwein’s book, which was published after the war. Goldblatt was puzzled by this “strange 

thing” and noted incredulously: “How a belief can persist!”681 For sixty years, some Herero 
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leaders mistakenly believed that Governor Leutwein had died at the outbreak of war. As Justin 

Willis has argued, such “dissonance” defies a single meaning.682 On the one hand, it could be the 

consequence of a lack of a public education about the war since German times. On the other 

hand, it could represent an attempt to rationalize the escalation of German military strategy under 

von Trotha, who replaced Leutwein as military commander and de facto governor. In this view, 

von Trotha’s refusal to even entertain a Herero surrender would have been inconceivable under 

Leutwein, who advocated a negotiated settlement to the war. The only possible explanation for 

the pursuit through the Omaheke and the concentration camps was therefore that Leutwein—as 

man, official, or system—had “died” at the beginning of the war.  

Through their memory work with Goldblatt, Kapuuo and others engaged in early efforts 

for reconciliation with German Namibians that aimed towards building a cross-racial alliance 

against Afrikaner dominance. This becomes clear when we turn to the account of a conversation 

between the secretary and Goldblatt that transpired on June 30, 1962. Kapuuo reportedly told the 

lawyer that despite the experience in the concentration camps, the Herero “have no grudge today 

against the Germans.” Goldblatt affirmed this surprising claim with his own impression, 

qualifying that the only resentment that existed resulted from the support of some Germans for 

the Nationalist Party.683 But as we have seen thus far and in Chapter 1, deep resentment about the 

war existed in Herero society.  

Rather than as factual statement, it is more useful to read Kapuuo’s claim as a political 

gesture towards German Namibians. The war of 1904–1908 produced lasting fears of another 

uprising as well as an “uncontrollable hatred and contempt for all blacks” among German 
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settlers.684 At the same time, the banning of the Blue Book and, to a lesser extent, the introduction 

of apartheid demonstrated that the German population could tip the scales of politics. Kapuuo 

realized early on that any negotiated end to apartheid would have to take German Namibians into 

account. His conversation with Goldblatt constitutes an example of the political strategies and 

memory making that led the secretary towards the multi-racial politics of accommodation in the 

Turnhalle constitutional conference a decade later.685  

There are other signs of this memory making for reconciliation. Kapuuo’s 1964 press 

release struck a conciliatory tone by lauding German settlers for their contribution to the 

development of Namibia.686 In an article in the first issue of the South West News that appeared 

on March 5, 1960, founding editor Emil Appolus published extracts of a recent interview with 

Hosea Kuṱako. Appolus was impressed that despite “bitter clashes on the battle field [sic] in 

which he was wounded several times in an attempt to prevent the total extermination of his 

people, Hosea Kutako is not a bitter man.”687 In September 1960, an anonymous article in the 

South West News on the recent Maharero Day commemoration argued that the heightened 

tensions between Africans and whites were “not the result of the unhuman [sic] actions 

committed by the German soldiers in the early days of colonialism in S.W.A.” Since the 

“Hereros never carry a war grudge,” the author reckoned that the real source of current conflicts 

lay in “the crazy idiology [sic] of apartheid.” While the “Hereros have always tended to overlook 

the cruel deeds of the Germans during 1904 and the two or three years thereafter,” white-
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minority rule made it difficult to ignore this history.688 Although both articles acknowledged the 

Hereros’ treatment under German rule, they simultaneously bracketed it. Instead, they 

emphasized the present injustices of apartheid. The anonymous author even conceded the 

relatively high share of German casualties during the war.689  

Kapuuo’s comparison and similar invocations thereby not only extended branches of 

memory, but also shed light on the origins of the politics of accommodation adopted by some 

Herero leaders in the 1970s. In their public memory work, Kapuuo and others used the image of 

German colonialism to indict South African rule. Their entanglement of Herero memories with 

those of the Shoah stirred up controversy and, in this way, encouraged a limited exchange about 

memories of the war. Whether or not Kapuuo and others really thought that apartheid was worse 

what their ancestors had experienced, their memory making turned invocations of Namibia’s first 

colonial occupation into a powerful political tool to condemn apartheid and build alliances 

against it. The early 1960s thus mark an important juncture in the development of joint Herero-

German commemorations that occurred under Paramount Chief Kuaima Riruako’s leadership 

between 1978 and 1987.690 However, the vehemence of German reactions in 1961 and 1964 also 

illustrates that mutual understanding remained circumscribed by the zero-sum logic of white 

minority rule. Acknowledging Herero memories would have questioned the privileged position 

of German settlers within apartheid’s racial order. Notwithstanding this overarching logic, we 
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still know little about the subtle differences in how German Namibians reacted to the exchanges 

of the 1960s.691 

By 1966, the attempt to reach a peaceful solution to the Namibia question was overtaken 

by events. In July, the ICJ ruled that it ultimately had no authority to settle the dispute. One 

month later, South African forces attacked a camp of SWAPO’s military wing at 

Omugulugwombashe, marking the beginning of armed insurrection. Meanwhile, German 

Namibians continued to deny the extent of the damage wrought by the 1904–1908 war. What 

made the statements of Kapuuo and others significant in this context was not their comparison 

with the Shoah per se. Rather, their statements reflect an awareness that achieving self-

determination depended on a reckoning with Namibia’s multi-layered history of colonialism. 

Such a reckoning had to wait until after independence and is, indeed, still ongoing. But by 

publicly remembering German rule, Namibians ensured that what had happened was put on the 

record. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has examined the relationships through which the Herero fashioned a mnemonic 

language of German colonialism that helped them gain concessions from the South African state, 

advance the liberation struggle as well as claims for restitution, and build cross-racial alliances 

against apartheid. The development of this language involved interactions with former and 

current colonizers as well as anti-imperialist allies. In making memories about and with German 

colonialism, the Herero connected South African native reserves with universities on both sides 
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of the Cold War divide, Communist radio stations, and the world’s international stage of 

diplomacy. 

The gestation of these memory politics helps to explain why Namibians continued to 

compare the genocide of 1904–1908 to the Holocaust in their lawsuits against the Federal 

Republic of Germany and German firms after independence.692 The case of Namibia encourages 

historians of Africa to see decolonization and campaigns for restorative justice in a longer time 

frame that attends not only to the emergence of formal reparation claims and nationalist politics, 

but also to the development of idioms by which the colonized gradually delegitimized colonial 

rule. In this way, Namibia’s path towards self-determination questions views of decolonization 

as a temporally circumscribed process, one that is clearly “initiated” and “ended.” Rather, the 

ways in which the Shoah reminded Herero of 1904–1908 underline that the work of 

decolonization required continuous memory work. The next chapter turns to how Tanzanians 

engaged in this work, tracing their branches of memory in UN petitions and, more importantly, 

throughout the pages of Swahili newspapers.   
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4. Resistance, Fear, and Nostalgia: 
Remembering German Colonialism in Tanzania’s Public Sphere 

 
As we have seen in Chapter 2, Lutheran Christians in northeastern Tanzania remembered 

German colonialism through the image of the mission family. By exchanging correspondence, 

photographs, and translating the word of God, congregation members dwelled on their personal 

experience of conversion under their mission ‘fathers’, even as they emphasized the despotism of 

German officials and the deprivations of the First World War. However, the affective 

recollections of Lutheran Christians contrasted not only with how the coast’s Muslim majority 

population recalled German rule, but with the experience of most Tanzanians. 

This chapter seeks to analyze this experience. It focuses on how Tanzanians created 

memories of German rule in the public sphere through newspaper columns and petitions to the 

United Nations as well as through reunions with old colleagues and the creation of monuments. 

It argues that by telling stories about and with German times, Tanzanians shaped their country’s 

path towards independence and the commemorative politics of the postcolonial state. Out of this 

process emerged an official narrative of the past in which Tanzanians had resisted German 

colonialism in proto-nationalist anticolonial wars such as Maji Maji. However, this 

institutionalized narrative was neither the only one of its kind, nor did it replace more disparate 

social memories emerging from German rule’s uneven impact. Different ethnic and religious 

groups developed their own bodies of “reusable texts, images, and rituals” that referenced 

German times.693 Other mnemonic communities, such as the African askari of the German 

colonial army, remained excluded from state-sanctioned cultural memory.  
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As in Namibia, Tanzania’s ambiguous mandate status affected how locals extended 

branches of memory beyond the family. During the interwar period, fear over a potential return 

of German rule loomed large in communities who had suffered under it. Yet in contrast to 

southern Africa, interwar-Tanzania already boasted a medium of intellectual exchange in which 

the country’s diverse peoples could contest views of the German past: the Swahili press. Indeed, 

interwar Tanzania’s newspapers represented a legacy of German rule and its Swahili-based 

language policy.694 In the government newspaper Mambo Leo (Current Affairs)—which 

succeeded the German government newspaper Kiongozi (The Leader)—British editors could 

control the parameters of debate, while also allowing them to claim that they were fostering 

vernacular intellectual debate.  

On the one hand, newspaper readers remembered German rule by dwelling on the skill of 

poets who had written for Kiongozi and on the achievements of African officials who had served 

their communities in two colonial empires. Through this “reconstructive nostalgia,” authors 

integrated its upheavals into a narrative of cultural continuity along the Swahili coast.695 On the 

other hand, the authors of Mambo Leo and independent Kwetu (Our Home) recalled the brutality 

of the Germans and warned about the danger of their return, particularly during the Second 

World War. By allowing such recollections in print, British officials sought to shore up support 

for their rule. Although Tanzania’s Swahili press did not permit open challenges to colonial 

control, newspaper debates about the German past nevertheless influenced how Tanzanians came 

to think about the territory’s history and future.  

This became clear after 1945, when African leaders extended mnemonic branches beyond 

newspaper columns. In the 1950s, representatives of the Meru raised the impact of German land 
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alienation prior to the First World War in petitions to the United Nations to resist British plans to 

deprive them of ancestral land. The Meru’s initiative ultimately failed and remained the sole 

instance of Tanzanian petitioners deploying the history of German rule. But even as their 

strategy failed to muster explicit international support, it injected memories of German 

colonialism into Tanzania’s nationalist movement and contributed to the foundation of the 

Tanganyika National Union (TANU) in 1954. After independence, TANU incorporated 

memories of German colonialism into its rhetoric to create a usable past, exemplified in the 

University of Dar es Salaam’s 1969 Maji Maji Research Project (MMRP). Moreover, readers of 

the government newspaper Uhuru (Freedom) continued to argue over German rule, especially 

about the contentious figure of the askari.  

Tanzanians thereby transformed their experience of German rule into a political language 

through which they could negotiate with their subsequent rulers. Compared with Namibia, the 

form and frequency of this language differed somewhat, especially during the first years of the 

mandate. In contrast to Namibians, Tanzanians rarely invoked German rule in direct, face-to-face 

negotiations with British officials. As Chapter 2 has demonstrated, one potential reason for this 

paucity was that some communities, including Tanga’s Lutheran Christians, developed nostalgic 

memories of the first colonial occupation and could therefore not easily appropriate them for 

political purposes without being suspected of favoring a return of German rule. And unlike 

Germany’s former southern African subjects—with the exception of the Meru and Chagga—

most Tanzanians were no longer threatened by European land alienation after they successfully 

opposed plans for the “Closer Union” of Britain’s East African colonies in the interwar years.696 

At the same time, British officials sought to exclude memories of German rule from the official 
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record because they feared that comparisons with the former colonizers would undermine their 

claim to the mandate. The Swahili press therefore became a “safe” forum in which British editors 

could steer the discussion of such comparisons, while it also allowed them to further cultivate 

Tanzania’s existing tradition of intellectual exchange that was based on the medium of Swahili. 

Analyzing the public ways in which Tanzanians talked about, with, and through German 

times contributes to how we understand anticolonial nationalism, the periodization of Tanzanian 

history, and the relationship between print culture and memory. Terence Ranger originally 

argued that wars of “primary resistance” such as Maji Maji were not backward-oriented 

insurrections, but revolutionary movements that anticipated cross-ethnic, anti-colonial 

nationalism.697 Critics, including Ranger himself, have since rejected the underlying teleology of 

this argument, which was based on the superficial rhetorical appropriation of anti-colonial wars 

by nationalist parties.698 However, scholars of resistance have not reconsidered the ways in which 

memories of previous “primary resistance” influenced subsequent nationalist mobilization.699 
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Based on a re-interpretation of the evidence produced by the MMRP, this chapter demonstrates 

that the gestation of Tanzanian nationalism depended on memories of German colonialism, albeit 

not in the way Ranger thought.  

As John Iliffe has argued, fear of a repeat of the violent suppression of Maji Maji limited 

early support for TANU both among former allies and opponents of the Germans, which geared 

the party’s strategy towards peaceful decolonization through the UN.700 Only after independence 

did the party espouse Maji Maji as mythical cauldron of nationalism. While anticolonial 

nationalism was inherently future-oriented, its orientation emerged from how people recalled 

their experience under colonialism and what had preceded it—from their “space of 

experience.”701 Thus, the ways in which Tanzanians remembered German times affected the 

development of their historical imagination and their country’s path towards self-determination. 

Understanding these ways requires us to develop a different view of Tanzania’s history. 

Historians have tended to compartmentalize German and British rule as two distinct periods.702 

This division originated with the British dictum that German rule was short, harmful, but 

ultimately inconsequential. Similarly, literary scholars long judged poetry composed before 

independence—and that of the German period in particular—as of little “historical and literary 
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value.”703 By uncovering personal continuities among newspaper authors and poets between 

German East Africa and British Tanganyika, I demonstrate that—at least in the eyes of 

influential intermediaries of German and British rule—Tanzania’s colonial history could be read 

as one continuous cultural period.704 At the same time, this unity does not preclude the emergence 

of distinct cultural memories of German and British rule. Both regimes shared some of the same 

African agents, but they put them to different uses. This is reflected in contemporary oral 

histories. While Tanzanians note that both German and British rule were exploitative, they 

associate the former with more intense quotidian and spectacular violence than the latter.705 

The expansion of Swahili print publics illuminates the gestation of these divergent 

cultural memories.706 Recent scholarship on colonial newspapers emphasizes that the advent of 
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print did not supersede oral cultures but intersected with them in productive ways. Thomas 

Geider has aptly described the Swahili press as the “paper memory of East Africa.”707 This 

chapter examines this function further, focusing on the ways in which oral narratives and the 

written word became enmeshed in printed pages. Newspapers such as Mambo Leo allowed the 

growing number of literate authors to invoke their life experience or the authority of their 

illiterate elders to record memories, custom, and history.708 In this way, educated Africans 

translated the social memories of their home communities into an emerging cultural memory of 

German rule. Through this inscription, print media became “a sphere of public debate and 

reflection” on issues ranging from progress and democracy to citizenship.709 The prevalence of 

censorship before and after independence should caution us to accept these recollections at face 

value. But even if we regard them as staged recalls, they still allow us to analyze how Africans 

performed literacy and historical knowledge in changing political circumstances.  

To reconstruct the ways in which Tanzanians told stories about and with German rule, I 

first highlight how British officials sought to suppress memories of the mandate’s former 

colonizers. Second, I analyze how Mambo Leo and Kwetu became a forum to create memories 

before and during the Second World War. I then turn to how the Meru recalled German times in 

UN petitions, and how their invocations shaped Tanzanian nationalism. Finally, I map the 1969 
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debate about the Askari Monument in relation to the separate remembrance of former German 

askari. 

Don’t mention the Germans 

In the aftermath of the First World War, British officials in Tanzania and the colonial metropole 

evaded direct references to German rule to avoid potentially unfavorable analogies between the 

two colonial powers and to preclude expressions of support for the Germans. Since Germany 

never relinquished its demand for colonial restitution, British officials feared that admitting 

memories of the Germans into the written archive would supply colonial revisionists with 

welcome evidence of British maladministration or lingering indigenous support for the Germans.  

Official reluctance to draw comparisons with the Germans existed from the beginning of 

British administration. In May 1918, when the remnants of the Schutztruppe were still waging a 

guerilla war, Administrator Horace Byatt explained that British conscription of local porters had 

diminished initial goodwill among the populace. In marked contrast to the South Africans, who 

eagerly recorded the opinions of Germany’s former subjects in the Blue Book to bolster their 

claim to Namibia, the British eschewed collecting African testimonies about German rule.710 

Byatt considered it “injudicious to make open and general inquiry of the natives as to whether 

they prefer British to German methods of administration” since this was “the moment when his 

hardships [of the war, F.K.] are fresh in the mind of the native.”711 Since Tanzania’s future status 

was still unresolved, Byatt’s military administration enjoyed limited authority and probably 

sought to avoid creating unnecessary problems by digging into locals’ experience of German 

rule. 
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This reluctance persisted even as British rule became more consolidated, surfacing, for 

instance, in the debate about Closer Union of Britain’s East African territories. During the 1920s, 

European settlers in East Africa called for the amalgamation of Kenya, Tanganyika, and Uganda 

to create a second white settler dominion akin to the Union of South Africa. A first government 

commission inaugurated by the pro-union Colonial Secretary Leo Amery had suggested—to the 

dismay of settlers—that mandate provisions, which entailed considerable safeguards for 

indigenous populations, should be extended to Kenya and Uganda.712 Amery’s Labour successor 

Sidney Webb, the Lord Passfield, sought to salvage the idea through a parliamentary joint 

committee. However, by the time the committee took to work in February 1931, experts in the 

Foreign Office had already determined that closer union would violate international law. To 

prevent a loss of face, Passfield covered up the legal opinion and went ahead with the hearings 

anyway.713  

The committee invited three representatives of Tanzania’s African population. While 

Chief K. M. Makwaia of Busiha, Francis Lwamugira of Buhaya, and Martin Kayamba had all 

proven themselves in British employ, they had also either collaborated with the Germans or had 

personal experience with German rule.714 However, some members of the British parliament 

were loath to permit questions about the trio’s understanding of the mandate and whether they 

could envision alternatives. Addressing Chief Makwaia, Labour MP James Hudson wanted “to 
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find out exactly what the native peoples of Tanganyika understand about the mandated character 

of the territory that they live in.”715 After Philip Mitchell, the Tanganyika Secretary for Native 

Affairs, translated the question to the chief, he explained that “Chief Makwaia says he quite 

understands that Tanganyika has not become a part of the British Empire in the way that Uganda 

and Kenya are; that it is governed under a mandate as a trust for the people of Tanganyika.” 

When Hudson inquired if the chief wanted this state to continue, committee chairman Lord 

Stanley of Alderney protested:  

I think these questions are a little puzzling, as they would be to anybody who is 
not very intimately acquainted with the constitutional provisions of the Mandate. 
For instance, when you ask does he wish the conditions to continue, it might very 
reasonably be asked: “What do you suggest as the alternative?” Annexation to the 
British Empire or return to Germany, or a variety of possible though improbable 
alternatives. I suggest we should not press these witnesses too closely on these 
rather intricate questions of constitutional law. 
 

Hudson retorted that the witnesses had demonstrated their “clear understanding” of these 

questions, which justified continuing the discussion. But when Hudson wanted to address the 

issue of the League of Nations, Alderley again intervened, stating “I think we had better not ask 

about the League of Nations.”716 The chairman’s reluctance to dwell on the nature of the mandate 

probably had two motives: first, avoiding any affirmation that British control over Tanzania was 

indeed different from that over other British colonies; second, preventing references to German 

rule as a—however improbable—alternative to the mandate. 

Despite such maneuvers, the committee’s questions inevitably elicited some experiences 

of German colonialism. Similar to Namibia, the issue that evoked such experiences was land.717 

When Lord Lamington asked if there was still land left that could be alienated to Europeans, 
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Mwami Lwamugira stated that “[t]here is not now much room left.”718 After Lamington further 

inquired about the relationship between the construction of railways and land alienation, 

Lwamugira specified: 

As an example, during the German administration the railway from Dar-es-
Salaam to Tabora was built, and it was built through country a great part of which 
used to be in native occupation; a great deal of it is now European plantations; so 
that he feels justified in saying that when a railway is built Europeans desire land 
along it.719 
 

Lwamugira associated German rule with the construction of infrastructure, which in turn 

encouraged European settlement and land alienation for the settlers. Aware that Kenya was a 

settler colony, he concluded that settler control in Tanzania would lead to more land alienation. 

Although Lwamugira, Kayamba, and Makwaia did not change the preordained conclusions of 

the committee, their testimony underlined African opposition to closer union. In their view, the 

proposed integration of East African colonies would similarly mean more infrastructure geared 

towards settler-controlled cash crop production, loss of African farmland, and, in addition, 

potentially a reserve system along Kenyan lines. 

Compared to Namibians, Tanzanians invoked German rule less often in direct 

confrontations with British officials during the interwar period. One explanation for this relative 

scarcity—apart from British efforts to avoid this topic—could be that they found other registers 

more useful to advance political aims. In Usambara, Shambaa commoners relied on a vernacular 

discourse of healing and harming the land to hold their leaders, British officials, and postcolonial 

authorities accountable.720 But as we have seen in Chapter 2, German rule loomed large in the 

memory making of Tanzanians even in regions that were unaffected by major anticolonial wars. 
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Rather than in face-to-face negotiations with colonial officials, Tanzanians told and negotiated 

stories about the first colonial occupation in a forum of exchange that emerged both from long-

standing intellectual traditions of the Swahili coast as well as the language policy of German 

rule: the Swahili press. 

Heroes, Singers, and Roosters 

In the pages of Mambo Leo and Kwetu, readers recalled German rule through its African agents 

as a period of vernacular cultural production rather than mere foreign domination. By making 

memories of and through the first colonial occupation, they debated the implications of German 

rule in the past, present, and future. Censorship allayed the concerns of British officials about 

recording African testimonies. In Mambo Leo, editors could set the parameters of debate. After 

the paper was founded in 1923, Governor Byatt assured the Colonial Secretary that contributions 

were “invariably the subject of strict scrutiny, and not infrequently … rejected, while others are 

submitted to correction and excision before publication.721 In Kwetu’s case, censorship was more 

indirect, functioning through the threat of litigation and an official boycott of the paper.  

Despite these limitations, it was no coincidence that Mambo Leo became a forum for 

developing and contesting Tanzanians’ historical imagination. The paper was modelled on the 

German government gazette Kiongozi, which the British had refused to carry on despite African 

requests to do so.722 Mambo Leo was even produced by the same people as its predecessor. In 

1924, four of ten African employees had been working for 25 years in the print shops of Tanga 

and Dar es Salaam.723 Like Kiongozi, Mambo Leo served an educational purpose, consisting of 

didactic articles, local and international news, and entertainment.  
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Yet when Mambo Leo was founded, the paper’s antecedents seemed conspicuously 

absent. Of the former Kiongozi authors who initially published in the paper, none dwelt on their 

work during the German period.724 The little poetry that was published appeared anonymously 

and mirrored the more predictable praise poems and songs of Kiongozi, lauding King George 

instead of Kaiser Wilhelm.725 These praises reflected an official ideology of history encapsulated 

in a series of articles by Charles Dundas, the District Commissioner at Moshi and later Governor 

of Uganda. Dundas argued that German rule had merely been a short interlude before Tanzania’s 

seemingly inevitable inclusion into the British empire.726 Historians subsequently echoed 

Dundas’ view.727 With the exception of Kleist Sykes, few former members of German East 

Africa’s civil service played a prominent role in the emergence of nationalist politics.728 German 

rule, it seemed, was not only over, but also quickly forgotten.  

This impression changed in 1926, when Britain allowed Germans to re-enter Tanzania. 

An anonymous reader calling himself Ndugu Yenu, “Your Brother,” wondered why Mambo Leo 

barely carried any news from Tanga, which set off a discussion about what had happened to 

Kiongozi’s authors.729 Tanga had been the unofficial capital of German East Africa. The city had 
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hosted the colony’s first secondary school, which published Kiongozi and trained hundreds of 

African officials, clerks, and government teachers.730 Through Ndugu Yenu’s call, British editors 

may have tried to encourage former luminaries of German East Africa’s press to participate in 

the paper. Two months later, reader A. S. Salim responded. He praised Tanga as Tanzania’s 

foremost city of learning and placed Mambo Leo in a genealogy with Kiongozi. He recalled: 

“Long ago we had one newspaper, which was ‘Kiongozi’, which started in 1905 and developed 

well until its end. Kiongozi was widespread and reached every place in the world; because it was 

well managed by the Europeans and Swahili.”731 

Salim then called on “the Maliwali (governors) and Maakida (magistrates) and other 

people of the [German] government” to write for the newspaper.732 The German administration 

had incorporated the offices of the akida and liwali, which were created under Zanzibari rule of 

the coast, into their regime and expanded their powers.733 Addressing former school teachers and 

Kiongozi authors, he singled out one figure in particular, the teacher and poet Ghulam 

Mwabondo Mwinyi Matano. Likening him to a warrior undeterred by battle, a singer who could 

not resist singing, and a rooster who “does not accept to be outshone by his rival,” he called on 

Matano to write for the paper.734 Matano was one of the most prolific authors of Kiongozi.735 In 

the early 1990s, residents of Tanga still considered him the town’s second-greatest poet after 
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Tanzanian poet laureate Shaaban Robert.736 Despite this enduring memory, there is virtually no 

literature on Matano.737  

These praises had their desired effect. In December, Matano published a long response to 

Salim, along with a clever Swahili wordplay, and a fourteen-stanza poem.738 The poet was 

humbled by Salim’s praise “because we have seen that his intention is to bring the unity of 

harmony and instruction of Mambo Leo.” Matano further explained that he had been struggling 

to write because “these days my heart is not comfortable with the problems and worlds that have 

befallen us” and “[b]ecause composing is a difficult thing and if you hold on to it, it is probably 

not possible [to continue].”739 For Matano, the pressure of upholding a high artistic standard and 

the upheavals of the First World War led to his retreat from public life: “All things have been 

darkened by the turmoil of the great, past wars.” Those who finally convinced him to take up 

writing again were the kadhi (judge) of Tanga Ali Hemedi, the Magistrate of Tanga Aburahaman 

Ali, and, notably, the former Magistrate of Muheza in German times, Stambul Bwana Heri.740  

After thanking the editors, the poet answered Salim’s threefold allegory. According to 

Matano, the skill of Mambo Leo’s “warriors” had made any contribution by him unnecessary. As 

a “singer” himself, he had not stopped “listening to the session” but had assisted other artists 
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“when they asked us for it.” Finally, his long silence was a conscious decision to retreat from 

public life because “he [was] tired after going through a great big fight.”741 Accepting Salim’s 

praise of his home city, Matano then situated Tanga and Mambo Leo in the cultural history of the 

Swahili coast. Because their ancestors “have been famous since Arab rule (uhakimu),” they 

“received the Germans at the beginning of the decline of independence (mwanzo wa kushuka 

kumiliki nchi)” and assisted them through their knowledge of the country: “By this act our 

ancestors gained progress and eminence (umbele na ujuu).”742  

In Kiongozi, the poet cast precolonial history as a state of internecine warfare and slave-

raiding that was only ended by colonial conquest.743 Similarly, he now claimed that the ancestors 

had “described the state of the country” to the Germans, and then helped them to gather “[t]he 

people who had fled in fear”—although he left unsaid whether they had fled the Germans or 

internecine warfare. Despite the upheavals of colonial conquest, Matano thus presented the 

coast’s cultural history as a continuum reaching back to Arab times. He ended his reply with an 

appeal to all Africans to produce more knowledge about their own civilizations and to cultivate 

the Swahili language, provided they had access to funding for printing.744 Like Kwetu’s editor 

Erica Fiah almost two decades later, Matano stressed that controlling knowledge and print were 

crucial if Africans wanted to determine their own fate.745  

Readers recalled German rule through its African agents as a period of vernacular 

cultural production rather than mere foreign domination. By reminding each other of authors 

past, they brought back protagonists of German East Africa’s Swahili press under British rule. In 
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the following years, authors often inquired about the whereabouts of old readers (wasomaji wa 

zamani) and authors. 746 It would be superficial to reduce these memories to a blanket nostalgia 

for German rule. The group of former Kiongozi authors constituted a minority, and it is unclear 

whether the authors represented in Mambo Leo reflected how their peers looked back on the 

German period. But the wordplay and care with which Matano and others crafted their responses 

suggest that these former colonial intermediaries were conscious of the ways in which the 

newspaper had offered them a privileged platform in the colonial encounter, and of its 

relationship to the intellectual history of the Swahili coast. These invocations illustrate that 

Tanzania’s interwar public sphere did not come out of nowhere. Its members saw themselves as 

members of a lineage of poets and writers going back to Omani and German rule.  

This lineage also included former African representatives of German colonialism such as 

the official Mdachi Shariff, or Mdachi bin Sharifu, who served in government for thirty-five 

years.747 Before joining the Education Department in 1925, he was educated at Tanga school, 

served as Magistrate of Songea during the Maji Maji war, and then as Swahili tutor at Berlin’s 

Oriental Seminar.748 In 1920, he returned to Tanzania and joined the Education Department 

where he worked until his death in 1939.749 Amid the sound of Dar’s Jazz Band, his eulogists, 

who included other former associates of the Germans, lauded him for his long service, praising 

him as “the one whom we cooperated with in all that we had to do here in the city.”750 Such 
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eulogies not only underline the personal continuities between German and British colonialism 

but also suggest that service under German rule was not necessarily detrimental to one’s 

subsequent career.  

In general, African teachers were the most fondly remembered agents of German rule.751 

Some readers called upon former classmates to share memories of their teachers. In December 

1936, such an appeal by Waleriano Eyakuze from Bukoba illustrated how the making of 

affective memories of receiving an education could acknowledge the violent means employed in 

that process. He called on his former “classmates” to “remember our late teacher Hamisi Jahaa, 

who taught us until we graduated … Some children who are happy now were caught by force to 

enter school.”752 Four months later, W. Hamiss Kitumboy responded, suggesting that “the best 

way to remember [Jahaa’s] life is to donate money and repair his grave in Muhutwe.”753 He urged 

readers to reach out to the local pastor to organize the collection of funds. Kitumboy already had 

prepared a draft inscription for the bronze plaque.754 

But the recall of representatives of German East Africa could also fuel conflict. One 

reader mocked Matano as “a very old man” and one of his students as an “utter fool 

[Nyangenyange].”755 In 1936, a dispute broke out over the nomination of Salehe Kibwana as 

judge of Mambo Leo’s poetry competition. Kibwana, who was born around 1887 and hailed from 

Tunaua near Pangani, belonged to the group of former government teachers who had taught 
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under the Germans.756 Former Kionozi writer Makatta Shekue claimed that Kibwana had stolen 

verses from other poets.757 Making Kibwana the judge of other poets was therefore like hiring a 

corrupt judge. Other readers disagreed. Musa bin Ali from Tanga dismissed his allegation and 

noted that it came too late anyway since the competition was already in its fifth month.758  

This sparring over artistic expertise occurred at a time of heightened international 

tensions over Tanzania’s status. Since the Nazi election victory in 1933, Hitler’s government and 

local German settlers had repeatedly formulated claims for colonial restitution. While British 

officials remained largely unconcerned by these threats, British professionals and business 

associations grew increasingly anxious about the existence of real and imagined Nazi 

sympathizers in Tanzania.759 In this climate, the readership of Mambo Leo and, after 1938, 

Kwetu, remembered what German rule had been like, and what its return would mean for 

Tanzanians.  

The Specter of German Rule 

Before the Second World War fueled concerns about a potential German return, Tanzanians had 

already lived with the legacies of German rule for two decades. Many of these legacies were 

dotted—or hidden—across the landscape. From time to time, leftover unexploded shells from the 

First World War killed people.760 In many regions, particular locations became lieux de mémoire 

where communities made memories about and with German rule.761 In his story of Uzinza, 

Alexander Dona Kakairi described “fields of grief” (viwanja vya huzuni) that represented the 
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area’s violent history. Of “many fields that bring the people sadness” he identified one that 

particularly reminded people of the Germans. At Bukole, the Germans had killed local chiefs and 

defeated their troops through “warfare with cannons.”762 Others associated German rule with the 

use of the term mshenzi (savage).763 Some authors avoided describing the German period 

altogether. Marko Gwaja of the UMCA in Lukuledi summed up thirty years in one sentence: 

“When German rule came Mahuwamu Makiwilimba was jumbe under the Boma of Masasi, from 

1914 to 1918 there was the chaos of the Great War, the country was a mess.” He justified this 

curt summary by noting that “I don’t need to explain [what happened] because we the people 

(raia), all of us know.”764 

The election of a Nazi government in 1933 led to an increase in articles in Mambo Leo 

about the Germans and warnings about their potential return.765 This heightened concern reflected 

the ebb and flow of German power before and during the Second World War. References to the 

Germans peaked between 1937 and 1943 and decreased after the German defeat at Stalingrad 

early that year. Mambo Leo’s coverage may thus indicate a broader British strategy to shore up 

support for the war and to prevent real or imagined pro-Germans from influencing public 

opinion. Although memories of the Germans were thus instrumentalized, the simultaneous 

coverage by independent Kwetu suggests that a potential return of German rule concerned 

African newspaper audiences. Even Tanzania’s poet laureate, Shaaban Robert, confessed in 

retrospect that he was worried at the beginning of the war that Germany could win.766  
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John Iliffe has argued that British rule in Tanzania experienced a crisis of legitimacy 

during the war caused by wartime regimentation, economic depression, and a lack of social 

avenues of advancement.767 Memories of German rule help explain why, amid this crisis of 

confidence, Tanzanians still opted to support British rule. Indeed, on November 22, 1938, 

African leaders in Dar es Salaam staged a protest against the return of the territory to Germany.768 

In a subsequent memorandum to the Colonial Secretary, the leaders of the demonstration, Petro 

Mzaba, Daudi Mfuko, Yustino Dodo, and Paolo Mihna declared themselves “loyal subjects” of 

King George and stressed: “We can remember the past years before we became citizens of the 

British Empire, and moreover, we have seen the intent and ideals of the British Empire in the 

governance of this territory.769 The reference to memory was not just formulaic. During the First 

World War, Petro Mzaba had served as a porter for the German colonial army.770 As members of 

the UMCA, medical dresser Daudi Mfuko and catechist Yustino Dodo were probably interned by 

German troops.771  

Their protest was triggered by rumors that former African employees of the Germans 

were calling for their return. Since 1918, such rumors had repeatedly unsettled parts of the 

territory.772 Luise White famously argued that rumors represent locally specific forms of 

knowledge rather than linear narratives about their purported subjects.773 Similarly, rumors about 
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the Germans illuminate how different communities in Tanzania had experienced German rule—

and were experiencing British administration. In her study of late-colonial Usambara, Stephanie 

Lämmert suggests that rumors became a source of misunderstanding between British officials 

and non-elite Africans and spread independently from print culture.774 In contrast, the debate 

about the Germans’ alleged return not only suggests that newspapers were crucial in spreading 

rumors but also that resulting misunderstandings transcended class and racial divides.775 Since 

neither the British nor Erica Fiah would have allowed real or imagined pro-Germans a platform 

in their papers, the subsequent debate remained one-sided. Indeed, it is unclear if spreading such 

rumors amounted to supporting German rule and if so, how widespread this support was. 

Notwithstanding these caveats, the debate in Mambo Leo and Kwetu marked a departure from the 

previous British reluctance to even mention Tanzania’s former colonial power and conveys an 

idea of how educated Africans thought about German rule two decades after its end. 

According to the authors of Mambo Leo and Kwetu, the pro-Germans were former 

African agents of German rule and ill-informed opportunists. Several authors identified elders 

(wazee) as culprits, discerning a generational conflict between those who had lived through 

German rule and those who had grown up under the British.776 An anonymous author in Kwetu 

was shocked to learn that among the “Nazis of Tanganyika” were “many educated people who 

work for the government.”777 Warning elders, Rajabu Madiwa bin Ali asserted that “[t]he 

difference is that the Nazi party of Europe consists only of youth, while the local one consists 

only of elders; because those who like this satanic rule are those masoli (privates) and mambasha 
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(sergeants) even maakida [who served the Germans].778 Omari Athmani from Arusha noted that 

even people as young as twenty years old were heard spreading rumors because they were 

attracted by the supposedly high wages that the Germans paid their African intermediaries.779  

The notion of higher German wages formed part of an awareness that price levels had 

declined since the First World War.780 According to an anonymous “Tanganyikan,” the Germans 

had bought the loyalty of officials and askari with high wages and “gifts” (bakhashishi), while 

either denying ordinary workers their pay or compelling them to do forced labor.781 Plans on how 

to deal with the pro-Germans usually involved some kind of confinement. Madiwa bin Ali 

suggested that they deserved to be called “Natsi” and should be confined in “a safe place … 

because they hurt us with lies.”782 

To counter pro-German rumors, correspondents pointed to the authoritarianism of 

German rule and the surge in vitriolic racism under the Nazis.783 Sub-inspector of police Francis 

V. Lugutu reminded his audience about the despotic nature of German officials. He asked: 

“Would the German Governor walk about among his citizens in these times and talk to them face 

to face to ask them about their problems? … The only story that we know is that of twenty 

strokes front and back.”784 Readers also remembered the despotism of the Germans’ African 

subordinates. Ali bin Abdallah Muhape from Liwale, one of the centers of the Maji Maji War, 

declared that it was warranted to thank the British because they had ended the impunity of 

African officials: 
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I remember in 1900 I saw my father being tied up with rope by majumbe (village 
headmen) wanting to steal his food. After receiving them he did not want to give 
[them food] and he was plastered with cow-itch vine, he was distressed; in the end 
I saw my father crying and he ordered my mother to give the majumbe a pitcher 
of honey.785 
 

Apart from despotism, newspaper readers recalled that the Germans had denied their subjects 

even seemingly innocuous freedoms such as using rikshas, wearing European clothes, and 

entering a white official’s office.786 Akida Bin Mwinshaha from Pangani equated Germans’ 

control of African attire with slavery, while “[t]hese days we wear what we want, we even speak 

the language of the emperor, and not as in old bad times when you wore European clothing 

maybe you would find yourself beaten without examination ... We do not want slavery to return 

again.”787 Readers associated this lack of basic freedoms with insufficient development. 

According to an “African from T.T.” writing in Kwetu, “[e]ducation and civilization in Tanzania 

under the rule by the British empire has increased more than in the past when this country was 

ruled by the German empire.”788 The British had not only increased the number of schools, but 

also opened education to women, and allowed students to learn the language of the colonizer. 

The only negative aspect of British rule was that “Tanzanians have been told that they do not get 

a chance to get a job because of the tribes that come from countries other than Tanzania.”789  

In addition to authoritarianism, brutality was the most remembered feature of German 

colonialism. Ali bin Abdallah Muhape recalled that when German troops requisitioned food from 

civilians during Maji Maji, “grandmothers, elders, and children all were tied up” and forced to 

pay 2 rupees in cash or in kind to be released. “If someone was unable to pay, he received 25 
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lashes with the viboko (hippopotamus hide whip).”790 Chain gangs were another potent reminder 

of this brutality. An article in Kewtu recounted the story of twelve chained prisoners who were 

setting up an embankment along a river and drowned when one of them slipped into the water.791  

Finally, the authors of Mambo Leo and Kwetu warned that a return of the Germans would 

prove disastrous because of their adherence to Nazi ideology. Francis V. Lugutu declared that if 

the Nazis took over the mandate, Africans would once again be liable to be called “du swein au 

du shenzi [sic]” (you pig or you savage).792 A Kwetu article, which was probably written by the 

later Paramount Chief of the Chagga, T. L. M. Marealle, declared: “We would sooner go back to 

the Kaiser or the valiant Hindenburg than submit ourselves to the rigid dictatorship of the 

metallic figure of a man, Herr Hitler.”793 According to the author, Africans had paid for the 

privilege of mandate rule with “the rattle of the rifles and the clang of the bayonets” under the 

Germans, “which sent our fathers too early to their graves.” Granting Nazi Germany possession 

over Tanzania would have invalidated this sacrifice.  

In contrast to Namibians, Tanzanians did not invoke the destruction of European Jewry to 

further their campaign for self-determination after 1945.794 During the Second World War, 

however, observers such as Erica Fiah still alerted newspaper readers of the rising anti-Jewish 

discrimination under the Nazis, seeing it as a warning of what a return of German rule would 

mean for Africans.795 Such textual entanglements of memories of German colonialism between 
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former colonies remained rare.796 Nevertheless, they contributed to how the first generation of 

Tanzanians that grew up after 1918—which would become the leaders of the struggle for 

independence—came to understand German rule’s impact. 

Towards Independence 

After 1945, references to German rule in the Swahili press decreased.797 The defeat of Nazi 

Germany and drawing of Cold War frontlines finally dispelled the specter of a return of German 

rule. But memories of the Germans did not disappear from public view. Before the memory work 

of Hosea Kuṱako and Reverend Michael Scott, a land dispute in Tanzania produced a similar 

intersection of international politics and memory and history making. In June 1949, residents of 

the farms Engare Nyanuki and Leguruki on the slopes of Mount Meru near Arusha were 

informed that they would be evicted to avoid conflicts between African herders and European 

farmers and limit alleged overstocking by the Meru.798  

To the Meru, these plans were poorly communicated and unjust.799 After appeals to the 

Governor and Colonial Secretary were rejected, local community leaders formed the Meru 

Citizens Union to advocate on their people’s behalf.800 On August 23, 1951, the Union’s 

representatives objected to the alienation of the two farms in their first petition to the United 

Nations.801 In a subsequent, more detailed memorandum, the signatories argued that the British 
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eviction threatened to perpetuate injustice committed under the Germans. They stressed: “When 

the Germans came in this country, they met us living and grazing in this land, and started 

evicting our fore fathers form [sic] the best fertile lands giving no compensation whatever and 

started farming cattle and coffee.”802  

The petition was unable to prevent the eviction, which occurred on November 17, 

1951.803 However, the British creation of a fait accompli galvanized Meru activism. On June 9, 

1952, the UN Trusteeship Council granted the Meru Citizens Union a hearing. The Meru sent 

Earle Seaton, a black lawyer from Bermuda, to represent them together with the Secretary of the 

Union, Kirilo Japhet. Seaton had practiced in Moshi for some years.804 From his base in mandate 

Tanzania, the intrepid lawyer also supported Kenyan anti-colonialists.805 Japhet was born in 1921 

to one of the first Christian Meru families. He attended German Lutheran mission school for 

eight years in the 1930s, studied at Marangu Teachers’ Training College, and subsequently 

worked as a government medical dresser.806 Through his family and personal history, Japhet was 

therefore closely familiar with German rule’s impact in the region around Mount Meru. 

Faced with African petitions, the British adopted an obstruction strategy similar to that of 

the South Africans when they were faced with Namibian UN petitions. Japhet encountered 

repeated procedural hurdles in obtaining a passport.807 At the Trusteeship Council, Governor 

Twining rejected “fears that too great an area of land might be alienated to non-Natives” in 
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Tanzania as “groundless.”808 One week later, on June 30, 1952, Earle Seaton introduced the 

delegates to the history of land alienation around Mount Meru in his first testimony. Under 

German rule, “much of the Wa-Meru land was alienated or expropriated for the use of Germans 

and other Europeans who came and settled on these lands. In most cases, nothing was paid by the 

settler for the land he acquired.”809 He warned that evictions would breed racial conflict akin to 

that in South Africa and Kenya. Similar to Michael Scott’s treatment of South Africa, Seaton 

placed the British mandate in a continuity of injustice with German rule. He made an 

impassioned plea against the eviction based on the Meru’s ties to the land: “Their ancestors lived 

upon and were buried in these lands before the Germans came and evicted them without 

compensation.”810 If the eviction was allowed to stand, the British would re-commit this initial 

wrong. 

Sir John Lamb, the British Special Representative, flatly denied that Meru had lived 

around the area in question.811 In following meetings, he rejected the notion that there was any 

relationship between German land alienation and British policy, echoing the sidestepping of 

Members of Parliament two decades earlier.812 Ultimately, he argued that regardless of who had 

‘owned’ the land, “it was legally Crown land” when it was transferred to Britain.813  
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When Japhet finally appeared before the Council about one month later, he countered 

Lamb’s defense. Refuting Lamb’s suggestion that the region had been Masai territory, he 

stressed that “[a]fter the 1914–1918 war, the British drove the Germans out of the country. 

During all this time, … Wa-Merus occupied this area, using it for cattle grazing.”814 Japhet then 

formulated a moral case for reversing the evictions by connecting memories of the Meru’s first 

encounter with German missionaries with their attachment to land: “We struggled against the 

Germans for about five years. In 1896 … we killed two German missionaries. They were killed 

because the Wa-Merus thought they had come to take away land belonging to the tribe.”815 

Although Japhet impressed the Council’s members, he could not change the meeting’s outcome. 

A draft resolution, which merely regretted British actions but did not demand a reversal of the 

eviction, was circulated before his speech and adopted for recommendation to the General 

Assembly shortly afterwards.816  

A second—and as it would turn out, final—chance to achieve international condemnation 

of the eviction and a recognition of German land alienation came during the General Assembly 

session that year. In his testimony before the Fourth Committee, Japhet again stressed the 

historical roots of the eviction in the German settlement of Mount Meru.817 The two petitioners 

received a more sympathetic hearing than in the Council. However, two competing resolutions 

by Indonesia and the Netherlands divided the vote in the General Assembly, and both failed to 
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receive the necessary two-thirds majority. Consequently, the Meru’s case was defeated. Despite 

this diplomatic setback, the debate about the resolutions highlights that Tanzanian memory work 

resonated before UN institutions.   

Indeed, the defeat in New York still amounted to a “‘moral victory’” that became a 

catalyst for Tanzania’s nationalist movement.818 Julius Nyerere stressed: “It was the Meru Land 

Case which first attracted international attention to the Trusteeship Territory of Tanganyika in 

the post-War world.”819 In the halls of the UN, the Meru’s memory making of and through 

German colonialism mobilized moral opposition against British actions. On the ground in 

Tanzania, drawing similar analogies between German and British colonialism could have 

potentially provided the nationalist movement with effective anti-colonial propaganda. However, 

TANU leaders did not draw such analogies before independence. They also avoided positioning 

the party in a genealogy of resistance to the Maji Maji insurgents. Thaddeus Sunseri has 

explained this avoidance with strategic considerations of the liberation struggle. During the 

1950s, “TANU leaders distanced themselves from Maji Maji for fear of being equated with Mau 

Mau in Kenya.”820 During his speech before the Fourth Committee in 1956, Nyerere even spoke 

of the “futility” of resistance against German rule.821 

After Independence 

However, the conspicuous silence of TANU regarding German rule ceased upon independence. 

After 1961, the postcolonial state engaged in a concerted memory making effort. Maji Maji 

fighters became hallmarks in the nationalist pantheon. Nyerere invoked the war as a precedent in 
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the struggle against the world capitalist system.822 In 1971, the party’s Youth League proudly 

dubbed its official magazine Majimaji.823 Tanzania’s support for liberation movements increased 

the political value of past wars of resistance. Moreover, the union with Zanzibar in 1964 

necessitated the creation of a joint historical narrative that emphasized local roots of 

nationalism.824 A Nationalist editorial in 1967 accordingly declared that the new state was built 

“[o]n the ashes of Maji-Maji.”825  

This nationalist narrative was further institutionalized with the creation of the History 

Department at the University of Dar es Salaam in 1964.826 Sunseri contends that politics and 

historiography went hand in hand at the department, especially under the tenure of Terence 

Ranger. Ranger promoted Maji Maji as the blueprint of multi-ethnic African cooperation against 

colonialism in light of the ongoing competition between liberation movements in Zimbabwe.827 

Ranger was also the supervisor of the MMRP, one of postcolonial Africa’s most elaborated oral 

history projects. From April to June 1968, the project’s directors Gilbert Gwassa and John Iliffe 

sent out 25 advanced students to their home regions to interview elders about the war and 

German rule.828 The project was justified because the war represented “the national epic of 

Tanzania.”829  

Some MMRP researchers sought to uncover a link between interviewees’ experience of 

the war and the advent of nationalism. For example, O. Almasi asked Mzee Mpalapati of 
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Kwayagala: “Did people not think that TANU would bring a war of maji maji?”830 Mpalapati 

replied: “Many thought that way. Even today, many people have not become party members. 

They said ‘you who join TANU you’ll be hanged in the end. This TANU will bring maji 

maji.’”831 Similarly, Nyerere noted that achieving “uhuru” was difficult because “[m]emories of 

the Hehe and Maji Maji wars against the German colonialists, and of their ruthless suppression, 

were deeply ingrained in the minds of our people… The people, particularly the elders, asked, 

‘How can we win without guns?’”832 

In turn, historians depicted Nyerere as the torch bearer of Maji Maji. Gwassa and Iliffe 

contended that it was the TANU President who publicly mentioned Maji Maji for the first time 

after fifty years of silence in his speech before the Fourth Committee—ignoring the debates 

about the war in the interwar period.833 Historians and TANU politicians thus constructed a 

postcolonial cultural memory of Maji Maji as the cauldron of a multi-ethnic, revolutionary anti-

colonialism. In this story of redemption, memories of Maji Maji had at first impeded early 

nationalist agitation before TANU members’ embrace of a peaceful struggle managed to 

overcome “the fear instilled into the people by the Germans.”834  

The MMRP also provided the benchmark for more popular reproductions of anticolonial 

wars. These contributed to what Jan Assmann calls the linguistic and ritual “formation” of 

cultural memory, that is, the shift from more informally held memories to “the culturally 

institutionalized heritage of a society.”835 Between September and October 1967, historian 
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Edward Mhina popularized the findings of the first publication on Maji Maji by Gwassa and 

Iliffe in a series of articles in the newspaper Ngurumo (Thunder).836 The project also inspired 

Ebrahim Hussein to write Kinjeketile, a play centered on one of the leaders of the Maji cult.837 

Although the play offered a multi-layered, ambivalent interpretation of Maji Maji’s potential as 

proto-nationalist uprising, early critics emphasized the struggle between liberation and 

colonialism as its central theme.838 The play became the de facto national epic of Tanzania and 

was assigned in a school textbook format during the 1970s.839 It was also popularized through 

public performances. In December 1969, the Department of Performing Arts of the University of 

Dar es Salaam staged a major rendition of the play.840 The department also sponsored youth 

drama competitions, which allowed a new generation to perform historical colonial wars against 

the Germans. In April 1969, such a competition at Dar es Salaam’s Azania Secondary School 

included the play “The war of [Chief] Mkwawa and the Germans.”841 

The state’s appropriation of memories of Maji Maji was necessarily a simplification. The 

focus on anticolonial resistance ignored the degree to which Tanzanians had been involved in 

both German and British rule. For their part, Gwassa and Iliffe sought to understand how “the 

 
836  See, for example, Edward Mhina, “Historia ya Tanzania. Vita ya Majimaji,’ Ngurumo, Septemba 2, 

1967, 4. 
837  Ebrahim N. Hussein, Kinjeketile (Dar es Salaam: Oxford University Press, 1969); on Hussein in 

general and the writing of Kinjeketile see Alain Ricard, Ebrahim Hussein: Swahili Theatre and 
Individualism (Dar es Salaam: Mkuki na Nyota Publishers, 2000), 50–61. 

838  Ricard, Ebrahim Hussein, 56. 
839  Joachim Fiebach, “Ebrahim Hussein’s Dramaturgy: A Swahili Multiculturalist’s Journey in Drama 

and Theater,” Research in African Literatures 28, no. 4 (1997): 19–37, 24. 
840  “Vita vya Maji Maji,” Uhuru, Desemba 6, 1969, 1. 
841  “Mwandishi wetu maalum,” Uhuru, Aprili 18, 1969, 3. Similar plays had already been staged under 

British rule. On Empire Day 1959, the “Amateur Dramatic Society” at Malangali School near Iringa 
staged the play “Mkwawa and his People.” See TNA 24 A2/3, Mohammed Maganga, “The Amateur 
Dramatic Society,” Malangali School Magazine, 1956, 6. On Malangali and history teaching, see 
James Giblin, “Passages in a Struggle over the Past: Stories of Maji Maji in Njombe, Tanzania,” in 
Sources and Methods in African History: Spoken, Written, Unearthed, ed. Toyin Falola and 
Christian Jennings (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2003), 295–311, 300–1. 
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people themselves” remembered the war.842 But who were “the people?” The two historians 

probably realized that the MMRP was a far too elaborate to deliver a single conclusive answer. 

Out of a total of 234 interviewees, for example, only twenty contended that memories of Maji 

Maji impacted support for TANU in the 1950s. Since only one researcher appears to have asked 

this question throughout all of his interviews, the share of respondents who would have made a 

connection between the two might have been higher. Among those who claimed that such 

memories impeded agitation, only two respondents hailed from Ungoni, one of the centers of the 

rebellion.843  

The majority who espoused this view came from today’s Ulanga District, where the 

rebels’ failure to capture the Mahenge boma (fort) marked the turning point in the war. They 

included both former Maji Maji fighters, as well as supporters of the Germans, and their 

descendants.844 The single early TANU member among this group claimed that fear of another 

Maji Maji resulted in the local party chapter gaining a mere four members by November 1958, 

him included.845 Only two respondents, who both hailed from Lindi, claimed that memories of 

the war had motivated them to join TANU.846 Others, such as Mzee Anton Mchangany’a, 

explained TANU’s appeal with the fact that it hailed from the coast, rather than from the interior 

like the maji cult.847 According to Ramadhani Kaweri, the prestige of coastal culture convinced 

locals to espouse the party after Julius Nyerere’s personally appeared in Mahenge.848 

 
842  Iliffe and Gwassa, Records of the Maji Maji Rising, 29. 
843  MMRP 6/68/4/3/3 Mzee Jumbe Abilali Taweto; MMRP 6/68/4/3/12 Mzee Rashid Katungai. 
844  MMRP 9/68/1/3/14 Mzee Nkaliamunu; MMRP 9/68/1/3/16 Mzee Poliyamgunda; MMRP 

9/68/1/3/23 Sahehe Mashinga; MMRP 9/68/1/3/24 Mzee Nikolai; MMRP 9/68/1/3/27 Mzee Sauka; 
MMRP 9/68/1/3/28 Mzee Ali Mpaka; MMRP 9/68/1/3/30 Mzee Kionjo. 

845  MMRP 9/68/1/3/20 Otmar Lijegu. 
846  MMRP 7/68/2/3/2 Mzee Yonas Mtepa; MMRP 7/68/2/3/3 Mzee Ludger Amani. 
847  MMRP 9/68/1/3/8 Mzee Anton Mchanganyang’a; see also MMRP 9/68/1/3/22 Mzee Ekonga. 
848  MMRP 9/68/1/3/18 Ramadhani Kaweri. 
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The MMRP enables us to draw some conclusions about the relationship between the 

making of memories of German rule and African nationalism. Only three of the 234 interviewees 

contended that Maji Maji motivated them to join TANU. If the war had indeed been a proto-

nationalist uprising, as official rhetoric claimed, its memory failed to garner support for 

independence. Rather, memories of the war had the opposite effect. While the MMRP was 

slanted towards highlighting that TANU would overcome the limitations of Maji Maji, those 

who witnessed German rule or were taught about its nature still feared challenging British 

colonialism. Fear united survivors on opposite sides of the war. Mzee Rashid Katungai, who was 

around fifteen years old during the war and acted as porter for maji soldiers, explained that 

“[w]hen the TANU movement began many of the old people feared that something similar to the 

maji maji movement was going to take place.”849 Mzee Poliyamgunda, who witnessed the war as 

a small boy and whose grandfather served as a jumbe under the Germans, explained that rural 

people saw TANU as “that very memory of destroying people came back since our elders had 

been destroyed. … We were terrified as if someone had suddenly been bitten by a snake.”850 

Similarly, Mzee Petro Moto from Kichangani, whose father was a jumbe under Chief Mlolere of 

Mahenge, remembered that Wapogoro “treated TANU as an example of maji maji. That is 

‘Chiwuya cha pamlima’ – which means ‘past things return.’”851  

Opposition to TANU also came from traditional leaders such as Mtemi Towegale of 

Ubena and Sultan Mtohanji of Kiberege, who “thought that Tanu [sic] was like maji maji. They 

prevented people from joining. ‘We do not allow you to take the [membership] card (of Tanu) 

because our elders or we ourselves we’ll be hanged. We like the British just fine.’”852 Petro 

 
849  MMRP 6/68/4/3/12 Mzee Rashid Katungai. 
850  MMRP 9/68/1/3/16 Mzee Poliyamgunda. 
851  MMRP 9/68/1/3/6 Mzee Petro Moto. 
852  MMRP 9/68/1/3/6 Mzee Petro Moto. 
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Moto’s testimony suggests that political interests of local traditional authorities influenced how 

the memories of Maji Maji were created, and by whom. Unsurprisingly, chiefly lines that were 

“re-established” by the British had a vested interested in opposing a political party that vowed to 

do away with chiefship.853  

The evidence contained in the MMRP revealed contrasting ways local communities 

remembered the Germans. However, these debates about the past were not limited to wars of 

anticolonial resistance. We find similar disagreement over the meaning of the figure of the 

askari. Apart from the MMRP, print media were a crucial site to negotiate the emerging cultural 

memory of German rule in a steadily expanding literate public. As under German and British 

rule, newspapers served a political function and should therefore be read considering the 

possibility that they contained concocted conversations between pre-screened or made-up 

participants.  

A debate in the party newspaper Uhuru (Freedom) in 1969 illustrates the degree to which 

Tanzania’s public memory of German rule intersected with the didactic role of print. When some 

readers demanded that Dar es Salaam’s Askari Monument, which was erected in 1927 in honor 

of African veterans of the King’s African Rifles, be torn down because it reminded them of 

colonial exploitation, African veterans protested, defending their record in freeing the country 

from oppressors deemed worse than the British.854 Beginning in 1936, the bronze figure was 

included in official ceremonies commemorating the 1918 Armistice and, after 1945, the Allied 

 
853  On this point, see Iliffe, Modern History, 519–20, 534; for the example of the Mkongwa chiefs of 

Ubena, see Giblin, “Struggle over the Past,” 298–303. 
854  On the monument, see also Melanie Boieck, Reginald Kirey, “‘Kolonialheroen’ in deutscher, 

tansanischer und britischer Erinnerungskultur. Das Beispiel des Wissmann-Denkmals und des 
‘Askari’-Monuments in Hamburg beziehungsweise Dar es Salaam,” in Hamburg: Tor zur kolonialen 
Welt. Erinnerungsorte der (post-)kolonialen Globalisierung ed. by Jürgen Zimmerer and Kim S. 
Todzi (Göttingen: Wallstein, 2021), 517–31. 
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victims of both world wars.855 Reports on annual commemorations suggest that Dar es Salaam’s 

African residents developed a keen interest in the statue.856 After independence, the postcolonial 

state continued the tradition of wreath-laying on the occasion of Armistice Day.857   

 
Illustration 4: Photograph of President Nyerere paying tribute to the dead at the Askari 

Monument.  
(Tanganyika Standard, November 10, 1963, 1) 

 

 
855  At first, commemorations still centered around the Cenotaph on Acacia Avenue. See D. L. Jardine, 

Chief Secretary, General Notice No. 990. Armistice Day, November 2, 1927, TNA W-1/11239 vol. 
1, 17–18; on the laying of wreaths at the askari monument see G. F. Sayers, Act. Chief Secretary, 
General Notice No. 1107, Armistice Day 1938, November 3, 1938, TNA W-1/11239 vol. 4, 589 and 
“Remembrance Day Ceremonies,” Tanganyika Standard, November 9, 1946, 169. 

856  See, for example, “The Askari Statue,” Tanganyika Standard, May 4, 1938, 107; “Random Talk,” 
Tanganyika Standard, November 15, 1938, 545. 

857  “Nyerere Honours War Dead,” Tanganyika Standard, November 10, 1963, 1. 
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The Uhuru debate started in January 1969 with an article by S. Sheikh Mbonde who, 

according to another reader, worked in Dar es Salaam’s Water Department.858 Mbonde noted that 

during German times, “there was a statue of Mr. Herman [sic] von Wissman” in the city that was 

revered by local Germans. However, “when the land was taken from the Germans by the British, 

they [the Germans] tore it down and threw it in the garbage.” Looking at the British askari statue, 

he wondered why Tanzania’s government had not done the same. Who was the African soldier 

meant to represent and which tribe (kabila) did he belong to?  

And was the country he was fighting for under African rule? I am not saying that 
in the war of 1914 the white man did not die a lot but if we consider the big 
number, if I am not mistaken, they were mostly Africans especially here in 
Tanganyika because at that time it was under the rule of the Germans and we do 
not know what happened to them in South East Africa [sic], Togo and 
Cameroon.859  
 

Because Africans had disproportionately died during the First World War, Mbonde suggested the 

statue should be replaced with one of President Nyerere flanked by four elephant tusks, which 

would represent the TANU Council as well as the party’s Council of Elders, its Women Section, 

and its Youth Wing.860 

Responses to Mbonde fell into two camps. On the one hand, there were those who 

criticized him for what they saw as his sullying of the memory of African veterans. Boniface 

Simba, a member of the Tanzania People’s Defense Forces (TPDF) speculated that Mbonde 

could not appreciate the statue because he was too young. For those who had witnessed the First 

World War, “it has become like a very big memorial for us.”861 On the other hand, there were 

respondents who supported Mbonde’s proposal. Francis S. Milinga seconded a statue of Nyerere 

 
858  Mzee S. N. Mkwawa, “Picha ya Askari ni kumbukumbu safi,” Uhuru, January 28, 1969, 8. 
859  S. Sh. Mbonde, “Picha ya askari iondolewe,” Uhuru, January 16, 1969, 4. 
860  Mbonde, “Picha ya askari,” 4. 
861  Boniface Shimba, “Picha ya askari isiondolewe,” Uhuru, January 23, 1969, 4. 
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but suggested a different location entirely. He also criticized Mbonde for raising the issue of 

tribalism, stressing that “[a]n African is an African as long as he is in Africa. And his country is 

Africa.”862 Meanwhile, Mohamed Amri wholeheartedly supported Mbonde’s plan, contending 

that fighting in the two world wars brought “neither benefit nor praise” for Africans. Askari had 

not fought for rights, but for colonialists. In contrast, those who  

fought for justice are our current leaders until we achieved self-rule. These are the 
brave people to be remembered. And especially, if it was possible, pictures of 
Mkwawa, Mirambo, and others who lost their lives to the German by refusing to 
be ruled by the Germans should be put up in public, not the image of that askari 
[which] has no meaning to us Tanzanians.863 
 
On January 29, Sheikh Mbonde replied to some of his critics, revealing that he had 

witnessed Maji Maji as a young boy. Born in 1900 in Mayungiyungi near Kilwa Kivinje, he 

“was caught to go to school in 1912.” Apart from compulsory education, he associated German 

rule with the outbreak of Maji Maji: 

[W]hen Maji Maji entered the country, I know my relatives and even the patriots 
were brought to be hanged [and] I heard him [the German] shouting at us so that 
we could watch our fellows being hanged and everyone who resisted should stop 
doing bad things.864  
 
Mbonde then charged that Boniface was not an eyewitness and consequently the one too 

young to appreciate the true meaning of the statue. To him, it represented German colonizers’ 

disregard for African leaders such as Chief Mkwawa, whose deaths “they did not honor.”865 

Reiterating his demand to remove the statue, Mbonde pointed to the neglect of African veterans 

of the First World War.  

 
862  Francis S. Milinga, ‘Kwa nini picha ya askari iondolewe?,” Uhuru, January 21, 1969, 4. 
863  Mohamed Amri, “Picha ya askari iondolewe,” Uhuru, February 3, 1969, 4. 
864  S. Sh. Bonde [sic], “Picha ya Askari iondolewe,” Uhuru, January 29, 1969, 4. 
865  Sh. Bonde, “Picha ya Askari iondolewe.”  
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If this was merely a choreographed performance of the pros and cons of commemorating 

the African soldiers of imperial wars, it became a very heated one. To opponents of the askari, 

the statue represented the unequal treatment of Africans under colonialism, the self-serving goals 

of German (and British) colonialists, and the lasting damage caused by the First World War. As 

party newspaper, Uhuru became a space to voice more radical strands of TANU ideology, 

ranging from passionate Pan Africanism to more xenophobic African nationalism. To its 

supporters, the statue signified that Africans had proven themselves as equals of Europeans and 

that they had fought to defend their communities. At this point, some readers requested the 

closure of the debate because calls for the statue’s removal irritated veterans of the world wars.866 

On February 19, the editors announced the discussion closed, although people continued to send 

in letters on the issue.867 

The Uhuru debate reflects the degree to which memories of German colonialism 

remained an object, subject, and tool of debate in postcolonial Tanzania’s public sphere. State 

education and civic rituals taught a new generation about the past but did not simply replace the 

more disparate social memories captured by the MMRP. Rather, the debate narrowed the scope 

of admissible memories of German colonialism in the country’s public sphere. Whereas under 

British rule, readers still remembered the life-long service of African teachers and officials under 

two colonial empires, the figure of the colonial intermediary was now reduced to the askari.  

Yet even in this respect the debate only presented a partial view. Completely absent 

remained the voices of former German askari. In 1962, “about 1,200 and 1,400” of these still 

lived in Tanzania, 300 of whom resided in and around Dar es Salaam.868 After independence, 

 
866  Kanamwangi, “Mwanajeshi,” 4; Mitawa, “Uamuzi wa picha ya askari,” Uhuru, Februari 12, 1969, 4. 
867  Mtengenezaji, “Ubishi umefungwa,” 4 
868  PAAA B34/366, Gerrit von Haeften to State Secretary, April 25, 1962, no pagination; PAAA 

B34/440, Ambassador Herbert Schröder to Foreign Office, August 16, 1963, no pagination. 
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these veterans began to inquire about the possibility of receiving monthly pensions akin to those 

paid by the British Legion to African veterans.869 While the embassy in Dar es Salaam supported 

these claims, the German Foreign Office rejected them at first. The head of the office’s legal 

division argued that such demands had no basis because in contrast to West African veterans, 

Tanzanian askari had received their outstanding wages in the 1920s.870 Other officials feared that 

regular support payments would create a legal precedent for more such demands from other 

veterans and be unsustainable without guaranteed federal funding.871 

But in 1962, the Foreign Office acceded to the combined pressure of askari requests and 

prodding by the embassy in Dar es Salaam.872 To administer the payments, the former German 

Consul in British Tanganyika, Karl Louis Heine, founded the “Association of former German 

Askari in Tanganyika” in Dar es Salaam at a meeting attended by about fifty veterans on July 5, 

1962.873 Its President and Secretary, Thomas Plantan and Abdulwahid Steiner, were a former 

German government teacher and askari. From 1962 onward, the remaining veterans received an 

annual “caritative payment” of about 10 German mark, or 20 shillings per month.874 While the 

first tranche of payments was financed by the Foreign Office, subsequent ones drew on 

 
869  Veterans inquired with the German embassy, local district officials, Germans working in the country, 

and with the British legion. See PAAA B34/366, Jochen Schaller, Embassy Dar es Salaam, to 
Foreign Office, February 21, 1962, no pagination; PAAA B34/366, District Commissioner 
Nachingwea to German Consul Dar es Salaam, June 12, 1962, no pagination; PAAA B34/366, J. 
Martin Reich to Embassy Dar es Salaam, September 4, 1962, no pagination; PAAA B34/366, 
Assistant Secretary British Legion, Dar es Salaam, to Karl Louis Heine, October 20, 1962, no 
pagination. 

870  PAAA B34/366, Gerrit von Haeften to State Secretary, April 25, 1962, no pagination. On the askari 
payouts in the interwar period, see Chapter 6. 

871  PAAA B34/440, Dr. Loewe, Foreign Office, to Embassy Dar es Salaam, June 11, 1963, no 
pagination. 

872  In this respect, the history of askari claims resembles that of West African veterans of the French 
colonial forces. See Gregory Mann, Native Sons: West African Veterans and France in the Twentieth 
Century (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2006). See also Chapter 6. 

873  PAAA B34/366, Jochen Schaller, Embassy Dar es Salaam, to Foreign Office, July 23, 1962, no 
pagination. 

874  PAAA B34/440, Ambassador Herbert Schröder to Foreign Office, April 9 ,1963, no pagination. 
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donations by German veteran organizations such as German Soldiers Association and private 

citizens.875 These payments continued in one form or another into the 1980s.876 

Whether German askari participated in public commemorations around the Askari 

Monument in the preceding decades is difficult to say because no report mentions them 

specifically.877 But their participation is not unlikely. Since 1928, the administration designated 

an African representative to lay a wreath at the cenotaph during the annual Armistice 

commemoration.878 The askari also developed their own commemorations. According to Jochen 

Schaller of the German embassy, the purpose of the annual pension was not to alleviate acute 

destitution, but to allow the askari to indulge in “a little tobacco, some Shillings for pombe 

(beer),” and to facilitate them holding an occasional “Do-you-remember-evening” (‘Weisst-Du-

noch-Abend’).879 Schaller, who attended the founding meeting of the German Askari Association, 

noted that the veterans “have compiled lists, which give the military rank and unit, in which they 

fought. They brought yellowed photographs and showed letters of their former officers, which 

they had kept over the years. Many of them speak German.”880 

 
875  PAAA B34/440, Karl Louis Heine to Theodor von Hassel, April 15, 1963, no pagination; PAAA 

B34/440, D. Günther Drange, Kyffhäuser Association, to Dr. Siebe, Personal Secretary of the 
Minister of Defence, November 12, 1963, no pagination. 

876  Stefanie Michels, “‘Reichsadler und Giraffe.’ Askari am Grab von Lettow-Vorbeck,” in Koloniale 
und postkoloniale Konstruktionen von Afrika und Menschen afrikanischer Herkunft in der deutschen 
Alltagskultur, ed. Marianne Bechhaus-Gerst and Sunna Gieseke (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 
2006), 315–33, 330–31; Stefanie Michels, “Kennwort: ‘Askarispende’. Koloniale Kontinuitäten der 
Ära Adenauer und darüber hinaus,” in Die Bonner Republik 1945–1963 - Gründungsphase und die 
Adenauer-Ära, ed. Getrude Cepl-Kaufmann et al. (Bielefeld: Transcript, 2018), 265–304. 

877  See the reports from 1927 to 1945 in TNA W-1/11239 Vol. 1–5. 
878  TNA W-1/11238 Vol. 2, D. C. Campbell, Chief Secretary, to Yussuf Kizumbe, November 5, 1929, 

115. 
879  PAAA B34/366, Jochen Schaller, Embassy Dar es Salaam, to Foreign Office, July 23, 1962, no 

pagination. 
880  PAAA B34/366, Jochen Schaller, Embassy Dar es Salaam, to Foreign Office, July 23, 1962, no 

pagination. 
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Beyond the payment of their outstanding wages, askari held on to personal aides-

mémoire that reminded them of their service. According to the 1964 documentary “Imperial 

Eagle and Giraffe” by German public television, they also regularly met at the monument 

honoring fallen German soldiers on Dar es Salaam’s Independence Avenue.881 When the former 

Schutztruppe commander General Paul von Lettow Vorbeck died on March 9, 1964, the Foreign 

Office invited two former askari, Saleh Mlele and Alfonse Musa, on a two-week trip to Germany 

to attend his funeral near Hamburg and visit major cities such as Bonn and Berlin.882 With this 

media-savvy initiative, the office aimed to improve relations with Tanzania and alienate its East 

German competition.883 

Former German askari were thus far from invisible in postcolonial Tanzania. But their 

absence from the Uhuru debate suggests that they—even more than British askari—stood for the 

country’s history of foreign rule. German Consul Rolf Enders recognized as much when he 

reported on the local media’s response to Lettow-Vorbeck’s death, and the lack of an official 

Tanzanian condolence: “Lettow-Vorbeck was a reminder of colonial times when the white man 

ruled the country. One wants to forget this time in Africa, not because … Europe should be 

ashamed of its accomplishments, but because Africa has now taken its affairs into its own 

hands.’884  

 
881  “Reichsadler und Giraffe,” Westdeutscher Rundfunk, January 11, 1964. 
882  PAAA B34/527, Josef Jansen, Foreign Office Political Division, to State Secretary for Foreign 

Affairs, March 10, 1964, no pagination. 
883  PAAA B34/440, Foreign Office to Federal Press and Information Office, November 14, 1963, no 

pagination. 
884  PAAA B34/527, Rolf Enders, Embassy Dar es Salaam, to Foreign Office, April 3, 1964, no 

pagination. 
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Like most Germans at the time, Enders thought German colonialism had been a 

benevolent force.885 He completely ignored that the majority of Tanzanians might view the 

“accomplishments” of German rule quite differently. Indeed, one of the askari originally chosen 

for the trip to Germany was denied departure by emigration officials on account of “reasons of 

national security.” When Enders inquired with Minister of Foreign Affairs Oscar Kambona, it 

became clear that the askari in question “had made derogatory comments about the current 

situation in Tanganyika and allegedly compared them with those in German times.”886 In the end, 

it appears that another veteran was chosen to attend the funeral and tasked with placing a wreath 

in Tanzania’s national colors on the grave. Neither German askari nor ordinary Tanzanians had 

forgotten German rule, but the memories of the former proved incompatible with the cultural 

memory of the postcolonial nation. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has analyzed the ways in which Tanzanians extended branches of memory in the 

country’s public sphere and Swahili press. It has argued that making memories of and with 

German rule shaped Tanzania’s decolonization and the politics of memory of the postcolonial 

state. Like Namibians, Tanzanians turned their experience of German rule into a political 

language to indict and criticize their subsequent colonizers—and the postcolonial state—in ways 

that were otherwise scarcely possible under foreign tutelage.  

At the same time, recalling German rule allowed some Tanzanians to present their 

country’s history of colonization as a coherent period of cultural innovation rather than mere 

 
885  On the trope of the loyal askari, see Stefanie Michels, “Askari - Treu bis in den Tod? Vom Umgang 

der Deutschen mit ihren schwarzen Soldaten,” in AfrikanerInnen in Deutschland und schwarze 
Deutsche: Geschichte und Gegenwart, ed. Marianne Bechhaus-Gerst and Reinhard Klein-Arendt 
(Münster: Lit, 2004), 171–86. 

886  PAAA B34/527, Rolf Enders, Embassy Dar es Salaam, to Foreign Office, April 3, 1964, no 
pagination. 
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foreign domination. During the interwar period, former intermediaries of the Germans and 

newspaper audiences associated the country’s first colonial occupation with the growth of a 

Swahili print sphere that had produced able poets and avid readers. Personal continuities among 

the authors of Kiongozi and Mambo Leo, as well as among African officials, illustrate that for 

these actors, the first half of the twentieth century represented a cohesive period of cultural and 

social development in Tanzania. However, the same audiences saw the Germans and their 

African subordinates as exemplars of the worst aspects of colonialism: despotism, brutality, and 

racism. Newspapers such as Mambo Leo, Kwetu, and Uhuru became nodes where readers could 

re-make private, oral recollections of these experiences for the public record. Amid the crisis of 

mandate rule, such memories contributed to garnering support for the British. As in Namibia, 

supporting the mandatory during the Second World War was not a pre-ordained decision, but a 

conscious one that depended not least on the “horizon of expectation” that communities formed 

based on the “space of experience” engendered by German rule.  

This experience influenced the rise of African nationalism. Meru petitioners confronted 

the mandatory over policies that reminded them of German land alienation. Fears over a repeat 

of Maji Maji were not merely an invention by African nationalists intent on legitimizing their 

own accession to power. Rather, they reflected that half a century onward, surviving witnesses 

on either side of the war still remembered its destructive impact. The 1969 Uhuru debate 

encapsulated how different Tanzanians’ views of this impact and agents such as the askari still 

were. Although the postcolonial state provided a new interpretative framework for these 

memories through the creation of new historical knowledge and public rituals, divergent 

recollections of the past persisted. The next two chapters further explore these divergences, 

focusing on the ways in which Namibians and Tanzanians told stories about and with German 
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times in cultural practices. Beyond the realm of public debate and political agitation lay 

memories that defied straightforward interpretation and political appropriation.  
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III. Cultures of Memory 
 

Recalling the first colonial occupation in the public sphere became a way for eastern and 

southern Africans to assert their autonomy and pursue political interests despite the persistence 

of foreign rule. This memory work extended into the “practice of everyday life,” that is, the ways 

in which Namibians and Tanzanians reappropriated objects and aspects of colonial culture in 

unforeseen ways.887 The following two chapters focus on this process, probing how Namibians 

and Tanzanians extended branches of memory through cultural practices around material objects 

left behind by former colonizers. By donning European military uniforms and handling 

demonetized specie, they challenged what subsequent colonizers considered “African,” 

negotiated the meaning of past and present foreign colonization and explored possibilities of 

recompense. In this way, eastern and southern Africans advanced the cultural decolonization of 

their societies. 

The chapters bolster the argument made in Parts I and II about the origins of Namibian 

and Tanzanian demands for compensation for colonialism. Chapter 5 highlights how the Herero 

extended branches of memory through the commemorative practices of the oturupa. Through the 

memory work of the troops, also known as “flags,” they mobilized support for independence, 

UN petitioning, and laid the foundations for contemporary Herero reparation claims. Chapter 6 

analyzes how former African colonial soldiers in Tanzania, Indian and Arab merchants, as well 

as ordinary Africans have created memories of colonialism by telling stories about buried or 

owed German specie. Although these histories of compensation do not seamlessly connect to 

recent Tanzanian demands for reparations, they establish that Tanzanians sought the fulfillment 

 
887  As Michel de Certeau, I am interested in the “ways of using” objects and products of a dominant 

culture. See Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1984), xiii. Emphasis in original. 
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of debts due to them since the end of German rule. Similar to the integrative function of the 

Swahili press, Tanzanians’ extension of mnemonic branches through cultural practices extended 

beyond a single ethnic group. The country’s diverse peoples created a shared historical 

imagination by telling stories about buried German treasure (mali ya Wajerumani). These stories, 

which have never been analyzed historically, amount to what I call a popular geography of 

German rule through which Tanzanians have expressed their disparate experiences of 

colonialism using mnemonic cues in the landscape ranging from individual trees and mission 

churches to the graves of erstwhile colonizers.888 

By foregrounding memory work with uniforms and coins, the following chapters 

underline the importance of material culture in making memories. Cultural anthropologists have 

pointed out that things have a “social life.”889 Because an object’s meaning emerges from how it 

is used, it can serve as a node between private recollections and public representations of the 

past.890 In the commemorations of the oturupa and stories about buried treasure, German 

uniforms and coins became cues through which Namibians and Tanzanians created memories 

about and through their countries’ first colonial occupation. Debates about the legacies of 

colonialism have rightly revolved around cultural objects and human remains that were taken 

from Africa by European colonizers.891 The stories told by Namibians and Tanzanians about and 

 
888  I draw here on Jan Shetler’s work on popular geographies of the Seregenti and Anette Hoffmann’s 

analysis of Hereroland as both a landscape and social practice. See Jan Bender Shetler, Imagining 
Serengeti: A History of Landscape Memory in Tanzania from Earliest Times to the Present (Athens, 
OH: Ohio University Press, 2007), 4–5; Hoffmann, “Landscape and Identity,” 19. 

889  Arjun Appadurai, ed., The Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1986). 

890  Schilling, Postcolonial Germany, 8; Biwa, “‘Weaving the Past’,” 190. 
891  On human remains see Biwa, “Afterlives of Genocide”; Brockmeyer, Edward, Stoecker, “Mkwawa 

Complex.” 
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through colonial uniforms and specie demonstrate the need to also consider how Africans created 

social lives for objects that were left behind by European colonizers. 
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5. Beyond Mimicry: Uniforms, Memory, and the Idea of Herero Unity 
 
Chapter 1 showed how the Herero drew on matrilineal eanda clan ties to recreate community 

after the war of 1904–1908. In turn, eanda influenced Herero memory work by framing 

remembrance within extended matrilineal kin relations. This chapter turns to the other, patrilineal 

side of Herero double descent and its impact on memory- and community-making. It analyzes 

how the Herero extended mnemonic branches amongst each other through the cultural practices 

of the oturupa, a mutual aid organization founded sometime after the genocide of 1904–1908.892  

I argue that the troops became a vehicle for Herero leaders to extend the circle of those 

worthy to be remembered beyond a single patrilineage to cultural heroes such as Samuel 

Maharero. Indeed, the troops reflected a broader re-configuration of the “ethics of memory” in 

Herero society after the genocide.893 While this re-configuration allowed leaders to appeal to the 

unity of an imagined Herero nation through purported heroes of anticolonial resistance, it 

simultaneously undermined such claims because the heroes in question also reminded Herero 

communities of collaboration under German rule. The stories troop members performed about 

and through German rule at the oturupa’s commemorations highlight how the historical 

imagination of ethnic identities in twentieth-century Namibia became imbricated with making 

memories about the first colonial occupation. 

To understand the troops’ memory work, I draw on the pioneering analyses of two social 

anthropologists. Hildi Hendrickson first argued that the troops can only be understood in relation 

 
892  Troop members put the founding date between 1906 and 1908. See NAN 432 A.50/59 v1, Interview 

by Officer in Charge Native Affairs, Windhoek, with Alpheus Watsho, Ludwig Wathama, Theobald 
Tjuieza, Johannes Tjiumwe, Edward Tjaira, October 4, 1927; NAN SWAA 432 A.50/59 v2, 
Beëdigte verklaring Festus Katula [sic], December 20, 1946. However, no German-era documents 
substantiate these claims. See NAN BB/0320, Gunter Wagner, “Ethnic Survey of the Windhoek 
District,” 1951, 116. 

893  Avishai Margalit, The Ethics of Memory (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002), 7. 
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to the practices of Herero double descent. In particular, she contended that the oturupa aided the 

otherwise fraught process of reproducing patrilineal descent lines after the genocide by offering a 

model of an ideal society and a new basis for moral action.894 Josué Tomasini Castro has 

analyzed the resulting relationships of authority in Herero communities, which became marked 

by a tension between politics and tradition. Politics (opolitika), in this sense, referred to the 

overtly political sphere of state sovereignty, institutions, and office-holding headmen. 

“Tradition” (ombazu), meanwhile, did not refer to primordial, unchanging cultural practices but 

to the evolving semiotics and understandings that different groups in Herero society advanced as 

authentic.895  

The troops came to embody this tension. Amid the destruction caused by the genocide, 

they represented an attempt to recreate a principle of pre-war, segmentary Herero society in a 

new guise: the attraction of followers by chiefs and big men (ovahona and ovanene) who 

competed for influence and status.896 In this respect, the troops reflect a wider political tradition 

on the continent of political power as rooted in wealth in people and knowledge rather than 

wealth in territory.897 Of course, this re-making of tradition did not occur in a vacuum. By the 

1960s, the troops operated in a social field in which heads of individual homesteads, royal 

houses, appointed and elected officials, clergymen, political parties, and their own leadership 

 
894 Hendrickson, “Historical Idioms,” 5–6, 14. On kinship practices after the genocide and their relation 

to memory, see Chapter 1.  
895  Castro, “A Política Ovaherero,” 18, 24–25; in this respect, Castro is interested in the popular ways of 

inventing “tradition.” See also Hobsbawm and Ranger, Invention of Tradition. 
896  Henrichsen, Herrschaft und Alltag, 225–31. Henrichsen rightly notes that the ultimate basis for 

acquiring status remained wealth in cattle, which was then translated into human followers. 
Acknowledging this persistence is not meant to extol “resilience,” but rather to transcend the 
frequent “catastrophe logic” in analyses of extreme colonial violence. See Nancy Rose Hunt, A 
Nervous State: Violence, Remedies, and Reverie in Colonial Congo (Durham, NC: Duke University 
Press, 2015), 3–4. 

897  Jane I. Guyer and Samuel M. Eno Belinga, “Wealth in People as Wealth in Knowledge: 
Accumulation and Composition in Equatorial Africa,” The Journal of African History 36, no. 1 
(1995): 91–120. 
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jostled for authority. In many cases, individuals played several of these roles at the same time, 

complicating notions that there were clearly delineated camps in Herero society.898 Seeing the 

troops as one vehicle among others for acquiring followers and cultivating specialized 

knowledge—particularly bureaucratic, religious, and historical knowledge—provides an entry 

point to understand the troops’ memory work and their shifting political alliances. The history of 

internal troop disputes and their involvement in competing layers of authority suggests that 

contemporary divisions between the flags are a qualitative but not principal departure from 

previous periods.899 

After the South African invasion, officials first recorded the troops’ most conspicuous 

feature, that is, their use of German military uniforms and drilling. The troops’ mimetic practices 

have variously been seen as a subversion of the colonial order, a challenge by young men to the 

authority of elders, or as a catalyst for the emergence of modern nationalism.900 Most authors 

posit that the troops were a radical organization that rejected the authority of both colonial and 

indigenous leaders. However, arguments about the troops’ radicalism echo the colonial state’s 

optic of surveillance and the rhetoric of Herero headmen who cooperated with it during the 

interwar period. On closer inspection, and if one extends the chronological view beyond 1939, 

the troops present a more ambivalent picture. On the one hand, they became integrated into the 

colonial state, especially through the election of two of its members to the Windhoek Location 

 
898  Castro, “A Política Ovaherero,” 36. 
899  On troop divisions during the last two decades, see Walter van Beek, Jan-Bart Gewald, Phanuel 

Kaapama, “A Contested Ritual of Unity: The Herero Red Flag Day,” Journal of Ritual Studies 31, 
no. 2 (2017): 29-46. 

900  On the troops as subversion see, among others, Krüger and Henrichsen, “‘Captives’,” 163; Förster, 
Postkoloniale Erinnerungslandschaften, 250–51; on the troops as an arena to prove masculinity see 
Hendrickson, “Historical Idioms,” 381–89; Molly McCullers, “‘We Do It So That We Will Be 
Men’: Masculinity in Colonial Namibia, 1915–49,” The Journal of African History 52, no. 1 (2011): 
43–62; on the troops as a pre-stage to nationalism see Ngavirue, Political Parties, 197, 201; Emmett, 
Popular Resistance, 21, 32. 
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Advisory Board between 1939 and 1940.901 On the other hand, they helped to organize 

Namibians’ petitioning campaign at the UN after 1945. I demonstrate that these seemingly 

contradictory involvements reflected a combination of diverging memories of German rule and a 

new, expanded interpretation of patrilineal ancestor worship.  

To this end, I first ask what kind of memories early troop members created by donning 

the uniforms of their tormentors. Second, I examine how the troops’ memory work changed the 

way in which Herero remembered their ancestors over the course of the interwar period. Finally, 

I consider how appeals to an imagined Herero nation in troop commemorations simultaneously 

undermined imagined ethnic unity because they reminded different Herero communities of 

individual chiefs’ collaboration with the German administration, which led to increasing 

conflicts between and within flags after 1945. The three major troops that emerged between 1923 

and 1947 were the Otjiserandu (Red Flag), the Otjizemba (White Flag), and the Otjingirine 

(Green Flag). I use the former terms to refer to specific flags but the terms troops or oturupa to 

refer to all flags in existence at a specific point in time.  

A Colonial Inheritance 

Before we can analyze how the troops changed Herero remembrance through their memory 

work, we must first explain who its early members were, and why they adopted European 

uniforms and military titles. The nucleus of the organization were the Bambusen, young servants 

of German soldiers and officers who were socialized in the German military after the war. 

According to oral traditions, groups of Bambusen emerged across the colony who emulated their 

employers before the formal founding of the first flag in 1923. In 1910, one such unit worked 

 
901  It is not entirely clear in which year Isaac Kazongari and Benestus Kandjou [sic] were elected to the 

board. See NAN SWAA 432 A.50/59 v2, J. Neser to the Secretary for SWA, July 6, 1938; NAN 
SWAA 432 A.50/59 v1, Octavius Bowker, Superintendent of Locations to the Additional Native 
Commissioner, Windhoek, July 9, 1940. 
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near the railway at Kombat where they began “to play with this game about the German 

Schutztruppe. … How they salute and everything. So, they copy [sic] these things as young 

people. … This one is Major, this one is Lieutenant, this one is Staffsergeant and yes, 

everything.”902 Around 1912 and 1913, Herero in Omaruru also began playing a game called 

“Jungspieler” (young players) that involved military drills: “They would drill as a game … . 

They inherited the names of Majors of the Schutztruppe, they would call each other names like 

von Estorff and Heydebrecht.”903 

Through the joint socialization in notions of soldierly conduct, honor, and respect, 

Bambusen developed a personal attachment to their superior officer.904 Political Scientist Phanuel 

Kaapama contends that they also derived several benefits from their association with officers, 

including being able to travel without passes, seeing different parts of the country, riding horses, 

and access to better food. Former Bambusen therefore “emulated and copied the lifestyle” of 

German soldiers after the latter had to leave Namibia.905 The grandfather of Jesaja Katjivikua, for 

example, served as a Bambuse to Major Viktor Franke, received old uniforms from him, and was 

called “Major Franke” by the inhabitants of the Gobabis location who saw him in that uniform.906 

Bambusen also retained specialized knowledge gained during their employment: “They learned a 

lot from the German soldiers when they were riding with them. They knew the stars very well 

and they used them for directions.”907 Several General Field Marshalls—the highest ranking 

 
902  Interview with Alexander Katengua Tjihokuru, Coblenz, December 4, 2018. 
903  Interview with Phineas Puriza and Cornelia Kariko, Okamapuku, March 16, 2019. 
904  Dag Henrichsen, “Ozombambuse and Ovasolondate. Everyday Military Life and African Service 

Personnel in German South West Africa,” in Hues between Black and White. Historical 
Photography from Colonial Namibia 1860s to 1915, ed. Wolfram Hartmann (Windhoek: Out of 
Africa Publishers, 2004), 161–84; on shared notions of honor among African and German policemen 
under German rule see Muschalek, Violence as Usual, 14–42. 

905  Interview with Professor Phanuel Kaapama, Windhoek, February 28, 2019. 
906  Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, November 28, 2018. 
907  Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, November 28, 2018. 
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members of the troops—were former Bambusen. They included Ferdinand Kaavara, Justus 

Kandjii, Juhtas Ngaatura, and the first-ever General Field Marshall, Daniel Kamuvaka.908 

Many Bambusen could not only speak German but also “behave like a German general or 

a German soldier or a German rich man.”909 Indeed, a Herero whose father was German told 

government anthropologist Friedrich Rudolf Lehmann in 1947 that the Bambusen believed they 

had “incorporated the ‘spirit’ of these superiors.”910 Jesaja Katjivikua, a nonagenarian who still 

knew many former Bambusen personally, explained that the memories of their German 

employment continued to occupy these men throughout their lives: “The people who were raised 

by the Germans had nothing else to talk about. They would just talk about war and imitate 

whatever the Germans did.”911 If the oturupa had remained limited to former Bambusen, its 

adoption of German military insignia could thus be explained as an appropriation by former 

colonial intermediaries of the culture of their erstwhile superiors. Similar to the askari in 

Tanzania and former intermediaries of the Germans in West Africa, meetings of the troops 

brought together veterans and allowed them to recall their service and cultivate a social memory 

of their community.912 

However, a much wider group of the Herero embraced the cultural practices of the 

troops. What motivated them to wear colonial uniforms, and what kind of memory work did they 

engage in while wearing them? It is difficult to reconstruct the perspective of these early troop 

 
908  Interview with Alexander Jarimbovandu Kaputu, Windhoek, February 14, 2019. 
909  Interview with Alexander Jarimbovandu Kaputu, Windhoek, February 14, 2019. See also Interview 

with Billy Kapurua Katjatenja, Epata, Otjinene, November 29, 2018. 
910  Lehmann, “Geschichte,” 2. On Lehmann, see Robert Gordon, South Africa’s Dreams: Ethnologists 

and Apartheid in Namibia (New York: Berghahn Books, 2021), 48–49. 
911  Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, March 22, 2019. 
912  On the askari, see Chapter 4 and 6. On the pro-German associations in Cameroon and Togo as 

similar “old boys clubs,” see Derrick, “The ‘Germanophone’ Elite”; Stoecker, “Loyalty to 
Germany”; Eckert, Duala, 288. 
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members. Although a cache of troop correspondence from its earliest reported appearance in 

1916 has survived, none of it provides explanations for the adoption of titles such as “Butterfly 

of Prussia” (Schmetterling von Preussen). The same year, Traugott Maharero, an early leader of 

the troops and brother of Samuel Maharero, described what they engaged in with the term 

“ousoldate,” a Herero loan word from the German word for soldier, which roughly translates to 

“soldiering.”913  

Similarly, later evidence suggests that donning uniforms allowed the Herero to continue 

“soldiering” and to thereby honor an order from their war-time commander. Although no order 

by Samuel Maharero about his wish that the Herero should wear military uniforms at his funeral 

has survived, troop members have retroactively justified their activities in this way. On August 

15, 1937, the leadership of the Red Flag complained to the Chief Native Commissioner: “On the 

occasion of Samuel Maharero’s funeral [in 1923], you, Sir, have permitted us to wear the full 

uniforms in accordance with the request of Samuel Maharero personally, he said those who 

belong to him shall be those who will bury him in uniforms in the forms of troops.”914 On 

September 27, 1951, Reinhard Maekopo, the Headman of Otjituo Reserve, hinted at this point in 

an historical overview of the Red Flag—or Rooiband (Redband) as it was called at the time—he 

gave as part of official inquiries into local troops’ infighting. Maekopo argued: “In German times 

… we were soldiers in German uniform. We drilled in the German language. Before the death of 

Samuel Maharero in Bechuanaland he sent a message saying we have to use the red flag again, 

and then we began to wear the Rooiband again.”915  

 
913  NAN SWAA, 432 A.50/59 v1, Telegram by Werft Headman Traugott Maharero, July 1, 1916. 
914  NAN SWAA 432 A.50/59 v2, F. Kaatura, H. Mbuenda, L. Uazama, J. Kazongari, Chr. Tuahuku, B. 

Kumeeja, S. L. Tjiho to the Chief Native Commissioner, August 15, 1938, 234–5, 234. 
915  NAN SWAA 1131 A158/10 v6, Magistrate Grootfontein to Chief Native Commissioner, October 2, 

1951. 
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The troops cared less about what kind of uniform members wore than about the fact they 

wore one. On October 4, 1927, Alpheus Watsho and other members of the troops from the 

Windhoek location explained to the Native Officer: “We want to have the approval of the 

Administration for our ‘Troops’ and to be allowed to hold parades etc., without fear of 

interference.”916 Pressed about the relationship between uniforms and their commemorations, 

Alpheus stated that the “‘troop’, or ‘club’ … serves as a mutual aid society for funerals, and 

allows them to congregate at Christmas, kill some oxen and have a feast and provide interest by 

marching around.”917 He stressed:  

All members must wear uniform of some kind but there are no restrictions in 
regard to type … We do not aim at being a military organization. The drill 
movements we perform are copied from the German Military Forces as a number 
of our members are acquainted with such movements. 918 
 

For members, the troops were not a military organization, but a social one organized along 

military lines. Although some members—the Bambusen—were familiar with German military 

pageantry, the activities of the organization could not be reduced to mimicry of the German 

colonial army. Rather, members adopted the drilling and uniforms familiar to the Bambusen 

because they provided a means to honor the deceased and congregate in a respectful and orderly 

way.919 

 
916  NAN SWAA 432 A. 50/59 v1, Interview with Alpheus Watsho, Ludwig Wathama, Theobald 

Tjuieza, Johannes Tjiumwe, Edward Tjaira, October 4, 1927. 
917  NAN SWAA 432 A. 50/59 v1, Interview with Alpheus Watsho, Ludwig Wathama, Theobald 

Tjuieza, Johannes Tjiumwe, Edward Tjaira, October 4, 1927. Author’s emphasis. 
918  NAN SWAA 432 A. 50/59 v1, Interview with Alpheus Watsho, Ludwig Wathama, Theobald 

Tjuieza, Johannes Tjiumwe, Edward Tjaira, October 4, 1927. 
919  My argument here builds on Anette Hoffmann’s criticism of analyses that reduce the troops to a 

practice of mimicry. See Hoffmann, “Landscape and Identity,” 127–8, 150. 
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Similarly, contemporary Herero troop officials—many of whom double as oral 

historians—emphasize the centrality of honor and decorum in this colonial “inheritance.”920 The 

current General Secretary of the Red Flag Association, Gottlieb Kazombiaze, reckoned that the 

troops were “what we inherited because of that credibility that we wanted, that discipline that we 

wanted to keep from the Germans. It is all what we could keep, which was good from them.”921 

Mbanderu elder Mousweu Matuiipi Muhere thought that early members joined the troop 

“because they believed it [was] something good they inherited from the Germans. They copied 

the bravery of the Germans as they were drilling during the war and decided to keep that.”922 In 

this respect, the troops affirmed, rather than subverted, colonial notions of honor and martial 

masculinity. As a colonial inheritance, the troops and their flags became beacons of Herero 

survival.  

 
920  Interview with Gottlieb Meraakuani Kazombiaze, December 16, 2018; on similar views, see 

Interview with Billy Kapurua Katjatenja, Epata, Otjinene, November 29, 2018; Interview with Kilus 
Nguvauva, Windhoek, December 12, 2018; Interview with Freddy Ueriurika Nguvauva, Windhoek, 
December 13, 2018. 

921  Interview with Gottlieb Meraakuani Kazombiaze, December 16, 2018. Author’s emphasis. 
922  Interview with Paulus Vetarera Kandjou, Mosweu Matuiipi Muhere, Venautje Tjonga, Hitler 

Kaikuire Rute, and Ebson Hizembi Ngaruka, Epukiro, December 8, 2018. 
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Illustration 5: “Herero in Uniform, World War I Commemoration, 4.2.1929, Omaruru. Location 
house in background.”923  

(NAN, Photo Collection, 09898) 

Uniforms and drill constituted an important part in signaling this survival. The late 

General Field Marshall Katuutire Kaura ascribed this mimetic adoption to a desire to emulate 

those who won the war: “The Germans were victors and somehow you imitate the victor.”924 

Kaapama contended that even though the troops’ initial uniforms were German, “by people who 

fought against the Hereros, defeated, not only defeated but also tried to exterminate, the 

Ovaherero people” but that they “appropriated that uniform.”925 This was a form of “political 

satire” by which Herero survivors of the genocide challenged remaining German settlers: 

 
923  Members of the Otjizemba (White Flag) wearing a combination of British or South African 

uniforms, Sam Browne Belts, German Südwester hats, and the traditional Herero walking stick, the 
ongunya. 

924  Interview with Katuutire Kaura, Windhoek, February 6, 2019. 
925  Interview with Professor Phanuel Kaapama, Windhoek, February 28, 2019. 
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“‘Look, you fought us, you defeated us, you wanted to exterminate us, but you cannot wear your 

own uniform. And we are the ones wearing it now.’”926 In this way, troops’ use of uniforms 

challenged white conceptions about who was entitled to wear military attire. German and South 

African observers were quick to explain the Herero penchant for uniforms as a form of nostalgia 

or as a sign of an impending, renewed rebellion.927 In 1927, the Officer in Native Affairs Officer 

of Windhoek conceded that while there were no signs that the movement was hostile to the 

government “it cannot be overlooked that the mere existence of such organisations constitutes a 

potential source of trouble.”928  

Troop members consistently rejected such claims. In 1928, Mattheu Higoh explained to 

Georg Kuik, the Location Superintendent of Omaruru, that wearing uniforms evolved out of the 

precolonial practice of awarding an ox-skin belt to young men who had slain a leopard: “Now 

the exercising and the plays in uniform were nothing else than plays … . They really were 

harmless plays of the manhood of the native population. The same plays in the past, present, and 

future.”929 During the 1929 Zeraua Day commemoration, a Herero from Omaruru pointed out to 

his German interlocutor that Germans also paraded frequently around town in uniforms: “No 

person in their right mind among us thinks that they want to wage war.” Rather, the purpose of 

the troops was that “as among the whites, we rejoice in seeing our people together, when we can 

 
926  Interview with Professor Phanuel Kaapama, Windhoek, February 28, 2019. However, as Jan Bart 

Gewald has pointed out, German Namibians continued to wear military and other uniforms in a 
plethora of social environments under South African rule. See Jan-Bart Gewald, “Flags, Funerals 
and Fanfares: Herero and Missionary Contestations of the Acceptable, 1900–1940,” Journal of 
African Cultural Studies 15, no. 1 (2002): 105–17, 111–12. 

927  See, for example, “Aus dem Schutzgebiet. Beerdigung Samuel Mahereros,” Allgemeine Zeitung, 
August 29, 1923; NAN SWAA 2085 A460/25, F. P. Courtney Clarke to the Secretary SWA, August 
27, 1923. 

928  NAN SWAA 432 A.50/59 v1, Officer in Charge Native Affairs, Windhoek, to Native 
Commissioner, Windhoek, October 4, 1927. 

929  NAN SWAA 432 A.50/59 v1, Georg Kuik, Report of a meeting, held at the Omaruru Native 
Location regarding military plays, exercising and wearing uniforms, March 11, 1928. Author’s 
emphasis. 
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behold that they have grown healthy and strong again.”930 And in 1939, members of the Otjituo 

Reserve Board clarified that “when we played Truppenspielers we had not meant that the 

Germans had treated us well.”931 

The reply by the Herero of Omaruru reflects that many early members of the troops 

understood their wearing German uniforms as “play.” The label originated as a disparaging 

comment by German and South African observers who saw the activities of the troops as 

childish mimesis. In October 1927, for example, the Magistrate of Walvis Bay reported that the 

few Herero in the location only wore uniforms on the anniversary of Samuel Maharero’s funeral 

and considered it “more child’s play than anything else.”932 Historians and anthropologists 

rejected this judgment, suggesting instead that play allowed troop members to subvert and 

challenge the colonial order. 

The term ‘play’ probably had a variety of meanings for Otjiherero-speakers. As Walter 

Benjamin acknowledged, play has been central in developing man’s evolving “mimetic 

faculty.”933 Similarly, Simon Gikandi notes that mimicry accorded colonial subjects a resource 

for “undoing, warping and unraveling, even inverting … the imposed idiom” of foreign rule.934 

However, no study of the oturupa has considered that by describing their activities as “play,” the 

troops might have also employed a deliberate diminutive to avert unwelcome official attention.935 

 
930  “Inland. Omaruru,” Allgemeine Zeitung, October 23, 1929. 
931  NAN SWAA 1130 A158/10 v5, Reserve Boardmen Barnabas, Nicodemus, Fritz, Joas to 

Administrator Dr. Conradie and Chief Native Commissioner Mr. Clark, no date [1939]. 
932  NAN SWAA 432 A.50/59 v1, Magistrate Walvis Bay to Native Commissioner Windhoek, October 

19, 1927; for an early example, see NAN SWAA 432 A.50/59 v1, Magistrate Okahandja to 
Secretary of the Protectorate, May 19, 1917. 

933  Walter Benjamin, Reflections: Essays, Aphorisms, Autobiographical Writings (New York: Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich, 1978), 333. 

934  Simon Gikandi, Slavery and the Culture of Taste (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2017), 235. 
935  For potential examples of this usage, see letter of Hans Joel above. See also NAN SWAA 1850 

396/4, Statement of native Corporal Jacob, taken by Acting Magistrate Okahandja, no date 
[November 1922], and NAN NAO 31 24/14, F. G. Cogill, SWA Police, Report re Troop 
Movements, March 30, 1928. 
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Hendrickson surmised that the use of the English verb “play” and its Herero equivalent 

okunyanda indicates that “the troops may have been carried out with lightheartedness or even 

jocularity or mockery.” Enyando can be translated as “game, joy and happiness” and therefore 

captures a “range of possible emotions” that goes beyond the notion of subversion.936 

Contemporary interviewees similarly stress the uplifting effect of attending troop 

commemorations, emphasizing the affective rather than mimetic dimension of the term “play.”937 

Regardless of whether early members of the troops had fought with or against the 

Germans, participation in the oturupa offered an opportunity to revive precolonial traditions in a 

new form. As we have seen, Matheu Higoh linked the adoption of uniforms to the custom of 

awarding an ox-skin belt to a young man: “Later on when the Whites came into the country, 

similar customs were noted amongst them. Soldiers could be seen, who also had belts. Then the 

old Herero custom was changed according to the example given by the Europeans.”938 This 

change began even before the war of 1904–1908. As early as 1891, Governor Curt von Francois 

complained that bands of young Herero warriors, who exacted tribute from mission stations and 

big men, drilled in German style and wore uniforms that mimicked the cut and decoration of 

European ones.939 

At the same time, the troops’ members recalled central aspects of colonial modernity and 

German rule through embodiment and the structure of their organization. The organization’s 

hierarchy rested on the appropriation of the administrative structure of the colonial state and 

 
936  Hendrickson, “Historical Idioms,” 192. 
937  Interview with Paulus Vetarera Kandjou, Mosweu Matuiipi Muhere, Venautje Tjonga, Hitler 

Kaikuire Rute, and Ebson Hizembi Ngaruka, Epukiro, December 8, 2018. The Covid-19 epidemic 
prevented me from exploring the semantics of “play” further with interviewees. 

938  NAN SWAA 432 A.50/59 v1, Georg Kuik, Report of a meeting, held at the Omaruru Native 
Location regarding military plays, exercising and wearing uniforms, March 11, 1928. See also 
Krüger, Kriegsbewältigung, 226. 

939  Henrichsen, Herrschaft und Alltag, 293. 
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practices of literacy. The cache of troop documents seized by South African officials in 1917 

included meeting minutes, military passes, and financial records modelled on German 

bureaucracy.940 The organization’s division into individual komandos mirrored that of German 

district offices.941 Communications between komandos rested on the exchange of written 

messages that mirrored the German practice of “Meldung” (dispatch).942 This form of 

identification of individual members became institutionalized in formal membership books that 

echoed the Dienstbuch (service book) by which employers and officials controlled the movement 

of African workers under German rule. Hendrickson observes that, apart from serving a 

bureaucratic function, membership books (embo rotorupa, okambo komerikuture) also 

established a moral standard of treatment that troops could expect from peers and superiors and 

thereby helped formulate a vision of an ideal society.943 The books thereby provided an 

alternative form of identification through memory work akin to the making of relatives via eanda 

ties we saw in Chapter 1. On another level, participating in these embodied practices of recall 

allowed troop members to remember and appropriate aspects of the first colonial occupation for 

their own ends. 

Herero Heroes 

Individual members of the troops either recalled their own life experience by participating in 

their cultural practices or reflected on aspects of German rule and the colonial situation more 

generally. But how did the troops’ memory work transform the very ways in which the Herero 

 
940  NAN SWAA 432 A.50/59 v1, Magistrate Okahandja to Secretary of the Protectorate, May 19, 1917. 
941  Interview with Alexander Jarimbovandu Kaputu, Windhoek, February 14, 2019; on the current 

komando structure of the Green Flag, see Interview with Hiskia Ndjoze-Uanivi, Windhoek, 
December 13, 2018 

942  Interview with Gottlieb Meraakuani Kazombiaze, December 16, 2018. 
943  Interview with Hiskia Ndjoze-Uanivi, Windhoek, December 13, 2018; Hendrickson, “Historical 

Idioms,” 203–5. 
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remembered? Historians have emphasized that the genocide virtually destroyed Herero pre-war 

culture.944 A perhaps more appropriate description is that it precipitated a large-scale reinvention 

of tradition after many Herero cultural practices could no longer be openly performed during the 

last decade of German rule. All major chiefs of the pre-war period were either dead or in exile. 

The land, which through burial places formed the most important link of the Herero with their 

ancestors, was inaccessible and one could not move freely about it.945 The cattle herds that had 

underpinned inheritance and reciprocity in matrilineal eanda clans no longer existed, nor did the 

holy cattle important to ancestral worship in oruzo patrilineal clans.  

This changed with the South African invasion. Without the ubiquitous threat of corporal 

punishment and enforcement of passes, Herero farm workers deserted their employers. Others 

squatted on farms, reclaiming land alienated by the German government after the genocide. 

Squatting and the creation of reserves in 1923–1926 accelerated the restocking of cattle herds, 

which had already begun, albeit slowly, after the genocide.946 With access to the material basis of 

Herero religion restored, ancestor worship resurfaced. And as we have seen in Chapter 1, the 

genocide did not completely destroy Herero dual descent. Survivors and descendants rekindled 

matrilineal eanda clan affiliation to identify old, or make new, relatives. The troops supported 

this process of reconstruction on two levels. First, by offering an ostensibly non-political context 

in which large numbers of Herero could congregate. Amid the limited mobility imposed by new 

South African pass laws, troop meetings provided one of the rare occasions in which people from 

 
944  See, for example, Gewald, Herero Heroes, 221. 
945  On the importance of land in Herero cosmology see Werner A. Wienecke, “Die Gemeinschaft der 

Ahnen und die Gemeinde Jesu Christi bei den Herero” (unpublished MA thesis, University of 
Hamburg, 1962), 32. 

946  Gewald, Herero Heroes, 225–26. 
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different reserves could meet each other and interact with relatives and friends from 

Windhoek.947  

Second, the troops played an even more important role in reviving the ritual knowledge 

of patrilineal otuzo clans. Before the genocide, otuzo members were responsible for the keeping 

the holy fire and communication with the ancestors.948 The troops gave these relationships a new 

institutional form, transforming how the Herero mourned and remembered. According to 

Mbanderu elder Jesaia Katjivikua, in precolonial times, a young man would bury his father and 

move to another place to avoid contamination with the spirit of the departed. He would then 

return annually to the site of death to commemorate his ancestor by sacrificing a cow. In 

contrast, since the war of 1904–1908, the Herero “only commemorate their leaders … We no 

longer commemorate our fathers, but we commemorate the day of the burial of our leaders every 

year.”949  

The troops were key in this transformation. Their novelty consisted in extending the 

commemorative circle beyond one’s own oruzo. Although the German government created the 

Paramount Chieftaincy, its claim to authority remained disputed. Under these circumstances, the 

troops functioned as an “effort to legitimate a more centralized hierarchy of Herero patriclans.”950 

While solidarities and obligations established by matrilineal eanda have tended to be relatively 

stable, those through patrilineal oruzo clans have been more volatile. Before the war, the head of 

a Herero homestead had to struggle to maintain relationships with living male followers and 

prevent the breaking-off of younger rivals who founded their own lineages and tributary 

 
947  Interview with Professor Phanuel Kaapama, Windhoek, February 28, 2019. 
948  See Chapter 1. 
949  Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, March 22, 2019. 
950  Hendrickson, “Historical Idioms,” 348. 
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relationships. After the war and the death of so many elders, these conflicts were probably 

exacerbated when younger men suddenly claimed authority over kin and resources.  

The troop’s memory work offered a potential solution to these tensions by introducing 

the veneration of historical heroes (ozombara).951 Commemorations (omazemburukiro) became a 

space for the construction of historical narratives about an ombara as the mythical father of 

Herero otherwise unconnected by oruzo ties. The first and major example of this new practice 

became Samuel Maharero’s funeral. As a commemorative event, the funeral was unprecedented 

in Herero political history. A German correspondent was impressed. On the morning of August 

23, “the body of Samuel Maharero arrived at the railway station [in Okahandja]. Thousands of 

the Herero, on foot and on horseback line the road to the werft. In a parade march the coffin was 

carried by Herero Captains and Headmen, who wore black, white, and red bands, to the werft.”952 

It brought together an estimated three thousand Herero, or more than ten percent of the surviving 

Herero population.953  

Although this was an impressive show of support, historians have been too quick to 

equate the funeral with the creation of “a single Herero community.”954 This becomes clear if we 

examine the funeral from the perspective of Herero memory work. In communication with 

Herero ancestors (okuyambere), it is forbidden to argue because this can carry grave 

consequences. In his appeal to the deceased chief—which we have previously examined in 

Chapter 1—Tjorovi accordingly emphasized that Maharero’s main relatives were present, 

underlining the unity of the paternal lineage. The flags extended this show of unity to all 

 
951  Hendrickson, “Historical Idioms,” 367. 
952 “Aus dem Schutzgebiet. Okahandja,” Allgemeine Zeitung, August 25, 1923. 
953 “Aus dem Schutzgebiet. Beerdigung Samuel Mahereros,” Allgemeine Zeitung, August 29, 1923; on 

the number of attendees, see also Gewald, Herero Heroes, 279. 
954 Gewald, Herero Heroes, 289. 
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attendees before the ancestral grave. Just as one could not argue at a chief’s grave, so you could 

not argue as a member of a flag.955 This explains why “unity and leadership” became—and have 

remained—the main themes of troop commemorations since Maharero’s funeral.956 Similarly, 

mission scholar Theo Sundermeier reckoned: “The flag ritual serves reconciliation [and] is a 

peace-furthering event amid antagonistic forces.”957 

The troops’ annual commemorations not only created memories of colonialism and 

visions of unity in the ritual address of the ozombara, but also in surrounding contests with the 

colonial authorities. The troops’ mnemonic pageantry thereby became a means for the Herero to 

counter the colonial state and, in very small ways, effect some form of decolonization. In 1933, 

for example, a dispute erupted when the town of Okahandja built a swimming pool and kiosk in 

the immediate vicinity of the graves of chiefs Tjamuaha, Kamaharero, and Samuel Maharero, the 

burial cluster at the heart of the commemoration of Maharero Day. In a tense meeting of a 

Herero delegation with the Assistant Native Commissioner D. Hartmann, Traugott Maharero 

protested “in the strongest terms possible against the levelling of and the interference with the 

graves at Okahandja.” Hosea Kuṱako then claimed that it was “our ancient and established 

custom to visit these graves from time to time, in order to keep and maintain contact with the 

spirits of the departed.” The Herero “were conquered and oppressed [in German times] and 

under compulsion we were made to leave our most treasured and sacred places.”958 Given that the 

tradition of commemorations had started a mere decade earlier, Kuṱako’s assertion was an 

attempt to legitimate a new form of memory work through the expression of a timeless Herero 

 
955 Sundermeier, Gemeinschaft, 76, 84. 
956 Hendrickson, “Historical Idioms,” 100. 
957 Sundermeier, Gemeinschaft, 76. 
958  NAN SWAA 430 A.50/5 v1, Interview with the Herero headmen on the Herero royal ancestral 

graves: Okahandja by Assistant Native Commissioner D. Hartmann, June 9, 1933. 
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nation. At the same time, the dispute formed part of a wider symbolic reclamation of Herero land 

through acts of commemoration and the creation of monuments since the South African 

invasion.959 

In another context, Vincent Brown has described demands over graves as “mortuary 

politics” by which different groups in colonial Jamaica sought to stake claims about power, 

tradition, and cultural change.960 Although the troops themselves were not at issue in the dispute, 

the question of graves touched on the heart of their memory work and its potential to unify 

different Herero groups, particularly around the question of land. This became clear during a 

subsequent visit to the site, where Hosea Kuṱako insisted that “the ground [in question] originally 

belonged to the Hereros” and that neither the mission nor the municipality had a right to meddle 

with the visible sign of this ownership, the graves. During the same meeting, the question was 

eventually resolved when the Town Clerk agreed to erect a brick wall and fence to shield the 

graves as well as to provide separate access for Herero visitors.961 

One of my interviewees, oral historian Alexander Kaputu, further explained how the 

oturupa’s memory work expanded the purview of Herero remembrance based on a later 

example: the first attendance of a Himba delegation at the Maharero Day in 1966. Based in the 

remote Kaoko region of northwestern Namibia, the Himba were less affected by the genocide 

and German rule in general. As a result, they retained more aspects of pre-war Herero culture.962 

Kaputu acted as a liaison for them, introducing them to the troops. For Himba, “it was the first 

 
959  Krüger, Kriegsbewältigung, 288–89. 
960  Vincent Brown, The Reaper’s Garden: Death and Power in the World of Atlantic Slavery 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2008), 5. 
961  NAN SWAA 430 A.50/5 v1, Proceedings of Meeting held on May 25, 1934, at Herero Royal 

Ancestral Graves in the Town Garden, Okahandja. 
962  On the Himba see, among others, Nicolaas Jacobus van Warmelo, Notes on the Kaokoveld (South 

West Africa) and Its People (Government Printer: Department of Native Affairs, South Africa, 
1951); Bollig and Gewald, “People, Cattle and Land.” 
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time to know that people are paying homage to someone who doesn’t belong to their lineage, 

who doesn’t belong to their patrilineal line.”963 While this was a novel concept for many Himbas, 

the two chiefs who first made the voyage to Okahandja found it easier because they, like Samuel 

Maharero, belonged to the ohorongo (Kudu) oruzo.964 The troops’ extension of who was worthy 

to be remembered illustrates what philosopher Avishai Margalit has described as memory’s 

power to create “thick relations” between kin, family, and ethnic or national communities, as 

opposed to the “thin relations” between all humankind, which are governed by morality.965 The 

flags thereby reordered how Herero engaged in memory work. 

One way in which troop members advanced claims for Herero unity and sovereignty was 

by recalling bureaucratic knowledge they had gained in colonial employment. In 1884, Chief 

Kamaharero, Samuel Maharero’s father and predecessor, had already created his own grand seal 

as part of the protection treaty with the German Empire, which proclaimed him to be the “King 

of Hereroland.”966 By 1943, the Red Flag similarly used stamps for its passes and membership 

books that identified members as residents of “Hereroland.”967 Around the same time, these 

bureaucratic practices were formalized in the position of Secretary and Treasurer. On December 

20, 1946, Samuel Tjiho, Secretary of the Windhoek branch, explained that his responsibilities 

included placing membership dues in the branch’s bank account and to “keep a complete list of 

members of the movement. Persons resigning or dying are marked on the list.”968 

 
963  Interview with Alexander Jarimbovandu Kaputu, Windhoek, February 14, 2019. 
964  Interview with Alexander Jarimbovandu Kaputu, Windhoek, February 14, 2019. 
965  Margalit, Ethics, 7–8. 
966  Gerhardus Pool, Samuel Maharero (Windhoek: Gamsberg Macmillian, 1991), 61; Henrichsen, 

Herrschaft und Alltag, 280–83. 
967  NAN SWAA 432 A.50/59 v2, Assistant Native Commissioner to Chief Native Commissioner, 

Windhoek, June 12, 1943. 
968  NAN SWAA 432 A.50/59 v2, Beëdigte verklaring Naturelle Samuel Tjiho December 20, 1946. On 

the origins of this slogan in the equivalent of a local German veterans’ association see Ngavirue, 
Political Parties, 197.  
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In some accounts, even the founding of the flags occurred through an act of writing, a 

form of memory work retained and recreated over time. According to historian of the Maharero 

royal house Josef Uandia Kaviṱunḓema, the founding of the Red Flag occurred at a gathering in 

Okaundja where Thusnelde Hengari, Kuturua Tjiuru, Kaviṱunḓema’s mother and other women 

put the slogan of the Otjiserandu, “Samuel Maharero Mukuru Puna Eṱe (Samuel Maharero God 

With Us) [sic],” on a red flag for the first time. Hengari and the other women were former 

students at the old missionary school at Otjimbingwe.969 In this way, they inscribed an embodied 

memory and specialized knowledge acquired under German rule unto a new cultural and 

political symbol of Herero unity.970  

United in Disunity 

However, appeals to Herero unity through the troops’ memory work did not necessarily produce 

a unified ethnos. Indeed, the flags became the site of Herero leaders’ competition for followers. 

At the funeral of Samuel Maharero in 1923, his son Friedrich Maharero and Hosea Kuṱako were 

engaged in a dispute about the role of the troops. As F. R. Lehmann pointed out, this was not just 

a conflict over the troops’ use of German symbols but over competing claims to leadership based 

on the two men’s relationship to the deceased chief. Mathilde, Hosea Kuṱako’s mother, and 

Johanna, her sister and Samuel Maharero’s wife, both belonged to the eanda omukuendata. 

While eanda ties can constitute mutual obligation, they can also fuel competition over legitimate 

leadership.971 Similarly, in 1928, the Magistrate of Okahandja observed that although different 

regiments of the troops commemorated together, their leaders stood in “raucous rivalry” to each 

 
969  Interview with Isaak Varimbara Keya and Josef Uandia Kaviṱunḓema, Otjinene, December 8, 2018. 

The usual order is M.P.E.S.M., i.e. Mukuru Puna Eṱe Samuel Maharero. 
970  On the troops as potential space for enacting unity, see Beek, Gewald, Kaapama, “Contested Ritual 

of Unity,” 42. 
971  Lehmann, “Geschichte,” 65. 
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other.972 Alexander Kaputu notes that the different flags emerged “because of disunity among the 

various dynasties or royal houses … and also among the ethnic groupings like the Ovambanderu 

and the Tjimba people.”973 The White and Green Flag were founded because local leaders 

insisted that “I am a chief on my own … . I don’t fall under Chief Hosea Kutako. I don’t fall 

under the Maharero clan.”974  

In an acute analysis, Zedekia Ngavirue has suggested that Hosea Kuṱako’s conflict with 

the troops in the 1930s was less about substantive issues—since both groups essentially shared 

the same goal of regaining Herero land—and resulted more from the fact that he sought to 

present himself above the fray of any one troop section, which would have drawn him further 

into the organization’s internecine conflicts.975 According to Kaviṱunḓema, the present divisions 

among the different flags emerged because other houses began to question the “birth right” of the 

Maharero royal house in conducting the Okahandja commemorations.976 This view corresponds 

to Castro’s analysis, who observes that “the Otjiserandu … owed its loyalty above all to the 

descendants of Maharero.”977 The expansion of commemorative practice still implied the claim to 

leadership of the Maharero royal house. In continuity with previous ancestral worship, the 

commemoration at Okahandja required the presence of a “scion of the house of Maharero” to 

 
972  NAN SWAA 432 A.50/59 v1, Magistrate Okahandja to Secretary SWA, December 20, 1928. 
973  Interview with Alexander Jarimbovandu Kaputu, Windhoek, February 14, 2019. Kaputu insists that 

the term Herero is an umbrella term that includes the latter two groups, but he acknowledged that 
this is not how many past and present actors have framed it. Manfried Jatamunua, a high-ranking 
member of the White Flag, also stressed that the flags were ultimately associated with the three main 
royal houses of Maharero, Zeraua, and Nguvauva. Interview with Manfried Jatamunua, Windhoek, 
October 17, 2018. 

974  Interview with Alexander Jarimbovandu Kaputu, Windhoek, February 14, 2019. One of the late 
leaders of the Mbanderu underscored that this was the motivation for the founding of the Green Flag. 
See Interview with Kilus Nguvauva, Windhoek, December 12, 2018. 

975  Ngavirue, Political Parties, 198. 
976  Interview with Isaak Varimbara Keya and Josef Uandia Kaviṱunḓema, Otjinene, December 8, 2018. 
977  Castro, “A Política Ovaherero,” 199–200. 
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introduce guests to and communicate with ancestors buried there.978 In the late 1930s, Hosea 

Kuṱako argued that the troops had lost their initial purpose when such a descendant did not attend 

the proceedings.979  

Another potential source of conflict arising from the troops’ commemorative activities 

related to cattle. Archival sources suggest that Herero men used troop membership to acquire 

more cattle, which in turn would have strengthened their position of authority within the 

patrilineage and independence from matrilineal relatives. On August 28, 1948, the Herero 

teacher Otto Schimming claimed in a meeting with the Government Ethnologist of the 

Department of Native Affairs, Pretoria, that troop leader Festus Katura “has about 50 head of 

cattle, though not all in his own name, and as he has never worked much, this is regarded as one 

more proof that, as the young men say, the great men in the movement help themselves to the 

funds.”980 As a progressive teacher, Schimming was a pronounced opponent of the troops and his 

allegation might have been merely aimed to discredit the organization in the eyes of the 

administration. Apart from the Mungunda and Kapuuo families, Schimming was also one of the 

wealthiest black livestock farmers, adding a class dimension to his deprecatory comment.981 

However, his allegations point to the possibility that the troops’ leaders stoked tensions within 

the flags by misappropriating membership dues, which were meant to support the organization’s 

memory work, for their own ends. 

The diverging experience of Herero communities under German rule exacerbated such 

tensions. Soon after the founding of the Red Flag, its commemorations created conflicting 

 
978  NAN SWAA 432 A.50/59 v1, Magistrate Okahandja to Chief Native Commissioner, June 3, 1936. 
979  NAN SWAA 430 A.50/5 v1, Additional Native Commissioner to Acting Native Commissioner, 

Windhoek, June 2, 1938. 
980  Lehmann, “Geschichte,” 88. 
981  Bollig and Gewald, “People, Cattle and Land,” 38. 
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memories of and around German colonialism that undermined the proclaimed unity of the 

movement. In 1926, the Herero of Omaruru founded their own troops, the White Flag, at the 

funeral of Parmenas Zeraua.982 The chiefs of Omaruru had a long history of autonomy and were 

among the first to convert to Christianity. This legacy was reflected in the proceedings of the 

first Zeraua Day in October, in which Christian rites took center stage. The correspondent of the 

Windhoek Advertiser concluded that “the whole circumstances of the funeral marked the national 

loyalty still existing in the Hereros towards their ancient ruling houses.”983  

Two episodes during the following 1929 commemoration shed light on the motives for 

founding the Otjizemba. Among the attendees was the German Adolf Irschlinger, a veteran of the 

1904–1908 war and self-professed friend of Chief Manasse Tjiseseta.984 Extolling Tjiseseta as a 

“diligent, good man,” Irschlinger professed that “[i]f Manasse … had lived longer, the Herero 

people would have fared better, since Manasse would have led them more capably.”985 The 

implicit comparison was with Samuel Maharero, who had appealed to the Omaruru Herero to 

join him in the war. Irschlinger’s opinion could be dismissed as a settler’s retrospective 

construction of Tjiseseta as a ‘good native’. But local Herero, including Traugott Tjienda, 

Tjiseseta’s nephew, were conscious that the South African mandate constituted an—however 

imperfect—improvement to his people’s experience of Samuel’s leadership. Tjienda “called on 

his people to be thankful for everything, what they enjoyed under the current [South Africa] flag. 

 
982  On the White Flag in general see Antje Otto, “Einige Gedanken zur Geschichte und Verlauf des 

Zeraua-Festes der westlichen Herero,” Namibiana 1, no. 1 (1979): 39–47. 
983  “Country notes. Omaruru,” Windhoek Advertiser, March 24, 1926, 2. 
984  During the 1880s and 1890s, Tjiseseta was an influential opponent of the Maharero chiefs’ claim to 

paramountcy and one of the first chiefs who converted to Christianity. Henrichsen, Herrschaft und 
Alltag, 287–88. 

985  “Inland. Omaruru,” Allgemeine Zeitung, October 23, 1929. 
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Black and white now lived together in peace.”986 Similarly, oral histories collected by 

Hendrickson indicate that the White Flag was adopted as flag of peace in conscious opposition to 

the Otjiserandu’s red color and its association with the wars against the Namas and the 

Germans.987 

For the Mbanderu, founding the Green Flag became an even more conscious effort at 

independent memory work.988 Liebhard Mbaeva relates its founding in 1947 as a direct result of 

the Battle of Otjunda of 1896. In the battle, Herero soldiers under the command of Samuel 

Maharero assisted German troops in fighting Mbanderu who resisted German land encroachment 

along the White and Black Nossob Rivers. The battle was followed by the execution of Chief 

Kahimema Nguvauva and an exodus of Mbanderu refugees to Bechuanaland. 989 In 1931, 

Nikodemus Kavikunua, the son of the younger brother of Kahimemua and one of Samuel 

Maharero’s rivals to the chieftaincy, returned to Namibia to see whether there were still 

Mbanderu left. When they told him that they were part of the Red Flag, he called on them to 

abandon it: “How could you wear such a flag? The battle of Otjunda caused our people to flee to 

Botswana. … I will give you your own flag – whereby you will remember yourselves as 

Mbanderus. Never wear a flag that killed us again.”990 A particular grudge was that Samuel 

Maharero sat on the court martial that sentenced Kahimemuma to death.991  

 
986  “Inland. Omaruru,” Allgemeine Zeitung, October 23, 1929. On tensions between the Zeraua and 

Maharero houses around Omaruru see also Köhler, Omaruru District, 84–85, 101. 
987  Hendrickson, “Historical Idioms,” 258. 
988  On oral histories of the Green Flag see Interview with Hiskia Ndjoze-Uanivi, Windhoek, December 

13, 2018; Interview with Freddy Ueriurika Nguvauva, Windhoek, December 13, 2018. See also 
Hendrickson, “Historical Idioms,” 267–87. 

989  On the exodus of Mbanderu refugees following the battle see Gewald, “‘I Was Afraid of Samuel’”; 
on the impact of Mbanderu grievances over Kahimemua’s execution, see McCullers, “Lines in the 
Sand,” 86–123. 

990  Interview with Liebhard U. Mbaeva, Farm Skoonheid, Epukiro, February 15, 2019. 
991 Ngavirue, Political Parties, 195; for a more detailed account of these events in Mbanderu oral 

history, see Sundermeier, Mbanderu, 44–64. 
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From 1931 onwards, Mbanderu therefore wore green cloth pieces with their uniforms, 

although they continued to march under the Red Flag.992 In the 1930s, interactions between 

Mbanderu and Herero in Epukiro reserve were tense and included mutual allegations of 

disrespect and the alleged use of troops to intimidate rivals.993 When Nikodemus died in 1945 

and was buried at Otjunda in 1947, the Green Flag was formally established. Although a Red 

Flag Group sought to participate in the commemoration, this was rejected by the local Mbanderu 

if they intended to carry a red banner. Consequently, the group had to withdraw.994 A decade 

later, the Windhoek Advertiser observed that “Mbanderus have never been able to forgive their 

fellow-men for assisting the Germans in the execution of Kahimemua.”995 At that time, a major 

split between supporters of the Green and Red Flag occurred over a succession dispute in 

Epukiro. While Hosea Kuṱako favored Gerson Hoveka, local Mbanderu decided at a meeting to 

elect Munjuku II as their headman. The opposition to Hoveka rested in part on the fact that he 

was the grandson of Kanangatie, who had led the patrols that rounded up Kahimemua’s cattle 

after his execution.996  

While the founding of the Green Flag became an assertion of a separate Mbanderu 

identity, it also produced internal tensions over the form and direction of its memory work. 

According to Jesaia Katjivikua, “it took long before everybody started wearing [green].” At first, 

only single individuals would start donning a green uniform, as in the case of Jefta Kahuure in 

Gobabis. Katjivikua’s father and a man called Kavarua were two other trailblazers. They sold the 

 
992  Interview with Liebhard U. Mbaeva, Farm Skoonheid, Epukiro, February 15, 2019. 
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skins of an ox and wild dog to purchase the cloth for a flag and its pole. But after Kavarua fixed 

the pole to his house in Orevija, people from Ondjiripumua, the major Mbanderu settlement after 

the destruction of Otjihaenena in 1896, objected, claiming that they should be the ones to hoist it. 

Katjivikua’s father suggested that if they wanted the flag, they would have to remove it by force. 

After a peaceful compromise, the flag ended up being hoisted at Ondjiripumua. This seemingly 

mundane conflict over a flag pole reflects some of the inherent tensions over memory, authority, 

and prestige in the troops. 

Such tensions could lead to internal splits. The Green Flag again provides the earliest 

example. In 1960, Munjuku II returned from exile in Bechuanaland. Until then, the Hoveka 

family had been the nominal leaders of the Mbanderu through their position as headmen of 

Epukiro reserve. Munjuku’s arrival caused a split in the Green Flag between his own supporters 

and those of Simeon Hoveka, who was seen by the former as a Herero because of his ties to the 

Maharero family. Mbanderu elder Jesaia Katjivikua witnessed the meeting in which the split 

occurred. His account illustrates the close relationship of the troops between segmentary lineage 

and political leadership. According to Katjivikua, Munjuku removed a picture of Nikanor 

Hoveka, Simeon’s father and the first leader of Epukiro reserve, from troop offices upon his 

return. Munjuku argued that the Hovekas could no longer wear the Green Flag because they were 

Hereros, not Mbanderus.  

Katjivikua and Elifas Tjingaeṱe disagreed, insisting that “the flag was for Mbanderus and 

Hovekas are Mbanderus.” At a fraught meeting in Windhoek that stretched into the early hours 

of the morning, the matter came to a vote, which the Hoveka faction lost. Unsatisfied, 

Katjiṱumbe Trougott Handura asked Munjuku for his paternal and maternal eanda. He pointed 

out that both him and Nikanor Hoveka hailed from the Omunakwahere eanda on their father’s 
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side. When Trougott asked Munjuku “who gave you authority over him to take the flag off him,” 

the latter pointed to the result of the vote, which had trumped authority based on clan 

affiliation.997 Simeon Hoveka at first refused to accept the result, urging his followers to continue 

wearing the Green Flag. But after his death, the Hovekas started wearing the Red Flag, 

cementing the first inter-troop split.998 

In addition to these internal conflicts, the troops and their memory work became 

increasingly enmeshed in the politicization of the Herero after 1945.999 This included both the 

struggle for decolonization from South African colonialism, as well as efforts of the Mbanderu 

for greater autonomy from the Herero. The major catalyst occurred in 1946 with South Africa’s 

attempt to incorporate Namibia as a fifth province. Like the progressive politicians around Hosea 

Kuṱako, troop leaders realized that South African rule would not lead to the restitution of land 

and would, if anything, result in stricter confinement to native reserves. During the 1930s, some 

troop leaders such as Solomon Kamayame had spent time in South Africa, where they interacted 

with African nationalists such as Kenneth Kaunda, Seretse Khama and Alfred B. Xuma.1000 When 

they returned, they combined the Herero call for the restitution of land with the more far-

reaching demand for national self-determination. Men around Kamayame formed a new informal 

group, the ozohoze (pioneers, vigilants). In his first analysis of this group, Zedekia Ngavirue 

argued that the ozohoze constituted an important bridge in the shift from “internalization” of 

opposition through ethnic mobilization to “externalization” and “functionally specific 

organizations” that promoted modern nationalism. Karla Poewe’s work substantiates this claim. 

In 1982, Poewe interviewed ozohoze co-founder Kamayame, who told her:  

 
997  Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, November 28, 2018. 
998  Interview with Jesaja Ewald Katjivikua, Gobabis, March 22, 2019. 
999  Beek, Gewald, Kaapama, “Contested Ritual of Unity,” 41. 
1000  Poewe, Namibian Herero, 149–50. 
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Look, to ask for our land back did not work. The administration laughed at us. 
They made us look selfish and greedy as if we were taking land from our black 
brethren. But the point I was making was that we must work with the Nama and 
Damara [in politics] as we did in the Troops – only now with a new idea, National 
Independence.1001 

 
Led by the ozohoze, the troops and their commemorations became an important medium 

to clandestinely organize opposition to incorporation. As emphasized before, it is worth noting 

that the flags’ annual commemorations provided the only legal occasion for large numbers of the 

Herero to congregate, exchange news, and organize resistance against South African rule. It was 

no coincidence that the signing of the first UN petition in 1946 occurred at the biggest annual 

troop event, Maharero Day.1002 According to Kamayame, the group countered the South African 

incorporation attempt by telephoning as many members as possible who worked in different 

commissioners’ offices, asking them to oppose incorporation, and sending out envoys to do the 

same in the reserves.1003 Women, now included in the troops, raised funds for petitions to the UN 

and to convey messages between chiefs during commemorations and by organizing omuhiva 

dances in locations where they sold tea and food.1004 Lawyer Israel Goldblatt witnessed one of 

these fundraisers in 1960.1005  

Yet because the flags sat at the interstice of Herero kinship relations, their own structure 

of authority, and “formal” politics, conflicts between these spheres of power became inevitable. 

The creation of political parties introduced a new source of potential conflict for members. If 

their troop leader joined a party or switched allegiance to a different one, they had to either 

follow his lead or face questions about their loyalty.1006 Namibian historians agree that the 

 
1001  Poewe, Namibian Herero, 163. 
1002  Scott, Time to Speak, 223. 
1003  Poewe, Namibian Herero, 165. 
1004  Interview with Professor Phanuel Kaapama, Windhoek, February 28, 2019. 
1005  BAB PA.7 VI.A.1.  
1006  Hendrickson, “Historical Idioms,” 171. 
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formation of the National Unity Democratic Organization (NUDO) in 1964 marked a particular 

watershed, which divided loyalties between the explicitly Herero political parties NUDO and 

SWANU and the more broadly based SWAPO.1007 Another fault line were the politics of the 

Cold War. According to Hendrickson, the section of the Green Flag that continued to march with 

the Red Flag after a split over the election of Paramount Chief Clemens Kapuuo in 1970 did so 

out of opposition to the alleged Communist leanings of the Green Flag under Munjuku, i.e. his 

support for SWAPO.1008 Nevertheless, troop members usually insisted on the organization’s 

apolitical nature. This, however, usually only meant “world politics” in the sense of great power 

rivalries and the fundamental question of disputed sovereignty in Namibia.1009  

In 1962, the commemoration at Okahandja was marked by the absence of Hosea Kuṱako, 

who thereby protested against the government-ordained appointment of Munjuku as Chief of 

Epukiro reserve and leader of the Mbanderu. This was not only a conflict about Munjuku’s 

cooperation with the apartheid state in obtaining his post. It was also a question of who was an 

eligible, ‘traditional’ leader of the Mbanderu who could engage in memory work. Kuṱako’s claim 

rested on his descent from Chief Kahimemua and Nikodemus Kavikunua. However, Munjuku 

had an even more direct claim as the grandson of Kahimemua.1010 Observers of that year’s 

proceedings in Okahandja noted that the ceremony at Kahimemua’s grave took longer than 

usual.1011 Presumably, the ozondangere had to negotiate longer with the ancestors to limit the 

fallout of the present dispute. 

 
1007  Du Pisani, SWA/Namibia, 153; Katjavivi, History of Resistance, 51–52; Ngavirue, Political Parties, 

253. 
1008  Hendrickson, “Historical Idioms,” 218. 
1009  Lehmann, “Geschichte,” 156. 
1010  “Der Hererotag in Okahandja,” Allgemeine Zeitung, August 30, 1962, 6. 
1011  “Der Hererotag in Okahandja,” Allgemeine Zeitung, August 30, 1962, 6. 
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The rift between the Red and Green Flag persisted until 1966, when attendees of that 

year’s Maharero Day attempted to reconcile the two groups. Because of his advanced age, Hosea 

Kuṱako could not attend. The day marked a watershed in several ways. A few days earlier, South 

African troops had attacked SWAPO’s military wing at Omugulugwombashe. The day also 

marked more than a decade since about a third of Herero Christians had broken away from the 

former mission church to establish their own congregation, the Oruuano (Unity) Church.1012 In 

contrast to German missionaries’ rejection of Herero religion, the Oruuano tolerated elements of 

ancestor worship. While exact numbers are unavailable, it is reasonable to assume that many 

troop members joined the Oruuano because it offered a more welcoming environment for 

combining practices of Christianity and Herero religion.1013 In addition to its Christian clergy, the 

Oruuano also revolved around a series of influential prophets from Bechuanaland and Kaoko. 

Four such prophets attended the 1966 commemoration. Yet the Oruuano was not above the fray 

of political disputes. After Munjuku prevailed over Hosea Kuṱako’s candidate in the Epukiro 

succession dispute, Mbanderu Christians broke away from the Oruuano and founded the 

“Church of Africa” in 1964.1014 

 
1012  On the church see Wienecke, “Gemeinschaft der Ahnen”; Ehrenfried Kandovazu, Oruuano rua pita 

vi? (Karibib: Rynse Sending-Drukkery, 1968); Sundermeier, Gemeinschaft; Ph. Pöllitzer, “Die 
eigene Kerze anzünden! Untersuchung zu Entstehung, Lehre, Leitung und Leben in der Oruuano” 
(unpublished PhD dissertation, University of Pretoria, 1978); Zedekia Ngavirue, “On Wearing the 
Victor’s Uniforms and Replacing Their Churches: South West Africa (Namibia) 1920–1950,” in 
Cargo Cults and Millenarian Movements: Transoceanic Comparisons of New Religious Movements, 
ed. G. W. Trompf (Berlin, New York: de Gruyter, 1990), 391–424; Josué Tomasini Castro, 
“Sincretismo e Resistência: o caso africano da igreja Oruuano,” Campos - Revista de Antropologia 
9, no. 1 (2008); Werner A. Wienecke, Afrikanische Wirklichkeit: abseits der Touristenwege in 
Namibia (Gelnhausen: Verlago, 2015), 43–6; Werner A. Wienecke, Missionarische Abenteuer 
während des Freiheitskampfes in Namibia (Gelnhausen: Wagner Verlag, 2014), 38–66, 149–153. 

1013  The exceptions were the Herero of Omaruru, whose leaders in 1955 affirmed their allegiance to the 
Lutheran church. See AMS VEM RMG 2.642, Minutes of the extraordinary session with Herero 
headmen and a church elder of the Herero congregation Omaruru on August 25, 1955, 25-26. 

1014  Sundermeier, Gemeinschaft, 125–27. 
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At the 1966 commemoration, Kuṱako’s secretary and future Paramount Chief Clemens 

Kapuuo held the main speech in the chief’s stead. Kapuuo greeted the “entire people” and 

especially the prophets. Congratulating Bechuanaland on its nearing independence, he praised 

the Bechuana prophets and thanked their people for welcoming the Herero refugees of the 1904–

1908 war. Kapuuo then proclaimed that the theme of his speech was “the unity of the Herero.” 

On the one hand, he noted: “The graves truly unite us as one people, as it was created by the 

Almighty Creator.” On the other hand, he lamented that as soon as Maharero Day was over, 

“Satan” seduced people to pursue their own interests and sow division. He appealed to his 

listeners that to live in peace, they had to forgive each other past mistakes.1015 The correspondent 

of the German-language newspaper Allgemeine Zeitung accordingly concluded that the day 

“doubtlessly reflected the search for a greater unity between the individual churches and kindred 

peoples that are commonly called Herero.”1016  

However, the two other major speeches demonstrate how little this appeal for unity 

reflected actual conditions between different sections of Herero society. Introducing himself as 

“leader of the marching units,” M. Vesevete warned “his soldiers” not to strive for leadership 

positions since being a leader was difficult—albeit it remained unclear whether he meant posts in 

the troops, formal political office, or the role of traditional leaders. Apart from discouraging 

leadership challenges, Vesete echoed Kapuuo’s call for reconciliation. Neither of them spelled 

out what exactly should be forgiven. The final speaker, the Mbanderu intellectual A. Tjingaete, 

spoke for Munjuku and struck a more realistic tone. He expressed a willingness for unity, but this 

meant everyone had to make concessions. In a thinly veiled jab at Kapuuo, he suggested that 

 
1015  “Reden am Hererotag,” Allgemeine Zeitung, August 31, 1966, 2. 
1016  “Der größte Herero-Tag in Okahandja (Schluss),” Allgemeine Zeitung, August 30, 1966, 5. 
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those who called for unity now had sown division before. He called on all leaders to come 

together and discuss the issues rather than conjuring up unity at mass meetings.1017  

Nationalist as well as postcolonial historians have generally agreed that Herero society 

underwent a process of ethnic awakening since the interwar period. The oturupa’s memory work 

became one dimension of this process. But because the troops created memories of and with 

German rule within a growing web of kinship, traditional, and political alliances, the making of 

Herero ethnic identities was not a simple unification of the survivors and descendants of the war 

of 1904–1908. Missionary scholar Theo Sundermeier has conceded in light of his extensive oral 

history work with Mbanderu communities that the Herero were not a people in the strict sense 

“but clans (lineages), which exist independently from each other.”1018  

Overlapping ties of kinship also meant, however, that despite increasing ethnic self-

assertion, Mbanderu and Herero troop members could still attend each other’s events. While 

studying in Okahandja in 1966, Hiskia Ndjoze-Uanivi participated in both in Green and Red Flag 

commemorations.1019 Moreover, the recreation of elements of segmentary society through the 

oturupa and its revival of tradition should not be mistaken as an argument for the absence of 

change. Colonization, genocide, and apartheid fundamentally transformed Herero society and 

what it meant to identify as one of its members. The troop itself represents an enduring legacy of 

this transformative power. But the destruction caused by the genocide did not preclude the re-

invention of pre-war cultural traditions of authority and belonging. The extension of the branches 

of memory by the troops between 1923 and 1966 therefore exemplifies the tension between 

change and continuity that has characterized Herero society in the twentieth century. 

 
1017 “Reden am Hererotag,” Allgemeine Zeitung, August 31, 1966, 2. 
1018 Sundermeier, Gemeinschaft, 14. 
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Conclusion 

This chapter set out to examine how the Herero spread mnemonic branches beyond their 

immediate and matrilineal kin through the commemorative cultural practices of the oturupa. It 

has argued that the troops became a vehicle for Herero leaders to expand the circle of patrilineal 

relatives worthy to be remembered beyond an individual’s paternal ancestor. By remembering 

chiefs such as Samuel Maharero and Kahimemua Nguvauva at annual commemorations, troop 

members not only recalled disparate experiences ranging from the Bambusen’s military service 

for German soldiers to other Hereros’ resistance against them, but also challenged the 

pretensions of their current South African rulers for European superiority and cultural 

distinction. This integrative function was in part rooted in the revival of Herero ancestral 

worship, and a taboo in many clans against arguing at the ancestors’ graves. The troops’ memory 

work thereby became a powerful factor in the making of a popular historical imagination of the 

Herero as a unified people and nation. By physically convening dispersed members at annual 

rituals and maintaining a clandestine network of correspondence, the flags supported the 

anticolonial struggle against South African incorporation and apartheid.  

At the same time, the troops revealed and sometimes exacerbated intra-Herero tensions 

by making memories. The founding of the three flags reflected the competing memory work of 

traditional leaders associated with the royal houses of Zeraua, Maharero, and Kahimemua who 

thereby sought to attract followers and position themselves vis à vis new colonizers. Individual 

troop leaders sometimes pursued their own interests through the organization by amassing cattle 

at other members’ expense. Amid the increasing politicization of Herero communities after 1945, 

the flags also became the site of ideological conflicts over alignment with the South African 

state, strategies of the liberation struggle, and ethnic politics. The chapter thus highlights the 
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dialectical relationship between the making of colonial memories and the making of ethnic 

communities in twentieth century Namibia. While the latter depended one the former, 

remembering the first colonial occupation also kindled conflicts among the Herero over 

questions of past collaboration, present colonial exploitation, and future political authority. The 

next chapter turns to a different dynamic in the extension of mnemonic branches through cultural 

practices around objects left behind by former colonizers. Rather than through the uniforms of 

erstwhile German rulers, it reveals the ways in which Tanzanians created memories of and 

through German colonialism by handling and telling stories about demonetized colonial specie. 
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6. Valuable Memories: Colonial Specie and Remembering Debts in Central Tanzania 
 
Chapter 4 illustrated the ways in which Tanzanians extended mnemonic branches among each 

other through debates in the public sphere. In doing so, they recalled gifted poets, colleagues in 

the colonial administration, or their first teachers. At the same time, they remembered the 

violence of German rule, turning references to the country’s first colonial occupation into an 

idiom to challenge British colonizers and the postcolonial state. This chapter shifts from memory 

making in print and diplomacy to popular imaginations of the past through physical objects and 

lieux de mémoire.  

It does so by examining the ways in which Tanzanians have created memories of and 

through German colonialism by telling stories about German coins. After the First World War, 

Indian and Arab merchants as well as African chiefs demanded compensation for the destruction 

caused by the German colonial army. Meanwhile, former askari insisted on being paid their 

outstanding wages. And since the interwar period, Tanzanians have recounted stories about 

buried German “treasure” that exposed the desperate efforts of German officers to withhold 

money, weapons, and important documents from British soldiers and (former) African subjects. 

Through these stories and claims, Tanzanians fashioned what I call a popular geography of 

German rule: a collective mnemonic map in which people associate trees, hills, and other 

landmarks with the history of the first colonial occupation. By telling stories about colonial 

specie and its hiding places, Tanzanians have reminded each other about the outstanding debts of 

former colonizers and the exploitative nature of colonialism. 

The history of this monetary memory work uncovers the little-known precedents of 

recent calls by Tanzanian government officials for compensation for German colonialism. In 

February 2017, Minister of Defence Hussein Mwinyi announced that the government would seek 
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reparations for the Maji Maji War of 1905–1907.1020 Three years later, Abdallah Possi, the 

Tanzanian Ambassador to Germany, renewed this demand, calling on both governments to start 

negotiations about making amends for crimes committed under German rule.1021 However, these 

calls were not the first time that Tanzanians have created memories of colonialism through 

stories about the debts owed by former colonizers. Under the Treaty of Versailles’ reparation 

scheme, some Indian and Arab merchants secured compensation for wartime requisitioning. And 

in 1926, more than 80,000 former askari and porters of the German colonial army achieved the 

payout of their outstanding wages from Germany after almost a decade of claim- and memory 

making.  

For the majority of claimants, these payments had an immediate beneficial impact, 

mirroring the demands of the Herero and the Meru for the return of their land and cattle to 

rebuild their livelihoods, which we examined in Chapters 3 and 4. Yet in contrast to Herero and 

Meru memory making around the costs of German rule, the payments to askari as well as Arab 

and Indian merchants benefited already-privileged (former) colonial intermediaries. 

Nevertheless, revealing these precedents helps to explain why demands by these groups were 

absent upon Tanzania’s independence in 1961, when they surfaced in Germany’s former West 

African colonies.1022 Of course, demands by former colonial soldiers and disgruntled merchants 

were not tantamount to reparations for colonialism or a wider debate about restorative justice. 

The fact that these payments and the associated memory making have receded from living 

memory in Tanzania today underlines that they only benefited a minority.1023 The Allies rejected 

 
1020 “Tanzania to Press Germany for Damages for Colonial Era ‘Atrocities,’” Deutsche Welle, February 
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1023 Among my Tanzanian interviewees, only Wahaki Vesso knew about the history of askari payments. 
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calls for compensation by African chiefs such as Matola II because the peace treaty did not 

accord “natives” the right to reparations. The extension of branches of memory by former askari 

and other Tanzanians through German specie thus exposes debts that have been left unpaid for a 

century. In this way, the history of their claims problematizes the notion that demands for 

compensation for colonialism necessarily reflect anticolonial views.1024 

At the same time, the telling of stories about and through German currency after its 

demonetization points to broader cultural legacies of German East Africa in Tanzania. Compared 

to British rule, historians tend to associate the German period with a shallow impact apart from 

its violence and remaining physical structures.1025 But as Oswald Masebo recently noted, the 

assumption of shallowness is based on “epistemological gaps” regarding African strategies to 

survive under and commemorate colonialism.1026 One dimension of this impact was linguistic. In 

Namibia, Otjiherero-speakers embraced a plethora of German loanwords. In contrast, Swahili-

speakers only adopted a few German-derived words, such as shule (school).  

Yet as Chapter 4 has demonstrated, personal continuities characterized the transition from 

German to British rule. The intermediaries in question often retained a habitus distinct from their 

British-educated peers, which could include speaking—or singing—in German. Wahaki Vesso, 

elder and historian of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Tanga, remembered that his 

grandfather “liked [to speak] German very much.”1027 In the 1960s, British anthropologist Alison 
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Redmayne encountered many Hehe elders who could still sing the German imperial anthem 

“Heil dir im Siegerkranz” (Hail thee in the victor’s crown), which they had learned in German 

government schools.1028  

But this habitus usually died with its bearers. Tanzanian historian Reginald Kirey has 

identified a more lasting cultural legacy in the copious documents that German authorities buried 

during the First World War to deprive colonial interlopers and African subjects of potentially 

useful information. After tedious efforts of British officials in locating them, these records 

became crucial for consolidating mandate rule, formulating African claims for compensation, 

and forming postcolonial collective memories.1029 While Kirey thus demonstrates the institutional 

afterlives of the first colonial occupation, I am interested in the stories Tanzanians have told 

about the things former colonizers buried. By examining popular narratives around colonial 

specie and hidden “treasure,” we gain insight into the ways which Tanzanians have integrated 

the first colonial occupation into their historical imagination and everyday cultural practice.1030 

Finally, how Tanzanians extended mnemonic branches by handling and speaking about 

colonial specie contributes to studies on the ways in which material culture shapes social 

remembrance. In the past two decades, there has been a renewed interest in the history of African 

currencies.1031 Building on this literature, this chapter shows that commodity currencies continue 

 
1028  See the recording of Boniface Mkwawa, a grandson of Chief Mkwawa, singing the anthem in British 
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to offer potential for creative mnemonic appropriation after their demonetization. Since German 

coins were not the product of their owner’s labor, they did not necessarily develop the same 

affective potential as, say, a hand-woven quilt. But coins still connected the public and private 

branches of memory by acting as material cues for storytelling about the past. In public, they 

reminded Tanzanians about the nature of colonial rule and the ending of the German empire in 

Africa. In private, they acted as reminders of family history, commercial damages, and slighted 

soldierly honor.  

To enumerate the relationships between memory making and colonial specie, I first 

examine how the First World War engendered a political economy that enabled Tanzanians to 

not only continue to use German coins but to tell stories through these ostensibly worthless 

objects. Second, I analyze what kind of mnemonic narratives Indian and Arab traders as well as 

former askari created about German specie to demand compensation from the German 

government. Finally, I turn to how Tanzanians made memories with coins and banknotes that 

German colonizers kept hidden from the prying eyes of British rivals and African subjects.  

Muddling Through 

The First World War caused a currency crisis that rendered German specie ubiquitous. These 

coins remained in circulation as means of payment and unit of account well into the interwar 

period. In this way, Tanzanians made memories about and with German specie the first colonial 

occupation by handling tangible tokens. 

The war led to the collapse of the gold standard. Across the world, formerly fixed 

currencies began to fluctuate because governments horded gold to pay for the war effort while 

limiting convertibility. Hording led to an increased demand in silver, which caused commodity 
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currencies such as the German East African rupee to appreciate against their anchor 

currencies.1032 This crisis became arguably most acute in Tanzania, where “owing to the war it 

became necessary to pay the salaries of a ten-fold increase of native soldiery, hundreds of 

thousands of porters, to purchase stores and native foodstuffs.”1033 Because of a shortage of 

specie and notes, Governor Heinrich Schnee authorized the German East African Bank to issue 

interim notes for the total amount of 20 million rupees in excess of the bank’s concessionary 

limit of 4.5 million rupees. The bank issued the notes in exchange for the deposit of securities 

such as gold and silver. Although 521,400 Rs gold and 945,000 rupees in silver were deposited, 

9.9 million notes were left uncovered and had to be secured against bills of exchange.1034 If we 

see German coins and notes as mnemonic cues, the currency crisis created an oversupply of 

potential reminders of Tanzania’s status as (erstwhile) German colony. 

When the British established control over the colony, they inherited these notes, together 

with millions of rupee coins still in circulation. In June and September 1916, Routine Orders No. 

537 and No. 851 recognized German currency as legal tender but excluded the 5 and ½ heller 

copper pieces. However, officials found that there were many ½ heller coins in circulation.1035 As 

Karin Pallaver has pointed out, such small denominations were the most important means of 

payment for Africans. For this reason, Government Notice No. 260 of December 23, 1921, 
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included the ½ heller coin in its stipulation on the equivalent of German currency in the new East 

African shilling. The new administration thus recognized most coins of the existing currency, 

excluding those that were locally minted during the war.1036  

Although maintaining the rupee was convenient, it also created problems. As importers, 

local traders had more payments to make abroad than they received from abroad. To pay their 

debts, they took more German local currency to banks to obtain drafts than the banks could 

disburse as payment of amounts due from abroad. Sir G. Fiddes, the Undersecretary of State for 

the Colonies, thought there were two solutions to this bottleneck: to immediately replace German 

coin with the Indian rupee, or the make the German rupee legal tender in the East African 

Protectorate and Zanzibar. The first option would mean that the local administration would have 

to buy Indian rupees at their full bullion value while having to make up for “the difference 

between the bullion and the face value of the German coins.”1037 In other words, adopting the 

Indian rupee would be expensive. And while the second option was pragmatic, it was 

unacceptable for reasons of prestige: “Public opinion would not tolerate this extension of the 

coin of a conquered enemy territory.”1038 

The British understandably chafed at the idea of making a former colonial power’s 

currency legal tender. According to Administrator Byatt, two alternatives remained: to adopt 

British sterling coinage as in southern Africa or to introduce a new currency. While the former 

would disrupt trade with the intertwined Indian Ocean “rupee group,” the latter could be 

achieved at relatively low cost by reminting German coinage. The new denomination would be 

 
1036  These included the 20 heller (copper), 20 heller (brass), the 5 heller, and the Tabora Gold Sovereign, 

a gold coin valued at 15 rupees. NA CO 736/2, Taylor, Annual Report 1923–24, 100. 
1037  NA CO 691/5, Sir G. Fiddes, Note on dispatch by Governor Byatt, August 17, 1917, 367–369, 363. 
1038  NA CO 691/5, Sir G. Fiddes, Note on dispatch by Governor Byatt, August 17, 1917, 363. 
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an African rupee together with paper currency common to all four East African territories.1039 

However, Byatt’s suggestions were dismissed as either impractical or premature. Instead, the 

Secretary of State for the Colony proposed to stabilize the Indian rupee’s exchange rate. Byatt 

warned that this would only benefit “persons like lessees of plantations who receive capital from 

United Kingdom.”1040 Meanwhile, the Dar es Salaam Chamber of Commerce urged a solution to 

the currency question as banks had begun to refuse accepting remittances, thereby stopping 

imports.1041 Byatt reacted by introducing notes issued by the Imperial Treasury at 8 ½ rupees to 

pound sterling.1042 On February 13, 1920, he warned of an imminent “general suspension of trade 

with India on which this country depends entirely for necessary supplies of piece goods, flour, 

rice, sugar and other foodstuff.”1043  

An accelerating influx of Indian rupees into Tanzania compounded the dire situation. 

Although the former had never been formally recognized as legal tender, Routine Order 537 had 

declared that it was equivalent to the German rupee. Consequently, large quantities of the Indian 

rupee, whose value had been declining, were smuggled into Tanzania with the intent of profiting 

off the envisaged redemption of higher-valued German coins.1044 Confusion increased further on 

April 26, 1920, when the new East African florin coin was added to circulation. The florin was 

fixed at a value of ten to the pound and could be exchanged for one rupee.1045 Almost a year later, 

 
1039  NA CO 691/5, Administrator Byatt to Secretary of State for the Colonies, June 19, 1917, 369–378. 
1040  NA CO 691/23, Telegram by the Acting Administrator of German East Africa to the Secretary of 

State for the Colonies, September 11, 1919, 547. 
1041  NA CO 691/24, Telegram from the Acting Administrator of German East Africa to the Secretary of 

State for the Colonies, November 6, 1919, 262. 
1042  NA CO 691/31, Proclamation of 1920. Currency, 44. 
1043  NA CO 691/30, Telegram from the Administrator of the Tanganyika Territory to the Secretary of 

State for the Colonies, February 13, 1920, 291–2, 292. 
1044  NA CO 691/36, Telegram by Governor Byatt to Secretary of State for the Colonies, December 21, 

1920, 475. 
1045  Pallaver, “A Currency Muddle,” 550. 
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the Colonial Office finally fixed the rupee’s exchange rate at 10 to the pound. Although this 

allowed remittances to the United Kingdom and India to resume, the Dar Chamber of Commerce 

and the Indian Association warned that if this peg was adjusted upwards, they would incur heavy 

losses and prices of imported goods would increase by fifty percent.1046 To prevent further losses 

from smuggling, Byatt called for the immediate demonetization of the Indian rupee, warning that 

inaction might cause “dissatisfaction” with British rule.1047  

His repeated warnings finally bore fruit. On December 23, 1921, the government 

introduced the East African shilling as legal tender of Tanzania, Kenya, and Uganda. The 

redemption of German coins started on June 9, 1922. Before its end, a three-month notice would 

be posted to allow holders sufficient time to redeem their last coins. During the redemption 

period, German rupees and Indian florins could still be used at a rate of 1:2 with the shilling. 1048 

On April 1, 1923, the German East African rupee was withdrawn from circulation and ceased to 

be legal tender, while the heller continued to be recognized and could still be redeemed.1049  

How did Tanzanians experience this “currency muddle,” and how did it shape popular 

memory making?1050 Despite their demonetization, Tanzanians continued to use German coins 

because they evoked memories of more stable prices before the war. In early 1924, the District 

Officer of Rungwe reported that in addition to the recently introduced East African shilling 

“German East African silver and subsidiary coins were in circulation among the natives … 

Despite its imposing size the new shilling is still regarded as a half rupee by all natives who 

 
1046  NA CO 691/43, Paraphrase Telegram from Deputy Governor of Tanganyika Territory to the 

Secretary of State for the Colonies, February 19, 1921, 109–110, 109. 
1047  NA CO 691/43, Paraphrase Telegram from Deputy Governor of Tanganyika Territory to the 

Secretary of State for the Colonies, February 19, 1921, 109. 
1048  NA CO 691/55, Governor’s Deputy A. E. Stack to Secretary of State for the Colonies, June 15, 1922, 

642–643. 
1049  NA CO 736/2, Taylor, Annual Report 1923–24, 106. 
1050  Pallaver, “A Currency Muddle.” 
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continue to reckon in terms of [German] rupees.”1051 In Dar es Salaam, residents reportedly 

complained about “the value of the new Shilling owing to the tendency of this coin to assume a 

copper hue soon after it has been in circulation.”1052 Another city official concurred, lamenting 

that “[t]he natives almost universally still count in hellers, and the new currency seems to be 

establishing itself very slowly.”1053 In the eyes of Tanzania’s African population, the shilling’s 

tendency to show it was made of copper rendered it a questionable medium of payment and unit 

of account. In contrast, German rupee and heller coins reminded them of more stable price levels 

before 1914. 

To counter the persistent use of the rupee, the British launched a promotional campaign 

for the shilling. In 1923, a substantial part of the first issue of the administration’s official 

Swahili newspaper, Mambo Leo, was devoted to the currency question. The editors observed: 

“Even now there is doubt in the hearts of many people about news regarding the value of these 

new coins that are used. We will try to explain the difference of value of these coins.”1054 On the 

one hand, the British sought to undermine the notion that the rupee was still backed up by the 

value of the German economy. The “European news” section explained that because of the war, 

the value of all currencies had slumped. But that of the German mark, to which the rupee had 

been pegged, had suffered in particular:  

So, the value of [Germany’s] currency has fallen completely and although the 
value of the German mark was equal to the British shilling [sic] before the war, 
today its value is 5000 mark to 1 shilling, that is 100 to 1 Heller; for Germany was 
a very rich country but now it has become a poor one.1055 

 

 
1051  TNA District Reports, E. B. Watts, Annual Report Rungwe District 1923, January 26, 1924. 
1052  TNA District Reports, E. W. Brett, Senior Commissioner, Annual Report on Dar es Salaam District 

1922, February 23, 1923. 
1053  TNA District Reports, G. M. Orde Browne, Senior Commissioner, Annual Report on Dar es Salaam 

District for 1923, February 8, 1924. 
1054  “Mambo ya Fetha,” Mambo Leo, January 1923, 8–9, 8. On Mambo Leo, see Chapter 4. 
1055  “Habari za Ulaya,” Mambo Leo, January 1923, 6. 
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Since German rupees had lost their anchor currency, they could no longer be trusted as a store of 

value. Accordingly, the paper demanded: “We should stop using [German coins], people 

undoubtedly have muddled their minds because two coins have the same name and different 

values.” To convince holders of hellers and rupees to give them up, the editors pointed out that 

they could be exchanged for their equivalents in cents and shillings. 1056  

This campaign had limited success. In 1925, Stefano Kuyengula complained that many of 

his compatriots were still counting in hellers and rupees rather than shillings. He fumed:  

How come these shillings do not have value, or how come cents are not used … 
Why do they still use heller and rupees to count? This is useless work indeed, if 
you go to a store and ask what is the price of these clothes [sic]. You will be told 
two rupees and a half, what is this? Because saying 4 shillings and 50 cents [is] 
hard work.1057  
 

Commenting on Kuyengula’s letter, the editors acknowledged: “Old things are not forgotten 

quickly.” They reiterated that readers should no longer use German coins and only refer to coins 

as cents and shillings.1058 Yet such complaints did little to change cultural practices around 

money. Five years later, reader Ali bin Abdallah grumbled that shopkeepers continued to refer to 

currency as heller and pesa, the coinage introduced by the Portuguese.1059 The editors called on 

readers to “let us raise properly the honor of the currency of our country. Is the rupee and heller 

and pesa better than the shilling and cent?”1060 Appeals were to no avail. J. Rooke Johnston, who 

served as district officer along the Burundi border during the 1930s, noticed a “curious custom” 

there: 

If a man crossed the boundary on a peaceful mission and wanted to take money 
with him, he went to a market situated near the boundary and with shillings he 

 
1056  “Mambo ya Fetha,” Mambo Leo, January 1923, 8-9. 
1057  Stefano Kuyengula, “Mbona hizi Shilling hazina thamani, ao centi mbona hazifai?,” Mambo Leo, 

August 1925, 190. 
1058  Kuyengula, “Mbona hizi Shilling,” 190. Author’s emphasis. 
1059  Ali bin Abdallah, “Machafuko ya Fedha,” Mambo Leo, July 1930, 123. 
1060  “Maongezi ya Mtengenezaji,” Mambo Leo, August 1930, 128. 
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bought Hellers, the old German bronze currency; with these he crossed the 
boundary and at a market on the Belgian side he bought francs. This curious 
system of exchange had lasted for a number of years after the 1914–18 war and 
died about 1938 or so.1061 
 

Almost two decades after the First World War, migrant workers and traders relied on German 

coins to cross borders safely if they were “on a peaceful mission.” Johnston’s observation not 

only testifies to the extent that Tanzanians held on to German specie, but to the fact that they 

remembered its value. 

But holding on to one’s hellers could be dangerous. In 1927, a Mambo Leo correspondent 

from Tabora recounted how criminals tricked a local elder into giving up his rupee savings. 

When Mzee Majikwa asked three men passing by why a fourth among them was handcuffed, 

they told him that “he still has money of the Germans, and that money has been completely 

banned in this country.” Being an honest citizen, Majikwa volunteered to give up his rupees to 

avoid prosecution. When he visited the local Sultan the next morning to inquire about his case, 

he realized he had become the victim of tricksters.1062 Four years after the redemption of German 

coins had ended, rupees and coins were apparently still sufficiently sought after to motivate 

crime. The culprits in question probably intended to smelt the silver and copper coins, or to make 

another attempt at redeeming them through British or German authorities. It is also noteworthy 

that Mzee Majikwa apparently held on to his German specie, perhaps as a store of value or as a 

reminder of bygone years.  

Valuable Memories 

The monetary crisis rendered German currency a ubiquitous reminder of the country’s first 

colonial occupation. What kind of memories did Tanzanians create by handling and talking about 

 
1061  BDL MSS. Afr. s. 1270, J. Rooke Johnston, “Bits and Pieces or Seven Years in the Western 

Province of Tanganyika Territory 1933–1940,” 19. 
1062  Anon., “Tabora. Usonga Mwakarundi. Wezi Wastadi,” Mambo Leo, March 1927, 601. 
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these coins and notes? Among Tanzanians, one group became particularly invested in the value 

of German currency: Indian and Arab merchants.1063 In the first place, merchants sought to 

recuperate damages caused by the war-time currency chaos.1064 Many had doubtlessly suffered 

under German rule, especially as a result of war-time inflation and the requisitioning of goods, 

silver, and gold. In 1919, Mahomed Remtulla, the President of the Shia Imami Ismailia Council, 

informed the Aga Khan that his organization had appealed to the British that the territory  

should under no circumstances be handed back to the Germans, a resolution was 
passed in the Council and all the Councils and Jamats were notified by telegrams 
for their opinions as when the Coast of German East Africa was under the rule of 
the Germans they were treating very badly with the Indians in a way of Cruelty 
and Mal administration [sic].1065 
 

Remtulla specified that this maltreatment also had economic effects, because “[c]onsidereable 

amount of Notes is [sic] lying unchangeable in our hands and so the state of may [sic] people is 

to be considered very pittyful [sic].”1066 The British had refused to recognize German interim 

notes, effectively rendering many merchants penniless. The Aga Khan subsequently complained 

to Lord Sinha, the Undersecretary of State for India, that “while French and Belgians are paid 

fully and more,” Indians were ignored.1067 As a solution, he called for “some equitable 

arrangments [sic]” as part of the peace treaty by which “either the new Mandatory or ruling 

 
1063  The Swahili terms Muhindi (Indian) and Mwarabu (Arab) were catch-all phrases that represented a 

whole range of identities connected to the Indian Ocean. I use them in this catholic sense. 
1064  Although Reginald Kirey acknowledges that Indians and askari used German-era documents to claim 

compensation, he does not examine these claims further. See Kirey, “German Colonial Records,” 
165. 

1065  NA CO 691/26, Petition by President, Shia Imami Ismailia Council, Mahomed Remtulla and others 
to Shah Aga Khan, February 28, 1919, 221–22, 221. 

1066  NA CO 691/26, Petition by President, Shia Imami Ismailia Council, Mahomed Remtulla and others 
to Shah Aga Khan, February 28, 1919, 222. 

1067  NA CO 691/26, Aga Khan to Lord Sinha, April 11, 1919, 220. 
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power of German East Africa should take over the currency notes or Germany made to pay for 

them.”1068  

The Aga Khan subsequently submitted two claims on behalf of his followers for 

requisitioned monies and German currency notes.1069 In 1923, a memorandum by the Indian 

Association recalled that “[t]he Indian merchants were forced by the German Government to 

yield up their silver coin and receive in lieu of same what are known as ‘Interim Notes’. The 

value of the ‘Interim Notes’ issued and held by the commercial Community amounted to Fifteen 

Million Rupees, for which one and a half per cent has been offered in satisfaction by the 

Custodian of Enemy Property.”1070 Not all British officials sympathized with such complaints. 

One alleged that “the holders of Interim Notes deserve no sympathy, having merely purchased 

them at the lowest rate possible in the hope that the value might at some later date recover.” He 

conceded, however, that “there is no doubt that in a large number of cases a grave injustice will 

be done unless the present decision [regarding redemption] is modified.”1071  

After the war, merchants immediately began filing claims for the damages caused by 

German requisitioning and war-time currency policy.1072 By February 1920, claims in respect of 

monies taken by force or placed on war deposit amounted to 161,931.31 rupees for Africans and 

13,892,435.46 rupees for Indians and Europeans. An additional 927,954 rupees were claimed 

 
1068  NA CO 691/26, Aga Khan to Lord Sinha, April 11, 1919, 220. 
1069  NA CO 691/26, C. H. Kisch, India Office, to Aga Khan, April 28, 1919, 212–13; NA CO 691/26, P. 

H. Dumbles, Asst. Secretary, Judicial and Public Department, India Office, to Under Secretary of 
State, Colonial Office, June 23, 1919, 219–220. 

1070  NA CO 691/62, Memorandum by the Indian Association on Ordinances Nos. 8, 9 and 10 of 1923, 
397–402, 398. 

1071  NA CO 691/34, M. B. Atkinson, Officer in Charge, Censorship. Occupied Territory. Final Report, 
September 28, 1920, 452–57, 456. 

1072  NA CO 691/23, Agt. Administrator of German East Africa to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, 
August 8, 1919, 207; NA CO 691/26, B. B. Cubitt, War Office, to Under Secretary of State, Colonial 
Office, March 22, 1919, 595. 
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regarding interim and pre-war notes, although this figure excluded claimants from Dar es 

Salaam.1073 At first, however, the metropolitan Board of Trade ruled that occupied German East 

Africa could not be part of compensation payments under a scheme by the Clearing Office 

because it was only open to “nationals of the Contracting Powers, which status will presumably 

not be obtained by inhabitants of mandated territories.”1074  

In November 1923, the Controller of the Clearing Office referred the issue to the Anglo-

German Mixed Tribunal under Article 297e of the Treaty of Versailles, which accorded “[t]he 

nationals of Allied and Associated Powers” the right “to compensation in respect of damage or 

injury inflicted upon their property, rights or interests … in German territory as it existed on 

August 1, 1914.”1075 The Controller suggested that holders of interim notes who acquired them as 

part of legitimate trade during the war and before November 11, 1918 should file claims against 

the German government under Article 297e, but gave no guarantee that these would succeed.1076 

Indeed, the German Foreign Office at first rejected responsibility for such claims, declaring that 

the notes of the German East Africa Bank represented “a debt of the territory, which with the 

transfer [of power] passes ipso jure to the transferee.”1077  

Making a case before the tribunal was also easier said than done. On July 7, 1920, for 

instance, Jaffaralli Noormohamed made a claim for 153.11 pounds, or 2,303.81 rupees, to the 

 
1073  NA CO 691/30, A. Greif, Actg. Custodian of Enemy Property, Memorandum by Custodian of 

Enemy Property, February 10, 1920, 482–52, 483–4. 
1074  NA CO 691/26, H. A. Payne, Board of Trade to Under Secretary of State for the Colonies, 

November 26, 1919, 327–8. 
1075  Article 297e, Treaty of Versailles, https://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/partx.asp (last accessed February 

2, 2021). 
1076  NA CO 736/2, Taylor, Annual Report 1923–24, 106. 
1077  NA CO 323/890/50, Edgar Haniel von Haimhausen, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, to British 

Ambassador, May 17, 1922, 413–4, 414. 
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Chief Secretary. Nine years later, it was still unresolved.1078 In Noormohamed’s case the reason 

appears to have been that he did not submit a separate claim to the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal.1079 

However, delays of claims and their rejection could also result from the contradictions of 

imperial citizenship. This is illuminated by the case of Ali Jessa, a resident of Zanzibar, who 

appealed to the tribunal in a petition dated June 4, 1929. Jessa wrote “at the request of some 

Arabs and others, several of whom residing at present at Zanzibar and some are residing still in 

the Tanganyika Territory previously called German East Africa,” all of whom possessed German 

notes.1080 He explained that when the Custodian of Enemy Property and the Controller of the 

Local Clearing Office (Enemy Debts) in Zanzibar advertised the possibility of claims against the 

German East African Bank and the German government, they did so only for British subjects 

“and as under some local legislation in the TT the Arabs are considered as natives they could not 

submit their claims for the notes in their possession.”1081 Although “some intelligent Arabs” 

appealed against this, they were informed that the time for lodging claims had lapsed after 

December 31, 1923. If such claims were now admissible again, Jessa asked “that they may be 

given opportunity to lodge their claims for the currency notes remained in their possession owing 

to exceptional war measures established by the late German Government in East Africa.”1082 

Whether one was eligible for compensation depended, therefore, on whether or not one was a 

 
1078  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Jaffaralli Noormohamed to the Custodian of Enemy Property, May 22, 

1929, 12; TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, S. Flaks, Custodian of Enemy Property, to Chief Secretary, May 
27, 1929, 11. 

1079  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Lord Passfield to Donald Cameron, November 20, 1929, 23; TNA K-
5/12792 Vol. 1, Donald Cameron to Lord Passfield, March 24, 1930, 31. 

1080  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Alli Jessa to the Secretariat, Anglo-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal, June 
4, 1929, 17. 

1081  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Alli Jessa to the Secretariat, Anglo-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal, June 
4, 1929, 17. 

1082  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Alli Jessa to the Secretariat, Anglo-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal, June 
4, 1929, 17. 
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“native” or a “British national.” Only the latter could apply for special leave to present their 

claims out of time.1083 

Confusingly, some of the “Arabs” mentioned by Alli Jessa appeared to be both. As the 

Acting Chief Secretary noted:  

While certain legislation in Tanganyika classes Arabs with natives for certain 
purposes it does not appear that they can be classified as ‘Natives’ for the purpose 
of submitting claims against the German Government, and, therefore, debarred 
from consideration on that account. The criterion is … whether they are British 
subjects by virtue of their parents being of British nationality or British protected 
persons.1084 
 

In considering Jessa’s claim, Everard Dickson of the Anglo-German tribunal concluded the that 

“these Arabs are, in fact, British Nationals, whilst being considered locally as natives.” 

Notwithstanding the evident contradictions of imperial citizenship, he urged them to lodge their 

application for special leave as early as possible.1085 But who was and who was not a British 

national was difficult to determine. A mismatch between a language of identity on the Swahili 

coast and legal gradations of imperial citizenship did not help. Although many residents of 

mainland Tanzania and Zanzibar claimed Middle Eastern descent, they often did so as an 

expression of a genteel habitus rather than based on immediate blood relations.1086 After 

December 31, 1923, claims for compensation before the Anglo-German tribunal were only 

admissible to those whose parents or who themselves had enjoyed British protected status. The 

majority of claimants were limited to a short compensation period following the war.  

 
1083  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Everard Dickson, Anglo-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal, to the British 

Government Agent, July 5, 1929, 16. 
1084  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Agt. Chief Secretary to Custodian of Enemy Property, August 20, 1929, 21–

22, 21. 
1085  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Everard Dickson, Anglo-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal, to Custodian of 

Enemy Property, July 6, 1929, 15. 
1086  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Agt. Chief Secretary to Custodian of Enemy Property, August 20, 1929, 21; 

on these claims see Middleton and Horton, The Swahili, 52–69. 
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Even those who tried to lodge claims in time were often unsuccessful. One such case was 

that of Ali bin Amer, who described himself to the tribunal as “a British Protected person having 

been born at Mascat, Arabia.”1087 Under German rule, bin Amer had been one of several ivory 

and rubber merchants based in Ujiji on Lake Tanganyika.1088 After the war, he still held a total of 

27,998 rupees in pre-war and interim notes, which he had obtained “in the ordinary course of the 

business and that I have resided in the late German East Africa for a period of upwards of 30 

years.”1089 Bin Amer filed his claim in 1917 and again in 1921 with the District Officer of 

Kigoma. In December 1923, he made another attempt to move his case forward by writing a 

letter to the Custodian of Enemy Property, which remained unanswered. The District Officer of 

Kigoma later informed him he could no longer make a claim.1090 However, the real issue was not 

a delay on bin Amer’s part, but his disputed citizenship status. In March 1924, the Custodian of 

Enemy Property informed the claimant that “it has been ruled that Muscat Arabs are not British 

Subjects” and therefore his claim could not be sent to Europe.1091 Undeterred, bin Amer sent his 

claim directly to the Anglo-German Tribunal, but it was returned because it lacked the necessary 

serial numbers assigned by British officials.1092 In the end, the Chief Secretary informed bin 

Amer that the tribunal had ceased to meet, and that there was nothing the government could 

further do in the matter.1093 

 
1087  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Affidavit before the Anglo-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal. Ali bin Amer -

v- The German Government, June 27, 1930, 40–1, 40. 
1088  Johannes Tesch ed., Kolonial-Handels-Adressbuch 1913, vol. 17 (Berlin: Wilhelm Süsserott, 1914), 

101. 
1089  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Affidavit before the Anglo-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal. Ali bin Amer -

v- The German Government, June 27, 1930, 40–1. 
1090  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Howe-Browne and Webster to Chief Secretary, September 29, 1931, 37. 
1091  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Ernest Adams, Custodian of Enemy Property, to Ali bin Amer, Kigoma, 

March 24, 1924, 39. 
1092  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Howe-Browne and Webster to Chief Secretary, September 29, 1931, 37. 
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Still, resourceful claimants refused to forget the debt implied by the currency they held.  

Indian merchants brought the question of interim notes even before the League of Nations. In a 

petition dated February 17, 1927, R. E. B. Thawar informed the Permanent Mandates 

Commission of the losses incurred by Tanzanians as a result of the unsettled claims in German 

notes. He demanded that the League appoint a special commission to settle such claims.1094 

However, when the case came before the PMC, members sided with the British administration, 

stating that the commission was not responsible for settling the claims and that they should be 

dealt with through the Anglo-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal.1095 The Chief of the Mandates 

Section explained that although the commission could not judge the merits of Thawer’s case, it 

did “express the hope that a favorable settlement may be found in the matter of withdrawing 

former German currency from circulation.”1096 Other claimants profited from a change in British 

policy. In August 1930, the new Colonial Secretary Sidney Webb “decided that individual 

claimants for reparation awards should be paid the full amount of assessment and not amounts 

scaled down as was done in the case of United Kingdom claimants.”1097 As a result of this 

decision, officials resolved twelve claims to the value of 2,820 pounds.1098 Between 1929 and 

August 1931, a total of 9,560 pounds were paid out in this way.1099 

Other claimants turned to German authorities. On September 27, 1932, Ramazani bin 

Saidi—possibly a former askari who had maintained residences in both in Dar es Salaam and 

 
1094  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Vito Catastini, Chief of Section charged with the direction of the Mandates 

Section, to M. Rajabali Esmail Bhalloo Thawer [sic], September 20, 1928, 6. 
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1099  TNA K-5/12832, Lord Passfield to Stewart Symes, August 18, 1931, 66–67. 
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Khartoum—informed Tanganyika’s Secretary for Native Affairs that two years prior, he had 

“remitted German Rupees in Silver of the face value of Rupees 1,300/-- to the German Foreign 

Office (to Mr. Mannesschmidt. Auswartiges Ant [sic], Berlin W.8 Wilhelmstrasse 74 who was 

Deslkriktchefin [sic] the former German East Africa) for changing same into East African 

currency.”1100 On March 26, he received a reply, which stated: 

Dear Sir, the German Foreign Office has forwarded your claim to the 
Restverwaltung Fur Reichsaufgaben, Berlin-Friedenau, Rhenstrasse 45/46. Your 
claim has been Registered by the Foreign Office under No. III K.1.2112/30. 
Yours Truly Sd … Trantow [sic].1101 
 

After further correspondence, he received notes of the face value of 1,200 mark. However, most 

of this amount was made up by a single, pre-war note to the value of 1,000 mark, which had 

ceased to be exchangeable into current currency. This was confirmed by the German Counsel at 

Nairobi who “did not care even to advise me what I should next do in the matter.”1102 Lamenting 

that he “was entitled to good money,” bin Saidi then asked the Secretary for Native Affairs “to 

kindly take the matter up in your hands and do the needful to get my money as I am entitled 

to.”1103 However, the Chief Secretary soon conveyed to him that the government could not do 

anything in his case.1104 It is unclear whether the German Foreign Office’s treatment of bin Saidi 

resulted from incompetence or callousness. Either way, it illustrates a carelessness vis a vis 

claims by former colonial subjects that belies the postcolonial myths German colonialists spun 

around their supposed regard for the colonized. 

 
1100  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Ramazani bin Saidi to Secretary for Native Affairs, Tanganyika, September 
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1101  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Ramazani bin Saidi, Dar es Salaam, to Secretary for Native Affairs, 

Tanganyika, September 27, 1932, 46. 
1102  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Ramazani bin Saidi, Dar es Salaam, to Secretary for Native Affairs, 

Tanganyika, September 27, 1932, 46. 
1103  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Ramazani bin Saidi, Dar es Salaam, to Secretary for Native Affairs, 

Tanganyika, September 27, 1932, 46. 
1104  TNA K-5/12792 Vol. 1, Chief Secretary to Ramazani bin Saidi, October 19, 1932, 51. 
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The attempts by Africans to obtain compensation usually met a dead-end in legal and 

bureaucratic requirements. In 1929, headman Matola of the Yao Native Administration in 

Newala requested “whether any result has been obtained from an application he states he made 

several years ago, claiming compensation from the German Government for the burning of his 

house and the theft of his property including cattle, sheep, goats and clothing.”1105 Under the 

Germans, Matola had been a powerful magistrate who fought against the rebellious Mwera 

during Maji Maji. But after the outbreak of the First World War, the Germans turned against him 

because of accusations that he was communicating with the British.1106 Matola lamented that he 

was subsequently interned at Tabora. The chief argued that he had first made his claim to Mr. F. 

Johnson, one of the first British officers in Newala, who was now employed in the education 

department.1107 However, the Provincial Commissioner of Lindi asserted that Matola had not 

mentioned the claim during his visit to the area in 1926, and that the chief lacked any 

documentation to back up his demand. Hoping to receive some compensation for 126 rupees in 

cash and 292 rupees in interim notes taken from him at Tabora, he had apparently given his only 

receipt “to a German named Fuchs, who was employed in the Luisenfelde Garnet Mines 

recently, apparently with the hope that Mr. Fuchs would trace the debtor in Germany and obtain 

a refund.”1108 The matter ended after the Custodian of Enemy Property informed the Provincial 

 
1105  TNA K-5/12832, C. H. Grierson, Act. Provincial Commissioner, Lindi Province, to Chief Secretary, 
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1107  TNA K-5/12832, C. H. Grierson, Act. Provincial Commissioner, Lindi Province, to Chief Secretary, 

October 7, 1929, 30. 
1108  TNA K-5/12832, C. H. Grierson, Act. Provincial Commissioner, Lindi Province, to Chief Secretary, 

October 7, 1929, 31. 
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Commissioner that nothing could be done in Matola’s case, apparently because he did not 

qualify for the status of a British protected person.1109  

After 1932, claims for the redemption of German currency and compensation largely 

ceased. But not everyone gave up on their notes and coins. As late as 1946, authorities received 

occasional inquiries about the possibility of redemption.1110 By claiming the face value of interim 

notes and enumerating damages, Indian and Arab merchants remembered how German rule 

ended. To be sure, merchants were in a privileged position to make claims based on their 

transnational links in business, family, and faith. And although these claims shed less light on 

how German rule was remembered more generally, they demonstrate that Tanzanians refused to 

forget the debts incurred by former colonizers.  

Buried Memories 

Tanzanians also did not forget what the Germans buried. Since the end of the First World War, 

stories about buried treasure have motivated former askari’s demands for outstanding pay and 

contributed to a popular geography of German rule. Whereas these stories center around the First 

World War, they also illuminate one way in which African societies have incorporated 

colonialism in general into their historical imagination. For the askari, recalling the value of 

rupees and hellers was about remuneration, not restitution.1111 At the height of the East African 

campaign in March 1916, German troops included about 12,000 askari and at least 45,000 

porters and auxiliaries. At the end of the war, some 7,000 askari remained on the German 

payroll. Most had waived, or had been forced to waive, their right to receive their pay since the 

 
1109  TNA K-5/12832, S. Flaks, Custodian of Enemy Property to Provincial Commissioner, Lindi, 
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Secretary to Hamisi Mlezi, April 1, 1946, 5. 
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collapse of the administration in 1915.1112 Because the German strategy consisted in drawing as 

many enemy forces to East Africa as possible and wait out a victory in Europe, officials buried 

large amounts of currency and documents in anticipation of their future return. Some of these 

crates, boxes, and folders were forgotten. Others could no longer be found when a two-man 

German commission visited the territory in 1921 to dig up documents deemed important for 

liquidating one colonial empire and perpetuating another.  

The askari, however, did not forget their wages. While the two German officials traveled 

through Tanzania, scores of former African soldiers approached them and demanded to be paid. 

R. W. Gordon, the Keeper of German Records who accompanied them, reported from Tabora: 

“The market square … presented every morning … an unusually animated picture. Crowds of 

ex-German askari had congregated in the hopes of receiving the arrears of pay, deposits and 

receipts for interim notes due to them.”1113 Charles Strachey, Head of the Tanganyika Department 

at the Colonial Office, summed up the events thus: “During their visit the Germans were 

approached by numbers of ‘Askari’ – ex-soldiers or ex-policemen – porters, &c. who claimed 

that wages were due to them by their old German masters, and who hoped that their claims 

would be satisfied then and there.”1114 After the war, German colonialists coined a myth of askari 

loyalty centered around their allegedly devoted and selfless service.1115 According to this myth, 

not paying the askari their outstanding wages would have damaged Germany’s national honor 

and plunged the former intermediaries into destitution.1116 However, the notion of askari precarity 

 
1112  Iliffe, Modern History, 246, 248. 
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is complicated by two surviving correspondences on the issue of wages. On October 8, 1920, 

Moamedi bin Matora of Dar es Salaam wrote to Captain von Lyncker, presumably his 

commanding officer during the war, in Swahili:  

Greetings, I have received the postcard [that you sent] thank you very much. And 
I put my money in the bank. It does not matter until in five years. I will then get a 
good profit. If I require money, I will send a letter to you. Moreover, I am happy 
that now the European lady has sent me many greetings. Hochachtungsvoll 
[Yours sincerely] Moamedi bin Matora.1117 

 

Without further context, it is difficult to interpret Bin Matora’s letter, but we can draw some 

tentative conclusions. First, former askari took advantage of local banks to deposit money. That 

the money would not matter “until in five years” suggests that bin Matora had entrusted it to one 

of the German banks of the colony. After the war, institutions such as the German East African 

Bank and the local savings banks were subject to liquidation under the authority of the Custodian 

of Enemy Property. Consequently, the “five years” in question might have been bin Matora’s 

estimate of how long his funds would remain inaccessible. Expressing confidence that he “will 

then get a good profit,” he also acknowledged an offer by von Lyncker to send him money if he 

required any. That von Lyncker had not done so suggests that bin Matora did not suffer any 

immediate hardship. His appreciation for the greetings by the “European lady”, presumably von 

Lyncker’s wife, points to a measure of mutual acquaintance between the two men. The 

“Hochachtungsvoll” at the end signifies the author’s familiarity with German conventions of tact 

and decorum in official correspondence.  

 
1117  German Federal Archives, Military Archives, Freiburg im Breisgau (BArch) N 103/94, Moamedi bin 

Matora to Captain Freiherr v. Lyncker, October 8, 1920, 1. 
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The second correspondence involves a more direct request for financial support, but it 

only survived as a barely legible fragment. Written by askari Solobir bin Karomba, it was 

addressed to General Paul von Lettow-Vorbeck himself: 

v. Lettow many greetings my Lord (Bwana), how have you been since many … 
hello now and I my Lord … General v. Lettow … and I am here in Dar es Salaam. 
I received news from Bwana Henkel that you live in … My Lord, I ask that you 
bring me food I am hungry … moreover if you bring … from Bwana Henkel I 
will find I require a little money … and my wife has run away … Greetings to my 
Lord Mayor … I am … Solobir bin Karomba. I would like an answer.1118 
 

Bin Karomba’s letter exhibits the same mutual acquaintance as bin Matora’s. That Lettow-

Vorbeck knew the author well becomes evident in his response, in which he announced: “They 

will give money to you and to your father as well. You will need to show the certificate [of 

employment] … to say that you and your father we worked during the war (tumefanya kazi ya 

vita) for the Germans.”1119 While bin Karomba was responsible for taking care of the General’s 

weapons, his flask, and camp equipment, his father worked in the officers’ field mess. Lettow-

Vorbeck explained; “At the moment the Germans cannot send money to Africa they have to wait 

again. They will come for sure and they will [bring] money. You must keep the certificate.”1120 

The two correspondences illustrate that remembering the askari’s outstanding wages was as 

concern shared by African soldiers and German colonialists. Like West African veterans and 

French colonial officials, the askari and their erstwhile German superiors developed a mutual 

“political language of sacrifice and obligation.”1121 Bin Matora might not have been destitute, but 

he appreciated von Lyncker’s offer for financial support. Other veterans such as bin Karomba 

had more difficulties supporting themselves after the war. For German officers, paying the askari 

 
1118  BArch N 103/94, Solobir bin Karomba kwa Lettow-Vorbeck, Januari 10, c. 1922/23, 46. 
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was a matter of honor arising from the martial culture of masculinity they had shared during their 

service.1122  

Despite askari calls for payment, the two governments spent the next years wrangling 

over whether and how Germany should be allowed to pay out their wages. Before the German 

commission was allowed to enter Tanzania in 1921, British officials warned that the former 

colonial power would exploit the payments for propaganda purposes. The local censor thought 

that allowing Germany to pay the askari would undermine British authority.1123 Interim notes also 

played a role in demands for outstanding pay. Merely having been paid in these notes did not 

amount to a legitimate claim. The censor also weighed the merits of punishing the askari for their 

service to Germany:  

It may be argued that the native should be made to realize, by material loss, that 
he was fighting on the wrong side and that he as well as the Germans, must suffer 
for his mistake, and moreover, that if the claims of the askari are settled the 
tendency in the native mind will be to consider that the Germans are not down 
and out, and have perhaps forced us to disgorge some of our plunder in order to 
pay troops who have fought against us.1124 
 

But he noted that this argument “appears faulty in that the native of this Territory cannot be 

regarded as a free agent who was able to choose whether or not he would assist the Germans.” If 

the British refused to allow the payments, it would be difficult avoiding the impression that the 

new government kept all outstanding funds for itself.1125  

 
1122  On this culture of masculinity see Michelle R. Moyd, Violent Intermediaries: African Soldiers, 

Conquest, and Everyday Colonialism in German East Africa (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 
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September 28, 1920, 455.  

1124  NA CO 691/34, M. B. Atkinson, Officer in Charge, Censorship. Occupied Territory. Final Report, 
September 28, 1920, 457. 

1125  NA CO 691/34, M. B. Atkinson, Officer in Charge, Censorship. Occupied Territory. Final Report, 
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Governor Byatt echoed these concerns. Following the visit of the 1921 commission, the 

German embassy in London inquired if the British government would “allow the German 

government to examine the lists of the claims of the Askaris on the spot,” if it would “enable 

them to pay in silver the claims which are admitted,” and whether it would allow a representative 

of the German government to be present when payments were made.1126 Secretary H. J. Read 

reported that the governor “agrees that the Askaris should receive what is due to them, but 

considers that there are serious political objections to allowing a commission of German officers 

to go to the Territory and distribute what is understood to be a very large sum of money.” Byatt 

also considered a German presence unnecessary because he was convinced the Germans 

possessed complete records of the payments to be conducted, which could easily be handed over 

to the British authorities.1127 After the German ambassador explained this was not the case, 

Donald Cameron, Byatt’s successor in Dar es Salaam, grudgingly granted permission for two 

government representatives to enter the territory.1128 He warned:  

General feeling among natives here is that those who fought with the Germans 
and did not get paid were on the wrong side. This is specially marked amongst the 
troops many ex-German soldiers serving with the 6th Battalion K.A.R. and 
payment of considerable lump sums to them now by German representatives 
regarded with much apprehension by Officers Commanding. I am very fearful of 
harmful effect if payments are made by German representatives and consider 
political aspect has not received sufficient consideration.1129 
 

According to Cameron, the Germans intended to undermine military morale by targeting 

payments to those askari who now served in the British forces. His statement not only reveals 

 
1126  NA CO 691/58, German Embassy London, Memorandum, April 8, 1922, 116. 
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that ex-German soldiers were incorporated into the King’s African Rifles, but also hints at how 

these troops saw themselves and their service for the former colonial power. 

However, the tentative Anglo-German agreement on the payments and the announcement 

of the sum involved brought the issue to the attention of the Allied Reparations Commission, 

which had been established based on Article 297 of the peace treaty. Under the Dawes plan of 

1924, German currency reserves were to be protected from reparation payments. To this end, a 

newly created Transfer Committee was established that—after receiving the required payments 

from the German government—converted those funds into foreign currency on the foreign-

exchange market and paid out creditors. The committee was composed of five Allied 

representatives and led by the Agent General for Reparations, the American investment banker 

Seymour Parker Gilbert.1130 At its meeting on October 1, 1925, the committee observed that the 

proposed payments to former askari to the value of twelve million Reichsmark in sterling “are to 

be made at uncertain times and in indeterminate amounts, and [the committee] therefore feels 

unable to express any opinion at this time with respect to their effect upon the German 

exchange.”1131 German Finance Minister Fischer subsequently assured Gilbert that his 

administration would do everything it could to stabilize the currency. To avoid any pressure on 

the mark’s exchange rate, Fischer proposed that the askari payments would be spread in 

instalments of one million marks a month over a period of ten months.1132 In November 1925, 

Gilbert and the Transfer Committee agreed, giving the payments the final go-ahead.1133 
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When German officials finally paid out the funds on the spot between February 1926 and 

June 1927, they amounted to 5,678,229 shillings or an estimated 11.65 million pounds in today’s 

currency.1134 In total, 81,364 former askari, porters and “wanawake wakutwanga”—the women 

who pounded flour—received payouts. This amounted to roughly two percent of the colony’s 

population.1135 The memory work of the askari contributed to one of the biggest compensation 

packages paid out by a former colonial power to its erstwhile intermediaries. Because many 

former soldiers and auxiliaries had lost or destroyed their receipts, German officials relied on a 

handful of former askari to vet claimants. In settling (post)colonial debts, the individual memory 

of former leading askari thus became key in deciding who was and who was not eligible. Keeper 

of German Records Gordon, who again accompanied the commission, lauded the success of the 

enterprise and the “beneficial impression” it allegedly created among Africans: “These payments 

came to the natives as a complete surprise, because, after waiting for nearly ten years, most of 

them had given up all hopes of ever recovering their war wages.”1136 Correspondence between 

former askari such as bin Karomba and their commanders contradicts the notion that “most of 

them had given up” on receiving their outstanding pay, or that it came as “a complete surprise.” 

But Gordon also echoed the observations of other British officials that some askari felt 

ambivalent about having served on the ‘the wrong side’ during the war. To many porters and 

wanawake wa kutwanga, on the other hand, the payments must have appeared as an unexpected 

boon.  

 
1134  20 shillings equaled one pound sterling, so the payouts would have amounted to around £284,000 in 

1927, or around £11.6 million in today’s currency. Based on data from the currency converter of the 
UK National Archives https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/currency-converter/#currency-result 
(last accessed July 12, 2022). 
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The payments had an immediate economic impact, which potentially encouraged 

subsequent popular storytelling about buried German “treasure.” In districts such as Lindi and 

Kigoma, which were experiencing shortage of rain and failing food crops, the campaign 

“afforded timely help for natives to buy supplies in neighboring districts, where the crops had 

been more plentiful.”1137 In Bagamoyo, good rains, a bountiful cotton crop, “and a payment by 

the German Delegation in June of Shgs. 98,995/- to natives who served the Germans during the 

war caused a considerable access of wealth to the District.” As a result, people handily paid off 

their taxes.1138 But the influx of cash did not necessarily translate into better tax discipline. In 

Dodoma district, former magistrates of the German regime were now employed as tax clerks and 

government messengers. This loss in prestige apparently led to lackluster performance of duty: 

“The result is that, with a magnificent harvest behind us, and with the payment of thousands of 

shillings to the tribesmen by the German delegates … progress in the collection of Hut & Poll 

tax has been slow.”1139 In Manyoni district, recipients of the wages “took this monetary offering 

as a gift from the gods and the majority of them promptly expended it at the nearest Duka 

[shop].”1140 

Yet from a British and German perspective, what was more important than paying 

military workers the wages they were due was strengthening the legitimacy of colonialism. 

Gordon claimed that the payments had restored “the prestige of the white man that during the 

war was alarmingly undermined by the lamentable spectacle of a life and death struggle between 

Europeans.”1141 He elaborated: 
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It has been to them a source of wonder, exceeding native comprehension, that a 
vanquished nation should be able to pay such vast sums in war debts, and still 
more do they marvel that the victors in this great war should have had the 
generosity to allow the German delegates to come out for this purpose. According 
to native opinion such chivalry would in a ‘black man’s war’ be unthinkable and 
voiced in their own simple way of reasoning they ask: ‘how can he, who is 
beaten, afford to pay his debts and especially in a country governed by another 
King. But oh, the white man has now proved his gratitude for the help we gave 
him.’1142 
 

In this infantilizing perspective, Gordon negated the role played by former askari in demanding 

the debts due to them. He also ignored German scheming and British foot-dragging about the 

matter. Gordon’s satisfaction with the enterprise reflects that the payments constituted a strange 

spectacle of imperial cooperation aimed to patch up the postcolonial crevices produced by the 

war. And while members of the first German expedition had hoped they could use buried 

German silver specie to pay out the askari, the eventual payments were made in shillings, not 

rupees.1143 

It is difficult to gauge what these payments meant for former askari and their memory 

making. It appears, however, that the payments encouraged them to recall their privileged status 

under German rule and insist on an identity separate from other Tanzanians. In 1931, “The 

Sudanis Association” of Dar es Salaam objected to the classification of its members as “natives.” 

Its spokesperson, Haj Ahmed Gabir, stressed:  

That the Sudani community resident in Tanganyika is distinctly non-Native. Its 
members are the progeny – of Sudanese soldiers brought over from Egypt by the 
ex-german Governor Hermann von Wismann [sic]. That they were treated as 
Non-Native during the German times in every respect. They were allowed a 
higher scale of salary, exempted from Poll-tax, granted passages to their homes 

 
1142  NA CO 691/93/5, Gordon, Memorandum on my tour, 27. 
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and return, and even given the right of being tried by their own Tribunal instead 
of a Liwali.1144 
 

If the Chief Secretary had any doubts about these claims, Gabir ventured: “All the above facts 

can be verified from German records, from books of history and from people who have lived in 

the Territory in those times.” Finally, he requested that “His Excellency be pleased to rule that 

the Non-Native Status of the Nubians and Sudanis resident in this Territory be recognized as it 

was done in the German times.”1145 A similar demand was made four years later by Abdulla Bin 

Amin of the “Union of Sudanese” of Lake Province.1146 On the one hand, the recall of the 

Wanubi, many of whom rose to the highest ranks possible for Africans, enabled the payment of 

outstanding wages. On the other hand, these former askari resented being treated as “natives” 

with other Africans and looked back towards their privileged treatment under German rule. The 

case of the askari underlines Gregory Mann’s argument against equating African veterans of 

colonial armies with trailblazers of national liberation. More often, what appears to have 

motivated these former intermediaries was self-interest and the fear of losing erstwhile 

privileges.1147 

In the end, some crates filled with old German rupees and hellers remained underground. 

In 1923, Byatt remarked that “there is every reason to believe that large quantities of specie may 

be buried not far from Dar-es-Salaam, but I have no close indication of locality.”1148 In this 

situation, the askari payouts probably encouraged Tanzanians to continue looking for German 
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specie. In 1924, Salimini Manga Salihinni recounted that a friend who was a Sergeant of the 

Railway Police had excitedly told him “Brother, today I received the blessing of God” since he 

found seventeen German rupees “when I was digging a hole to make my yard.”1149 To the 

friend’s chagrin, the deadline for redeeming rupees had already passed. After his friend received 

a mere 50 cents per rupee, Salihinni called on readers: “O my brothers, let us wake up, and let us 

turn to the things of today, and let us leave those of old. The eater is an eater today, the eater 

yesterday has no name. What is the use of German money now?”1150 In 1939, a “treasure trove” 

of gold Tabora Sovereigns—the gold coin issued by the Germans during the First World War—

was discovered at Tabora.1151  

Tanzanians’ search for treasure—and the associated memory making—continued after 

independence. In 1961, the District Officer of Korogwe reported that of four unmarked German 

graves near Buiko railway station, two “had recently been dug up by treasure seekers. The 

culprits are believed to come from a large gang of Kenya Africans working on the railway line at 

Buiko.” Although the “culprits” in this case might not have been from Tanzania, the case still 

echoes the association of buried treasure with sites of German colonial rule.1152 Daniel Magogo, 

the former President of the Northeastern Diocese of the Lutheran Church Tanzania, remembered 

that around 1967, unknown persons dug for German hellers at Mlalo mission.1153 In 1970, the 

Secretary of TANU in Bubugwa and Kipaga informed the party secretary of Njombe District that 

a local elder called Ngigano Swewe remembered that “when [the Germans] left these places it 
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can be seen that they left two boxes which they buried under a place of Madihani in the wadi of 

Kipagalo and a second box at Mwakaleli – Tukuyu.”1154 And according to Wahaki Vesso, people 

in Tanga region still consider German graves such as those at Mbuyukenda potential caches of 

specie.1155 

Given this widespread belief in buried German treasure, it is worth asking if, how, and 

where German colonizers buried documents, coin, and other objects. In June 1916, Governor 

Heinrich Schnee ordered the safe burial of valuable documents and the destruction of sensitive 

records.1156 At the end of the war, the Catholic Bishop of Dar es Salaam Spreiter instructed 

Norbertus Weber, the Archabbot of the Benedictines of St. Ottilien  

that should anything be hidden anywhere, may those who know of it make a 
drawing at home and show the spot in detail, with the name of the Patron Saint of 
the Station. The father who died here, had something hidden away, but merely 
said ‘The sisters who were with me know of it”, of these, one sister died in the 
South Africa and the other is now in Tutzingen. Perhaps she can report everything 
there, so that everything could be correctly sketched.1157 

 
Apart from government and mission business, Germans also buried personal documents. In 

1927, the former Schutztruppe member turned post inspector A. Peperkorn requested assistance 

from the British Foreign Office in retrieving “a small tinned iron box” that contained “some 

private things (papers and so on)” from a location near Mahenge. He attached a detailed hand-

drawn map (Illustration 10) of the area and marked the burial location with an “x.”1158  

 
1154  TNA 576/M.50/3, N. F. Majaliwa Ndelwa, Katibu wa TANU Bubugwa na Kipaga kwa Katibu 

Wilaya Njombe, December 13, 1970, 42. 
1155  Interview with Wahaki Vesso, Tanga, October 18, 2019. On Mbuyukenda, see Chapter 1. 
1156  NA CO 691/31, Paraphrase telegram from the Administrator of the Tanganyika Territory to the 

Secretary of State for the colonies, April 30, 1920, 397. 
1157  NA CO 691/23, Censorship. Occupied Territory. General Report, August 1 – September 15th, 1919, 

653-673, 668. 
1158  TNA K-5/11616, Post Inspector A. Peperkorn to the Director, Radio International Publicity Services, 

Ltd., October 23, 1927, 5-6, 5. 
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Illustration 6: Map of location of buried box in Mahenge, 1928. 
(TNA K-5 11616) 

The Provincial Commissioner of Mahenge, after being duly informed about the matter, had an 

area of 15 meters dug up at a depth of a meter at the indicated location, but could not find 

anything. He noted that “[t]he Chief of Vib/soi[?], a reliable person, informs me that he is 

positive a box has not been removed by natives. I have however made it known that any native 

returning it would not be punished.” He suggested that Peperkorn might be more successful if he 

offered a reward or, if any Africans had helped him to bury the box, to identify them. However, 

locals remembered that Peperkorn’s “personal servants were coast natives,” making it unlikely 
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any locals knew something about the matter.1159 Peperkorn justified his unusual request with the 

pleasure of dwelling in reminiscences: “As you know, we have lost all our own in the rough and 

restless time of the war in East Africa and therefore you will understand that, if I could come 

again in the possession of some notices written in that time, it would make me happy.”1160 

Yet Germans were not the only ones burying things. In fact, European colonizers 

embraced a local practice of storing wealth. Since the nineteenth century, East African hunters 

and caravans buried ivory in strategic stockpiles, especially during times of war.1161 Mzee Gaitani 

Chogga, one of my interviewees around Iringa, compared the German practice of burying 

documents, weapons, and coin during the First World War with burying elephant tusks.1162 

Moreover, war-time inflation and the demise of German banks caused widespread 

disillusionment with storing money above ground. Reporting on the askari payouts, a senior 

official in Dar es Salaam lamented that residents “have not taken advantage of the good facilities 

offered by the Banks here.” He believed that “[n]o doubt the War experiences of many who 

trusted the German Banks and Post Office have discouraged adventure in this respect.”1163 During 

the Second World War, Mambo Leo authors still implored readers to stop burying money “under 

 
1159  TNA K-5/11616, Provincial Commissioner Mahenge Province to Chief Secretary, February 18, 

1928, 7. 
1160  TNA K-5/11616, Post Inspector A. Peperkorn to the Director, Radio International Publicity Services, 

Ltd., October 23, 1927, 6. 
1161  See the observations of two naturalists who traveled extensively in East Africa since the 1880s: Paul 

Reichardt, “Das afrikanische Elfenbein und sein Handel,” Deutsche Geographische Blätter 12 
(1889): 132–68, 147–8; Franz Stuhlmann, Beiträge Zur Kulturgeschichte von Ostafrika (Berlin: D. 
Reimer (E. Vohsen), 1909), 796–97. 

1162  Field notes of conversation with Mzee Gaitani Chogga, Lyamgungwe, November 17, 2019. I am 
grateful to James Giblin, who has worked extensively with Mzee Chogga, for directing me towards 
him. 

1163  TNA District Reports, T. P. S. Dawkins, Senior Commissioner, Annual Report on Dar es Salaam 
District for 1927. 
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a tree” because robbers could easily find it.1164 The Italian missionary Egidio Crema, who spent 

38 years in Uhehe between 1951 and the 1987, noted that the Hehe had developed a particular 

penchant for storing money. Since the advent of German rule  

[t]he old man dug a hole in his hut at night and buried his treasure, kept in clay 
pots, then smoothed over the floor well. Or, always at night, he left his house, 
loaded with his heavy goatskin full of coins, and headed for the forest where he 
had already chosen a large plant at the foot of which he buried his treasure. Close 
to his death, he confided his secret to one of his sons, who would go to dig up the 
treasure to divide it among the legitimate heirs of the deceased. Often, however, 
he appropriated it, triggering a whole jumble of suspicions and quarrels.1165 
 

While Hehe men hid coins they acquired through trade, labor, and war, women were—at least in 

theory—for a long time not allowed to own money themselves. To avoid having to give up all of 

their hard-won earnings from selling produce on markets, they still resorted to hiding their 

wealth from their husbands: “They hid it underground, as the elders did of the past, or deposit it 

with their parents or brothers.”1166 

Given this vernacular tradition of concealment, it may not be surprising that Tanzanians 

have relied on stories about buried treasure to convey knowledge about German rule. In the 

1980s, Crema emphasized: “According to the Wahehe, many goatskins full of coins (German 

and English) still lie buried.”1167 Today, many Tanzanians can relate stories about mali za 

Wajerumani, or German possessions. These most commonly include specie, documents, stoves, 

and irons (pasi).1168 When I asked a group of wazee in a Tanga coffeeshop about this topic, they 

recounted stories about several burial sites in different parts of Tanzania.1169 Most of my 

 
1164  G. Maxwel Tambeson, “Habari za mji. Ng’apa Lindi, Haifai kuweka fefha chini,” Mambo Leo, 

August 1944, 89; Ramsay Mwamanda, “Kuweke fedha nyumbani ni hasara,” Mambo Leo, 
September 1944, 101. 

1165  Egidio Crema, Wahehe: Un Popolo Bantu, 13 (Bologna: EMI, 1987), 140. 
1166  Crema, Wahehe, 140. 
1167  Crema, Wahehe, 140. 
1168  Interview with Joseph Rwekiti, Iringa, December 3, 2019. 
1169  Field notes, Tanga, October 8, 2019.  
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interviewees at least knew about them, even if they did not believe in their more adventurous 

iterations. The following is the first historical analysis of such narratives. 

As the archival sources cited thus far suggest, stories of German treasure have been 

around since the First World War. Interviewees who knew of them usually learned about them 

from their parents or grandparents. Zainabu “Mama” Kombo, who was born and grew up in 

Tanga but has lived in Iringa for decades, remembered: 

It was my grandfather who directed me to the affairs of the Germans … That the 
Germans once ruled this area of Tanganyika that century, they ruled and when 
they were told to return home there were some of their belongings, their vessels, 
buried in the mountains, in pits, in caves, and some left only in the hands of the 
people who lived with them as their workers, these are few. But now those things 
are gone, maybe underground or in the mountains, some are buried under the 
altars of churches.1170 
 

Mama Kombo’s inclusion of church altars as potential cache for German possessions might seem 

far-fetched. But in 1936, the German Consul in Nairobi made inquiries about a box of papers 

buried by German officer Bauer in Madibira mission church during the war.1171 The consul 

attached a sketch by Bauer, which indicated the burial site: 

 
1170  Interview with Zainabu Kombo, Iringa, December 3, 2019. 
1171  TNA 77 23/5, Paul Eltester, German Consul for East Africa, Nairobi, to Walter Schenk, Uhehe 

Trading Co., Iringa, March 9, 1936, 40B. 
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Illustration 7: Map of location of buried box in Madibira Church, 1936. 
(TNA 77 23/5) 

The Consul’s request was answered by Padre Sciolla, the head of the Italian Consolata Mission 

at Tosamaganga. The Consolata Fathers took over the Uhehe mission from German Benedictines 

after the First World War.1172 Sciolla informed the authorities “that there do not exist in our 

mission any document [sic] belonging to the German Government” but that “[w]e know … that 

an excavation was made at Madibira by a father who at present is not in this Prefecture.”1173 

Although Sciolla promised that he would ask the Father to furnish a report on the matter, no such 

report appears to have reached British officials.1174 When I asked Padre Giacomo Rabino of 

 
1172  On the Consolata, see Alessandro Di Martino, Carteggio di un prestito per il regno. Tanganyika 

1919–1935 (Torino: Edizioni Missioni Consolata, 1987); Giovanni Tebaldi, Consolata Missionaries 
in the World (1901-2001) (Nairobi: Paulines, 2001), 105–20. 

1173  TNA 77 23/5, Father Sciolla, Roman Catholic Mission, Tosamaganga, to District Officer, Iringa, 
May 4, 1936, 27. 

1174  TNA 77 23/5, 4, C. McMahon, Provincial Commissioner, Southern Highlands, to District Officer, 
Iringa, March 16, 1938, 2. 
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Tosamaganga about this episode, he chuckled and said the Italians had probably dug up the box 

and shipped it to Rome.1175  

According to Mama Kombo, one could also encounter buried treasure in more profane, 

quotidian circumstances, including farm work:  

Because that’s what all the secrets about property (mali) are about. That’s why we 
Tanganyikans [sic] nowadays find something like that even when you plow in the 
field maybe you are digging a hole [and] you maybe find that our Tanganyikan 
elders were putting money underground in a pitcher, they dig, they put their 
money inside, then they bury it. Now with luck maybe you are plowing or digging 
a toilet pit, you find a pitcher that has those old coins inside, you see?1176 
 

Similar to Padre Crema, Mama Combo highlighted that African elders buried their leftover 

German specie. Some were more skeptical about the possibility of finding such caches by 

chance. Long-serving but now retired civil servant Benito Lunyungu of Kibege stressed that if 

one wanted to find German possessions, one needed geographical knowledge and colonial 

documents:  

Ehee, they dig here and there so maybe there is something they are looking for. 
But I understand now that by going to school you know that you can place a 
beacon in order to hide something at a certain distance, but you must get 
documentation that will show that when you get to the beacon north east maybe 
82 degrees, a few meters, or few kilometers, like now maybe there were trees he 
may have put a mark on the tree and the tree is not there. But at least you get the 
idea of which direction it is, and I think even survey teaches us this so if you want 
to know that gold has been discovered somewhere you can find that beacon that 
points to certain kilometers from that point east, west or north east, a certain 
degree, you will find something at a certain point … .1177 
 

Lunyungu’s focus on knowledge reflects how these stories function as accounts of the 

documentary practices of German colonizers. Zuberi Mwaoitara, a respected oral historian in 

Kalenga, also emphasized this aspect: “If there is a tree, they sketched down the tree and drew 

 
1175  Field notes of meeting with Padre Giacomo Rabino, Tosamaganga, November 14, 2019. 
1176  Interview with Zainabu Kombo, Iringa, December 3, 2019. 
1177  Interview with Benito Lunyungu, Kibege, November 29, 2019. 
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some marking on a certain stone. They put a drawing of that stone in their book to show that 

from here until there perhaps there is a distance how many meters until here. Then they go and 

put their writings away and leave.”1178 Mwaoitara’s description echoes the instructions of Bishop 

Spreiter that mission members should keep detailed sketches of the locations where they buried 

possessions. In turn, Mzee Gallus Lyelu, whose grandfather was an askari during Maji Maji, 

emphasized that Germans relied on compasses and maps to retrieve their possessions after the 

war.1179 

Moreover, stories about buried remnants of German rule illustrate the nature of German 

defeat in the First World War. Mwaoitara noted that the practice of burying treasure resulted 

from the collapse of German control: “Later, when they realized that things were not going well 

for them, they began to struggle and began to hide their possessions. The only thing they had to 

do was dig a hole.”1180 At the same time, burying treasure revealed German colonizers’ disregard 

for the lives of the colonized. Mwaoitara suggested that the practice not only reflected divide and 

rule politics, but that those who dug holes were often killed in the process. Rather than relying on 

a trusted cadre of diggers, workers from different parts of the territory were brought in to hide 

possessions: 

You are digging a hole, today you are removed (mnaondolewa). Other people will 
come. There are two to be removed entirely or killed. … When you finish the hole 
maybe people from Njombe appear, they come, they dig the hole here, then they 
will kill them (watawaua). But it is very dangerous if they take the top people 
(watu wa juu). So, [the German] used to take someone from Njombe or from 
Mwanza or from Dar es Salaam and they came, and they dug.1181 
 

 
1178  Interview with Zuberi Mwaoitara, Kalenga, November 27, 2019; see also Interview with 

Mwinyiwanga Sechenga, Sadani, October 16, 2019. 
1179  Field notes of conversation with Gallus Lyelu, Mangalali, December 2, 2019. 
1180  Interview with Zuberi Mwaoitara, Kalenga, November 27, 2019. 
1181  Interview with Zuberi Mwaoitara, Kalenga, November 27, 2019. 
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While workers were arranging what should be hidden, “[the Germans] take the gun while [the 

workers] bend down, he still arranges the crate, in the end they shoot. This is how they protected 

the property.”1182 Mama Kombo made similar allegations.1183  

How are we to interpret these accounts? Although the mistreatment of African soldiery, 

especially porters, during the war is well known, no accounts exist of what would have amounted 

to serial, covert executions of one’s own troops or civilians. But we should not entirely dismiss 

Mwaoitara’s and Kombo’s narratives either. As Luise White has demonstrated regarding stories 

about the blood-sucking mumiani, it is more productive to see such narratives as metaphors for 

“the aggressive carelessness of colonial extractions.”1184 Similarly, stories about German mali are 

best read as referents for the calculated expendability of African life under colonialism in general 

and the war in particular. The appalling mortality among African porters, which was caused by 

forced conscription, exhaustion and disease, is thus contrasted with German colonialists’ cynical 

attempt to safeguard the material vestiges of their crumbling empire at the expense of its living 

subjects. 1185 

Once one had identified a location where treasure was buried, one had to tread carefully. 

Mama Kombo explained that “[w]hen the German hid this treasure, there were charms that he 

used to protect his treasure from being easily taken, and he knew that the British were chasing 

him because of that treasure.”1186 Germans often hid possessions under baobabs, which were 

called “Germans” by elders because “they have a color like your [author’s] body.” If one 

approached such a tree, “strange things happen … you are approaching [and] wind hits you. 

 
1182  Interview with Zuberi Mwaoitara, Kalenga, November 27, 2019. 
1183  Interview with Zainabu Kombo, Iringa, December 3, 2019. 
1184  White, Speaking with Vampires, 5. 
1185  On porter numbers and mortality see Pesek, Ende eines Kolonialreiches, 156, 186. 
1186  Interview with Zainabu Kombo, Iringa, December 3, 2019. 
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Then you are slammed over like a stick on a mountain. There are other places with bees. There 

are other places where when you arrive a white man appears who is smoking a pipe, asking you 

‘What are you doing here or what do you want here?’”1187  

Similarly, Bakari Fakihi from Tongoni near Tanga reported that “demons” (mashetani) 

appeared to those who tried to dig up German things.1188 Joseph Rwekiti, who became interested 

in mali stories in the 1980s, warned that if one tried to sell German coins, one would suffer 

accidents.1189 According to Mwaoitara, not following prescriptions against charms could make 

finding mali impossible: “Because even when opening their boxes there is a hole down below, 

they were opening them … empty, only snakes.” Instead, one needed to “call a German who has 

already gone through those questions and knowledge. He goes there and appeals to the Kaiser 

only (anaomba Kaisari tu). ‘Kaiser, I beg you to change my conviction, I do not continue 

beyond the snake, you need this property, I am a pauper, I live.’ You are surprised suddenly it is 

not a snake anymore it is pure gold or pure mercury.”1190 Here, only the appeal by a German to 

the Kaiser can circumvent the protections imposed on hidden mali.  

Given the dangers associated with searching for German possessions, why have people 

continued to look for them? Former civil servant Lunyungu thought poverty was to blame. Some 

might be interested in the history of these objects “but people think about money first every day 

[laughs 00:18:26].”1191 Others also contended that material rather than historical interest was the 

driving force that sustained stories of German treasure. Wahaki Vesso emphasized that those 

 
1187  Interview with Zainabu Kombo, Iringa, December 3, 2019. Other interviewees confirmed that 

baobabs were suspected burial sites. See Interview with Abdelrahman Mtoo and Mohammed Amari, 
Pangani, October 24, 2019. 

1188  Interview with Bakari Fakihi, Tongoni, October 14, 2019. 
1189  Interview with Joseph Rwekiti, Iringa, December 3, 2019. 
1190  Interview with Zuberi Mwaoitara, Kalenga, November 27, 2019. 
1191  Interview with Benito Lunyungu, Kibege, November 29, 2019. See also Interview with Wahaki 

Vesso, Tanga, October 18, 2019. 
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who searched for mali hoped to sell coins at a profit.1192 Indeed, it is not unlikely that these 

narratives gained new currency during the era of structural adjustment, which exposed a large 

number of Tanzanians to acute shortages in consumer goods and economic hardship. In this 

view, the prospect of finding old silver currency, however remote, offered a potential respite 

from the privations of daily life. Several interviewees recounted that Europeans had bought old 

coins from them over the past decades, or that they were stolen.1193  

Mwaoitara did not deny that material interests motivated the quest for mali but 

distinguished between two kinds of people searching for it. First, “[t]here are those who are 

looking [for it] in order to put it in a museum.”1194 Second, there were those who invested mali 

with meaning. These included traditional healers who used coins for medicine; people who 

dropped coins into oil wells and gas tanks to make their contents last longer; and those who kept 

coins as protective talismans.1195 However, none of the interviewees who believed in these stories 

had been successful in finding German treasure themselves. In general, interviewees who had 

received extensive schooling, such as Benito Lunyungu and Wahaki Vesso, did not believe in 

magical properties of burial sites. Other interviewees were less certain. At the same time, we 

should not reduce the question whether one believed in the connection between German treasure 

and supernatural powers to a function of education. Other factors, such as religion, also played a 

role in shaping such beliefs. Christians appeared less inclined to talk about these stories than 

 
1192  Interview with Wahaki Vesso, Tanga, October 18, 2019. 
1193  Interview with Zainabu Kombo, Iringa, December 3, 2019; field notes of conversation with Mzee 

Gaitani Chogga, Lyamgungwe, November 17, 2019; field notes of conversation with Wilson Ngaile, 
Ibofwe, November 26, 2019. 

1194  Interview with Zuberi Mwaoitara, Kalenga, November 27, 2019. 
1195  Interview with Zuberi Mwaoitara, Kalenga, November 27, 2019. 
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Muslims. The former disapproved of mali narratives because of the associated belief in charms 

and divination.1196  

Conclusion 

This chapter has examined how Tanzanians extended branches of memory among each other by 

handling and telling stories about demonetized German specie. It argues that hellers, rupees, and 

their hiding places became lieux de mémoire through which Tanzanians reflected on the impact 

of foreign rule, the damage caused by the First World War, and the debts they were owed by 

former colonizers. To the consternation of British officials, African traders and their customers 

continued to count in rupees and hellers after the First World War. But in 1918, large-scale 

reparations for the damage caused by colonial rule were off the table. In this postcolonial but still 

imperial moment, compensation was only open to a minority of Tanzanians based on the 

racialized stipulations of imperial citizenship and international diplomacy. Nevertheless, 

Tanzanians told stories about German specie to demand the fulfillment of debts due.  

How Tanzanians made memories with German rupees and hellers thus illuminates 

precedents for recent Tanzanian calls for reparations for colonialism. These precedents do not 

provide a benchmark for reparations but help to explain why demands for compensation did not 

feature prominently upon the country’s independence in 1961. They also illustrate the 

importance of material objects for everyday practices of remembrance. In the last two decades, 

debates about the legacies of colonialism have tended to focus on cultural objects and human 

remains that were taken from Africa by European colonizers. Studying objects that were left 

 
1196  Marcus Muyinga at first denied knowing anything about German treasure. At a later meeting, he 

conceded that these stories were widespread but that he tried to avoid them because of his Christian 
faith. Interview with Marcus Muyinga, Kalenga, August 18, 2019; field notes of conversation with 
Marcus Muyinga, November 15, 2019; see also field notes of conversation with Martin Chatila, 
Weru, November 15, 2019. 
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behind by European colonizers illustrates that colonial afterlives are characterized as much by 

what has been gone as by what is still here. 
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Conclusion: Gone but Still Here 
 

“Branches of Memory” has told the story of how Namibians and Tanzanians have integrated 

colonialism into their historical imagination. It has done so by focusing on the ways in which 

ordinary men and women, poets, politicians and soldiers recalled their countries’ first colonial 

occupation. It is at once a specific and a general story. Specific, because historians have hitherto 

not compared how African societies lived with the heterogeneous and long-lasting aftereffects of 

German colonialism. General, because the implications of this story carry meaning for African 

history more broadly.  

In the first place, the dissertation demonstrates that although German colonialism expired 

over a century ago, its effects have remained very close indeed to the concerns of successive 

generations of Namibians and Tanzanians. To describe African societies’ remembrance of the 

German colonial empire as marked by “silence” obscures the quotidian memory work through 

which Namibians and Tanzanians have recalled it. In Namibia, the genocide of 1904–1908 and 

the entrenchment of white-minority rule under the South African mandate and apartheid created 

a political economy of recollection in which making memories of and with German times 

became almost all-pervasive. The Herero extended mnemonic branches through names, the 

pageantry of the troops and by discussing skin color and the history of dispersed clans and their 

land. Similarly, Tanzanians created and confronted reminders of the first colonial occupation 

through practicing their faith, traversing the landscape, within their families, as well as through 

poetry, newspapers, public ritual, and in encounters with former comrades and classmates.  

By extending these manifold branches of memory, eastern and southern Africans 

influenced how they attained independence. In both countries, telling stories about and with 

German colonialism became a political language that allowed Namibians and Tanzanians to hold 
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subsequent rulers accountable, negotiate the meaning of the colonial encounter, and formulate 

claims for recompense for colonialism. Of course, grievances arising from British and South 

African rule were just as—if not more—consequential in this respect. There was no path-

dependency in which memories of German colonialism became the primary framework through 

which Namibians and Tanzanians defined politics and the society they wanted to live in. Rather, 

this dissertation has illuminated how the first colonial occupation became one prominent 

dimension in the “space of experience” of eastern and southern Africans. This experience 

consequently affected their “horizon of expectation.” The afterlives of the German colonial 

empire thereby demonstrate the ways in which Namibians and Tanzanians have struggled for 

social, cultural, and political autonomy during—and after—the colonial encounter.  

From indigenous leaders such as Hosea Kuṱako to nationalist leaders such as Julius 

Nyerere, Namibians and Tanzanians understood what a return of German rule would have meant, 

and that openly challenging the colonial power as in 1904–1908 and 1905–1907 could carry 

disastrous consequences. As a result, they not only supported the mandatory during the Second 

World War but also sought to realize decolonization through peaceful means. In Tanzania, where 

an armed struggle unfolded in neighboring Kenya, vivid memories of German oppression sapped 

initial support for TANU, orienting the party towards decolonization through the UN and 

negotiations with the British. African petitioners such as Kirilo Japhet and their memory work 

with and through German colonialism before the UN had no small part in shaping this 

orientation. In Namibia, South African obduracy frustrated a similar strategy, resulting in a 

protracted armed conflict after 1966. But the path prepared by Namibian petitioners such as 

Mburumba Kerina and Jariretundu Kozonguizi remained open. Eventually, it contributed to 

Namibia’s independence in 1990. 
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To realize these postcolonial futures, eastern and southern Africans had to dwell on and 

argue about the pasts that preceded them—to develop a historical imagination. By highlighting 

this past tense of decolonization, “Branches of Memory” casts the end of empire less as a formal 

series of political events, and more as a popular intellectual process of claiming sovereignty in 

the social, political, and cultural sphere through memory work. To be sure, the end of German 

rule was not the end of foreign rule for eastern and southern Africans. But the expiration of the 

shortest-lived colonial empire in Africa opened a small, however short-lived window of 

opportunity in which communities such as Tanga’s Lutheran Christians could practice and 

expand autonomy and groups such as the Herero could regain some room for maneuver that they 

had lost to foreign occupation and genocide.  

In both Namibia and Tanzania, the making of memories and the historical imagination 

involved former German colonizers and anti-imperialist allies abroad. Just as colonial rule did 

not affect all its subjects in the same way, Namibians and Tanzanians created memories of 

colonialism in closer or distant cooperation with former colonizers. Lutheran Christians of the 

Mrima coast and in Hereroland as well as former askari and Bambusen were just some of the 

communities that developed nostalgic perspectives on the colonial past that stood next to—and 

often intersected with—those of survivors of the Herero and Nama genocide, Maji Maji, and 

other victims of colonial cruelty. If decolonization was, in Adom Getachew’s words, a “world-

making” enterprise concerned with the future, its realization also depended on practices of 

memory-making that spanned generations and the confines of purportedly autochthonous 

communities.  

By highlighting the dynamism of eastern and southern Africans’ memory work, 

“Branches of Memory” resolves the often-posited dichotomy between the supposedly 
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emancipatory, future-oriented politics of the liberation era and more recent African demands for 

restorative justice. Namibians and Tanzanians might not have filed class action lawsuits for 

reparations after the First World War, but they knew which debts they were owed. Whether in 

meetings with South African officials or in the halls of global diplomacy, the Herero put on 

record that German colonizers had stolen their land, robbed them of their cattle, and killed their 

ancestors. In Tanzania, chiefs such as Matola II sought but failed to obtain recompense, whereas 

former askari as well as Indian and Arab merchants succeeded in doing so based on their 

formerly privileged status as colonial intermediaries and the vagaries of imperial subjecthood. 

Within this long genealogy of restorative justice politics in Africa, precedents such as 

compensation payments to survivors of the Holocaust after the Second World War remain an 

important watershed. However, by exploring the ways in which Namibians and Tanzanians 

extended branches of memory, this dissertation reveals that contemporary African demands for 

reparations draw on both international precedent and on long-standing vernacular languages of 

debt and restitution. 

The work of decolonization in eastern and southern Africa required—and continues to 

depend on—continuous memory work. The enduring valence of Namibia’s and Tanzania’s first 

colonial occupation as a political register and mnemonic cue suggests that achieving social 

justice and decolonization are not finite processes but questions that successive generations must 

answer for themselves. In this respect, practices of social remembrance again resemble Santiago 

Ramón y Cajal’s neuronal forests: never static, as dependent on continuous re-creation as they 

are marked by inevitable, periodic decline.   
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